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ABSTRACT 
The molecular-beam technique has been used in three different 

experimental arrangements to study a wide range of inter-atomic and 
molecular forces. 

Chapter 1 reports results of a low energy (0.2 kcal/mole) elastic 
scattering study of the He-Ar pair potential. The purpose of the 
study was to accurately characterize the shape of the potential in the 
well region, by scattering slow He atoms produced by expanding a 
mixture of He in N 2 from a cooled nozzle. No new information was 
obtained, due to an inaccuracy of the measurement of the Ar beam 
velocity, and the large spread in He velocities produced by the mixed-
gas expansion. 

Chapter 2 contains measurements of the vibrational predissociation 
spectra and product translational energy for clusters of water, 
benzene, and ammonia. The experiments show that most of the product 
energy remains in the internal molecular motions. The major hindrance 
to extracting potential information from the spectra is the inability 
to properly account, in model calculations, for large amplitude motion 
present in the clusters. 
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Chapter 3 presents measurements of the reaction Na(3 [3/2' * 

HClfVv-O) » NaCl (lz*) + H( 2S) at collision energies of 5.38 
and 19-4 kcal/mole. This is the first study to resolve both 
scattering angle and velocity for the reaction of a short lived (16 
nsec) electronic excited state. The large reaction enhancement 
observed in the excited state, as well as the absence of a measureable 
alignment or orientation polarization dependence, are consistent with 
the expected electron jump mechanism for this reaction. The product 
translational energy and recoil angle distributions are consistent 
with an early repulsive energy release. 

Apendices I and II describe computer programs written to analyze 
molecular beam expansions to extract information characterizing their 
velocity distributions, and to calculate accurate laboratory elastic 
scattering differential cross sections accounting for the finite 
apparatus resolution. Appendix III contains experimental results 

which attempted to determine the efficiency of optically pumping the 
2 2 

Li(2 P,,2) and Na^3 P-,,?) excited states. A simple three-
level model for predicting the steady-state fraction of atoms in the 
excited state is included. 
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I. ELASTIC SCATTERING OF Ar-He AT LOW ENERGIES 
A. INTRODUCTION 

In the last decade, remarkable progress in understanding the 
theoretical basis of intermolecular forces has been made. The devel
opment of the molecular beam technique has figured prominently in the 
experimental testing of the predictions of theories of intermolecular 
bonding. In particular, for the noble gas pair interactions, it has 
been possible to derive accurate experimental intermolecular poten
tials from measurements of the energy dependence of the angle-resolved 
differential cross-sections, and to relate these derived potentials to 

2 ab initio and semi-empirical theories of intermolecular forces. 
Despite general agreement between theory and experiment, the pair 

potentials involving He are still thought to be poorly characterized 
experimentally in the well region of the intermolecular potential. 
Most theories assume that the long range potential follows the well-
known dispersion series (-C,/ 6 - Cg/_8 - . . . ) , while the short range 
repulsive core shape is modeled by the Born-Mayer A*exp(-ar) function. 
The major difference between theories is the manner in which the 
potential is interpolated between these two limiting ranges, in the 
well region. 

Experimental determination: of the He-rare gas potentials show 
differences outside of the stated errors of the respective 
experiments. ''' For example, the binding energy of the He-Ar 
potential is reported to be known to an accuracy of 3 percent, yet, 
the best experiments were performed at collision energies 10-30 times 
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that of the derived well depths. This suggests that the well region 
May not be sensitively probed at these elevated collision energies, 
because the centrifugal potential screens it from contributing 
significantly to the scattering. In Fig. 1, the classical turning 
points are shown for a few partial waves at three collision energies 
using the best experimentally derived He-Ar potential. The effect of 
reducing the collision energy on the range of the potential probed is 
clearly seen. 

An additional problem associated with the experimental determina
tion of the potential involves the form of the model potential func
tion chosen to be fit to the data. Many parameterizations use the 
well depth as a scaling factor, i.e., V(r) • e*f(r/r ), where e is 
the well depth, r the internuclear separation at the potential mini
mum, f(x) the reduced, dimensionless potential, and V(r) the inter-
molecular potential. Changing e, consequently, affects the whole of 
the potential. If care is not exercised and several distinct param
eterizations not tested, optimizing c may result in an improved fit to 
the potential in the range of the experimental collision energy, but 

4 degrading the fit in the well region. As the exact form of the 
potential is unknown, to construe this derived c obtained at a high 
collision energy relative to the well depth, as the true well depth, 
is actually an extrapolation to low collision energy. Depending on 
the ratio of the collision energy to the true well depth, E/e, this 
extrapolation may or may not be accurate. 
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Four differential cross-section measurements have been published 
4-7 on the He-Ar potential. Table 1 summarizes the collision energy 

(E), energy resolution ( A E / E ) , the derived well depths (c) and bond 
lengths (r ) of these studies. The large variation in the potential 
parameters, especially c, is evident. In the most recent and accurate 
study by Aziz, et al., it was suggested that the discrepancy between 
the published potential values is related to the method of analysis of 
the small angle (• < 5*) scattering data. The authors say that the 
error in the data in this range is dominated by systematic experimental 
errors and not the statistical counting errors as assumed in several 

4 6 other studies. * 
With this historical background, a new set of scattering experi

ments was planned for the He-Ar system. The goal of the experiments 
was to measure the differential cross-sections for a wide range of 
collision energies (E/c - 30, 5, 2) and to simultaneously fit all the 
data to a single potential. By covering a large range of collision 
energies, and utilizing flexible potential forms, the above-mentioned 
problems with the c scaling parameter can be avoided. To insure that 
the collision energy was chosen sufficiently low to accurately probe 
the potential minimum, a series of computer simulations were performed 
to show the sensitivity of the data at a particular energy to the 
potential parameters. Experimentally, the technique of aerodynamic 
deceleration of He oy N~ was used to achieve the low He velocities 
necessary for a reduced collision energy of E/E * 2. The characteris
tics of the velocity distributions produced in this manner and the 
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problems associated with this method of beam production were 
investigated. 

The structure of this chapter is as follows: I., the second 
section, the experimental method and data error analysis are 
described. The third section details the beam velocity measurements 
needed for an accurate knowledge of the absolute distribution of 
collision energies. The fourth section sketches the feasibility of a 
direct deconvolution of the experimental data to obtain a potential 
independent of a presupposed analytical form. The final section is 
devoted to suggested improvements in the experiment. Two appendicies 
describe general computer programs written to anaiyze the data and to 
plan experiments. 
S. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

The differential cross-sections were measured in a new rotating 
detector, crossed beams apparatus the details of which are given 

o 

elsewhere. Briefly, two supersonic molecular beams, each doubly 
differentially pumped, are crossed in a collision chamber. The Ar 
beam is IOC percent amplitude modulated at 150 Hz by a tuning fork 
chopper located in the second differential pumping region. The 
scattered He atoms are detected by a rotating mass spectrometer 
consisting of an electron bombardment ionizer, r-f quadrupole mass 
filter, and a Daly ion counter. The detector rotates in the plane 
defined by the atomic beams. The pulses from the Daly counter are 
discriminated, then counted by standard pulse counting electronics. 
From the phase of the tuning fork modulation, the ion pulses are 
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routed to either of two counters, depending on whether the Ar beam is 
blocked or unblocked. The difference between the counters gives the 
signal at a particular detector angle. 

To obtain sufficient signal to noise ratios for the complete 
angular range measured, separate scans were made of smaller inter
vals. The variation of the signal count rate with angle of three 
orders of magnitude meant that different detector settings (emission 
current or quadrupole transmission) were necessary to reduce pulse 
pile-up effects in the counting electronics at small angles, without 
sacrificing sensitivity at large angles. 

Each of the smaller angular intervals was scanned an even number 
of times, alternating the scan direction to minimize the systematic 
errors introduced by the large He background which is correlated with 
the detector position (see Fig. 2). The high intensity of the He beam 
coupled with the low pumping speed for He by ion pumps, results in a 

3 4 background count rate roughly 10 - 10 times larger than the signal 
count rate. When the detector angle is changed, the finite time con
stant for the detector pressure to equilibrate to the different He gas 
load results in a monotonic increase or decrease in the He count rate 
at the new angle, depending or. the direction of rotation of the detec
tor. For example, if all scans were made in the same direction from 
small to large angles, the signals obtained would be systematically 
high. As the background channel is always accumulated after the sig
nal and background channel, the background channel would be smaller by 
an amount proportional to the rate of the He background decrease with 
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time. By reversing the scan direction, the data is biased an equal 
amount in favor of the background channel. The sum of the bidirec
tional scans would subsequently average out all linear correlations of 
the He background with detector angle. 

The above effect is most prominent at small angles where the 
background is largest, and the counting times usually shortest. To 
properly quantify the magnitude of this error, a careful study of the 
time dependence of the signal after rotating the detector to a small 
angle from either direction should be done. Likewise, if the detector 
is rotated directly from a small angle to a large angle at which the 
background is substantially lower, the time dependence of the signal 
at the new large angle position will show if, within the statistical 
errors, the decrease of the He background with time has measurable 
effects. 

Within the data statistical uncertainty, there was no need to 
correct for long term fluctuations in detector response, beam inten-

4 sities, etc. as done in a previous study. It was found that for 
scans made on separate days with all machine indicators unchanged, the 
signal levels agreed within 1.5 percent. This was taken as the inher
ent stability of the experiment. No long term signal could be obtained 
more accurately than this error. 

The smaller angular intervals were joined together to produce the 
complete angular scan. Care was taken to insure that adjacent scans 
overlapped for many points to reduce systematic scaling errors between 
large and small angles. To ascertain the error introduced by the 
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scaling, a confidence limit for the scale factor, o, was calculated. 
2 This was done by expanding the X error about the optimal scale 

value, o 0, 

X 2{a) - X 2 ( a Q ) + £ 4 _ X _ ( o - a 0 ) 2
 ( 1 ) 

da 

2 2 2 and using the curvature of the fit, d X /da , to measure the change in 
scale factor which produces a given change in the fit. The change in 

2 
a necessary to increase X by 1/3 of the data error for the points 
used in the scaling was taken as a measure of the scaling error. This 
estimate of the scaling error was always less than a *10 , and no 
correction for it was made. 

The first order dead time correction was computed from the equation 

T C R " 1 - MCft*PW • ( 2 ) 

where TCR is the true count rate, MCR is the measured count rate and 
PW is the discriminator pulse width (50 nanoseconds). The correction 
was applied to both data channels to obtain the true signal, the 
difference of the corrected channels. The error at each angle was 
incremented by the change in the signal introduced by the dead time 
correction. 

Several additional systematic errors were investigated for their 
effects on the data, and found to be either negligible or uncorrect
able with the measured experimental parameters. For example, there is 
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a variation in phase of the detected product with laboratory angle. 
The phase and gate width of the chopper gating circuit was set by 
first maximizing the modulated Ar signal looking directly at the 
modulated Ar beam, then adjusting for the difference in arrival time 
of the He atoms from the collision center using the measured He and Ar 
velocities (see Sec. C below). If the elastically scattered He atoms 
had the same laboratory velocity at all angles, and this velocity was 
the same as the He beam (reference) velocity, no correction would be 
necessary. In general, the He is moving faster in the laboratory at 
larger scattering angles. If the laboratory velocity at a given 
angle, e, is V (1 + o), V being the He beam velocity for which 
the phase/gate width is set, the tine difference for arrival of the He 
at this angle from its reference value will be 

In this equation, L is the flight distance to the detector from the 
collision volume (L - 30 cm). At the maximum angle detected, at = .06 
msecs for the Newton d agram in Fig. 3(a) and At = .16 msecs for the 
diagram in Fig. 3(b). From the measured Ar beam modulation function, 
the rise time (10-90 percent of full scale) for the gated Ar beam is 
.5 msecs. These phase delays are thus neglected, being within the 
rise time of the chopper function. 

Secondly, the angular calibration of the apparatus was checked by 
locating the first minimum/maximum in the laboratory cross sections on 
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both sides of :he He beam. These minima/maxima correspond to a common 
center-of-mass scattering angle. For the liquid nitrogen cooled He 
data, with a 1 percent velocity spread, a single Newton diagram deter
mination of the location of the primary beam gives no angular offset 
within the expected accuracy. The absolute angular accuracy of the 
measurements is taken as better than ±1/4*. A more precise determina
tion of the offset could be obtained from a detailed fit to the first 
two oscillations on both sides of the He beam. 

As noted above, the signal is derived from the difference between 
two large numbers. It is possible for the background to be incorrect
ly accounted for by this difference if the attenuation of the He beam 
by the presence of the Ar is of the order of the signal error. Figure 
2 shows the background count rate as a function of angle. The asymp
totic value for angles larger than 27* is the sum of the inherent 
detector background, and an effusive component from the main scatter
ing chamber when the He beam is operating. The step in the He count 
rate over the angular range 22-27* is from back scattered He beam gas 
which begins to hit the front of the detector at these angles, and 
increases the scattering of He beam gas into the detector. At angles 
less than 10*, the count rate begins to increase exponentially. At 
this position, the detector begins to view direct effusive He gas from 
the differential pumping region. Small angle scattering of the He 
beam from background gas and other He beam atoms moving at different 
velocities also begins to contribute at these small angles. 

When the Ar beam is unblocked by the chopper, the He beam is 
attenuated by the amount e~ n o , where n is the Ar beam gas density 
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at the scattering zone, o is the total cross section for scattering He 
out of the beam, and L is a characteristic length of the collision 
volume. The He background then changes when the Ar beam is blocked or 
unblocked. The difference between the two counters will give 

< S + Bon> " Boff ' S + ^-WW • «> 
Here, B and B .. are the background counts with the Ar beam on and 
off respectively, S is the true signal, e~ n < T the attenuation factor 
for the He beam, and B the background He counts correlated with 
the Ar modulation. 

To quantify this effect, an estimate of the Ar beam gas density at 
the collision zone, as well as the total scattering cross section, is 
needed. The number density at the scattering center, n, is given by 

- - h n«,<V "V ft2 • (5) 

where the peaking factor, K, is 2 for a monatomic gas, n (T , P ) is 
the gas density at the nozzle, r is the nozzle radius, and d is the 
distance between the nozzle and the collision volume. Equation (5) is 
derived from the total gas flow through the nozzle from a model devel-

q oped by Habets. The model assumes that the intensity is linear with 
gas flow. For the experimental conditions used in the present study, 
the beams are operated near the high pressure limit where non-ideal 
background gas interactions begin to affect the expansion. The beam 
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intensities are maximized, so small changes in nozzle backing pressure 
produce no increase in beam intensity. In this regime, there is no 
linear relation between beam intensity and backing pressure. Hence, 
Eq. (5) is an upper bound for the beam density in the scattering 
volume. For the Ar beam source the parameters are r =. .0038 cm, d = 

19 3 1? 3 
5.75 cm, and n » 2 x 10 /cm , giving a density of 1.5 x 10 /cm at 
the collision volume. The total cross section for scattering out of 
the He beam is conservatively assumed to be -5A . The fractional 
attenuation of the primary (He) beam is then 2.5 x 10 . Using Eq. 
(4), the error bars at each angle should be increased by the factor 

_4 
2.5 x 10 * B . B „__ is assumed bounded by the quantity 

corr corr J J 

B(e) - B(e m, v) where B(e) is the background count rate measured at 
the detector angle e, and B(e„,,„) is the large angle background 
count rate which is taken to be uncorrelated with the tu.iing fork. 
The angle dependence of the background shown in Fig. 2 then gives the 
shape of this correction. 

The attenuation correction, when applied to the signals measured 
here, gave a differently shaped cross section, suggesting that for 
angles larger than -10*. the data is much less affected than this 
model predicts. The potentials derived from the data corrected for 
the modeled attenuation effect were substantially at odds with what 
one would reasonably expect on physical grounds, as well as having 

2 large X errors. As a large component of the He count rate is a 
result of pressure buildup in the detector (and this should be 
uncorrelated with the chopper modulation), the upper bound chosen for 
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B is probably too high. For this reason, no correction for the 
attenuation was made to the data as it affected the cross sections to 
an unreasonable extent, and the proper experimental measurements to 
account for it were not available. 

To experimentally measure the attenuation effect, the background 
He level with and without the Ar beam must be measured. The back
ground He levels can be measured by the time-of-flight (TOF) tech
nique. To measure a fractional difference of 2 x 10 in the 
background would take -1000 seconds if the average He count rate was 
-10 /sec, -1 millisecond of time of the TOF spectrum was averaged 
to determine the background, and the TOF wheel speed was -400 Hz. As 
the Ar beam is on or off for large time intervals, this method would 
not measure the background correlated on the chopper time scale. It 
would indicate if the attenuation of the He beam had an observable 
effect which would need to be accounted for in the data analysis. 

The final systematic effect investigated concerns the fraction of 
He atoms which undergo multiple collisions before leaving the colli
sion volume. The intense He beam used at the .4 kcal/mole collision 
energy (660 psi backing pressure, 30 u nozzle diameter, nozzle-
collision volume distance of 6.75 cm) produces a He atom density of 

14 3 1.4 x 10 /cm at the scattering volume. The density of scattered 
* He atoms in the collision volume, N H , is given by 

M * N , NHe NAr gAr-He vAr-He \ , , v 1 n10,,. m3 ,,, 
N H e = N H e ( n H e A v ^ ) = 2.1 x 10 /cm . (6) 
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In Eq. (6), N H and N. are the number densities of the He and 
Ar beams at the collision volume, o. H is the total cross section 
for He-Ar scattering, vj® H is the relative velocity between the He 
and Ar beams, V the collision volume, v H the He beam velocity, and 
A the cross sectional area of the He beam. The numerator of the par
enthetical expression in Eq. (6) is the number of He atoms scattered 
per second from the collision volume, and the denominator is the 
number of He atoms entering the collision volume per second. Hence, 
the parenthetical expression is the percentage of He atoms scattered. 
The number of singly scattered atoms, N H **, which collide with the 
undeflected He beam atoms (the most probable multiple collision event) 
is given by 

* rel 
NHe NHe °He*-He vHe*-He v , ,,, 

NHe** FsiiiS ( 7 ) 

where o u„* u „ is the collision cross section for He-He collisions He*-He 
aid Vu?I "« t n e r e l a t i v e velocity between the colliding He atoms. He — ne 
The factor 2 sine accounts for the overlap of the incident He beam 
with the He scattered at an angle ©. Normalizing Eq. (7) to the 
singly scattered He signal will give the fraction of He atoms multiply 
scattered, f H e**. 

* rel 
f _ NHe NHe °He*-He vHe*-He V . (8) 

H f i " " 2 s 1 n o NAr NHe V H e ^ H e V 
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Combining Eqs. (6) and (8) one obtains for f H e** 

, NHe °He*-He(°> V H ^ - H e ( 8 ) L . (9) 
He** * 2 sine v H e 

In Eq. (9), L is a characteristic length of the collision volume. 
The angular dependence of Eq. (9) is approximated by modeling the 
He*-He collision cross section by the classical cross section for 
orbiting collisions. For He atoms deflected by colliding with Ar 
through an angle o with respect to the incident He beam, the orbiting 
cross section with the remaining undeflected He beam will be 

oorr-He<°> - - ( ^ r - ) 1 / 3 . do) 
- vrel<«> 

where C g is the C, coefficient for the He-He potential. The 
laboratory solid angle into which these orbiting collisions are 

2 redistributed is -sin e. The fraction of the signal lost at each 
angle, f(o), after substituting numerical values in (9) and (10) is 

f(o) * 3 x 10" 6 (sine) 4 / 3 . (11) 

Therefore, even at small angles, the effect is negligible under the 
strong assumption that all of the orbiting collisions are lost. 
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C. BEAM VELOCITY CHARACTERIZATION 
A knowledge of the absolute velocity distribution of the atomic 

beams is necessary for the quantitative determination of the poten
tials. The method used to obtain the velocity distributions is 
described in Appendix 1. The extracted velocity distribution param
eters are listed !ii Table II. The ion fligh'. time ^.aj (in micro-

1/ seconds) was not measured, but computed from the canonical 3(M(amu)) 
relation established by previous tests for 75 volt ions with negligi
ble initial velocity. 

For the neat, high pressure He beam expanded from the liquid 
nitrogen cooled nozzle, the error in the velocity is determined by the 
ratio of the ionizer length to the neutral flight path, or 1/92. 

The velocity distribution of this beam is extremely narrow. At 
the time the velocity was measured, no means of delaying the start of 
the multi-channel scaler (MCS) was available to allow a high resolu
tion window to be centered about the peak He beam velocity. Conse
quently, a larger dwell time (decreased resolution) was necessary to 
bring the velocity distribution within the 255 channels available in 
the MCS. 

A direct deconvolution of the He velocity data (see Appendix 1) 
shows the observed width to be dominated by the time response of the 
apparatus. The velocity distribution width parameter, B, is poorly 
determined for this beam, but must be greater than the value listed. 
The distribution in velocities is already so small, that the error in 
determining s does not affect the data analysis below. 
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The measured He flow velocity for the liquid nitrogen cooled 
nozzle determined an effective nozzle temperature of 88*K. At this 
temperature, the predicted flow velocity of a mixture of 30 percent 

4 N_ in He would be 5.71 x 10 cm/sec from the average mass of the 4 gas mixture. The measured value of 5.85 x 10 cm/sec is 2.5 percent 
faster, consistent with either (or both) a small 5 percent additional 
contribution to the heat capacity from the cooling of the N, rota
tions, or an error of 2 percent in the gas mixture ratio. 

The aerodynamically decelerated He beam (30 percent N- in He) 
has a broad velocity distribution. When higher nozzle backing pres
sures were applied, the N-/He beam would form various C M m ^ ^ n 
clusters. With only moderate pressures, the ratio of clustered to 
unclustered He could be easily changed, obtaining totally condensed 
beams of large clusters if desired. The hydrodynamic deceleration, as 
noted above, does lower the velocity as predicted, but the onset of 
cluster formation ultimately restricts the speed ratios to small 
values. 

The Ar beam was cooled by a 93*K copper block and measured on a 
third apparatus with a 62 cm flight path. This apparatus was used to 
reduce the gas load of Ar into the detector of the crossed beams scat
tering machine so subsequent experiments would have a small mass 20 
background. The thermocouple temperature of the copper cooling block 

4 predicted an Ar velocity of 3.1 x 10 cm/sec if the Ar gas at the 
nozzle was in equilibrium with this temperature. The measured value 
of 4.08 x 10 cm/sec is much faster. The implications of this differ
ence on the derived potentials will be discussed in more detail below. 
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D. DETERMINATION Of THE INTERACTION POTENTIALS FROM EXPERIMENTAL 
DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS 

The determination of interaction potentials from differential 
cross section data has followed two methods. The most desirable of 
these is to invert the scattering data to obtain a numerical potential 
jsing semi classical * * or quantum mechanical algorithms. 
The inversion involves two steps. First, the laboratory differential 
cross section must be fit by a set of phase shifts. Three approaches 
to this problem have been published. The first, by Buck, involves 
parameterizing the phase shifts by analytical functions, then varying 
the function parameters to fit the observed data. The second method, 
by Kleingbeil, uses a non-linear least squares fit of the phase 
shifts to the observed data, assuming the Born approximation to be 
valid beyond s critical impact parameter. The third method, by Gerber 
and Shapiro, is based on the unitary properties of the scattering 
wave equation to obtain the phase shifts. Shapiro has devised a 
method for transforming experimental data to the center-of-mass frame 
which is necessary before the phase shifts can be obtained by the 
unitary scheme. The only application of these techniques to 
derive a true quantum mecnanical potential from experimental data is 

15 by Gerber, et al. for the He-Ne potential. 
All of the methods suffer from the necessity of assuming that 

either a single set of phase shifts is responsible for the observed 
scattering, or that an energy-angle scaling relationship, which can 
correct for the velocity averaging effects, is known. Any geometrical 
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averaging by the experiment from the finite detector or collision 
volume sizes can be accounted for by comparing the laboratory differ
ential cross sections with transformed and geometrically averaged 
center-of-mass differential cross sections. For neat He beams where 
speed ratios in excess of 100 are possible, a single set of phase 
shifts should dominate the obrerved scattering. 

To test this assumption, the laboratory data taken at the .4 
kcal/mole collision energy were fit under three different assumptions. 
First, a single Newton diagram was averaged only over the detector and 
collision volume dimensions. Second, allowance was made for the vari
ation of the phase shifts at different positions in the collision 
volume. In general, this is necessary when the beam velocity spread, 
AV/V , along a streamline is less than the beam's angular divergence, 
sine _> 4 V ' V

0 « If t n i s inequality holds, the velocity transverse to 
the beam centerline will contribute more to the distribution of colli
sion energies than the inherent velocity spread along the centerline. 
Third, a full averaging procedure including velocity averaging over 
each beam as well as positional averaging over the detector and colli
sion volumes was done. The variation in the potentials determined 
under the three different sets of averaging conditions tests the abil
ity of a single set of phase shifts to mimic the true laboratory 
measurements. For the .4 kcal/mole collision energy, all potential 
parameters were within 1 percent of each other for each of the three 
averaging conditions. It is, therefore, reasonable to assume the 
laboratory cross sections obtained with av/v - .01 at the collision 
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energy .4 kcal/mole are well-approximated by a single set of phase 
shifts. 

This brief discussion underscores the importance of using the 
highest speed ratios obtainable. Correcting for the finite velocity 
dispersion can only be done rigorously by the forward convolution 
method described below. If the experimental velocity averaging is 
small and well represented by a single set of phase shifts, the next 
step is to fit a sufficient number of laboratory angular measurements 
over an extensive angular range to obtain a converged set of phase 
shifts. For reasons cited below, we assume that this step can be done 
using available non-linear fitting routines. 

The extraction of a potential from a set of phase shifts involves 
a semiclassical ' or a quantum mechanical inversion. The semi-
classical procedure was tested first due to its relative computational 
simplicity. Two sets of quantum mechanical phase shifts for He-Ar 
were calculated at the energies of two experimental measurements from 
an assumed He-Ar potential. Parameterizing the potential, V(r), and 
internuclear separation, r, by u 

V(r(u)) » E*(l - exp(-2*T(u))) (12) 
r(u) « u*exp (-T(u)}, 0 <_ u £ , 

it can be shown that 
OS 

K u j . f f / t b ' - u 2 ) 1 ' 2 ^ * . (13) 
u 
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1/2 where k > 2*(2wE) /h, E is the collision energy, b the impact 
parameter, and <i(b), the phase shift curve. Given the phase shift 
curve and a value for u, Eq. (13) is solved for T(u) by an adaptive 
Chebeshev quadruture scheme discussed by Kleingbeil. Once u, and 
T(u) are known, Eqs. (12) are used to obtain r(u) and V(r(u)). The 
potential V(r) is easily obtained by solving these equations for many 
values of u. The chief numerical obstacle (for the diffractive 
scattering of He-Ar at these energies) to the solution jf Eq. (13) 
is computing the derivative of the phase shift curve, -j?, at an arbi
trary impact parameter, b. Spiine, as well as 2, 3, 4, and 5 point 
Lagrangian interpolations were tested. The results are displayed in 
Fig. 4. 

Since quantum mechanical phase shifts were computed and used as 
input to the inversion program, one does not expect to recover the 
exact potential by the semi classical inversion scheme. By necessity, 
any phase shifts derived from experimental data would be quantum 
mechanical. The extracted potentials show two pathologies. First, 
the repulsive wall has oscillations which make the potential multi
valued. In solving the equations for V and r in this range, V is 
always increasing with decreasing u while r oscillates as it 
approaches the classical turning point (u * 0). This oscillation 
results from the difficulty in interpolating a derivative which 
decreases monotnnically with increasing impact parameters in this 
range due to the sparseness of negative phase shifts. Second, at the 
higher collision energy, the phase shifts produce a potential which 
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has a spurious hump, whose details are sensitive to the type of 
interpolation scheme. The hump is associated with the maximum of the 
phase shift curve. The density of phase shifts near the maximum is 
low, so the numerical interpolation of a first derivative is poor. 
The sign of the interpolated first derivative changes several times in 
this region, producing a second minimum. To avoid these shortcomings, 
the repulsive wall and well region of the phase shift curve need to be 
represented by functions whose first derivatives behave properly. 

15 Shapiro has outlined a quantum mechanical procedure for 
obtaining the potential from phase shifts using a distorted wave Born 
approximation. A set of reference potentials is used to continue the 
asymptotic dispersion series to smaller internuclear distances. The 
method improves if good reference potentials are available, and is not 
limited by a small number of significant phase shifts. For the He-Ar 
system, this method was not tested for its ability to recover a known 
potential from its phase shifts, because the computational complexity 
was too great to implement the algorithm from the published 
information. 

The direct inversion procedures are seen to involve assumptions 
which are dependent on the system measured, as well as the experimental 
conditions. The errors introduced by these assumptions are difficult 
to assess. The only experimentally tested method for removing the 
velocity dependence of the averaging assumes that a velocity-laboratory 
angle scaling relation holds for all angles over the spread of colli
sion energies of the experiment (2 percent). For the He-Ne system, 
the deconvoluted-inverted potential seemed as accurate as any derived 
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by assuming a potential form. For diffractive scattering, the method, 
although complex, appears promising. For these reasons, the forward 
convolution method was used to obtain potentials from the current 
measurements. 

The forward convolution method uses a computer program to simulate 
an elastic scattering experiment, and through a least squares optimi
zation of potential parameters, determine a best fit potential. The 
advantage of the forward convolution method is its stability. The 
method can achieve an accuracy dependent only on the knowledge of the 
experimental conditions. Moreover, because a single potential curve 
can be used to generate differential cross sections at different ener
gies, multiple energy scattering experiments can be used simultaneously 
in the potential optimization. In the extreme case, a purely numerical 
potential consisting of a set of points Vfr^), {i » 1-N}, can be opti
mized to derive a potential independent of any assumption of the 
potential shape, by using multiple experimental cross sections covering 
a wide range of collision energies. The convergence of this method to 
the correct potential should be easy, since a good guess of the initial 
potential can be made using flexible analytic potential forms. 

The strong angular dependence of the diffractive oscillations 
necessitated writing a computer program which accurately accounts for 
the geometrical and velocity averaging of the experimental apparatus. 
Appendix 2 describes the program and numerical methods used to solve 
the scattering equations. 

As an example of how the program can be used, a best fit SPHD 
Ar-He potential was calculated assuming a range of approximations and 
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averaging effects. The solid line shown in Fig. 5(a) is a perfect 
experiment, consisting of one Newton diagram with an infinitesimally 
small detector. Curve A(«) allows for angular averaging of the detec
tor (acceptance angle .56*) and beam divergences (1.40* He beam, 1.5* 
Ar beam), while restricting the scattering to a plane. The differen
tial cross section of curve A ( — ) allows the phase shifts to vary 
with the position in the collision volume, to show the importance of 
beam angular divergence when the velocity dispersion along the center-
line is small. Curves B ( — ) and B ( — ) are the three dimensional 
analogs of curves A(«), A ( — ) . Here, the detector is treated as a 
two dimensional aperture and the collision volume has three dimensions. 
Curve C(—) includes velocity averaging over the atomic beam velocity 
distribution as determined by time-of-flight analysis. Finally, curve 
C ( — ) represents the fully averaged cross section for the actual 
experimental conditions. The detector size and collision volume are 
twice those of curve C ( — ) . From this series of approximations, the 
role of finite apertures in determining the amplitude of the oscilla
tions is seen to be especially important in the region of the minima. 

The Ar-He data was analyzed by simultaneously fitting the potential 
parameters to the three different collision energy cross sections. 
Each data set was simulated by a different set of averaging parameters, 
chosen to give accuracy without sacrificing computational speed. The 
potential fit to the highest energy data was the initial starting 
point for the optimization. Exhaustive variation of the potential 
parameters resulted in no major change from the starting potential 
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values, even though the two low energy data sets were poorly fit. 
Figure 6 shows the Individually best fit cross sections and potential 
parameters for the three collision energies. Figure 7 compares the 
differential cross sections predicted by the individually best fit 
potentials for the other data sets. 

Since the simultaneous fitting was unable to find a compromise 
"best" fit, it seemed best to investigate origins of other systematic 
errors in the experiments. As noted above, the Ar velocity for the 
low collision energies was higher than expected from the temperature 
of the cooling block. If the measured Ar velocity was in error, by 
changing its value we should be able to improve both of the low energy 
fits to the optimized high energy potential. Indeed, for v. = 
3.7 x 10 cm/sec, both low energy cross sections are predicted well 
within data errors by the Aziz potential (see Fig. 8 ) , and better 
than any potential optimized to them separately. The origin of the 
possible error in the Ar velocity is not clear. Most likely, the 
conditions of the Ar source during the scattering experiment were not 
the same as those measured in the time-of-flight apparatus. For this 
reason, no improvement in the potential was obtained from the present 
work. 
E. SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS 

The present study has shown that, for an accurate determination of 
the He-Ar pair potential several experimental improvements are needed. 
First, an optimal size for the detector aperture and collision volume 
will yield more precise values for the amplitude of the diffractive 
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oscillations. These features are sensitive to the well shape. Second, 
initial experiments should measure the shape of the minimum of an 
oscillation for various beam conditions and aperture sizes. This would 
be fruitful in deciding the resolution of the experiment as well as 
verifying the computer simulations of the averaging effects. 

The systematic errors noted above can also be reduced. The 
counting electronics can be maximized for minimum pile-up by using a 
10 nanosecond discriminator pulse width. A smaller dwell time to 
measure the He beam velocity will provide a precise determination of 
the velocity distribution. Additional collimation of the He beam will 
reduce the small angle background. (A triple slit collimation arrange
ment as used in the cluster photofragmentation studies of Chapter 2 
would be ideal.) A nonuniform angular grid near the minima and maxima 
of the oscillations to accurately determine positions on both sides of 
the primary beam, will be useful for determining angular offsets. Of 
course, modifications which reduce the background help minimize modu
lated background also. For He which is inefficiently pumped by ion 
pumps, turbomolecular pumps should offer substantial improvements. 
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Table 1. Experimental parameters and conditions from previous 
scattering studies of He-Ar. 

Collision 
Energy Energy Well Depth r (A) 

Author Year References (kcal/mole) Resolution (kcal/mole) 

Chen 1973 4 .48 .14 .048 3.54 
Smith 1977 5 1.37 

.42 
.18 
.18 

.060 3.46 

Keil 1978 6 1.45 .20 .0406 3.57 
Aziz 1979 7 1.572 .028 .058 3.44 
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Table 2. Velocity distribution parameters. 

Nozzle . a ? ? o 
Gas Temperature V Q(10 cm/sec) B(10 sec /cm ) X 

75.5 2.8 
1.47 29. 
4.55 2.9 

He 88*K 9.57 

He/N2 88*K 5.85 

Ar 93"K 4.08 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Fig. 1. Collision energy and angular momentum dependence of the 

classical turning points for the He-Ar potential. 
Fig. 2. Angular dependence of the He detector background. 
Fig. 3. Newton diagrams for elastic He-Ar scattering at collision 

energies of .479 kcal/mole and .244 kcal/mole. 
Fig. 4. Semiclassical inversion of phase shifts to determine the 

intermolecular potential. 
(A) Potentials extracted from phase shifts computed for a 
collision energy of .479 kcal/mole using (—) -5 point 
Lagrange, (—) -4 point Lagrange, (•••) 3 point Lagrange, 
and (•-•) spline interpolations. 
(B) Same as (A) except the phase shifts were computed at the 
collision energy .244 kcal/mole. Points are only indicated 
at positions where they differ from previously plotted points 
of the other interpolation types. 

Fig. 5. Effect of experimental averaging on the observed cross 
sections. 
(A) (—) Perfect experiment. (•) Spatial averaging over the 
detector aperture and collision volume for in-plane scattering 
only. (—) Same as (•) except the collision energy and phase 
shifts depend on the position in the collision volume. 
(S) (—) Spatial averaging as for curve A(«), except now 
full three dimensional scattering allowed. (—) Same as 
curve B ( — ) , but the phase shifts vary with position in the 
collision volume. 
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(C) (—) Same as curve A(»), with velocity averaging over 
the experimental velocity distributions. (—) Same as 
C ( — ) , but in-plane collision volume dimensions and detector 
slits are twice as large. This corresponds to the conditions 
of the experiments performed here. 

Fig. 6. Comparison of experimental and best fit cross sections 
obtained at each collision energy (—) calculated points, 
(—) experimental points with 1 standard deviation error 
bars. 
(a) E - 1.57 kcal/mole, (b) .479 kcal/mole, (c) .244 
kcal/mole. 

Fig. 7. Comparison of best fits of Fig. 6 at the other two data 
sets. (—) - calculated points, (—) experimental points 
with 1 standard deviation error bar. 
(A) Best fit .479 kcal/mole potential compared to 1.57 
kcal/mole data. 
(B) Best fit .244 kcal/mole potential compared to 1.57 
kcal/mole data. 
(C) Best fit 1.57 kcal/mole. potential compared to .244 
kcal/mole data. 
(D) Best fit 1.57 kcal/mole potential compared to .479 
iccal/mole data. 
(E) Best fit .244 kcal/mole potential compared to .479 
kcal/mole data. 
(F) Best fit .479 kcal/mole potential compared to .244 
kcal/mole data. 
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Fig. S. Comparison of observed elastic scattering laboratory cross 
section with the Buck Ar-He potential when the Ar velocity 
is 3.4 x 10 4 cm/sec. (a) E c o 1 - .45 kcal. (b) E j - .20 
kcal/mole. (—} - Calculated cross section, (—) observed 
cross section with 1 a error bars. The poor fit for angles 
smaller than 5* in part A is sensitive to details of the 
averaging procedure and to the outer well of the potential. 
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APPENDIX I. TIME-OF-FLIGHT MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE 
A. THEORY AND METHODS FOR TOF CALIBRATION 

The purpose of this appendix is to explain in detail the procedure 
for performing time-of-flight (TOF) calibration measurements. The 
result of the calibration measurements is to assign a correct length 
(L) to the path the molecules travel in a particular experimental 
configuration. In conjunction with time information, (t), a velocity 
distribution, (L/t), can then be determined. 

To measure the flight path from the interaction zone or TOF wheel 
to the ionizer, a known velocity distribution is used as calibrant. 
The standard practice is to use the rare gas nozzle distributions 
which are defined by assuming a Maxwellian velocity distribution 
superimposed on the bulk flow velocity. Because the electron 
bombardment ionizer is sensitive to number density, the velocity 
dependence of the assumed number density distribution is important. 
From standard texts a Maxwellian velocity distribution is 

" m ~ < vx + vy + vz> (1) e " ' s x y dv dv dv, [ i > x y z 

where T is the source temperature. For our model, this is the dis
tribution an observer would see moving at the flow velocity, where 
T is the terminal beam temperature (usually £ 10*K for rare gases). 
However, the observations made in the laboratory frame distort the 
distribution because of the constraints imposed on the molecular 
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trajectories by the defining apertures. This distortion is now 
derived. 

Let the +z direction be along the beam centerline. For practical 
measurements the nozzle can be treated as a point source ' and 
the detector as a circular disk of radius r at a distance L from the 
nozzle. The beam flow velocity in the laboratory reference frame is 
(o, o, Vp). The laboratory frame molecular velocity including the 
random Maxwellian velocity is (v , v , v + v F ) , where (v , v , 
v ) is the Haxwellian velocity in the mass flow frame of reference. 
The detector aperture limits the transverse velocity perpendicular to 
the beam axis by (vtransverse' - f ' vz + VF^' T h e m e a s u r e d labora
tory number density distribution of velocities (v.) is then 

-Bv2 C - 8 P 2 -s(v,-v F) 2 - Bvfr 2/L 2 

e L dv z I e pdp =. e L (e L -1) dv L (2) 

where P « ( v 2 + v 2 ) 1 ' , B - Jpr- and v. - v, + v m~aua \ - v z T v For a stand
ard detector arrangement, £• < » and the expression (2) can be 
expanded in a power series of the variable x =(ov. r)/(v-L), where a = 
V F ( B ) ' is the speed ratio, i.e. 

-o 2(v,-v,) 2 2 4 + exp ( L-L-) (x "f- •") (3) 
VF 
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When the exponential term is maximized (v.-v-), the second term in 
the power series expansion will contribute less than 1 percent when 
a <_ 100. For all beams except high pressure He beams or He seeded 
beams, the speed ratios are usually much less than this value. For 
speed ratios near 100, the distributions are then sufficiently narrow 
with respect t) the dwell time and ionizer resolution that the width 
cannot be directly measured with the present flight lengths, so the 
approximation can be used for all a. 

In conclusion, the observed velocity distribution, P(v.) is 
proportional t 

P(v L)dv L - v L
2exp( - B(v L-v p) 2) dv L (4) 

This expression agrees with that derived by Habets using somewhat 
different argunents. To compare with the result from the multichannel 
scaler (MCS), the Jacobian from velocity to time is 

v 2 

d V L = IT d t* 

The number density distribution experimentally measured is then 

4 2 
v. - B ( V . - V F ) 
£• e dt (6) 

with v. = i., and t regarded as the independent variable. 
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The procedure is to use Eq. (4) with known rare gas expansion 
conditions so that v F and 8 can be determined. By using the time 
location of the observed peak (t ) in the velocity distribution, the 
effective length L to the ionizer car be determined by L = v„*t . 

The direct output from the MCS can be used to obtain a good first 
approximation to L. First, the total time offset must be measured. 
The time offset is given by 

'offset = 'E ~ 'ion " 'trigger + 'D + 'wheel * t 7 ) 

t_ is the electronic offset given by the time between the leading 
edge of the trigger pulse at the MCS trigger input and the maximum of 
the photodiode signal, t. is the ion flight time to be described 
below. t t ^ is the width of the .rigger pulse sent to the MCS. 
t Q is a deliberate offset to displace the TOF for long flight 
paths, t h i is the time delay resulting from the offset between 
the peak of the photodiode signal and the time when the wheel slit is 
centered on the detector slit. t w n e e i is measured by rotating the 
wheel clockwise and counterclockwise and averaging the two results. 
The t.. .„„„„ delay results from the design of the MCS. The 1 MHz trigger J 3 

internal clock is disabled for the duration of the trigger pulse, so 
the clock begins to decrement the dwell time counter within 50 nsecs 
after the end of the trigger pulse. The ion flight time is determined 
by measuring the time difference between the peak velocities for 
different ion masses originating from a common molecule. The use of 
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multiply charged rare gas ions has been observed to result in 
incorrect (overestimateon) of ion flight tines. Krajnovich has 
successfully used a 1 percent CF,I mixture in He to obtain narrow 
velocity distributions with ion mass fragments over a large mass 
range. The possible sioirce of error in this method is the transla-
tional energy released in the ion fragmentation which could distort 
the measurement. A comparison of the fragment distribution widths 
will indicate if this is important. The various mass fragment peaks 

1/2 can be used to fit the constant C in the expression C(M) ' for the 
ion flight times. As all the ions originate from the same neutral 
velocity distribution, the difference in time between the ion fragment 
peaks is a result of the different fragment ion velocities in the mass 
spectrometer. Neglecting the initial neutral velocity, the ion veloc
ity for a fixed ion energy will depend on the inverse square root of 
the mass. For 75 volt ions and 250 volt extraction voltage the canon-

1/2 ical value for C is 3 wsecs/(amu) ' . 
The predicted maximum velocity from Eq. (6) is 

v F v F „ 1/2 v\ - 2.0/s 
VP - T- + r < 1 + "7> ° r VF - - h : • (8) 

(JVp r 

where 

T (K*) T (*Kl ^'^ 
v F (cm/sec) - 2.039 x 104- ( " ° z z 1 e t MUma) 6™" ) . (9) 
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The nozzle temperature is measured with a thermocouple using an ice 
bath reference. The terminal temperature is obtained from the half 
width of the velocity distribution by 

T t e n l n n a l { K ' ) - 8.679 x N T 9 m(amu) (av(cm/sec))2 (10) 

where 

L*At 
-1 1 
tl/2*V tD 

(11) 

In Eq. (11), L is the flight length to be determined and can be 
guessed by previous knowledge for an initial correction, at is the 
number of channels between the maximum and half height of the 
distribution, t,.- is the half height channel number corrected for 
the offset time, t is the peak channel number corrected for the 
offset tine, and t_ is the dwell time. Using these values, L(cm) -
v_(cm/sec)*t (sec). The agreement between L values determined from 
Ar, Kr, and Xe expansions should be * 0.3 percent. 

To compare the accuracy of this direct method, the more accurate 
peak fitting by the KELVIN program was used to iterate on T t . , 
and L until agreement was found. The results are reported in Table 1. 

The sources of errors which can bias the above procedure, which 
are within experimental control, are the purity of rare gas used for 
calibration and the count rate limitations of the MCS. The first 
effect can be quite noticeable because several minutes after flowing a 
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new rare gas it is still possible to detect a clean TOF at the 
preceeding mass. The experimentalist should wait until all traces of 
the old gas disappear. Gas cylinders can contain impurities when they 
are low in pressure. A cursory mass scan at atmospheric and rare gas 
peaks during the purge time can check for this source of contamination. 

The count rate limit cannot be determined by using the observed 
count rate on the count rate meter, since rrost of the signal is 
arriving in a small time interval, roughly 1/200 of the rate meter 
duty cycle. The MCS scalers are rated at -30 MHz with a minimum data 
pulse width of 20 nanoseconds. For 1 percent accuracy in the largest 
channel, the in'tantaneous count rate should not exceed 1 MHz. 

An additional source of bias was thought to be the manner in which 
the dual scalers toggle back and forth as the channels advance. If a 
data pulse is present at the transition from one channel to the next, 
then, depending on its width, four alternatives are possible. First, 
if the data pulse is short, then the partial pulse transmitted to 
either scaler will be too short to trigger the counters. Conversely, 
if each portion is sufficiently long then the pulse will be counted 
twice. The intermediate range occurs when one half of the pulse is 
sufficient, and the other insufficient to trigger the corresponding 
counter. These effects were empirically investigated using a digital 
delay generator/pulse generator arrangement to measure the delay 
between a single dats pulse relative to the trigger pulse with an 
accuracy of 10 nanoseconds. The results are shown in Fig. 1. From 
these measurements, it is seen that for pulse widths greater than 30 
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nanoseconds, the multiple counting dominates. However, the effect of 
the problem is not significant except for very large total counts. 
The reason for this is as follows. 

Assume the data in channels i, i+1 is fit by a linear equation to 
be determined below. If C-, C. +, are the total counts in these 
channels, then the linear fit will be 

(c i + 1 • c^ c i + 1 + c1 (ĉ  - c^jt, 
Y - - J - i - '- X + - L * 1 + — ! _2_L_1 (12) 

" i l D " D tp 

where t. is the i channel time, t Q the dwell time, and 

t 1 ; 1 t, 
f ydx; c 1 - f 

ti t J. 
C i + 1 - I ydx; C i . I ydx. (13) 

The number of counts centered about the channel transition in a time 
interval 24 is 

V* J ydx - ^ 4 ( C i H * c1> 4 

li-4 

Consequently, for A • 30 nanoseconds, and t- « 2 microseconds, the 
correction is 4.5 x 10 N, where 30 percent overcounting has been 

1/2 assumed. This compares with the statistical error (N) when N = 
5 5 x 10 counts. With longer dwell times the effect is even less 
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important. The behavior on the 1 microsecond dwell time scale is not 
nearly as good as the 2 microsecond results, and should be avoided. 
The data presented here refers to a particular HCS unit and may not be 
transferable to other units. 

The imperfect gas correction to the enthalpy for Ar at 1000 torr, 
288*K amounts to --0.2 , and can be neglected here in determining 
V (Eq. (8)) from the nozzle temperature. Condensation effects will 
perturb the terminal temperature and velocity by the heat of condensa
tion added to the flow and by ionizer fragmentation to the monomer 
mass. This can be checked by observing higher polymer masses, and 
lowering the pressure if necessary. 

Several studies have shown that a two component velocity 
distribution gives a much improved fit to the data. This was not 
investigated but the systematic differences observed in the calculated 
and experimental data here are similar to those reported by the above 
studies using a one component distribution. For most chemical experi
ments, the one component fit is adequate. 

The assumption of the one component distribution was tested 
indirectly by attempting a direct deconvolution of the measured dis
tribution. For every channel, a narrow velocity distribution (a = 
10 ) centered on that channel was convoluted over the ionizer and 
shutter functions. The spread of this "delta function" input into 
adjacent channels defines a matrix C which takes the true channel 
distribution into the observed one. The inverse of this matrix 
C = D will then relate the observed channel distribution to the 
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true distribution free of ionizer and shutter effects. This deconvo
lved distribution can then be transferred simply to a velocity dis
tribution. In Fig. 2 the results for two rather different expansions, 
a high pressure He beam and a He/N2 anti-seeded beam are shown. The 
high pressure beam indicates that the distribution is completely con
tained within the convolution effects. The large oscillations are a 
result of the narrow distribution and the change in sign of adjacent 
entries of the inverse matrix, D. A simple two channel average 
noticeably removes this effect. The anti-seeded distribution shows no 
significant difference between the measured and deconvoluted results. 
This is a consequence of the broadness of the distribution. The 
direct deconvolution result is not as useful as the trial and fit 
method, because the information is not as compact as the simple two 
parameter fit. However, it is useful as a guide to the magnitude of 
the broadening induced by the measurements. 

For laser photofragmentation experiments the distance from the 
collision zone to the TOF wheel must be added to the TOF distance. 
The collision zone-wheel distance is measured with the transit while 
the wheel is spinning to reduce the warp error caused by the 5 mil 
stainless steel wheel material. 

Finally, the emission current and extractor voltage affect the 
modeling of the detection process by a nonuniform electron distribu
tion which can shield the ions from the extraction field or ionize the 
neutral species nonuniformly. These can be experimentally measured by 
using a narrow He beam whose experimental width is dominated by the 
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ionizer. Until this behavior is known, a more accurate deconvolution 
of the TOF spectra is not warranted. 
B. TIHE-OF-FLIGHT PROGRAM KELVIN AND DIRECTIONS FOR USE 

This section describes the salient features of the FORTRAN program 
KELVIN used to fit time-of-flight data to deduce velocity distribu
tions. The current version draws heavily on its predecessor written 
by J. Valentini. The basic difference is the improved efficiency in 
the calculation, by using a digital filter devised by R. Sparks. It 
also has an improved search procedure to find the best fit parameters. 

The nominal structure is to simulate the effects of the finite 
ionizer length and slit widths on a measured velocity distribution by 
calculating a shutter function for the slit overlap which is used as a 
digital filter. This is applied to the trial velocity distribution 
which has been convoluted for the ionizer length. The ionizer is 
treated as a simple sum of 10 identical point ionizers with slightly 
different lengths from the collision zone. Using a Marquardt algo
rithm, the parameters are varied until one of three criteria is 
satisfied. 

1) The change in parameters is less than 0.005 of their 
respective magnitudes. 

2 
2) The value of X has reached a value such that the data has 

been fit to the 90 percent confidence limit. 
3) Twenty complete iterations have occurred without either 1) or 

2) occurring. 
KELVIN can analyze any number of time-of-f1ight distributions. 

Each velocity distribution needs the same number of input parameter 
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records. The number of data records In each distribution will vary. 
The final data set is followed by a blank record. Input records 
needed for each velocity distribution (all numbers F10.1 format, 
except where noted) are: 

Record 
1. Title 
2. Mass (amu), channel width {v sec), nominal neutral flight 

length (cm), ionizer length (cm), channel offset (channels). 
3. Beginning channel number (15), ending channel number (15). 
4. Wheel frequency (Hz), wheel diameter (cm), wheel slit width 

(mm), collimating slit width (mm). 
5. etc. Data (8F10.1) 
Output consists of the title with a list of the parameters used, 

followed by the input data, and the shutter function calculated for 
the dwell time used. "Offset" should include all the corrections from 
Eq. (7) divided by the dwell time to obtain the number of channels 
(fractional values allowed) by which the observed TOF distribution is 
uniformly offset. 

The intermediate reduced standard deviations and parameter changes 
are listed with each iteration. 

The final parameters are listed along with the number of itera
tions, calculated data, and the change in the fitted parameters that 
would produce a fit which would differ by an additional standard devi
ation at each point. 

A graph of the two distribution is also produced. 
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The parametrized velocity distribution has the form 

P(v) - v 2 e-»( v- vo> 2 

9 
where v is the mass flow velocity, and B » l/(o) , where a is the 
average relative velocity in the mass flow frame of reference. The 
speed ratio is the dimensionle 
is in units of 10,000 cm/sec. 

1/2 speed ratio is the dimensionless number v (B) . The flow velocity 
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Table 1. Comparison of computer fitted parameters with those obtained 
by iteratively solving Eqs. (6) and (7) in the text. 

Computer Fit First Iteration Second Iteration 
L(cm) 8 v Q L B v Q L 6 v o 

Ar 16.46 2.751 5.517 16.75 2.662 5.616 16.544 2.740 5.536 
Kr 16.46 5.136 3.807 16.75 4.970 3.875 16.512 5.115 3.820 
Xe 16.46 8.111 3.058 16.75 7.838 3.113 16.477 8.067 3.068 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
1. Transition effects in the dual scalers (a) 25 nanosecond data 

pulse width, 2 microsecond dwell time, (b) 40 nanosecond data 
pulse width, 2 microsecond dwell time, (c) 50 nanosecond data 
pulse width, 2 microsecond dwell time, (d) 40 nanosecond data 
pulse width, 3 microsecond dwell time. A total counts in 
channels 10 and 11. • total counts in channel 10. #total 
counts in channel 11. 

2. (a) Deconvoluted He beam. — Initial data. #Deconvoluted 
data. ADeconvoluted with 2 channel average. 
(b) Deconvoluted He/N2 beam. ©Initial data. ADeconvoluted 
data (displaced by one channel). 
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PROGRAM KELVIN 
C 
C 
C FUNCTION- BETERMINES PARAMETERS VZRO AN5 SETA 
C CHARACTERIZING ft SONIC NOZZLE VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION 
C FROM AN EXPERIMENTALLY MEASURED TIME-OF-aiGHT 
C 6ISTRIWTION.USING A LEAST SOUARES FITTING PROCEDURE. 
C 
C INPUT-DESCRIBED IN SUBROUTINE 'INPUT' 
C 
C OUTPUT- OUTPUT CONSISTS OF A TITLE UITH THE LIST OF 
C PARAMETERS USED.FOLLOUED BY THF INPUT DAT At AND THE 
C SHUTTER FUNCTION. THE INTERMEDIATE REDUCED STANDARD 
C DEVIATIONS AND THE PARAMETER CHANGES ARE LISTED UITH 
C EACH ITERATION. THE FINAL PARAMETERS ftftE LISTED ALONG 
C UITH THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS and THE FINAL CALCULATED 
C BEST FIT DISTRIBUTION. AN ESTIMATE OF THE ERROR IN THL 
C DERIVED PARAMETERS IS GIVEN. THIS ERROR IS THE CALCULATED 
C CHANGE THAT IS PREDICTED NttDED TO UNIFORMLY INCREASE THE 
C FITTING ERROR AT EACH POINT BY ONE STANDAKD DEVIATIUN. 
C A GRAPH OF THE INPUT AND CALCULATED DISTRIBUTIONS IS 
C PRODUCED. ALL OUTPUT IS FOR A LINE PRINTER. 
I 
C ROUTINES CALLED- INDATA.VELO.FIT.LPPLT 
C 
C A'JTHOR-M. F. VERNON 
C 
C LAST REVISION DATE- FEBRUARY 15.1983. 
C 
c 

COMMON/PAR/CHAN. LMID i DLi BCHAN»ECHAN. NCHAN. MASS. MAXE. OFFSET 
COHM0N/TRlP/UIDTHiHZ.DlA.SArSB.TRP<l?).ITRSIZ.ITRSHF.IFLAG 
DIMENSION EXPT<255>.SIGCAL<255)>SIGCAK255)>SIGCA2<255> 
DIMENSION YPLK256) rYPL2(254) »XPL(2b6> 
REAL MASS>LMID 
INTEGER BCHAN r ECHAN,NCHAN 

C 
C INPUT DATA 
C 
1003 CONTINUE 

CALL IMDATA(EXPTiBETA.VZRO) 
C 
C FITTING ROUTINE TAKEN FROM 'DATA REDUCTION AND ERROR ANALYSIS 
C FOR THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES' BY PHILIP R. BEVINGTON. 
C PROGRAM 11-5 CURFIT UHICH IS A MARQUARDT ALGORITHM FOR A NON-
C LINEAR LEAST SQUARES FIT UITH IMPROVED STABILITY NEAR A MINIMUM 
C UAS THE MODEL FOR THIS PROCEDURE. 
C ALL CALCULATIONS ARE PERFORMED UITH VZRO IN KILOMETERS/SECOND. 
C OUTPUT IS IN UNITS OF 10M4 CM/SEC 
C 
C 
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C CALCULATE FIRST ATTEMPT AT * FIT KITH TRIM. VALUES. 
C 

SF*0. 
CALL VEL0(KTA,VZf:0»SIGCAL.SIGCAl.SIGCB2) 
CALL FITlSIGCALfEXFT-SFrfiC) 
1L0U«»CHAH«TRSHF 
IHIGH«ECH*N-ITRSHF 
IFIT=20 
FLAM:A=.001 
CH=FL0AT(NCHAN-4-2*ITR5HF) 
t*ITE<4r300> 

C THIS IS THE LEAST SQUARES FITTING LOOP 
C 

BO 1000 JCYC=1>IFIT 
c 
C DFDV IS THE FIRST DERIVATIVE WITH RESPECT TO PEAk VELOCITY. 
C DFHB IS THE FIRST DERIVATIVE UITH RESPECT TO PEAK UIIifH. 
C 
C y IS THE WEIGHTING FACTOR. 
C Bl AND B2 IS THE BETA MATRIX. 
C AU.A12.A22 IS THE ALPHA MATRIX 
C THESE PARAMETERS ARE DEFINED IN BEVINGTON. 
C 

B1=0. 
B2=0. 
A11=0. 
A12=0. 
A22=0. 
SUn=0. 

C 
C DO LOOF ONLY EXTENDS OVER CHANNELS WHICH AREN'T TRUNCATED BY THE 
C SHUTTER FUNCTION, 
t 

DO 1001 I=ILOUtIHIGH 
[iFDfl=SIGCA2(I)*SF 
DFDV=SIGCAltI>*SF 
U=1./EXPT(I) 
D=EXPTU)-SIGCAL<I> 

FH=B1+ DWDFDV 
B2=B2+ DWDFDB 
A11=AU+DFDV*DFDV*U 
A22=A22tDFDB*DFDB*U 
A12=A12+DFDV*DFBB*U 
SUM=SUM+D*DU 

1C-0I CONTINUE 
C 
C CALCULATE THE CHI SQUARED ERROR. 
C NOTE THAT THERE ARE FOUR PARAMETERS IN THE FIT TO THE DATA. 
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C THESE ARE THE DC LEVEL. THE SCALE FACTOR. THE PEAK WIDTH AND 
C VELOCITY. 
C 

CHI1*SUM/CH 
C 
C ADJUST PARAMETERS AS NECESSARY 
C Al AND A2 IS THE CUKVATURE MATRIX. A1NV AND A2NV U S INVERSE. 
C FLAMDA IS THE FACTOR UHICH DETERMINES THt EXTENT OF THE GRADIENT 
C INFLUENCE ON THE SEARCH. 
C 
71 CONTINUE 

A1=1.+FLAMI'A 
BEN2=SQRT<AlltA22> 
A2=A12/DEN2 
DEN1=A1*A1-A2»A2 
A1NV=A1/»EN1 
A2NV=-A2/DEN1 
D'-'ZR0=B1 *A1NV/A8S (Al 1 )+B2»A2NV/DEN2 
DBETA=B1*A2NV/BEN2 +B2»A1NV/A6S <A22) 

C 
C IF BETA IS FORCED TO GO NEGATIVE. THEN THE DISTRIBUTION IS 
C NARROW RELATIVE TO THE SHUTTER FUNCTION. DBETA IS HALVED UNTIL 
C THE VALUE OF BETA IS POSITIVE. IFLAG IS SET TO 1 SINCE THE MORE 
C ACCURATE INTEGRATION OVER THE CHANNEL WIDTH IS NECESSARY FOR THIS 
C CASE. 
C 
221 IF<BETA+BBETA)225.225.220 
225 IFLAG=1 

D6ETA=DBETA/2. 
GOTO 221 

C 
C CALCULATE THE DISTRIBUTION AT THE NEW VALUE OF BETA AND VZRO. 
C 
220 SF=0. 

CALL VELOIBETA+DBETA.VZRO+DVZRO.SIGCAL.SIGCA1.SIGCA2) 
CALL FITfSIGCAL.EXFT.SF.DC) 
SUM=0. 
DO 1010 I=ILOU,IHIGH 

1010 SUfl=SUM+<EXPT(I)-SIGCAL<I>)M2/EXPT<I) 
CK12=SUM/CH 
»RITE(6»2H> CHI2.DBETA/100. »DVZR0*10. 

C 
C IF THE NEU VALUE OF CHISOR. IS LARGER THAN THE OLD VALUE. MAKE 
C THE GRADIENT CONTRIBUTION 10 TIHES LARGER AND TRY AGAIN. 
C 

IFCCHI1-CHI2) 95.101.101 
FLAHBA=10.*FLAMDA 
GOTO 71 

C 
C STOP FITTING IF PARAMETERS OPTIMIZED 
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C 
C A IS THE NUMBER OF STANDARD DEVIATIONS EACH CALCULATED POINT 
C DIFFERS FROM THE DATA ON THE AVERAGE 
C 
101 A*SQfiT(SUfl/FL0AT<NCHAN-2*ITRSHF>> 

VZROzVZRO+DVZRO 
BETA'BETA+DBETA 
FLAHDA«FLAHDA/10. 

C 
C THE SEARCH ENDS IF IFIT ITERATIONS HAVE HAPPENED WITHOUT THE 
C FOLLOWING CONDITIONS HAVING BEKN SATISFIED. 
L IF THE VALUES OF BETA AND VZRO ARE CHANGING LESS THAN .005 
C OF THEIR PREVIOUS VALUE. OR THE DATA HAS BEEN FIT WITHIN THE 90 
C PER CENT CONFIDENCE LIhIT, I.E. AZ2. 
C 

IFCA.LE.2.) GOTO 1002 
IF((ABS(DBETA).LE.(.005*BETA)).AND.(ABS(BVZRO).LE.(.OOStVZRQ))) 

1 GOTO 1002 
1000 CONTINUE 

JCYC=XYC-1 
1002 WRlTEl6f301) 

WRITE<6»1210)BETA/100..VZRO*10..VZRO*SORT<BETA).10./SQRT(BETA>> 
1JCYC.A 
IF(JCYC.EQ.IFIT) WRITEC4.219) 
EBETA=SQRT(A2NV/A22> 
EVZR0=SGRT(A1NV/A11> 
WRITE(6.217) EBETA/100. »EVZR0*10. 
T=DSGRT!U.+2.*A)*SUI1> 
EB2=T*EBETA/100. 
EV2=T*EVZR0*10. 
WRITER.218) EB2.EV2 

C 
C PLOT DATA 
C 

W?:ITE(6.205) 
C 
C DATA IS SCALED HERE FOR THE LINE PRINTER PLOTS 
C 

NPTS=ECHAN-BCHAN-2*ITRSHF 
XSTEP=5. /FLOAT (Nf'TS) 
J=l 
[iC=EXPT(BCHAN+3) 
XPLU>=0. 
TT=9.9/(EXPT(NAX£)-DC) 
URITE<&.20£HI.SIGCALU)iI=IL0W,IHIGH> 
DO 1005 I=ILOU.IHIGH 
YPL1(J)=(EXPT(I)-DC)*TT 
YPL2'.J) = <SIGCAL<1)-DC)*TT 
J=J« 
XF1(J)=XPL(J-1)+XSTEP 

1005 CONTINUE 
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i 
CALL LFflTUPL.YPLl.MFTS.XPL.fPLS.NPTS.l) 
60 TO 1003 

C 
c 
C FORMAT STATEMENTS 
C 
C 
300 FORMATUXr'INTERMEDIATE VALUES'./) 
216 FORHATISXr'STANHAkD BEVIATI0N='»E10.3.5X.'BBETA='»E12.4.5X, BVZRG= 

l'»E12.4) 
301 FORMATf/.lX.'FINAL PARAMETER VALUES'./) 
1210 F0RMAT(1X»'BETA=',E12.4.3X»'VZR0='.E12.4.2X.'SPEED RATIO*'.E12.4, 

12X.'ALF-HA='»E12.4.2X.'ITERATI0NS='.I3»2X.'AVERAGE DEVIATION*'>F5.1 
1) 

219 F0RMAT(5X.'C A U T I 0 N THE FULL NUMBER OF ITERATIONS HAS 
10CCUREB WITHOUT CONVERGENCE'./) 

217 FORMAT(' ESTIMATED ERROR IN LOCATION OF MINIUM ON SURFACE IN BETA 
1 AND VZR0='.E12.4.5X.E12.4> 

205 F0RHAT(//»10X.'C A L C U L A T E B D I S T R I B U T I O N ' . / ) 
206 F0RMAT(8<3X.I3»1X.F9.1)> 
218 FORMAT(2X.'ESTIMATED ERROR IN THE DERIVED PARAMETERS'. 

1 ' BETA AND VZR0='.E12.4.5X.E12.4) 
END 

SUBROUTINE FITISIGCAL.EXPT.SCALE.DC) 
C 
C FUNCTION- SCALES THE CALCULATED AND OBSERVED TOF SPECTRA 
C 
C INPUT-SIGCAL AND EXPT CONTAIN THE CALCULATED AND 
C EXPERIMENTAL TOF DISTRIBUTIONS 
C 
C OUTPUT-SCALE AND DC ARE THE SCALE FACTOR AND DC 
C BACKGROUND USED TO SCALE THE CALCULATED DATA TO THE 
C EXPERIMENTAL DATA. THE CALCULATED DATA IS REPLACED 
C B1 ITS SCALED VALUES 
C 
C ROUTINES CALLED- NONE 
C 
C AUTHOR- M.F. VERNON 

C LAST REVISION DATE- FEBRUARY 15.1983 
C 
C 

DIMENSION SIGCAL(255).EXPTC255) 
C0MM0N/TRIP/UIDTH.HZ.DIA.SA.SB.TRP(19).ITRSIZrITRSHF,IFLAG 
COriMON/PAR/CHAN. LMID. DL. BCHAN. ECHAN. NCHAN. MASS. MAXE. OFFSET 
INTEGER BCHAN.ECHAN 
ILOU=BCHAN+ITRSHF 
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IHIGH*ECHAN-ITRSHF 
RCHANsO. 
XINV*0. 

1UO. 
YYX'O. 

C 
C LEAST SQUARES DETERMINATION OF SCALE FACTOR AND DC BACKGROUND 
C 

DO 30 I=ILOU.IHIGH 
Y=Y+SIGCAL(I> 
XINV=XIW+1./EXFT(I) 
YX=YX+SJGCAL <I)/EXFT(I) 
YYX=YYX+SIGCAL(I)*SIGCAL(I)/EXPT(I) 
RCHAN=RCH«N«. 
X=X+EXPT(I) 

30 CONTINUE 
DELTA=XINU»YYX-YX*YX 
DC=<RCHAN*YYX-YXtY )/DELTA 
SCALE=(XINV*Y-RCHAN*YX)/DELTA 

C 
C FINALLY SCALE THE DATA 
C 

»0 40 I=BCHAN,ECHAN 
SIGCAL(I>=SIGCALC1)*SCALE+HC 

40 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE BIG(SIGCAL.MAX) 
C 
t, FUNCTION- Finds the •ajatium in a tof spectrum 
C 
I INPUT- SIGCAL. ARRAY TO BE SEARCHED FOR MAXIMUM 
C 
C OUTPUT- MAX. THE INDEX OF THE ARRAY SIGCAL OF THE LARGEST ELEMENT 
C 
C ROUTINES CALLED-NONE 
C 
C AUTHOR-M.F. VERNON 
C 
C LAST REVISION BATE-FEBRUARY 15.1983 
C 
C 
C 

COMMON/PAR/CHAN. LMI H. PL. BCHAN. ECHAN. NCHAN. MASS. MAXE. OFFSET 
INTEGER BCHAN.ECHAN 
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DIMENSION SIGCAL(255> 
IMX'O 
SIGNAX*0.0 
DO 1 I«BCHAN»ECHAN 
IF (SIGCAL(I) .LT. SIGMAX) GO TO 1 
SIGMAXxSIGCALU) 
HAX*I 

1 CONTINUE 
IF (MAX .EQ. 0) URITE (6.255) 

255 FORMAT C O NO HAXIMUM FOUND') 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE TRAP1 
C 
C 
C FUNCTION- CALCULATE THE SHUTTER FUNCTION TRAPEZOID. 
C 
C INPUT- ALL INPUT PASSED THROUGH THE COMMON ARRAY TRIP 
C 
C OUTPUT-THE ELEMENTS OF THE COMMON BLOCK TRIP. TRP, 
C ITRSIZ.AND ITRSHF ARE COMPUTED IN THIS ROUTINE. 
C 
C ROUTINES CALLED-NONE 
C 
C AUTHOR-M.F. VERNON 
C 
C LAST REVISION DATE-FEBRUARY 15.1983 
C 
C 

C0MK0N/TRIf/WIDTH.HZ.BIA.SA.SB.TRFU9)»ITRSIZ>ITRSHF,IFLAG 
DATA PI.CON/3.H1592AS.100000./ 

C 
C DEFINITION OF INPUT PARAMETERS in conmon block trie 
C SA=WHEfcL SLIT WIDTH IN MILLIMETERS 
C SB=DETECTOR SLIT WIDTH IN MILLIMETERS 
C WIDTH= CHANNEL TIME IN MICROSECONDS 
C DIA=DIAMET£R FROM CENTER OF WHEEL TO DETECTOR SLIT IN CM. 
C T=ONE HALF THE NUMBER OF CHANNELS PER MILLIMETER TRAVEL OF WHEEL 
C TT=HALF THE NUMBER OF SLITS FOR BASE OF TRAPEZOID 
C TA=HALF THE NUMBER OF SLITS FOR THE TOP OF TRAPEZOID 
C ITT=INTEGRAL VERSION OF TT 
C ITA=INTEGRAL VERSION OF TA 
C ITRSIZ=NUMBER OF CHANNELS AFFECTED BY DIGITAL FILTER 
C ITRSHF DEFINED BY ITRSIZ=2*1TRSHFH 
C 

T=C0N/(FI*DIA*HZt2.*UIDTH) 
TT=T*(SA+SB) 
SA=AM1NKSA,SB) 
TA=TT-SA*T*2. 
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ITT«WT(TT-.3) 
ITA*INT(TA-.5> 

C 
C CHECK IF BASE OF TRAPEZOID LESS THAN ONE CHANNEL UIDE 
C 

IF(TT.LE..5) GOTO 90 
ITRSIZ=1+2*<ITTM) 
ITRSHF=ITT+1 

C 
C CHECK IF TOP OF TRAPEZOID MORE THAN ONE CHANNEL UIDE 
C 

IFCTA.CE..5) GOTO 40 
C 
C TRAPEZOID CORNER OCCURS UITHIN THE FIRST CHANNEL 
C 

TRP(10) = (TT-TA*TA-.25)/CTT-TA) 
C 
C CHECK IF TRAPEZOID BASE OCCURS UITHIN FIRST CHANNEL 
C 

IF'.ITT.EQ.O) 60T0 30 
C 
C TRAPEZOID EDGE SPREAD OVER ITT CHANNELS 
C 

DO 20 1=1iITT 
TRPC10+I)=(TT-FL0AT(I))/(TT-TA) 

20 TRP(10-I)=TRPC10+I> 
C 
C CHANNEL UHERE EDGE HITS BASE 
C 
30 TRP(U+ITT) = (TT-.5-FL0AT(ITT))«2/(2.*(TT-TA)) 

TRP<5"ITT)=TRP(n + ITT> 
GOTO 75 

C 
C CASE UHERE TOP OF TRAPEZOID AT LEAST ONE CHANNEL UIDE. 
C 
« TRPU0)=1. 
C 
t DOES TOP OF TRAPEZOID EXTEND OUER MORE THAN ONE CHANNEL? 
C 

IFUTA.EQ.O.) GOTO 50 
C 
C IF SO THAN ALL THESE CHANNELS HAVE UNIT AREA 
C 

DO 45 1=1.ITA 
TRP(10+I)=1. 

45 TRP(10-I)=1. 
C 
C IS EDGE OF TRAPEZOID CONTAINED UITHIN ONE CHANNEL, 
C 
50 IF(ITT.EQ.ITA) GOTO 70 
C 
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C AREA FOR CORNER OF TRAPEZOID. 
C 

TERH*FL0AT(ITA)+1.5-TA 
TRP<11+ITA>*1.-TERN*TERH/(2*<TT-TA)> 
TRP(9-ITA)*TRP(UHTA> 

C 
C CHANNELS UITH EDGE OF TRAPEZOID. BUT NO CORNERS 
C 
C 
C CHECK IF THERE ARE PURE EDGE CHANNELS 
C 

IF(2+ITA-ITT.GT.O) GOTO 60 
IL0U=2HTA 
DO 55 IxILOUiITT 
TRP(I«0)=(TT-FLOAT<I))/(TT-TA) 

55 TRP(10-I)=TRP(10+I> 
C 
C CHANNEL UHERE EDGE HITS BASE 
C 
40 TRP(ll+ITT)=(TT-.5-FL0AT(ITT))W2/(2.I(TT-TA)) 

TRP(9-ITT)=TRP(U«TT) 
GOTO 75 

c 
C CASE UHERE EDGE CONTAINED IN ONE CHANNEL 
C 
70 TRP(11+ITT)=(TA+TT-1)*.5-FL0AT(ITA) 

TRF<9-ITT>=TRP(lltITT> 
GOTO 75 

C 
C CASE UHERE ALL OF TRAPEZOID IN ONE CHANNEL 
C 
90 TRP(10)=1. 

ITRSIZ=t 
ITRSHF=0 

C 
C NORMALIZE SO TRAPEZOID HAS UNIT AREA 
C 
75 SUM=0. 

AREA=TA+TT 
IL0U=10-ITRSHF 
IHIGH=10«TRSHF 
DO 77 I=ILOU.IHIGH 
TRP( I >=TRP CD/AREA 

77 SUM=SUM+TRF(I) 
URITE<4il03) 

103 FORMAT(//) 
UF.ITE(6il000HTRP(I).I=IL0U.IHIGH) 

1000 FORMAT!1H ('SHUTTER FUNCTION TRAPEZOID'. 2Xrl9F4,3> 
URITE(6il03) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE NALF(EXFTiK) 
C 
C 
C FUNCTION- FIND THE VALUE OF THE HALF MAX POINT FOR 
C GUESSING AN INITIAL VALUE OF BETA 
C 
C INFUT-EXPT. THE ARRAY OF EXPERIMENTAL POINTS FDR THE 
C TOF DISTRIBUTION 
C 
C OUTPUT- H. THE VALUE OF THE LOCATION OF THE HALF MAXIMUM 
C POINTf IN REAL FORMAT. FRACTIONAL CHANNELS ARE NEEDED 
C FDR THE HIGH SPEED RATIO DISTRIBUTIONS 
C 
C ROUTINES CALLED-NONE 
C 
C AUTHOR-M.F. VERNON 
C 
C LAST REVISION DATE- FEBRUARY 15.1983 
C 
C 

COMMON/PAR/CHAN. LMID. DL. BCHAN, ECHAN. NCHAN. MASS. MAXE. OFFSET 
DIMENSION EXPTI255) 
REAL MASS.LHID 
INTEGER BCHAN.ECHAN.NCHAN 

C 
C CALCULATE CHANNEL NUMBER OF APPROXIMATE HALF HEIGHT 
C 
C 

ASSUME DC LEVEL GIVEN BY THE COUNTS IN THE THIRD CHANNEL 
C 

DC=EXPT(BCHAN+3) 
C 
C MAXE IS THE CHANNEL NUMBER OF THE PEAK OF THE DISTRIBUTION 
C 

H=(EXPT(MAXE)+DC)/2. 
DO 10 I=BCHAN.HAXE 

C 
C ASSUME FIRST CHANNEL WHOSE SIGNAL IS LARGER THAN THE CALCULATED 
C HALF HEIGHT IS THE CORRECT CHANNEL 
C 

IF(EXPTd).LT.H) GOTO 10 
C 
C LINEARLY INTERPOLATE TO FIND THE FRACTIONAL CHANNEL 
C LOCATION OF THE HALF HEIGHT POINT 
C 

T1=(EXPT(I)-EXPT(I-D) 
B=EXPT(I)+EXPT(I-1)-T1*FL0AT(2*I-1) 
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B=B/2. 
H=<H-B)/T1 
60T0 20 

10 CONTINUE 
20 RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE INBATA(EXPT.BETA.VZRO) 
C 
c 
C FUNCTION- READ IN DATA AND PARAMETERS 
C 
C INPUT ALL NUHBERS F10.1 FORMAT EXCEPT WHERE NOTED 
C 
C CARD CONTENTS 
C 1 TITLE 
C 2 MASS (AMU J.CHANNEL MIDTH(MICROSECONBS) .NOMIAL 
C NEUTRAL FLIGHT LENGTH(CM).IONIZER LENGTH(CM), 
C CHANNEL OFFSET(CHANNELS) 
C 3 BEGINNING CHANNEL NUMBER. ENDING CHANNEL NUMBER(2I5) 
C 4 UHEEL FREUUENCY(HZ).WHEEL DIAMETER!CM),WHEEL SLIT 
C WIDTH<Mrt>.COLLIMATING SLIT UIDTH(MM) 
C 5 DATA(BFlO.l) 
C ETC. 
C A BLANK CARD TERMINATES PROGRAM. MULTIPLE DATA SETS 
C CAN BE RUN BY REPEATING THE CARDS 1-4 FOR EACH DATA 
C SET 
C 
C 
C OUTPUT- EXPT IS THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA. BETA AND VZRO 
C THE FIRST TRIAL VALUES FOR THE VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION 
C PARAMETERS 
C 
C ROUTINE CALLEH-NONE 
C 
C AUTHOR-M.F. VERNON 
C 
C LAST REVISION DATE- FEBRUARY 15. 1983 

DIMENSION EXPT(255).TITLE(20) 
COMMON/PAR/CHAN.LNID.DL.BCHrtN.ECHAN,NCHAN.MASS r MAXE.OFFSET 
COMMON/TRIP/WIDTH.HZ.DIA.SA>SB.TRP(19).ITRSIZ.ITRSHF.IFLAG 
INTEGER BCHAN.ECHAN.BC.EC 
REAL MASS.LMID 
READ(S.102) TITLE 
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REAE(5tl01)HASStCHANiUttDiM.>0FFSET 
IF<MAS3 .EO. O.O) STOP 
READ<5»100) BCHANTECHAN 
BC*BCHAN 
EC*ECHAN 
NCHAN=ECHAN-BCHAN+1 
READ(5fl01)HZ,riIA.SA,SB 
REaCK5,101) (EXPT ( I ) T I=BCHAN.ECHAN> 
WRITE<6,204) TITLE 

C 
C WRITE INPUT DATA TO OUTPUT FILE 
C 

WRITEC6.200) MASS 
WRITE(6r201> CHAN.BOECLMIDrDL 
URITE<6»104)0FFSET 
URITE(6>2U)HZ,DIA,SA,SB 
UftITE<6»103) 
URITE(6,205> 
yRITE(6.215)(I.EXPT(I)»I=BCHANiECHAN) 
URITE<ifl03) 
WIDTH =CHAN 
IFLAG=0 
CALL TRAP1 

C 
C GENERATE ESTIMATE OF BETA AND VZRO 
C 

CALL BIG(EXPT.MAXE) 
VZRO=LMIB/(FLOAT(MAXE > +OFFSET)/,1/CHAN 
CALL HALF(EXPT,H) 
VTEM=LMIB/< H+OFFSET)/.1, CHAN 
BETA=.693/1(VTEM-VZRO > **2) 
VZR0=VZR0«2/(VZROH ./BETA > 

C 
C 
C FORMAT STATEMENTS 
C 
C 

102 FORMAT(20A4) 
100 F0RMATI3I5) 
101 FORMAT(8F10.1) 
201 FDRMATUH1,20A4) 
200 FOCHATCO MASS =',F7.3> 
201 FORMAT!' CHANNEL WIDTH =',F4.1>' MICROSECONDS! BEGINNING CHANNEL 

1 =',13,', ENDING CHANNEL =',13,'S FLIGHT LENGTH =',F5.2,' CM! IONI 
1ZER LENGTH ='»F5.2,' CM.') 

104 F01.MATI3X,'OFFSET* ',F4.1,' CHANNELS') 
211 FORMATC WHEEL FREQ. =',F4.0,' HZi WHEEL BIAMETER =',F4,1,' CM! 

1SL0T WIDTH = ',F4.2,' MM! DETECTOR APERTURE =',F4.2,' MM') 
103 FORMAT<///) 
20 FORMATUOX.'I N P U T D I S T R I B U T I O N ' , /> 
2S F0RMAT<8<3X,I3,lXrF?.l)> 
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RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE LPPLT (X1.Y1.NPT1.X2.Y2.NPT2.N0) 
C 
C LINE PRINTER PLOT ROUTINE 
C 
C AUTHOR- F. HUISKEN 
C 
C LAST REVISION DATE- UNKNOWN 
C 

DIMENSION IPAU20J.IX1 (300) .IYH300) .1X2(300) »IY2<300> 
DIHENSION XK3OO>iX2(3OO>»YH3OO).Y2(30O> 
DATA L1.L2.L3.L4.LB.L0.LA / 1H1.1H2.1H3.1H4.1HS.1H0.1H* / 
DATA LB.LI.U1.LP / 1H .1HI.1H-.1H+ / 
DATA DX.1!Y / 0.025i0.125 / 
URITE(6.2001) 
IF (NO .EB. 9) GOTO 20 
IF (NO ,EQ. 1) LN0=L1 
IF (NO .EQ. 2> LN0=L2 
IF (NO .£3. 3) LN0=L3 
IF (NO .EO. 4) LN0=L4 
GOTO 21 

20 CONTINUE 
LNO=LS 
URITE (4.2003) 

21 CONTINUE 
DO 1 I=1.NPT1 
IF (XKI) .LT. DX> X1(I)=DX 
IF (YKI) .LT. -3.+BY) Yl(I>=-3.+DY 
IX1(I)=INT((X1(I)+HX)/(2.*1X)) 
IYl(I> = INT(<Yl(I>+3.W>/(2.*HY>>+4 

1 CONTINUE 
HO 10 I=1.NPT2 
IF <X2(I> .LT. DX> X2(I)=HX 
IF (Y2(I) .LT. -3.+DY) Y2(I)=-3.+DY 
1X2(1 )=INT((X2(I)«iX)/(2.*DX>) 
IY2(I)=INT((Y2(I)+3.+DY)/(2.*DY))+4 

10 CONTINUE 
DO 2 1=1.18 
IPA(I)=LB 

2 CONTINUE 
HO 7 N=1.57 
NZ=60-N+1 
DO 3 1=19.120 
IPA(I)=LB 

3 CONTINUF 
IF'A(20)=LI 
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IF <<FL0AT<NZ)/8.-NZ/B> ,GT. l.E-6) GOTO 5 
IPA(19)=LH 
IPA(20)*LH 
IF (NZ .NE. 16) GOTO 5 
DO 4 1=21.120 
IPAU)=LH 
IF (<FLQAT<I)/10.-I/10) .LE. l.E-6) 1FA(I)=LP 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
DO 6 I=1«NPT1 
IF (IYKI) .NE. NZ) GOTO 6 
IPA(20+m<I))=L0 
CONTINUE 
DO 12 I=1»NPT2 
IF UY2(I) .NE NZ) GOTO 12 
INH=20+IX2(I) 
IF (IPA(IND) .ED. LB) IPA(IN»)=LNO 
IF (IPA(IND) .EQ. LO) IPA<IN»)=LA 
IF (IPA(IND) .EQ. LM) IPAUND)=LNO 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 

FORMAT STATEMENTS 

12 
7 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
2001 FORMAT CHI) 
2003 FORMAT (1H /) 

WRITE (6.2000) (IPA(I),I=1.120) 
2000 FORMAT C120A1) 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE VELO(BETA.VZRO.SIGCAL.SIGl.SIGz) 

FUNCTION-CALCULATES THE TOF SPECTRA AVERAGED OVER THE IONIZER 
LENGTH AND SHUTTER FUNCTION 

INPUT- BETA AND VZRO ARE THE PARAMETERS FOR THE TRIAL 
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION. 

0UTPUT-SIGCAL.SIGCA1.SIGCA2 THE CALCULATED TOF DISTRIBUTION 
AND ITS DERIVATIVE UITH RESPECT TO VZRO AND BETA RESPECTIVELY 

ROUTINES CALLED-NONE 

AUTHOR-M.F. VERNON 
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CWWOM/PAR/CHAN>LniB>n.tKHANiECHAN>NCHAN>nASStlMXE>OFFSET 
COMMON/TRIP/HIBTHrHZ.DIA»SA.SBiTRF(19), ITRSIZfITRSHF.IFLAG 
BIMEMSICN SIGTEK<255)tSIGCAL(255) 
DIMENSION SIGiV»l<255>»SIGCA2<255>.SIGl<255)r$IG2(255) 
REM. HASS.LMID.L 
INTEGER KHANrECHAN 
M=3 

C 
C ZERO ARRAYS 
C SIGCA1. SIGCA2 CONTAIN THE ANALYTICAL DERIVATIVES OF THE 
C DISTRIBUTION WITH RESPECT TO VZRO AND BETA RESPECTIVELY. 
C THE SHUTTER FUNCTION CONVOLUTED RESULTS ARE RETURNED IN 
C SIGlr SIG2. 
C 

DO S I=BCHAN»ECHAN 
SIGCAL(I>=0. 
S1GTEM<I)=0. 
SIGCA1(I)=0. 
SIGCA2<I>=0. 
SIG1(I)=0. 
SIG2(I)=0. 

5 CONTINUE 
ILOW=BCHAN+ITRSHF 
IHIGH-ECHAN-ITRSHF 

C 
C NIHT IS THE GRID SIZE FOR THE SIMPSON'S RULE INTEGRATION 
C OVER THE CHANNEL UIDTH. IF THE BEAH UIDTH IS VERY NARROU. THEN 
C SET IFLAG=1 AND THIS INTEGRATION IS PERFORMED! ELSE USE IFLAG=0 
C AND THE ROUTINE IS ROUGHLY i TIMES FASTER. 
C NINT SHOULD PROBABLY BE ODD. 
C SEE 'INTRODUCTION TO NUMERICAL ANALYSIS BY HILDEBRAND.SECOND 
C ED.. PG. 93. 
C THE CURRENT VALUE OF NINT IS CHOOStN SUCH THAT IF A FINER GRID 
C IS NEEDED. THEN THE SIMULATION OF THE EXPERIMENT BY THIS PROGRAM 
C IS PROBABLY MORE IN ERROR. 
C 

NINT=11 
C 
C DIVIDE IONIZER INTO NION INTERVALS 
C NOTE THAT NION SHOULD BE ODD 
C 

NI0N=11 
C 
C THESE CONSTANTS ARE USED IN THE INTERVALS FOR THE IONIZER 
C INTEGRATION AND THE CHANNEL UIDTH INTGRATION, 
C 

S2=FL0AT<NINT-1) 
N12=NINT-2 
NMIB=(NI0N+l>/2 
S=FL0AT<NI0N-1) 
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Cl=CHAN*.l 
C2*CHAN*.l*<-.5> 

C 
C THE 40 DO LOOP TKEATS EACH POINT IN THE IONIZER EOUALLYf AND 
C MODELS THE EXPERIMENT 1Y NION INDEPENDENT AND SLIGHTLY DISPLACED 
C IONIZERS. 
C 

DO 40 I'llNION 
L*LMID+FLOATU-NMID)*DL/S 
DO 35 J*BCHAN»ECHAN 
IF(IFLAG.EQ.O) GOTO 30 

C 
C THE DO LOOP PERFORMS THE SIMPSON'S RULE INTEGRATION 
C 
C Tl IS THE LEFT EDGE OF THE CHANNEL. 

T1=C1*(FLOAT(J-lHOFFSET) 
V1=L/T1 
Xl=Vl«NtEXP<-BETA*((Vl-VZR0)«2))/Tl 
W1=0. 
U2=0. 
11=0. 

C 
C DT IS THE STEP LENGTH IN TIME SPACE FOR THE INTEGRATION 
C OVER THE CHANNEL UIHTH 
C 

HT=C1/S2 
DO 25 K=1>N12.2 
T2=T1+HT 
T3=T2+DT 
V2=L/T2 
V3=L/T3 
X2=«2MN*EXP (-BETA* < <V2-VZR0) **2)) /T2 
X3=V3«N*EXP(-BETA*((V3-VZR0)**2 >)/T3 
U=U+X1+4.*X2+X3 
Ul=Wim*2.*BETA*(Vl-VZR0>+X2*8.*BETA*(V2-VZRQ>+X3*2.*BETA*(V3-VZR 
10) 
U2=U2-X1*(Vl-VZRO)**2-X3*<V3-VZR0)W2-4.*X2*!V2-VZR0)**2 
X1=X3 
T1=T3 

25 CONTINUE 
SIGTEC.!J)=SIGTEM(J)+l.«iT/3. 

C 
C DERIVATIVE OF INTENSITY UITH RESPECT TO VZRO. 
C 

SIGCAHJ)=SIGCAltJ)+Wl*DT/3. 
C 
C DERIVATIVE OF INTENSITY UITH RESPECT TO BETA. 
C 

SIGCA2(J)=SIGCA2(J)+U2*HT/3. 
GOTO 35 
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C APPROXIMATE THE AREA OF THE VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IN THIS 
C CHANNEL *Y ITS VALUE AT THE MIDPOINT. 
C 
30 T*Cl*(FLOAT(J)tOFFSET)+C2 

C 
C CALCULATE THE VELOCITY OF THE PARTICLE DETECTED IN CHANNEL J 
C IF IT HAS IONIZED AT THIS DISTANCE L FROH THE COLLISION ZONE 
C 

V*L/T 
C 
C USING THE GIVEN VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION. CALCULATE THE RELATIVE 
C AMOUNT EXPECTED TO HAVE THIS VELOCITY 
C 

C*VttN*EXP<-BETA*(V-VZR0>*i2> /T 
C 
C DERIVATIVE OF INTENSITY UITH RESPECT TO VZRO. 
C 

SIGCA1(J)=SIGCA1(J)+2.tBETAt(V-VZRO)*C 
C 
C DERIVATIVE OF INTENSITY UITH RESPECT TO BETA. 
C 

SIGCA2<J>=SI6CA2U)+C*(-<V-VZR0)M2> 
SIGTEH(J>=SIGTEMJ>+C 

35 CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE 

DO 60 I=1L0U'IHIGH 
C 
C CONVOLUTE NOU OVER THE SHUTTER FUNCTION USING THE TRAP 
C ARRAY AS A DIGITAL FILTER 
C 

ITEHP=10-I 
JLOU=I-ITRSHF 
JHIGH=I+ITRSHF 
DO 55 J=JLOU.JHIGH 
K=J+ITEHP 
SIG1(I)=SIG1(1)+TRP(K)*SIGCAKJ) 
SIG2<I>=SIG2<mTRP<K>*SIGCA2CJ> 

55 SIGCAL(I)=SIGCAL(I)+TRPtK)»SIGTEM(J> 
40 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX II. ELASTIC SCATTERING PROGRAM FOR THE 
COMPARISON OF LABORATORY ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS 

CALCULATED FROM THE CENTER OF MASS 
FRAME DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION 

A. INTRODUCTION 
The program described below was based on previous versions which 

already existed in our laboratory to allow the analysis of elastic 
scattering data to be handled at a level of accuracy comparable with 
the present experimental capabilities. This program begins with an 
assumed potential form and computes laboratory angular distributions, 
corresponding to the experimental conditions, from the differential 
center-of-mass cross section. Basically, the program accounts for the 
finite detector size, the finite velocity spread of the initial beams 
and the finite collision volume. 

The program is designed to allow, in practice, the computation of 
the laboratory distribution to any numerical accuracy depending only 
on the limitation of the computing budget, it is based on a direct 
simulation of the experiment so that the program can be used to 
investigate the effects of misalignment, velocity distributions, and 
other experimental parameters on the observed scattering. This is 
helpful in designing a good experiment with the experimental condi
tions chosen to resolve the required features. 

In the sections below, the input record structure, several basic 
program uses, and a program listing provides the user with the neces
sary information to quickly begin to make calculations. 
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A description of the scattering equation and the program's 
numerical methods to solving it is given in Section B. This section 
should be read before reading the program listing to gain a crude 
knowledge of * se program layout. 

Two different phase shift routines are included to fit a par
ticular system's need. Both routines have the capability of interpo
lating phase shifts - that is, the phase shifts are calculated for a 
uniformly distributed subset of partial waves (the subset is under 
user control) and the remaining phase shifts interpolated between 
their values at these points as needed. In this way, when the number 
of partial waves becomes large, computing efficiency can still be 
realized. One routine calculates exact phase shifts using a slightly 
modified program written by R. J. Leroy at the University of Waterloo, 
while the other calculates JWKB phase shifts. An alternative pub
lished method for the exact phase shift calculation uses the log-
derivative integration scheme. Also, a second order JWKB method has 
been used to improve the accuracy of the semiclassical phase shifts. 
The latter two routines were not implemented here due to time 
limitations. 

In developing this computer code, commercial software was used 
whenever possible. In particular, the least squares routine, based on 
the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, was taken from the Minpack library. 
The only machine dependent routines (CDC 7600) are "SECOND" and 
"VECPRO." "SECOND" returns the time since the program began execution 
and is used for locating the sections of the program which determine 
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the execution efficiency. "VECPRO" is a CDC assembly code routine for 
performing dot products quickly. Dummy routines to substitute for 
these are included. 

Modifications to the program to perform other than elastic 
scattering with number density sensitive detectors can easily be 
implemented. To change the detector aperture shape, modify subroutines 
"FINT" and "MULSMP." To change i • atomic beam cross sectional shapes, 
modify subroutine "WEIGHTS." To change the energy dependence of the 
cross section, the velocity dependence of the detection efficiency, or 
the Jacobian, modify subroutine "CMANG." To change the beam velocity 
distribution shape, modify subroutine "NOZZLE." 

Proper execution of the computer program was checked by verifying 
internal selfconsistency or comparing with published data. Recovery 
of a known data set was used to check the least squares routine. The 
phase shifts were compared with published values for a reference 
Lennard-Jones potential. A test of the averaging was done by com
paring parameters derived from least square fits to the He-Ar data 

4 obtained by Aziz, et al. 
B. DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM METHODS 

The DFCS is calculated by directly simulating the scattering 
process. The basic equation to be solved is 
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S(e) « number of scattered particles/sec into the detector 
positioned at laboratory angle e 

- ( njdvjl) dvx J n 2 ( |v 2 l ) dv 2*|v 2 - Vj|* 

(1) 

J dx j dy J dz / fa (•) dA 
-Lx -Ly -Lz A 

where n,(|v,|) and n-(|v2|) are the number densities of the primary 
and secondary beams at the speeds |v,|, |v-|, respectively. JvU—v,] 
is the relative collision velocity. -£ (a) is the center-of-mass 
cross section for scattering at the center-of-mass angle which corre-
l^tes to the detector positioned at the nominal laboratory angle s. 
The integration over the beam velocities (dv,, dv~) and the collision 
volume (dx, dy, dz) is handled by choosing discrete samples of each 
variable with a suitable weighting factor, and summing the results, 
i.e., 

S < ° > = £ Wijklm n 1(!v 1-|)*n 2(|v J|)*|v i_v J|*/ ^ (o 1 j k l m)dA 
i.j A 

k.l.m (2) 

Gauss-Hermite quadrature is used for the velocity integrals. The 
collision volume integration is performed by Gauss-Legendre quadrature. 

For fixed values of the primary and secondary beam speeds and for 
each point in the collision volume, the scattering to a fixed point on 
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the detector is a simple matter of geometry, using the center-of-
mass > laboratory transformation characterizing the intersection. The 
finite dimensions of the detector are accounted for by an adaptive 
Simpson's rule integration which chooses points on the detector and 
calculates the lines between these points and the collision volume 
grid points. Such lines intersect the Newton sphere in 0, 1, or 2 
points. The partial waves are then summed at the center-of-mass 
scattering angles determined by the intersections, anc' the center-of-
mass cross section is computed by summing the partial waves. The 
cross sections at the intersection points are weighted by both their 
inverse lab velocities (since the electron bombardment detector is 
sensitive to density, not flux), and the Jacobian factor which trans
forms areas in the center-of-mass to areas in the laboratory frame. 
The adaptive Simpson's rule continues to calculate by adding points at 
the detector until the scattering has converged to 1/10 the error in 
the data, or 1 percent if no data errors are supplied. 

This procedure has the advantage that by increasing the volume 
grid and the number of Newton diagrams, an effectively exact treatment 
of the scattering can be realized. The two dimensional detector 
integration proceeds as in the one dimensional case until the desired 
convergence has been obtained. 

Singular behavior in the Jacobian will result in numerical 
problems when the detector is tangent to the Newton sphere. Numeric
ally, the only way to properly account for this is to transform the 
domain of integration from the detector to the center-of-mass. By 
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conservation of flux, the center-of-mass flux scattered through the 
boundary viewed by the detector is the same flux that would be 
experimentally observed in the laboratory frame. This removes the 
singularity but replaces V. with an integration which has a compli
cated boundary. Although this boundary can be defined parametrically 
through the intersection equation, several cases can occur, each of 
which deserves separate treatment. Also, it is unclear whether any 
new physical information would be contained in treating this case 
properly. For this reason, the program will not handle this case. 

The summation of the partial waves involves the product of 
trigonometric functions of the phase shifts along with the Legendre 
functions of the scattering angle. These vector products are per
formed using a fast vector product routine written in CDC assembly 
code. The "vectors" are defined from the scattering amplitude, f(a), 
as follows: 

- £ k (^)Pt(c.)s1n2„t 

i 

(3) 
* i E f ( iV L l , Pi ( c e ) { 1 - c o s 2 \ > 
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where 

* , 3P,(c») f 2 ) l + n 

P . ( | f 0(c8), - ^ i ^ i i p ^ c e ) , . . . ) , 

S « (sin2ng, sin2ni, . . . . sin2nn, . . . ) , 
(4) 

C - (cos2nQ -1, cos2 n i -I .... o ^ i ^ -1, ...) , 

&(•) . I f l e ) ! 2 . ^ ( £ P , * CZ)Z * C£ P £* S £) 2 , and 

ce - cose. 

T he center-of-mass angles at which these summations are performed 
are determined in the subroutine CMANG. Therefore, at every detector 
angle, CMANG calculates the angles, and INTENS sums the partial waves 
at those angles. 

The approximation which sets all phase shifts for the collision 
volume points equal to the most probable one can be used whenever the 
beam velocity spread (AV/V ) is larger than the beam spatial angular 
divergence (pfe*^)-

If both input masses are equal, the program only sums over even 
(odd) phase shifts depending on the parameter IBOSE. This is to allow 
for nuclear symmetry oscillations. If one wants to avoid this option 
when scattering particles of the same mass, merely change one of the 
input masses by a small amount so that the particles are not 
mathematically equal, yet for all practical purposes they will be 
physically equal. 
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The program produces a timing summary which allows one to locate 
those parts of the program to optimize. For JWKB phase shifts, 
approximately 70-80 percent of the total computing time is used to sum 
the partial waves at the center-of-mass angles and compute Legendre 
functions. The fast dot product code uses IINT * NVOL * (285 + 8 * 
NETA) usecs where NVOL * NCOLX * NCOLY * NCOLZ and IINT is the number 
of calls to the INTENSE subroutine. This is typically about 30 
percent of the total computing time. Therefore, there is little 
optimization possible without additional assumptions which limit the 
number of center-of-mass scattering angles where the intensity is 
evaluated. 
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C. GEOMETRY OF SCATTERING 
Let: (x.y.z) label a point in the region where the particles collide. 

(-xj, '0, 0} locate the primary nozzle considered as a point 
source. 

(0. -y2. 0) locate the secondary nozzle considered as a point 
source. 

vj be the speed of the primary beam. 
v2 be the speed of the secondary beam. 

vl ^xl * "' y' z' is the velocity of the primary beam which 
, „ 9 1/9 passes through the point (x,y,z) with speed 

(xj + x) z+y Z +z Z) I / Z v r 

= {»?. v* v?) 

v2(x, y y2» zl is t n e velocity of the secondary beam which 
, , , ,., passes through the point (x,y,z) with speed 

(xz+(y+y,)2+z2)1/z v,. 

(v*. v y, v2> 

(v*. v y v*J = (M.v* + M,v* M, v, + M,vy 
v cm cm' cm' l 1 1 2 2 1 1 22 

Ml vl + M2 V2 ) / ( M1 + M2> + ( x , y , z ) 

are the lab coordinates for the location of 
the tip of the center-of-mass velocity vector. 

M 2 * i t v* _ v*)2 + ( v y _ vy,2 + I VI _ v
z ) 2 ) 1 / 2 - v (Hx + M 2) U V 1 V l Vl V ( V1 ~ v2> > " V1S 

is the speed of the primary product or the 
radius of the Newton sphere. 
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(x n, y n, z n) is a point in the laboratory on the detector 
surface. 

(r nco n, fpSOp, z Q) is this same point on the detector, now labeled 
by r D, the distance from the collision zone 
center to the detector entrance, and oD is the 
angle the detector makes with respect to the 
primary beam. 

Now we wish to derive an expression which relates the line connecting 
this point on the detector to the point (x,y,z) in the collision 
volume, and find the points where this line will intersect the Newton 
sphere. 

Let (x , y , z ) be a point of intersection. It must 
satisfy the following equations: 

^ - <f + O 1 - 'cm'2 + l*1 " O 2 = »?S <*> 
( x i l ( ^ ) x i + ! 3 ^ . l ^ ) x i + ! a ! ) . ( 1 { i . y i . « 1 ) (6. 

D D D D 

Equation (5) is the Newton sphere equation and Eq. (6) is the linear 
line sight equation between the detector point and the collision 
volume point. 

When Eq. (6) is substituted into Eq. (5), two solutions are 
obtained for x which are the front/back sides of the Newton 
sphere. Of course, the solutions can be degenerate or nonexistent. 

To simply the solution, redefine Eq. (6) as 

y 1 = My* 1 + b y (7) 

z 1 = M ^ 1 + b z 
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Equation (5) then gives for x 

1 2 1 Alx 1) + Bx 1 + C - 0, where (8) 

A « ( l • M^ • n2

z) 

B - - 2 K r o + H y ( v ^ - b y ) + H z ( v ^ - b z ) ) 

C " ("en/ + Oy " vcm) 2 + <bz " ' e n / " ^ 

Depending on the discriminate of the quadratic equation, a number of 
distinct solutions are possible. Even if two distinct solutions are 
found, they still must be checked to see that the laboratory velocity 
is in the detector's direction. For light particles, the backward 
scattered product may be traveling away from the detector. If x > 
0, then this condition will be satisfied. 

To find the cosine of the angle in the center-of-mass frame 
between the scattered product and the relative velocity vector, the 
equations are 

|N||s| 

N = (x 1 - v* m, y 1 - v£ m, z 1 - 4 ) . 

o - (»J - v*. v* - v*. v' - v*) . 
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Zare has shown in a straightforward way that the transformation 
of the center-of-mass flux through a surface to the same flux in a 
different surface in the laboratory frame involves the elastic Jacobian 
factor, 0, 

V l a b , do) 
u ^ m

 c o s ( v i = h » u ^ m ) cm v lab* cm' 

where v, b is the particle's laboratory velocity, u is the parti-
cle's velocity in the center-of-mass frame, and cos(v, b, u ) is the 
cosine of the angle between the velocity of the particle in the two 
frames. To compare with number density detection, we must scale by an 
additional factor of 1/ l v l a J . Therefore, 

!(•) - m («)*, rubJ „ (ii) 
("a/ c o s < % ' *iab» 

relates the flux in the center-of-mass frame for the area viewed by 
the detector at the laboratory scattering angle s, to the number 
density detected in the laboratory frame, I(»). 

The above equations for the intersection point are not valid if 
the detector is looking into the secondary beam. To treat this case 
or general placement of the detector, the subroutine CMANG must be 
modified so that a new set of non-singular quadratic equations are 
defined. 
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1 20A4 
2 Real 
3 Real 
4 Real 

5 Real 
6 Int 

D. INPUT RECORD STRUCTURE 
All real numbers are in F10.3 format, all integers are in 110 

format. Record numbers in parentheses are optional dep nding on the 
choice of input parameters. Examples are provided in Section F. 

Record Type Parameters 
Title 
MPRI, BETA1, VZR01, PRINOZ 
MSEC, BETA2, VZR02, SECNOZ 
XL, YL, ZL, ALIM(l), BLIM(l), ALIM(2), 
BLIM(2), DETRAD 
RANGE(2), RANGE(3), RANGE(4), RANGE(5) 
NCOLX, NCOLY, NCOLZ, NPRI, NSEC, NANG, IINT, 
IAPPRX 

7 Int NETA, NSKP, NPRI1, NSETS, NOPT, NLST, NPAR, 
NITER 

8 Int NPRI2, MAXIT, IBOSE 
9 Real XSTART, XSTEP, RNPHAS, ERROR 

Note: For JWKB phase shifts, all parameters 
on Card 9 must be zero. 

10,11 Real A(l) » A(15) 
(Optional) Int INDEX(l) * INDEX(NLST) 
(Optional) Real FTOL, XTOL, FACTOR, EPSFCN 
12 Real (ANGLE(l), DATA (1)) » (ANGLE(NANG), 

DATA(NANG)) 
(Optional) Real (EDAT(l) > EDAT(NANG)) 
13 Int IRPT 
etc. 
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E. DEFINITION OF PARAMETERS 
MPRI/MSEC Mass (amu) of primary/secondary beams. 
BETA1/BETA2 
VZR01/VZR02 

PRINOZ/SECNOZ 

XL, YL, ZL 

ALIM(2), BLIM(2) 

ALIM{1), BLIM(l) 

DETRAD 

RANGE(2), RANGE{3) 
RANGE(4), RANGE(5) 

Primary/secondary nozzle beam number density 
velocity distribution parameters, defined by 
P(v) - v 2exp(-B(v-v 0) 2). 
Distance of primary and secondary nozzles from 
collision center. 
Dimensions of collision volume in X,Y,Z 
directions as determined by the molecular beam 
defining slits. 
Bottom and top positions of detector aperture, 
i.e., BLIM(2)-ALIM(2)-0etector height. 

The 
The 

add 

Detector width - BLIM(1)-ALIM(1). Note 
ALIM, BUM arrays can be used to see the 
effects of detector aperture misalignment, 
center of the detector coordinates are 
determined by the laboratory angle. The 
symmetric, aligned limits are 

ALIM(l) « -Detector width/2. 
BLIH(l) . -ALIM(l) 
ALIM(2) - -Detector height/2 
BLIM(2) - -ALIM{2). 

To give a net in plane offset, add (or 
subtract) the offset from both ALIM(l) and 
BLIM(l). Similarly, for vertical offsets, 
(or subtract) the offset to ALIM(2) and 
BLIM(2). To improve speed when using the full 
two dimensional detector integration, set 
ALIM(2) » 0. This assumes that the scattering 
is symmetric with respect to the scattering 
plane, and therefore, only the top half of the 
detector needs to be integrated. 
Distance from collision center to defining 
aperture on detector. 
RMIN, RMAX for plotting the potential. 
VMIN, VHAX for plotting the potential. 
Note: RANGE defines a rectangle for plotting 
the potential. Any points outside the 
rectangle are not plotted. RANGE can be used 
to focus on a particular region of the 
potential. 
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NCOLX, 
NCOLZ 

NCOLY, 

NPR1, NSEC 

NANG 

I INT 

IAPPRX 

NETA 
NSKP 
NPRI1 

NSETS 

Number of integration points in X,Y,Z directions 
for collision volume integration. Maximum of 5 
in any single direction. 
Number of integration quadrature points for the 
primary/secondary beams. Limited to a maximum 
of 10 each. 
Number of laboratory angles where calculations 
are to be performed. Limited to 100 maximum. 
»0, treats the detector as a point located at 
the center of the detector coordinates. 
»1, treats the detector as a horizontal slit in 
the plane of the molecular beams. 
«2, treats the detector as a full two-
dimensional aperture. 
-0, each point in the collision volume has its 
own phase shifts, computed from the 
intersection angles defined by the nozzle 
positions and intersection point. 
-1, all points have the same phase shifts 
corresponding to the dominate collision point 
as determined by the integration weighting 
scheme. 
«2, all collision volume points for all Newton 
diagrams have the same phase shifts. 
Number of phase shifts or maximum phase shift. 
Interval used in interpolating phase shifts. 
»0, no phase shift printing. 
»1, lists the collision energies and phase 
shifts for each Newton diagram. Caution - this 
generates much output if more than 1 Newton 
diagram and 1 collision volume point are used. 
The number of data sets to be used 
simultaneously i-.i a least squares fit. NSETS 
must be less than 4. 
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NOPT -1, calculates differential cross sections 
(DFCS) with no data. 
«2, calculates DFCS with data, Dut no data 
errors. 
»3, calculates DFCS with data and data errors. 

NLST -0, no least squares fitting. 
-1, a least squares fit to the data will be 
performed for NLST variables. 

NPAR Number of parameters in potential function. 
NITER The maximum number of cross sections allowed in 

the least squares fitting. If N parameters are 
varied, then N+l cross sections per iteration 
are needed if the first try at improving the 
fit is successful. If three parameters are 
simultaneously changed, and three iterations 
are desired, then approximately 13 cross 
sections will be calculated. 

NPRI2 -0, no printing. 
«1, intermediate values for the detector 
integration are printed. This is useful in 
estimating the change of the scattering 
intensity over the detector height. 

MAXIT Maximum number of iterations in the adoptive 
Simpson's integration over the detector 
(usually 4 is sufficient). 

IBOSE »1, then only even Legendre terms are summed 
over when the nuclei are identical. 
•2, then only odd Legendre terms are summed 
over when the nuclei are identical. 

XSTART In reduced distance units, the starting point 
for the Numerov integration for the exact phase 
shifts. 

XSTEP In reduced distance units, the step size for 
the Numerov integration. 

RNPHAS The number of steps in the Numerov phase shift 
integration. 
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ERROR 

A(D-A(15) 

INDEX(I) 

XTOL 

FTOL 

FACTOR 

EPSFCN 

(ANGLE(I), OATA(I)) 

EDAT(I) 
IRPT 

Maximum error, in radians, for the phase shifts 
calculated by the exact Numerov method. 
Potential parameters needed as defined in the 
subroutines, "POT" and "PREPOT." 
Array containing the list of variables to be 
varied in least squares fit. If a potential 
has 10 parameters (NPAR»10), but only the 
third, fifth and seventh are to be varied, then 
INDEX(1)«3, INDEX(2)»5, INDEX(3)-7, with NLST-3. 
Fractional change in parameters used as a 
convergence test in least square fits. Fitting 
terminates when all parameters are changing by 
less than XTOL of their value. 
Same as XTOL, but refers to the fractional 
change in the chi square value. 
Controls length of initial step size in least 
squares fitting of parameters. Values between 
0.1 - 1000.0 are normal, with larger values 
representing larger parameter changes on first 
iteration. 
An estimate of the reliability of the numerical 
derivatives. This parameter should be several 
orders of magnitude smaller than XTOL or FTOL. 
Pairs giving the experimental intensity at a 
given detector angle. The angles are measured 
relative to the primary beam, positive 
direction measured toward the secondary beam. 
Errors associated with the measured data. 
«0, the program stops. 
»1, read in a new set of potential parameters, 
all data and other input remaining unchanged 
from previous values, and calculate a DFCS for 
this potential. This parameter assumes NLST-0. 
«2, begin again at card 1, with completely new 
input. 
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F. EXAMPLES OF SEVERAL STANDARD PROGRAM USES. 
The control variables are designed to allow easy interchange among 

several basic uses. These uses are: 
a) Calculate a hypothetical DFCS to test various resolution 

effects including collision volume size, velocity beam 
spreads, phase shift accuracy, and detector integration 
mode. In this case, read in records 1-12 inclusive. Record 
12 contains the two numbers, ANGLE(l) * Starting Lab Angle, 
and DATA(l) - Angle Step Size, which differs from the 
standard definition for these parameters. If a single job 
testing several sets of resolution effects is desired, follow 
this record with either IRPT»1, if only the potential is to 
be changed, or IRPT-2 if, in addition, any other parameters 
are to be changed. For this last case records 1-12 need to 
be input again. A blank record terminates the program's 
execution. Make NLST-0, N0PT.1, and NITER-1, on record 7. 

b) Calculate a DFCS with uata and possibly data errors. Read in 
records 1-12 inclusive with NOPT » 2 or 3, NLST * 0, and 
NITER « 1. Again, IRPT will allow several runs of this type 
in a single job. Previously calculated data points can be 
input producing a graph comparing the angular distributions 
corresponding to different machine parameters, to locate 
where the data are most affected. The program will scale the 
calculation to the input cross section. 
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Obviously, if no least squares fitting is desired, this mode 
allows one to test potentials in a trial and error mode which 
is helpful in determining the general range for the potential 
parameters, 

c) Least Squares. The optional records between 11 and 12 are 
needed, with the parameters described above. Because the 
calculation can be expensive, it is a good practice to begin 
with NITER-1 to see how long a single iteration takes. 
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G. CHANGING THE POTENTIAL FORM 
To change the potential form, the user must supply two subroutines 

for each potential. 
1. JWKB phase shifts 

SUBROUTINE POT (X, A, V, VP, L, RH) 
DIMENSION X(10), A(15), V(10), VP(10) 
The array X, on input, contains the reduced, dimensionless, 
distances needed for the semi-classical phase shifts. X*A(2) is 
the distance in angstroms. The two potential parameters A(l) and 
A(2) must be the well depth and r . L is the number of entries 
in the X array (L <_ 10). The subroutine POT must evaluate the 
reduced potential at the points, x, and return the potential 
values and first derivatives in the corresponding entries of the 
arrays V and VP, respectively. 
SUBROUTINE PREPOT (A, RM) 
DIMENSION A(15) 
PREPOT checks the potential parameters to insure that they are 
self-consistent. It is called once each time the potential is 
changed. For example, the HFD potential includes r explicity 
in its form, so PREPOT insures that r is consistent with all 
the other parameters. The ESMSV and similar forms use PREPOT to 
determine spline coefficients. If your particular potential does 
not need to use PREPOT, then supply the following dummy routine. 
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SUBROUTINE PREPOT (A, RM) 
DIMENSION A(15) 
Return 
End 
Since all phase shift routines work in reduced units, they assume 
that A(l) « e, and A(2) « r . The potential subroutines must be 
consistent with this convention. 

2. Numerov Phase Shifts 
SUBROUTINE POT (X, A, V, VP, L, RM) 
DIMENSION A(15), X(10), V(10), VP(10) 
On input, X contains the reduced positions where the potential 
needs to be calculated for JWKB corrections to the exact phase 
shift. On output, V(I) is the reduced potential at X(I), and X(I) 

2 equals 1/X (I), i.e. the reduced centrifugal potential. 
SUBROUTINE PREPOT (A, RM) 
DIMENSION A(15) 
Common/PTNL/V(6001), XM2(6001), XSTART, XSTEP, RNPHAS, ERROR 
On input, RNPHAS is the number of points used in the Numerov 
integration, XSTART is the starting point for the integration and 
XTEP is the step size. The routine calculates the reduced 
potential for the RNPHAS points starting at XSTART, and stepping 
by XSTEP, and stores the results in the V array. The XM2 array 
contains the corresponding values of the fraction l./X(I)**2 for 
the centrifugal potential. The routine roust insure the 
self-consistency of the potential parameters as described above 
for the OWKB shifts. 
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PROGRAM ELASTIC<INWiOUTPUT,TAPEA>TAPE8fTAPE10iTAPE5*INPUT) TEST.2 
TEST.3 
TEST.4 

ELASTIC SCATTERING PROGRAM FOR SPHERICALLY SYHHETRIC IHTERACTIONS TEST.5 
INPUT VARIABLES ARE DEFINED IN THE ROUTINE INPUT. TEST.6 

TEST.7 
TEST.8 

AUTHOR- H.F.F VERNON 
LAST REVISION DATA- APRIL 17, 1983 

C0NMON/SAVE/IDIN<5)»FNOZ<5>>SN0Z(5)fNTA<5>iDTA<5)rID(5>.NCX(5>» SAVE.2 
*NCY(5)>NCZ(5)rIIRR<S)fISlMAX(5)>IPlHAX(S)rNBP(5)fNtS(S)>HT(5)i SAVE.3 
* HD(S>>NAGL(5>fDRD(5)«ALHKS)>ALH2(5)tBLHl(5)>BLH2(S)>NPRINl(5)> SAVE.4 
«VEL01(S>10>tVLUTl(S>10)fVEL02(SilO)>aUT2(5>10)>CCl(7>5)>XCV(Sr5) SAVE.5 
t>YCV(5i5)>ZCV(5iS>>UXCV(5>S)iyYCV(5>S)fUZCV(5iS)>ANGUH(3il00)> SAVE.6 
• ERRPT<3»100)»DATUM<3.100>.DTSNl<3rlOO>tDTCNK3.100>,NSETS SAVE.7 
CONN(>N/LST/EINV<300MNDEX<15)»VPARU5>»RM.FTOL.XTOL»MAXFEV.FACTORLST.2 

«»EPSFCN 
DIMENSION A ( 1 5 > . S M N Y U 0 O > » S C A L U 0 0 > T 0 M M Y 3 U 0 O > 
CQMMON/GEOHTY/PRINOZ.SECNOZfPRISPD.SECSPD.XCOLpYCOLpZCOL.MPRI. 

I M S E C P S N D T . C S D T T N O P T . N P R H 
*rNPRI2 iMAXIT 

REAL UPRI .MSECPMTOT 
COMHOH/DAT/ANGLE(100)FSDAT(100)rEDAT(100),NANG.SF 
COHMON/TM/TIME(10)rICMiINTS PSPMAXiSPMIN 
DIMENSION TITLE(20> 
DIMENSION RANGE(5) 
CONTINUE 
CALL SECOND(TIMEt10)) 
READ IN DATA AND EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 

CALL INPUT(AiRMliNTERHStNPARiTITLE) 
NN*1 
IF(NTERHS.NE.O) GOTO 200 
NO LEAST SQUARES FIT 
URITF.(6tll7> 
WRITE(4>2XA(I)>I*lrNPAR) 
CALL SECOND(Tl) 
CALL POTPLOT(AfRHl) 
CALL SEC0ND(T2> 
TIHE(?>*T2-T1+TIHE(?) 
CALCULATE DFCS FOR INITIAL PARAMETERS 
CALL DFCS(ArSCALrCHI.Rrtl) 
IF(WOPT-l) 2S0t2»i275 

PLOT ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION! HO DATA 

LST.3 
TEST.11 
GEOMTRY. 
GEONTRY, 
GEOMTRY, 
6E0MTR>, 
DAT.2 
TM.2 
TEST.'5 
TEST.16 
TEST.17 
TEST.18 
TEST.19 
TEST.20 
TEST.21 
TEST.22 
TEST.23 
TEST.24 
TEST.25 
TEST.26 
TEST.27 
TEST.28 
TEST.30 
TEST.32 
TEST.33 
TEST.34 
TEST.3S 
TEST.36 
TEST.37 
TEST.38 
TEST.39 
TEST.40 
TEST.41 
TEST.42 
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C TEST.43 
290 CALL SECOm(Tl) TEST.44 

CALL XPPLOT<-iltlOtrl<-lrO>lf-l>Ot0.ilfAHCLEfSCALfHANGrlHX> TEST.43 
CALL SEC0MKT2) TEST.44 
TIHEC»>«T2-T1+TINE<9> TEST.47 
MTO 10 TEST. 48 

273 CALL SECOW(Tl) TEST.49 
C TEST.50 
C PLOT ANGULAR DISTRIMJTIOH WITH DATA TEST.51 
C TEST.52 

URITE(4tl4) TEST.53 
URITE(«f9)CHI TEST.34 
R*NGE(1>*1. TEST.S3 
«ANGE(2>*ANGLEU> TEST.34 
RAN6E<3)*AMGLE(NAN6) TEST.37 
RAN8E<S>«SPHAX TEST.38 
RAMGE(4)xSPHIN TEST.S9 
CALL XPPLOT<-U8101.1»-lfOtl»-1.0iRANGF..2iANGLErSDAT.NAN6»lHE.ANGLTEST.40 

-EfSCALrNANGflHC) TEST.41 
C TEST.42 
C PLOT ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION DIFFERENCES TEST.43 
C TEST.44 

RAN6E(1)»0. TEST.45 
DO 274 I'lfNANG TEST.44 
DHMr<I)*SCALU)-SDAT(I) TEST.47 
DHMY3<I>«-EDATU> TEST.48 

274 CONTINUE TEST.49 
CALL XPPLOT( -59101.1.-1,0.1.-1.0fRANGEi3.ANGLE.DHMY.NANG.1HX,ANGLTEST.70 

-E»EDAT»NANG.lH0tANGLErDtWY3.NANG.lH+> TEST.71 
CAU SEC0ND(T2) TEST.72 
TIHE(9)«TINE(9)+T2-T1 TEST.73 
GOTO 10 TEST.74 

C TEST.73 
C LEAST SQUARES SECTION «*»*«**»S*»**«*t«»»«M«*****»*l«*«l*TEST.74 
C TEST.77 
200 CONTINUE TEST.78 

CALL SECOND(Tl) TEST.79 
C TEST.80 
C PLOT POTENTIAL TEST.81 
C TEST.82 

CALL P0TPL0T(A>RN1) TEST.83 
CALL SEC0ND(T2) TEST.84 
TIHE«9)*T2-T1+TIHE(9) TEST.85 
CALL SECOND(TS) TEST.84 
HRITE<4,14) TEST.87 
WRITEU.4) TEST.88 
DO 4445 I*lfl5 TEST.90 
VPAR(I)'A<I) TEST.91 

4445 CONTINUE TEST.92 
CALL LSTSQR(NTERNSfSCAL) TEST.93 

C TEST.94 
C PLOT FITTED DISTRIIUTIONS FOR EACH DATA SET AFTER LEAST SQUARES TEST.95 
C TERMINATES TEST.94 
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C TEST.97 
4459 CONTINUE TEST.98 

CALL WITCH (NN) TEST.99 
CALL BFCSCA.SCAL.CHI.Mfl) TEST. 100 
MtITE<6>72> SF TEST. 101 
HRITE(Af73)CHI TEST.102 

C TEST.105 
C PLOT ANGULAR IISTRIBUTION DIFFERENCES TEST.10* 
C TEST.107 

CALL SEC0MKT1) TEST.lOt 
BO ltO I*1»NAM6 TEST.109 
•HNY(I>«SCAL(I>-SDAT(I) TEST.110 
9MHY3(I)>-EDAT(I) TEST.Ill 

190 CONTINUE TEST.112 
CALL XPPL0T(-lltl01tlf-l>Otl,-lrOtO.i3fAN6LEiDMHY>HAN6>lHX.AN6LEi TEST.113 

-EDAT>HAN6ilH0iAN6LEtDWiT3>NAHGflHt) TEST.114 
C TEST.115 
C PLOT ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION TEST.114 
C TEST.117 

CALL XPPL0T<-118101rli-lt0rl.-lr0t0.»2»ANGLEtSDATiNANG.lHE»ANGLEf TEST.118 
-SCAL.HANG.1H0) TEST.11? 
CALL SEC0WKT2) TEST. 120 
TlHEt9>*TlME(9>+T2-Tl TEST.121 

10 HRITE<6»12> TEST.122 
C TEST.124 
C URITE OUT CALCULATED TABLES TEST.125 
C TEST.124 

URITE(6>221) TEST.127 
URITE(6il3) TEST.130 
URITE(it5)(ANGLE(I)>SCAL(I)>I«lfNANG) TEST.131 
BRI.TE(10»18XTITLE<IM»1»20> TEST.133 
DO 17 1*1.HANG TEST.133 
SCAL(I)«EXP(SCAL(I)> TEST.136 

17 CONTINUE TEST.137 
URITE<10>7)(ANGLE(I)>SCAL<I)>I>lfNANG) TEST.138 
NRITEC6.13) TEST.140 
HRITE(irll) TEST.141 
URITE(6il3) TEST.143 
MRITE(6t5MANGLE(I)»SCAL(I).I*l.NANG) TEST.144 
NN*NNU TEST.145 
IF(NN.LE.NSETS) GOTO 4459 TEST.146 

C TEST.147 
C READ IN PARAMETER TO SEE IF AN ADDITIONAL DATA SET TO BE ANALYZEDTEST.148 
C TEST.149 

READ(Stl>IRPT TEST.150 
IF(IRPT.NE.l) GOTO 15 TEST.152 
READ<5.2HA<IM»1.1S> TEST.153 
CALL PREPOT(A.RM) TEST.154 
GOTO 3 TEST.155 

15 CONTINUE TEST.156 
C TEST.157 
C TIMING INFORMATION TEST.158 
C TEST.159 
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T»0. TEST.1*0 
CALL BECONBUX) TEST.HI 
TT'XX-TIHEUO) TEST.U2 
TI«(5)»TIME(3)-TINE(4)-TI«E(3) TEST. 1*3 
TIME(i)*TIHE<9> TEST.1*4 
10 10* I ' l . l O TEST.1*3 

10* TIHE<I>*TIHE(I)/miOO. TEST.It* 
HRITE<*»14> TEST. 1*7 
«RITE(*fl07) TEST.l*! 
yRnE(*,100)(TIHE(I) . I -2.4) TEST.171 
MRITEU.13) TEST.173 
WITE<6>13t) TT TEST.174 
WHTEU.14) TEST.176 
URITE(tilOl) INTS TEST.177 
IF(IRPT.EQ.2)G0T0 9 TEST.179 
STOP TEST.180 

C 
C 
C FORMAT STATEMENTS 
C 
C 

117 F0RHAT(10X>tINPUT POTENTIAL PARAMETERS*./) 
2 F0RHAT(8F10.3> 
4 F0RMAT(/A40X»*L E A S T S Q U A R E S S E C T I O N*> / / ) 
73 F0RHAT(10Xi*CHI SOUARE ERR0R=*.E14.7./> 
72 F0RHAT<2X»*SCALE FACTOR* Sr2X.E14.7) 
12 FORMAT!/////) 
221 FORHATOOXitF I N A L C A L C U L A T E D D I S T R I B U T I O 

lHt) 
5 F0RMAT<5(3X IF4 .1 I2X IF10 .3> ) 
IB F0RNAT(20M> 
7 FORHAT(8F10.3) 
11 FORMAT<30Xi*FINAL DISTRIBUTION CONVERTED TO INPUT FORM*) 
1 FORHAT(SIIO) 
107 F0*HAT(30Xt*P ER C E N T T I N E S P E N T I N S U B R O U 

» I N ES*>/.3Xt«PHSHFT*i4X»«CHANG*f 7X»*INTENS*f/) 
100 FORMAT(4X*10<2XrF10.3>> 
13B FORMAT! 2XrtT0TAL TIHE FOR CALCULATION**,2X.F12.3) 
101 FORMAT (lX.tCALLS TO FINT ROUTINE*.110) 
14 FORMAT(/////) 
13 FORMAT!/) 
« FORMATtlOXftCHISOR FOR INPUT PARAHETERS*«rE14.7>/> 

END 

SUBROUTINE SUITCH(J) 
C 
C FUNCTION- SNITCHES DATA SETS AND AVERAGING PARAMETERS WHEN 
C SIMULTANEOUS FITTING MORE THAN ONE DATA SET 
C 
C ON INPUT J IS THE DATA SET TO BE CALCULATED NEXT. 

TEST.29 
TEST.31 
TEST .89 
TEST .103 
TEST .104 
TEST .123 

) TEST.128 
TEST .129 
TEST, .132 
TEST. .134 
TEST, ,139 
TEST, .142 
TEST, ,131 
TTEST, ,149 
TEST, .170 
TEST, ,172 
TEST, 175 
TEST, ,178 
TEST, ,181 
TEST. 182 
TEST, 183 
TEST. 184 

TEST. 185 
SWITCH.2 
SNITCH.3 

SNITCH.5 
SWITCH.* 
SNITCH.7 
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4020 

4025 

4030 

WITCH.t 

OUTPUT- MX CDWKW BLOCKS CONTAIN THE DATA FOR SET J 

ROUTINES CALLED-*}* 

AUTHOR-M.F. VERNON 

LAST REVISION DATE-FEIRUARY U.1W3 

CONNOH/TRIG/DETSIN(100)>DETCOS(100> WITCH.? 
CONmH/ETA/STHE(aOOO)>CTHE(8000)rNETAfDETAfIDENT ETA.2 

t>IMSE ETA.3 
COHHON/AA/DETWDfDETHT.OETRADfE AA.2 
CONHON/6EOHTY/FDimZ>SECNOZiPRISPDiSECSPDrXC0LiTCOLfZC0LfNPRIr GE0HTRY.2 

lHSECtSH9T>CSDTiN0PTiNPRIl GE0HTRY.3 
«>NPRI2 iNAXIT 6E0NTRY.4 
REAL NPRIfHSECfHTOT GE0HTRY.5 
COHN0N/SAVE/I9IN(S)>PN0Z(S)iSN0Z(S>iNTA(5>tDTA(S)tID(5)iNCX(5)t SAVE.2 

«NCT(5)fNCZ(S)iIIRR(5>tISlHAX(S)>IPlHAX(5)tNtP(S)fNBS(S)iHT(5)> SAVE.3 
f W9<5>tNA6L<5>iWD<5>fALHl<5>»ALM2<3>i9LMl<5>»BLH2<5)iNPRINl(5>» SAVE.4 
«VEL01<5»10>rVLWTl<5»10>iVEL02<5.10).VLWT2<5fl0).CClC7»5)fXCVC5»5> SAVE.5 
*»YCV(5f5>»ZCV<5.5).WXCV<5»5>.WYCV(5»5>iWZCV(5.5)iANGUIK3tlO0>i SAVE.6 
* ERRPT(3»100).DATUH<3rlOO>.DTSNl<3»100>»DTCNH3ilOO>»NSETS SAVE.7 
COHHON/DAT/AN6LE<100)iSDAT(100)iEDAT(100)iNANG>SF DAT.2 
COMMON/INTEG/IINT INTEG.2 
C0mON/EN/ENERGY(12S)>CHTHl(12S)fCMTH2(12S)tyGHTl(125)iUGHT2(12S)>EN.2 

INCOLXfNCOLYfNCQLZtlAPPRX EN.3 
C0HH0N/LIHITS/ALIH(2>>BLIH(2) LIMITS.2 
C0HM0N/V0L/X<5>.Y<5>»Z<5>.WX(5>»WY<5>»WZ<5> VOL.2 
C0HWN/KAH/VPRl!10>rVSEC(10>FUPRI(10)>USEC(10)>NPRIiNSEC>IPAIHt BEAH.2 

+ISECON BEAM.3 
C0NH0N/UH/CltC2fC3>C4iCStC&iC7fC8>C9>C10>HT0T WH.2 
IINT'IDIN(J) SWITCH.21 
PRIH0Z*PNOZ<J>» SECNOZ*SHOZ<J> » HETA-NTA(J) »DETA*DTA(J> SWITCH.22 
IDENT*ID(J) * NCOLX'NCX(J) »NCOLY*NCY<J>«NCOLZ*NCZ<J) SWITCH.23 
IAPPRX'IIRR(J) »ISEC0N«IS1HAX<J)*IPRIH*IP1»*X<J>INPRI«NBP<J> SWITCH.24 
NSEC*N1S<J)»DETHT»HTU> •DETWD«UD<J) iH*HG«HAGL( J) SWITCH.25 
DETRDiDRDU) I ALIIKD-ALMKJ) « ALIH(2)<ALN2(J> t ILIH(1)'BLM(J>SWITCH.2& 
M.IH(2>>ILH2(J>t NPRIl'NPRINKJ) SWITCH.27 
DO 4020 I-l.MPRI SWITCH.28 
VPRI(I)>VEL01(JrI) SWITCH.29 
UPftiai<VLUTl<JiI> SWITCH.30 
CONTINUE SWITCH.31 
DO 4023 I'lfNSEC SWITCH.32 
VSEC(I)>VEL02(J>I) SWITCH.33 
WSEC(I)»VLWT2(J.I) SWITCH.34 
CONTINUE SWITCH.35 
DO 4030 I'lfNCOLX SWITCH.36 
X(I)*XCV(J»I> SWITCH.37 
WX(I)>UXCV(JtI) SWITCH.30 
CONTINUE SWITCH.39 
90 4035 I-ltNCOLT SWITCH.40 
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YU)*rCV(JrI> 
HYII)-HYCV(JiI) 

4035 CONTINUE 
•0 4040 I-1.NC0LZ 
Z(I>> ZCV(Jfl) 
W ( I ) - « Z W ( J . I ) 

4040 CONTINUE 
IHAX*MAGL<J> 
10 4030 I*1.IHAX 
AH6LE(I>«AN6UH(J.I> 
EMT(I)>EMPT(JrI) 
SBATU)* DATUMU.I) 
BETSINU)* DTSNKJ.I) 
9ETC0SU)* DTCNKJtl) 

4050 CONTINUE 
C K C 1 U . J ) 
C2«CC1(2»J) 
C3*CCl(3fJ> 
C4*CC1(4>J> 
C5-CCK5tJ) 
C6»CC1<*»J> 
C7«CC1(7.J> 
RETURN 
END 

SHITCH.41 
5WITCH.42 
HITCH. 43 
SUITCH.44 
SWITCH.45 
SUITCH.44 
SWITCH.47 
SWITCH.48 
SWITCH.4? 
SUITCH.SO 
SWITCH.51 
SWITCH.52 
SWITCH.53 
SWITCH.54 
SUITCH.S5 
SWITCH.5i 
SWITCH.57 
SWITCH.58 
SWITCH.S9 
SWITCH.60 
SWITCH.61 
SWITCH.62 
SWITCH.63 
SWITCH.64 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C c c c c c c c c c c c c c c 

SUBROUTINE LSTSQR(NTERHS.FVEC) 
DIMENSION FVEC(l) 
FUNCTION- LSTSOR CONTRXS THE NONLINEAR LEAST SQUARES FITTING OF 
THE OBSERVED DATA TO THE CALCULATED SIMULATION. 
ARGUMENTS- MTERMS. AH INTEGER VARIABLE EQUAL TO THE NUMBER OF 
PARAMETERS VARIED IN THE LEAST SQUARES FIT 
FVEC- THE ARRAY OF FUNCTIONS TO BE MINIMIZED. 

FVEC(I)»(DATA<I)-CALC(I)>/SORT<ERROR(I>) 
WHERE DATA!I) IS THE OBSERVED INTENSITY AT THE ITH ANGLE 
CALC(I) IS THE CALCULATED INTENSITY AT THIS ANGLE. AND 
ERROR!I) 13 THE ERROR IN THE OBSERVED DATA AT THIS ANGLE 
SUBPROGRAMS- SORT 

- FCNiLHDIF 
AUTHOR-N.F. VERHN 

LAST REVISION DATE -FEBRUARY 16t1983 

LSTSOR. 
LSTSQR. 
LSTSQR. 
LSTSQR. 
LSTSQR. 
LSTSOR. 
LSTSQR.8 
LSTSOR.? 
LSTS0R.10 
LSTSQR.11 
LSTSQR.12 
LSTSQR.13 
LSTSQR.14 
LSTSQR.15 
LSTSQR.16 
LSTSQR.17 
LSTSQR.18 

DIMENSION FJAC(300ilO>tDIAG<10>fIPVT(10)fQTF(10)iWAK10)>UA2(10) 
DIMENSION IM3(10)tWA4(300)>VTHP<10> 

LSTSQR.21 
LSTSQR.22 
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C0HMM/SAVE/HIN<3> tPN0Z(3> rSNOZ(S) t NTA(5).1TA(5) » I » ( 3 ) tNCX(5) i SAVC.2 
$NCY(3 )>NCZ(3 ) * I IR I t (S>t I»HAX(5 )> INHAX(S>tnP(3>rNK(5 ) fHT<5) f SAVE.3 
» tt(5>»NAtL(3>fBftB<3>fALHl<S>>ALH2(5>rM.Ht<5)fKH2C5>rNPRIHl<5>r SAVE.4 
»VEL01<3.10).VLMT1<5»10).VEL02(3.10),VLNT2(3,10).CC1(7.5),XCV(3>5> SAVE.3 
•>YCVISrS)>ZCV(5f3)>IIXCV(StS)fUYCV(3fS>fUZCV(5i3)fAN6UH(3>t0O>r SAVE.A 
• ERRPT(3tlOO)fMTUH(3>100)>9TSNl(3FlOO>iDTCHK3ilOOHMSETS SAVE. 7 
CWHON/LST/EINV(3OO)iIN0EX(15)>VPAR(13)>RHfFT0L>XT0LiHAXFEViFACT0RLST.2 

100 

10 

IS 

16 

ttEPSFCM 
COHNON/MT/A!l6UI(100)fSDAT(100>>EDAT(100)tNANG>SF 
EXTERNAL FCN 

INITIAL PARAMETERS TO LEAST SQUARE ROUTINE 
FOR A MORE COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF THESE PARAMETERS SEE THE 
LISTING FOR THE PROGRAM LHDIF. 

LDFJAC*300 
NPRINT«1 
6T0L*0. 
NODE'l 
H*0 
DO 100 I'liNSETS 
N«H+HAGL(1> 
CONTINUE 
N'NTERHS 
URITE<6fl2HVPAR<IM=l,15> 
«RITE(6r55?) XTOL.FTOL 

LOAD THE ARRAY OF THE PARAMETERS TO BE VARIED 
DO 10 I>1fNTERHS 
VTHP(I)«VPAR(INDEX<I>) 
CONTINUE 
SINCE THE NONLINEAR FUNCTIONS ARE JUST THE DIFFERENCES lETUEEN 
THE CALCULATED AND OBSERVED SI6NAL.WEI6HTED BY THE ERROR, 
THE SORT OF THE DATA ERROR IS NEEDED SO THAT THE SUM CF THE 
SQUARES OF THE FUNCTIONS IS THE CHI SQUARE ERROR. 

IJ-0 
DO 16 J' l iNSETS 
IHAX'NAGLU) 
DO 13 I'liIMAX 
EINVU+iJ)«l./SQRT<ERRPT<J»I>> 

CONTINUE 
IJ«IJ4NAGL<J> 

CONTINUE 
MRITE<&>1> 
URITE(4>B8?) 

LHDIF IS THE HINPACK DRIVER FOR THE NONLINEAR LEAST SQUARES FIT 

CALL LMDIF(FCNtM>NfVTMPiFVECiFT0LfXTOL>6TOL» NAXFEV»EPSFCN»DIAGi 
<MOK>FACTORfNPRINTfINF0>NFEViFJAC>LDFJACiIPVTfQTFtUAlfUA2tlM3>UA4>LSTSQR.7S 

LST.3 
IAT .2 
L3TS0R.26 
LSTSQP.27 
LST39R.28 
LSTS9R.2? 
LSTS0S.30 
LSTS0R.31 
LSTSQft.32 
LSTSQR.33 
LSTSQR.34 
LSTSQR.3S 
LSTSQR.36 
LSTSQR.37 
LSTSQR.3S 

LSTSDR.39 
LSTSQK.40 
LSTSQR.41 
LSTSQR.44 
LSTSQR.47 
LSTSQR.48 
LSTSQR.49 
LSTSQR.50 
LSTSQR.31 
LSTSQR.S2 
LSTSQR.S3 
LSTSQR.54 
LSTSQR.3S 
LSTSQR.54 
LSTSQR.57 
LSTSQR.S8 
LSTSQR.39 
LSTSQR.40 
LSTSOR.il 
LSTSQR.42 
LSTSQR.63 

LSTSQR.44 
LSTSQR.65 

LSTSQR.64 
LSTSQR.47 
LSTSQR.A8 
LSTSQR.71 
LSTS0R.72 
LSTSQR.73 
LSTSQR.74 

http://LSTSOR.il
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20 

C 
C 
c 
c 
c 

12 

55? 

889 

L5T50R.76 
WRITE OUT RESULTS OF LEA8T SQUARES FIT WTH INFORMATION OH THE LSTS0R.77 
EXIT CONDITION FROM THE MIHPACK ROUTINE LSTS0R.78 

LSTSQR.79 
NRITEU.2) LSTSOR.H 
HRITEttrlOOO) MFEV LSTS0R.83 
URITEU.13)CVPAR<I>»I«1»15> LSTS0R.85 
URITEU.2) LSTS0R.88 
MOTEMtlOOl) INFO LSTSQR.89 
IF(INFO.EO.O) URITEU.550) LSTS0R.91 
IF(INFO.EO.l) URITE(i,551) LSTSQR.92 
IFUHF0.EB.2) URITE<6t5S2) LSTS0R.93 
IF(IHF0.E0.3) URITE(6f553) LSTS0R.94 
IF<INF0.EQ.4> URITE(itS54) LSTSQR.95 
IF(INFO.EO.S) URITE<6.553> LSTSQR.96 
IF(INFO.EQ.i) URITE(6.3SA> LSTS0R.97 
IF(INF0.EO.7> URITE(4.55?> LSTSQR.98 
IF(INF0.EO.8> URITE<6»558) LSTSQR.99 

LSTS0R.119 
ON RETURN TO THE NAIN PROGRAMT REPLACE THE XD PARAMETERS BY THE LSTSQR.120 
HEW ONES. LSTS0R.121 

LSTSQR.122 
00 20 I'ltNTERHS LSTSQR.123 
VPAR(INKXU)>«VTNP<I> LSTSQR.124 
CONTINUE LSTSQR.125 

RETURN LSTS0R.126 

FORMAT STATEMENTS 

FORHATUOX.* ON INPUT TO THE LEAST SQUARES PROGRAM. PARAMETERS ARELSTS0R.42 
«««./.10<2X.E10.3)»/ilO<2X.E10.3>> LSTS0R.43 
FORHATaOX.WARIAtLE CONVERGENCE <XTOL)»*.E14.7./,10X» LSTSQR.45 
•(CONVERGENCE FOR NORN OF RESIDUALS (FT0L)**iE14.7> LSTSQR.4& 
F0RHATUX.M.2 NORN OF RESIDUALS*.30X.MNTERMEDIATE PARAMETER VALUELSTSQR.69 
•S*f/) LSTS0R.70 

2 FORHAT(/) LSTSQR.81 
1 FORHAT<//> LSTSQR.82 
1000 FQRHAT<5X.*NUHKR OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS *»I5»/> LSTS0R.84 
13 FORHATdOXi* ON EXIT FROM THE LEAST SQUARES PROGRAM, PARAMETERS LSTSQR.8A 

tARE*t>/>5(2XiE14.7>f/tS(2X>E14.7>>/>5(2XtE14.7>) LSTSQR.87 
1001 FORMAT*lOX.tEXIT CONDITION PARAMETER *.I5> LSTSQR.90 
550 F0RNAT<2X»«IHPR0PER INPUT PARAMETERS TO LHDIF ROUTINE*!/) LSTSQR.100 

FORMAT(2Xf*MTH ACTUAL AND PREDICTED RELATIVE REDUCTIONS IN THE LSTS0R.1O1 
•SUM OF SQUARES ARE AT HOST FTOLti/) LSTSQR.102 
FORMAT<2X.*RELATIVE ERROR KTUEEN TUO CONSECUTIVE ITERATES OF THE LSTSOR.103 

•PARAMETERS IS AT HOST XTOL*./> LSTSQR.104 
F0RMAT(2X,*RELATIVE ERROR KTUEEN TUO CONSECUTIVE ITERATES OF THE LSTS0R.105 

•PARAMETERS ON T W CONSECUTIVE ITERATIONS IS LESS*./.2X.t THAN FTOLLSTSOR.10& 
* AND XTOL RESPECTIVELY*./) LSTSQR.107 
F0RMAT(2X»*SOLUTI0N VECTOR IS ORTHOGONAL TO JACOIIAN. TRY A NEU *.LSTSQR.10B 
••STARTING POINT TO INSURE THIS IS N0T*./,2Xit A MAXIMUM OR SADDLE LSTS0R.109 

551 
552 

553 

554 
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•POiMTBt/) LSTSQR.110 

S55 F0RHAT(2Xi*HAXIHUH ALLOUED NUMER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS HAS K LSTSOR.lll 
•EN REACHEBS./) LSTS0R.112 

55* F0RHAT(2Xf«FT0L IS TOO SHALL. HO FURTHER REDUCTION IH SUM OF S0UARLSTS8R.113 
•ES IS POSSIBLE*./) LSTSOT.114 

S57 F0RNAT(2Xr*XT0L IS TOO SHALL. NO FURTHER IMPROVEMENT IN THE* L5TS0R.115 
** APPROXIMATE SOLUTION X IS POSSIBLES/) LSTS0R.116 

5 H F0RMAT(2X.*GT0L IS TOO SHALL. THE FUNCTION IS ORTHOGONAL TO THE LSTS0R.117 
•JACOBIAN WITHIN THE MACHINE PRECISIONS/) LSTSQR.118 
END LSTS0R.127 

LSTSQR.128 
SUBROUTINE FCN<MtN»X.FVECiIFLAG> FCN.2 

C FCN.3 
C FUNCTION-FCN IS THE INTERFACE ROUTINE WHICH CALCULATES THE 
C FUNCTIONS FCN.4 
C USED IN THE NONLINEAR LEAST SQUARES ROUTINE. FCN.5 
C 
C PARAHETERS-Hi OH INPUT. IS THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS FCN.6 
C N- ON INPUT IS THE NUMBER OF PARAMETERS IN THE LEAST SQUARES FIT FCN.7 
C Xf ON INPUT, IS THE ARRAY OF POTENTIAL PARAMETER VALUES FCN.8 
C FVEC- ON OUTPUT IS AN ARRAY WHICH IS THE DIFFERENCE IN THE FCN.9 
C OBSERVED AND CALCULATED DATA WEIGHTED BY THE SQUARE ROOT OF THE FCN.10 
C ERROR FOR EACH ANGLE. FCN.ll 
C IFLAG- ON INPUT CONTROLS THE PRINTING OF INTERMEDIATE FCN.12 
C ITERATION VALUES FCN.13 
C FCN.14 
C SUBPROGRAMS- DFCSiPREPOTrENORH FCN.15 
C -SWITCH FCN.1& 
C FCN.17 
C AUTHOR M.F. VERNON 
C FCN.19 
C FCN.20 
C LAST REVISION DATE- FEBRUARY 14.1983 
C 

COMNON/SAVE/IDIH<S>»PH0Z<5).SN0Z<5>.NTA<5>.DTA<5>FID(5>.NCX(S>» SAVE.2 
tNCY(5),NCZ(5)fIIRR(S)>ISlNAX(5>>IPlMAX(S)fNBP(S)rNBS<S).HT(5)r SAVE.3 
* WD(S)fNA6L(5)iDRD(5)>ALNl(5)>ALH2(5).BLHl(5)rBLH2(5)>NPRINl(5>, SAVE.4 
*VEL01(5,10)>VLWTl(5,10)iVEL02(SilO>,VLWT2<SilO>rCCl(7i5)fXCV(5f5) SAVE.5 
»tYCV(5i5>iZCV<5.5)tWXCV<5i5>.WYCV<5.5>»WZCV<5r5>»ANGUH<3il00>. SAVE.6 
• ERRPT<3.100>iDATUH(3>l<K».DTSNl<3»100>.DTCNK3it00)»NSETS SAVE.7 
COHHON/LST/EINV<300>rINDEX(IS)tVPAR(IS)iRH>FTOL>XTOL<MAXFEV>FACTORLST.2 
•.EPSFCN LST.3 
C0MHON/TN/TIME<10)iICNiINTS»SPHAXfSPHIN TH.2 
CONMON/PAT/ANGLE<100>rSMT<100).EDAT<100>tNANGiSF DAT.2 
INTEGER MFN.IFLAG FCN.25 
REAL X(N)>FVEC(M).SCAL1(100) FCN.26 

C FCN.27 
C PLACE THE PARAMETERS TO BE VARIED IN THEIR PROPER POSITION FCN.28 
C FCN.29 

DO 10 I*1>N FCN.30 
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VP*ftCIMEXU))*X(I) FCN.31 
10 CONTINUE FCN.32 

C FCN.33 
C CALCXATE THE DFCS FCN.34 
C FCN.39 

RM1-RN FCH.34 
CALL PREPOTCVPAR.RMl) FCN.37 
IJ-0 FCN.3B 
M 30 >ltN$ETS FCN.3f 
CALL SUITCH(J) FCN.40 
CALL BFCSCVPAR.SCALl.DHY.RHl) FCN.41 

C FCN.42 
C SET UP NON-LINEAR FUNCTIONS FCN.43 
C FCN.44 

DO 20 1*1.HANS FCN.4S 
FUEr(IJ+I)*<SDAT<I>-SCALl<I>>tEINV<IJ+I> FCN.46 

20 CONTINUE FCN.4? 
IJ«IJ+NAHG FCH.48 

30 CONTINUE FCN.4? 
C FCN.50 
C IF INTERMEDIATE PRINTIHG INFORMATION IS NEEDED. DO SO HERE. FCN.51 
C FCN.S2 

IFOFLA6.HE.0) GOTO SO FCN.S3 
FNORH*ENORH<HfFVEC> FCN.S4 
NRITE(A.lll) FNORMi<INDEX(I)»X(I).I=l.N) FCN.5S 

50 RETURN FCN.57 
C 
c 
C FORMAT STATEMENTS 
C c 
til FORMAT(lX.F10.4.20X.S(2XfI2>lX.F10.4>t/i31X.5(2X.I2.1X.F10.4>) FCN.3A 

END FCN.58 

FCN 59 
SUBROUTINE POTPLOT(A.RM) P0TPL0T.2 

C P0TPL0T.3 
C FUNCTION- PLOTS THE POTENTIAL OH A LINE PRINTER. THE AREA PLOTED P0TPLDT.4 
C IS DEFINED *Y POTPLOT.S 
C XMIN»RANGE<2>»XHAX*RANGE<3)»YNIN»RANGE<4>.YHAX*RANGE<5> P0TPL0T.6 
C IF ANY POINTS ARE OUTSIDE THIS BOUNDARY THEY ARE NOT PLOTTED. PDTPL0T.7 
C THIS ENABLES ONE TO COMPARE DIFFERENT POTENTIALS ON AN P0TPL0T.8 
C INDEPENDENT SCALE. IF EXACT OR JUKB PHASE SHIFTS ARE USED. THEN P0TPL0T.9 
C THE POTENTIAL IS EXPRESSED IN DIFFERENT UNITS. ISKP DETERMINES P0TPL0T.10 
C WHICH TYPE OF PHASE SHIFTS ARE USED POTPLOT.ll 
C P0TPL0T.12 
C PARAMETERS- At ON INPUT CONTAINS THE POTENTIAL PARAMETERS P0TPL0T.13 
C RH IS THE REDUCED MASS P0TPLDT.14 
C P0TPL0T.15 
C SUBPROGRAMS- POT.XPPLOT.SORT P0TPLOT.1A 
C P0TPL0T.17 
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AUTHOR M.F. VERNON 

LAST REVISION DATE- FEBRUARY U>1983 

C0MKM/PTNL/V<2001) >XH2(2001) t XSTART, XSTEPtRNPHASiERROR 
C0HH0N'RN6/RANGE(5> 
•IHENSION XX(100)>W(lM>rVTU0>rXU0>rVP<10>>AU5> 
•IHENSION RN<5> 

P0TPL0T.19 

PTNL.2 
RNG«2 
P0TPL0T.22 
P0TPL0T.23 

c P0TPL0T.24 
c HAKE A COPY OF THE COMMON BLOCK TO PASS AS A SUBROUTINE ARGUMENT POTPL0T.2S 
c P0TPL0T.24 

DO 10 1-1.5 P0TPL0T.27 
RN(I)«RAN6E(I> P0TPL0T.28 

10 CONTINUE P0TPLDT.29 
XHIN*RANGE(2> P0TPL0T.3O 

C P0TPL0T.31 
C DETERMINE THE UNITS OF THE POTENTIAL ENERGY BY DECIDING UHAT P0TPL0T.32 
c TYPE OF PHASE SHIFTS ARE USED P0TPL0T.33 
c P0TPL0T.34 

ISKP»0 POTPL0T.35 
IF(XSTART*XSTEPtRNPHAS.NE.O.) ISKP'l P0TPL0T.34 
BZ*RH*A<1>*A<2)*A<2>*349.757/14.8573 P0TPL0T.37 
STEP*(RANGE(3)-RAMGE(2> )/100. P0TPL0T.38 
TEST*ABS(RANG£(4>) P0TPL0T.39 
DO 100 1*1,10 P0TPL0T.4O 
ISTART*10*<I-1) P0TPL0T.41 

c POTPL0T.42 
c CALCULATE POTENTIAL IN BLOCKS OF 10 POINTS P0TFL0T.43 
C PC Lui.44 

DO 90 J*l>10 P0TPL0T.45 
X(J)*XHIN/A<2> P0TPL0T.44 

?0 XMIN'XHIN+STEP P0TPL0T.47 
CALL P0T<X»A.VT»VP.10»RH) P0TPL0T.48 
DO 80 J*lflO P0TPL0T.49 
II«ISTART+J P0TPL0T.50 

c P0TPL0T.51 
c IF EXACT PHASE SHIFTS ARE USED« THEN THE POSITION AND ENERGY HAVEP0TPL0T.52 
c TO BE CONVERTED TO BE CONSISTENT WITH THE JUKE UNITS P0TPL0T.53 
c P0TPL0T.54 

IF<ISKP.E0.1) VT(J)*VT(J)/BZ P0TPL0T.55 
IF(ISKP.EQ.l) X(J>'S0RT(1./X(J>> P0TPL0T.54 

c P0TPL0T.57 
c CONVERT FROM REDUCED TO REAL UNITS P0TPL0T.5B 
c P0TPL0T.59 

W(II)»VT(J)tA(l) POTPL0T.4O 
XX(II)*X(J) tA(2) P0TPL0T.41 

80 CONTINUE P0TPL0T.42 
100 CONTINUE P0TPLOT.43 
c P0TPL0T.44 
c XPPLOT IS THE SANDIA LINE PRINTER PLOT ROUTINE P0TPL0T.45 
c P0TPL0T.44 

CALL XPPLOT(-180100»l.-1.0«lf-ltO.RN.lrXX»W.100ilH*> P0TPL0T.47 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c c c c 
£ 
c c c 

10 c c 
c 
c c 
c 

11 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE SCALE(X.V) 
FUNCTION-SCALES CALCULATED TO OBSERVED CROSS SECTIONS. 
CHOOSE K S T ADDITIVE CONSTANT WHICH HINIHIZES CHISOR 
ON INPUT. X CONTAINS THE SCATTERING DISTRIBUTION. ON OUTPUT. X 
CONTAINS THE LOS OF THE CALCULATED SCATTERING DISTRIBUTION. 
SCALED TO HIHIHIZE CHI SQUARE ERROR. 
V. ON OUTPUT. IS THE CHI SQUARE ERROR. 
SUIPROGRAHS-ALOG 
AUTHOR-H.F. VERNON 
LAST REVISION DATE-FEBRUARY 16.1983 

COHHON/DAT/ANGLE<100>.SBATUOO).EDAT<100>.NANG.SF 
DIMENSION X ( l ) 

CONVERT TO LOG SCALE 
DO 9 I«1.NANG 
X<I)>ALOG<X(I)> 
CONTINUE 
FIND ADDITIVE CONSTANT TO HINIHIZE LEAST SQUARE ERROR 
S«0. 
V>0. 
R«0. 
DO 10 I*1«NANG 
R*R+(X(I)-SDAT(I>)/EDAT(I> 
S*S+1./EDAT<I> 
CONTINUE 
SF IS THE SCALE FACTOR. OR ADDITIVE CONSTANT ON A LOG SCALE 

SF*R/S 
RETURN SCALED DATA AND CHI SQUARE ERROR 

DO U 1*1.HANG 
X(I)*X(I)-SF 
V«V+(X(I)-SDAT(I))«2/EDAT(I) 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

P0Tn.0T.48 
F0TPL0T.69 

P0TPL0T.70 
SCALE.2 
SCALE.3 
SCALE.4 
SCALE.5 
SCALE.4 
SCALE.7 
SCALE.8 
SCALE.9 
SCALE.10 
SCALE.11 
SCALE.12 
SCALE.14 

DAT.2 
SCALE.16 
SCALE.17 
SCALE.18 
SCALE.19 
SCALE.20 
SCALE.21 
SCALE.22 
SCALE.23 
SCALE.24 
SCALE.25 
SCALE.26 
SCALE.27 
SCALE.28 
SCALE.29 
SCALE.30 
SCALE.31 
SCALE.32 
SCALE.33 
SCALE.34 
SCALE.35 
SCALE.36 
SCALE.37 
SCALE.38 
SCALE.39 
SCALE.40 
SCALE.41 
SCALE.42 
SCALE.43 
SCALE. 44 
SCALE.45 

http://P0Tn.0T.48
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SCALE.44 
INPUT.2 
IMPUT.3 

FUNCTION- INPUT READS THE DATA AND PARAMETERS UHICH DESCRIK THE INPUT.4 
SUBROUTINE INPUT<A.RM.NLST.NPARrTITLE> 

EXPERIHENTAL CONDITIONS FROM DEVICE t. IT CONVERTS THE DATA 
TO A LOS SCALEt CHECKS THAT THE ARRAY DIMENSIONS ARE 
CONPATIDLE UITH THE PARAMETERS. AND CALLS ROUTINE TO SET UP 
NEWTON DIAGRAMS AND INTEGRATION HEIGHTS 

PARAMETERS- A- ON OUTPUT CONTAINS THE POTENTIAL PARAMETERS 
RM1- ON OUTPUT. CONTAINS THE REDUCED MASS IN AMU 
NLST- ON OUTPUT. CONTAINS THE NUHDER OF PARAMETERS INVOLVED IN 
LEAST SQUARE FIT 
NPAR- ON OUTPUT CONTAINS THE NUHDER OF PARAMETERS IN THE 
POTENTIAL FUNCTION 
TITLE- ON OUTPUT CONTAINS A CHARACTER STRING FOR IDENTIFYING 
PUNCHED CARD OUTPUT 

SUDPROGRAMS- AL06.COS.SIN 
-NOZZLE.PREPOT.HEIGHTS 
- SWITCH 

AUTHOR-H.F. VERNON 
LAST REVISION DATE-FEBRUARY 16.1983 

INPUT.5 
INPUT.* 
INPUT.7 
INPUT.t 
IHPUT.9 
INPUT.10 
INPUT.11 
INPUT.12 
INPUT. 13 
INPUT.14 
INPUT.IS 
INPUT.16 
INPUT.17 
INPUT.18 
INPUT.19 
INPUT.20 
INPUT.21 
INPUT.22 

INPUT.24 
INPUT.2S 
INPUT.26 

ALL REAL PARAMETERS ARE READ USING 8F10.3 FORMAT. 
ALL INTEGERS ARE READ USING 8110 FORMAT 

cummmmmutmmmmmmsmntmtmmmmmmttttiNFUT.27 
C CARD TYPE PARAMETERS INPUT.28 
ctmmmumututmtmutmmtum*mmm*tttmumtttmiHPUT.29 
C 1 TITLE INPUT.30 
C 2 REAL HPRIl.BETAl.VZROl.PRINOZ.UDTHl INPUT.31 
C 3 REAL HSEC.DETA2.VZR02.SECN0Z.HDTH2 INPUT.32 
C 4 REAL XL.YL.ZL.ALIM(1).DLIM<1).ALIM(2).BLIM(2).DETRAD INPUT.33 
C S REAL RANOE(2).RANGE(3)>RAN6E(4>.RAN6E<5) INP"T.34 
C 4 INT. NCOLX.NCOLY.NCXZ.NPRI.NSEC.NANG.IINT.IAPPRX INPU .35 
C 7 INT. NETA.NSKP.NPRI1.IDFPLT.N0PT.NLST.NPAR.NITER INPUT.36 
C 4 REAL XSTART.XSTEP.RNPHAS.ERROR INPUT.37 
C 8.9 REAL A<I)tI*l»15 INPUT.38 
C 90PT INT INOEXUJ.W.NLST INPUT. 39 
C 10 OPT REAL FTOL.XTOL.FACTOR.EPSFCN INPUT.40 
C 1 1 . . . REAL (ANOLE(I).DATA(I)). I*1.NANG INPUT.41 
C . . . REAL EDAT(I)>I>1.NANG INPUT.42 
C INT IRPT INPUT.43 
c*»mnummum*mmMummmtmmumnmmttm»miNFUT.44 
C DESCRIPTION OF INPUT PARAMETERS INPUT.45 
C TITLE- TITLE IS USED TO IDENTIFY OUTPUT (PUNCHED CARDS) INPUT.46 
C INPUT.47 
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c 
c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c 
c c 
c c c c c c c c c c c c 
c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c 

NPRI/HSECt KASS(AHU) OF PRIMARY/SECONDARY KAHS INPUT.48 
INPUT.49 
INPUT.50 
INPUT.51 
INPUT.52 
INPUT.53 
INPUT.54 

PRINOZ/SECNOZmiSTAWE OF PRIMARY/SECONDARY NOZZLE FROH CENTER OF INPUT.55 

IETAliKTA2tVZft01tVZR02t PRIMARY/SECONDARY NOZZLE KAH VELOCITY 
DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS. SEE SUMOUTIHE NOZZLE FOR FUNCTIONAL 
KPENBENCE. IKALLYi THESE PARAMETERS SHOULB K FIT USING THE 
KELVIN PROGRAM 

COLLISION ZONE 

XLtYLrZLi DIMENSIONS OF COLLISION VOLUME IN XiYrZ DIRECTIONS AS 
DETERMINED 1Y THE MOLECULAR K A H DEFINING SLITS. 
ALIHU)rBLIH(l)" ARE THE DETECTOR WIDTH ENDPOINTS RELATIVE TO THEINPUT.il 

INPUT.54 
INPUT.57 
INPUT.S8 
INPUT.59 
INPUT.40 

DETECTOR CENTER. 
ALIH(2)fM.IH<2>— ARE THE DETECTOR HEIGHT ENDPOINTS RELATIVE TO 
THE DETECTOR CENTER. ALIH IS THE LOWER INTEGRATION LIMIT AND 
MUST K LESS THAN KIM. 
DETRADS LOCATION OF DETECTOR DEFINIG APERTURE FROH THE CENTER OF 
THE COLLISION ZONE. 
RAK5E<2>*XHIN>RANGE(3)*XHAXfRANGE(4)*YHIN>RANGE(5)*YMAX FOR THE 
POTENTIAL PLOT. 
NCOLX.NCOLYiNCOLZi NUMBER OF INTEGRATION POINTS IN X.Y.Z 
DIRECTIONS FOR COLLISION VOLUME INTEGRATION. HAXIMUH OF S 
DIRECTION. 
NPRI.NSECJ NUMBER OF NEUTON DIAGRAMS FOR PRIMARY/SECONDARY BEAMS. 
LIMITED TO A MAXIMUM OF 10 EACH. 
NAHGS NUMBER OF LABORATORY ANGLES WHERE CALCULATION IS TO BE PER
FORMED. 
IINT-O. THEN POINT DETECTOR LOCATED AT CENTER OF DETECTOR . 
IINT' 1 IF ONLY INTEGRATE OVER DETECTOR WIDTHUN PLANE) 
IINTx 2 IF FULL TWO DIMENSIONAL DETECTOR INTEGRATION TO BE DONE. 
IAPPRX'1 THEN ALL THE POINTS IN THE COLLISION VOLUME HAVE THE 
SAME PHASE SHIFTS. 
IAPPRX*Oi THEN ALL POINTS IN THE COLLISION ZONE HAVE THEIR OWN 
PHASE SHIFTS COMPUTED FROH THE ANGLES DEFINED BY THE NOZZLE 
POSITIONS AND THE INTERSECTION POINT. 
IAPPRX*2f THEN ALL POINTS IN THE COLLISION VOLUME FOR ALL NEWTON 
DIAGRAMS HAVE THE SAME PHASE SHIFTS- NAMELY THOSE FOR THE MOST 
PROBABLE NEWTON DIAGRAM. 
HPRU >1 PRINTS OUT CXLISION ENERGIES OF EACH NEWTON DIAGRAM 
AND THE PHASE SHIFTS. CAUTION-MUCH PRINT. 
NPRU-0 ( HO PHASE SHIFT PRINTING. 
NSETS- THE NUMBER OF DATA SETS USED IN A SINGLE LEAST SQUARE FIT. 

INPUT.62 
INPUT.63 
INPUT.64 
INPUT.65 
INPUT.66 
INPUT.67 
INPUT.68 
INPUT.69 
INPUT.70 
INPUT.71 
INPUT.72 
INPUT.73 

IN EACH INPUT.74 
INPUT.75 
INPUT.76 
INPUT.77 
INPUT.78 
INPUT.79 
INPUT.80 
INPUT.81 
INPUT.82 
INPUT.83 
INPUT.84 
INPUT.85 
INPUT.86 
INPUT.87 
INPUT.88 
INPUT.89 
INPUT.90 
INPUT.91 
INPUT.92 
INPUT.93 
INPUT.94 
INPUT.95 
INPUT.96 
INPUT.97 
INPUT.98 
INPUT.99 
INPUT.100 

http://THEINPUT.il
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c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c 
c c 
c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c 
c c c c c c c c c c c c c 

ALL DATA SETS MUST HAVt A COMPLETE DATA DECK AS THOUGH IRPT»2 
(SEE BELOW). ADDITIONALLY* NSETS MUST BE THE SAME FOR EACH DATA 
SET. A DUMMY VALUE FOR IRPT MIST BE GIVEN FOR EACH DATA SET. 
EXCEPT FOR THE LAST ONE READ WHICH HILL BE EXECUTED AS NORMAL. 

NITER IS THE ALLOWED NUMBER OF FUNCTION CALLS BY THE LEAST 
SQUARES ROUTINE BEFORE TERMINATION. 
NETAi MAXIMUM VALUE OF THE ORBITAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM 
NSKP8 STEP SIZE IN THE ORBITAL ANGULAR NOHFMTUH flllANTUM NUMBER 
FUK CONSTRUCTING PHASE SHIFT GRID FOR INTERPOLATION. 
HOPT «1» SFCS CALCULATED BUT HO DATA SUPPLIED. 
M P T *2i DFCS CALCULATED WITH DATA. BUT HO ERRORS. 
NOPT *3r DFCS CALCULATED WITH DATA AND ERRORS. 
NLSTiOr THEN LEAST SQUARES FIT TO DATA WILL BE PERFORMED FOR 
NLST VARIABLES. IF NLST*0» NO LEAST SQUARES FIT. 
NPAR i THE NUMBER OF PARAMETERS IN THE POTENTIAL. 
NPRI2*1. THEN EACH APPROXIMATION TO THE DETECTOR INTEGRAL IS 
PRINTED. 

»0» THEN PRINTING SUPPRESSED 
MAXIT- MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS IN THE ADAPTIVE SIMPSON'S 
INTEGRATION OVER THE DETECTOR. 
XSTART- BEGINNING POINT FOR THE NUMEROV INTEGRATION OF PHASE 
SHIFTS (IN REDUCED UNITS) 
XSTEP- STEP LENGTH FOR NUMEROV INTEGRATION) IN REDUCES UNITS. 
RNPHAS- NUMBER OF STEPS IN NUMEROV INTEGRATION 
ERROR- WHEN THE JWKB CORRECTED PHASE SHIFTS AGREE TO WITHIN 
ERROR RADIANS ON TWO CONSECUTIVE NODES. THE PHASE SHIFT IS CON
SIDERED CONVERGED 

IBOSE- WHEN NUCLEI ARE IDENTICAL* I80SE«1 SUMS OVER EVEN PARTIAL 
WAVES ONLY. 
IBOSE*2> SAME BUT OVER ODD PARTIAL WAVES. 
IF NUCLEI ARE NOT IDENTICALt IBOSE SET TO 1 INTERNALLY AND NEED 
NOT BE SUPPLIED 

NOTE 
XSTART.XSTEP.RNPHAS.ERROR ALL HUST BE ZERO WHEN JWKB PHASE SHIFTS 
ARE USED. 
A> VECTOR CONTAING THE POTENTIAL PARAMETERS 
ALL IS ENTRIES OF A ARE READ ON INPUT. SO DUMMY VALUES MUST BE 

INPUT.101 
INPUT.102 
INPUT.103 
INPUT.104 
INPUT.105 
INPUT.104 
INPUT.107 
INPUT.106 
INPUT.109 
INPUT.110 
INPUT.Ul 
INPUT.112 
INPUT.113 
INPUT.114 
INPUT.113 
INPUT.116 
INPUT.117 
INPUT.118 
INPUT.119 
INPUT.120 
INPUT.121 
INPUT.122 
INPUT.123 
INPUT.124 
INPUT.125 
INPUT.126 
INPUT.127 
INPUT.12B 
INPUT.129 
INPUT.130 
INPUT.131 
INPUT.132 
INPUT.133 
INPUT.134 
INPUT.135 
INPUT.136 
INPUT.137 
INPUT.138 
INPUT.139 
INPUT.140 
INPUT.141 
INPUT.142 
INPUT.143 
INPUT.144 
INPUT.145 
INPUT.146 
INPUT.147 
INPUT.148 
INPUT.149 
INPUT.150 
INPUT.151 
INPUT.152 
INPUT.153 
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C 
C c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c 

•KEN FOR THE UNUSEB ENTRIES. 
OaCXf CONTAINS THE LIST OF MUCH rMMHETERS M E TO OE VARIES IN 
LEAST SOUMES FIT. IF POTENTIAL M M . SAY. 10 PARAMETERS. HIT 
ONLY THE THDtt. FIFTH. AMO SEVENTH ARE TO K VARIES. THEN 
IMEX(1»3.1MEX(2)*3.IMEX(3W M T H NLST*3. 
FTOL IS THE UPPER H U M FOR THE RELATIVE VARIATION IN THE CHI-
SOMARC ERROR. TO STOP THE LEAST SQUARES FIT AFTER CHI SQUARE IS 
DMN6IN6 ST LESS THAN 1 PER CENT. SET FTX'.Ol 
XTOL- SIMILAR TO FTOL EXCEPT THIS IS THE RELATIVE VARIATION IN 

INPUT.1S4 
INPUT.15S 
INPUT.15* 
INPUT.137 
INPUT.1SS 
INPUT.1S* 
INPUT.1*0 
INPUT. U l 
INPUT.1*2 
INPUT.1*3 
INPUT.164 
INPUT.143 

THE PARAMETERS THEMSELVES. THE LEAST SQUARES ROUTINE MILL TERHIN- INPUT.164 
ATE UHEN THE RELATIVE CHANGE IN THE PARAMETERS IS LESS THAN 
XTOL PER CENT. 
FACTOR- CONTROLS THE LENGTH OF THE FIRST PARAMETER STEP. 100 IS 
THE SUGGESTED VALUE. IT SHOULD LIE IN THE RANGE .1-100. 
EPSFCN-THE RELATIVE ACCURACY OF THE DERIVATIVES. HAKE THIS 
SEVERAL ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE SMALLER THAN FTOL.XTOL. 

IRPT IS READ IN THE MAIN PROGRAM UNIT TEST. ITS FUNCTION IS AS 
FOLLOWS 
IRPT*1 . THEN A NEU SET OF POTENTIAL PARAMETERS A d ) IS READ. 
AND THE CALCULATION REPEATED WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL AVERAGING 
PARAMETERS REMAINING UNCHANGED FROM THEIR PREVIOUS VALUE. 
IRPT«2» THEN A COMPLETE NEU DATA SET IS INPUT. BEGINNING WITH 
CARD 1. 
IRFT'Or OR A BLANK CARD HILL TERMINATE PROGRAM. 

INPUT.167 
INPUT.1*8 
INPUT.1*9 
INPUT.170 
INPUT.171 
INPUT.172 
INPUT.173 
INPUT.174 
INPUT.175 
INPUT.176 
INPUT.177 
INPUT.178 
INPUT.17? 
INPUT.180 
INPUT.181 
INPUT.182 
INPUT.183 
INPUT.184 

cmmmmmmmmtssmtmmmtmmmmmtmmtmmt INPUT. 18S 

COMNON/TRIG/DETSIN(100).DETCOS(100) 
C0HM0N/V0L/X(S).Y(S)>Z(S)iUX(5>.UY(5).W7.(5) 
C0HHON/SAVE/IDIN(S).PH0Z(5)>SN0ZtS>>NTA(S).DTA(5).ID(5).NCX(5). 
*NCY(5).NCZ(5).IIRR(S)>IS1HAX(S>.IP1HAX(5).NDP(S).NBS(5).HT(S). 
» UD<S).NA6L(S).DRD(9).ALM1(S>.ALH2(5).1LM1(S).BLM2(5).NPRIN1(S). 

INPUT.186 
INPUT.1B7 
INPUT.188 
VOL.2 
SAVE, 
SAVE, 
SAVE, 

*VEL01(S>10)>VLUTl(5>10)iVEL02(S>10>.VLUT2<S.10>.CCl(7.S).XCV<5>5) SAVE 
*»YCV<5.5>.ZCV<3.5>»NXCV<5.5>.HYCV<3.5)»MZCU<5»3>.ANGUM<3.100). SAVE, 
* ERRPT(3>100).DATUM(3>100).DTSN1(3>100)>DTCN1(3>100).NSETS SAVE, 
COHHON/PTNL/V<2001>.XH2(2001).XSTART.XSTEP•RNPHAS.ERROR PTNL.2 
COHHON/LST/EINV(300).INDEX(1S).VPAR(1S)>RH.FTOL>XTOL.HAXFEV.FACTORLST.2 
t.EPSFCN LST.3 
COMHON/»EAH/VPRI(10).VSEC(10)>UPRI(10>.USEC(10).NPRI.NSEC.IPRIH. DEAM.2 

+ISECON BEAM.3 
COHMON/GE0HTY/PRIN0Z.SECN0Z>PRISPD>SECSPDiXC0L.YC0L.ZC0L>l'p!;i. GEOMTRY 

lMSEC.SNDT.CSDT.NOPT.NPRIl GEOHTRY. 
$>NPRI2 .HAXIT GEOHTRY, 
REAL HPRI.MSEC.NTOT GEOHTRY, 
COHHON/TN/TIHE(10)>ICH.INTS>SPHAX.SPHIN TH.2 
COMHON/INTEG/IINT INTEG.2 
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C 
C 
c 
c 

4100 

COm0N^TA^STHE(tOOO)iCTHC(N0O)fNETAiKTAiIKNT ETA.2 
• t lNSE CTA.3 
C»i10N/tlH/Cl.C2.C3.C4rC5»C*.C7.CI.C».C10.NT0T IW.2 
C0m0N/EN^NER6Y(125>>CNTHl(12S)tCHTH2<12S)fU8Hn(12S>tliGHT2(12S>tEN.2 

lNCOLXrNC0LY.NC0LZrIAPP«X EN.3 
C0m0tt/Me/RAN6E(5> RN6.2 
COmON/Mt^ETWfKTHTfIETRAD>E M.2 
C0»Ot/LIMITS/ALIH(2)»»LIH(2> LIMITS.2 
amaN/MT/«l«LE(100)iSDAT(100>>EDATa00)>HAN6iSF MT.2 
DIMENSION Vt(20>tA(13> INPUT.204 
•IHENSION TITLE(20> INPUT.203 
RANGEU1-1. INPUT.206 

INPUT.207 
READ PROGRAM PARAMETERS AND TRANSLATE THEN INTO THEIR APPR0PRIATEINPUT.20B 
VALUES WHERE NECESSARY 

NN*0 
CONTINUE 
READ(5r2)(TITLE(I>'!*lf20) 
READ(SflOOO) NPRI.KTAl.VZROlrPRINOZ 
READ(StlOOO) NSEC>BETA2tUZR02fSECN0Z 
IDENT=1 
IF<MPRI.EQ.MSEC> IDENT«2 
READ<5»1000>XL»YL.ZL.ALIM<l).BLIN<l>.ALIH<2).BLIN<2>rDETRAD 
ALIM.iLIH SETS LIMITS FOR DETECTOR SLIT INTEGRALS 
DETHT*BLIH(2>-ALIM<2) 
DETUD>ILIH(1)-ALIH(1> 
READ(5.1000) RAN6E(2>>RANGE<3>>RAN6E(4>>RANGE<5) 
READ(SrlOOl) N C O L X . N C O L Y F N C X Z . N P R I . N S E C . N A N G » I I N T . I A P P R X 

READ<5.1001> NETArNSKP.NPRH.NSETSiNOPT.NLST.NPARfNITER 
READ(5.1001> NPRI2iMAXITfIB0SE 
IFCIDENT.EQ.l) I I O S E ' l 
READ<5.1000) XSTARTfXSTEPfRNPHASfERROR 
DETA<FLOAT(NSKP) 
READ<5»1000VA<I>.I*1»15> 
IF(NLST.NE.O) READ<5.1001HINDEX<I>.I»1.NLST) 
IF(NLST.NE.O) READ(5.1000) FTOLiXTOL.FACTORrEPSFCN 

WRITE OUT INFORMATION ON THE PROGRAM PARAMETERS 
MAXFEV«NITER 
URITEC4.1002) 
URITEU.1003) 
URITE(4>1004>XLiYLiZL 
NRITE<6il©05)DETI»D»DETHT.DETRAD 
URITE(*.1004)NC0LX.MC0LY,NC0LZ 
MRITE(6fl007> IINT 
WRITE(6,1012) NETAfDETA 
IF(IAPPRX.E0.2> URITE(i>1017) 
IF(XSTARTtXSTEP<RNPHAStERROR.NE.O.) URITE<6tl018> XSTARTtXSTEPi 
* RNPHASiERROR 

INPUT.209 
INPUT.210 
INPUT.211 
INPUT .212 
INPUT.213 
INPUT.215 
INPUT.216 
INPUT.217 
INPUT.218 
INPUT.21? 
INPUT.220 
INPUT.221 
INPUT.222 
INPUT.223 
INPUT.224 
INPUT. 225 
INPUT.226 
INPUT.227 
INPUT.228 
INPUT.22? 
INPUT.230 
INPUT.231 
INPUT.232 
INPUT.233 
INPUT.234 
INPUT.235 
INPUT.236 
INPUT.237 
INPUT.238 
INPUT.239 
INPUT.241 
INPUT.243 
INPUT.245 
INPUT.248 
INPUT.251 
INPUT.253 
INPUT.254 
INPUT.25? 
INPUT.260 
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XF4IAPPRX.?0.1> URITEC4.1013) 
MKTE(«tl3> 

REM IN MTA OR ANGULAR RANGE 

IFINOPT-2) 800.MO.t20 

NO M T A 

C 
C 
c 

c 
c 
c 
800 READ(5.1000) ANG1.BANG 

M 1110 Ixl.NANG 
EDAT(I)«1. 
AN61*AHG1+DAN6 

1110 ANGLE<I)-AN6l 
MRITE<4.30> 
URITE(4» 1009) (AN6LE( I). I'l.NANG) 
NVOL*HC0LX*NCOLY«NCOLZ 
GOTO 2222 

C 
C 
c 
810 
1120 

c 
c c 
820 
830 

c 
C 
C 

DATA. NO ERRORS 
C 
C 
c 
810 
1120 

c 
c c 
820 
830 

c 
C 
C 

READ(S.1000>(ANGLE(I).SDAT(I).I=1.NANG> 
DO 1120 I'l.NANG 
EDAT(I)'l. 
GOTO 830 

C 
C 
c 
810 
1120 

c 
c c 
820 
830 

c 
C 
C 

DATA AND ERRORS 

C 
C 
c 
810 
1120 

c 
c c 
820 
830 

c 
C 
C 

READ(5.1000HANGLE(I).SDAT<I).I»1.NANG> 
READ(5.1000HEDAT<I).I*1.NANG> 
CONTINUE 

C 
C 
c 
810 
1120 

c 
c c 
820 
830 

c 
C 
C 

WRITE OUT DATA AND ANGULAR RANGE 
HRITE(irl008> HANG 
WITE(i>1009>(ANGLE(I).SDAT(I).I>l.NANG> 
IF(N0PT.NE.3) GOTO 831 
NR1TEU.13) 
WRITEUtl019> 
WtITE(6.1021)(EDAT(I>.I'l.NANS) 

831 HVOL*NC0LXtNC0LY*NCOLZ 
C 
C CONVERSION OF ERRORS APPROPRIATE FOR LOG SCALING 

IF(NOPT.E0.2) GOTO 2223 
DO 1039 I*1.NANG 
EDATCI>>AL0G(1.+EDAT(I>/SDAT(I>) 

C 
1039 CONTINUE 
2223 CONTINUE 

MRITE(4.13) 

INPUT.243 
INPUT.2M 
INPUT.247 
INPUT.2M 
INPUT.Hf 
INPUT.270 
INPUT.271 
INPUT.272 
INPUT.273 
INPUT.274 
INPUT.275 
INPUT.276 
INPUT.277 
INPUT.278 
INPUT.279 
INPUT.280 
INPUT.283 
INPUT.284 
INPUT.285 
INPUT.284 
INPUT.287 
INPUT.28B 
INPUT.2B9 
INPUT.290 
INPUT.291 
INPUT.292 
INPUT.293 
INPUT.294 
INPUT.295 
INPUT.294 
INPUT.297 
INPUT.298 
INPUT.299 
INPUT.300 
INPUT.301 
INPUT.302 
INPUT.304 
INPUT.304 
INPUT.307 
INPUT.308 
INPUT.310 
INPUT.314 
INPUT.315 
INPUT. 314 
INPUT.317 
INPUT.318 
INPUT .319 
INPUT.320 
INPUT.321 
INPUT.322 
INPUT.323 
INPUT.324 
INPUT.325 

http://800.MO.t20
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CONVERT DATA TO L06 SCALE 

SHAX»ALOe<SDAT<l>) 
SNIN-SHAX 
N 1022 I«l»HAHG 
S»AT(I>»AL06(SDAT<I» 
SHIN-MUNI (SMT(I)>SHIH) 
SMAX»MMXl(SMTCI)rSHAX> 

1022 CONTINUE 
C 
C THESE ARE THE SCALE FACTORS FOR THE LINE PRINTER PLOTS OF THE 
C ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS 

SPKAX*SHAXtl.OS 
SPHIH*SHIN*.95 
MHTE(6»1023> 
HRITE<6fl009HAHGLE(I>»SDAT<I). I* l»NANG) 
IF(N0PT.EQ.2) GOTO 2222 
URITE(6tl019> 
URITE(6»1021HEDAT<n»Ixl»HANG> 

2222 CONTINUE 
C 
C CHECK THAT DIMENSIONS ARE O.K. 

IF(NANG.LE.IOO) GOTO 9 
URITE(4f :) 
GOTO 5000 

9 IF(NV0L.LE.125) GOTO 10 
URITE<4.11> 
GOTO 5000 

10 IFtNETA*NUOL.LE.8000) GOTO 18 
MRITE<6.12> 
GOTO 5000 

INITIALIZE PARAMETERS 
IB DO 499 I«1.9 
499 TIHE(I)xO. 

ICH>0 
INTS'O 
RH«HSEC*HPRI/(HSEC+HPRI) 
RM1-RH 
CALCULATE OUADRUTURE HEIGHTS FOR NEUTON DIAGRAMS AND PHASE SHIFT 
ROUTINE 
CALL HEIGHTS(XL»YL.ZL.NPRI2> 
THESE ARE CONSTANTS NEEDED IN CHANG 
MTOT'HPRItHSEC 
C1»2.*PR1N0Z 
C2*PRIN0ZIPRIN0Z 

INPUT.32* 
INPUT.327 
INFUT.32t 
INPUT.329 
INPUT.330 
INPUT.331 
INPUT.332 
INPUT.333 
INPUT.334 
INPUT.335 
INPUT.336 
INPUT.337 
INPUT.33B 
INPUT.339 
INPUT.340 
INPUT.341 
INPUT.344 
INPUT.345 
INPUT.346 
INPUT.347 
INPUT.348 
INPUT.349 
INPUT.350 
INPUT.351 
INPUT.352 
INPUT.353 
INPUT.355 
INPUT.356 
INPUT.357 
IHPUT.360 
INPUT.361 
INPUT.362 
INPUT.365 
INPUT.366 
INPUT.347 
INPUT.368 
INPUT.369 
INPUT.370 
INPUT.371 
INPUT,372 
INPUT.373 
INPUT.374 
INPUT.375 
INPUT.376 
INPUT.377 
INPUT.378 
INPUT.379 
INPUT.380 
INPUT.381 
INPUT.382 
INPUT.383 
INPUT.384 
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CM.tSECNOZ 
C4*KCWZ*SECNOZ 
CSHMECtttSEC/KTOT/HTOT 
«-.*0140i*MP«I*NTOT/HS£Ctl.9I717E-03 
C7-WEC/HT0T 

SET UP PftlHMtY BEAM NEUTON DIAGRAMS 

t*ITEU.13> 
MtITE<4>1010> 
N«NPftI 
CALL N0ZZLE(N.V1U>.VB<11>.VZR01.B£TA1> 
IPRIH*0 
PHAX»0. 
SO 1014 1*1 fN 
VPRI<I)*VB(I> 
UPRKI)zVI(lOtl) 

FINB HOST PROBABLE VELO 'Y 
IF(UPRKI).LT.PHAX) GOTO 1014 
PHAX=ypRIU> 
IPRIH=I 

1014 CONTINUE 
URITE(i . lOl l ) HPRI.BETA1.VZR01.PRIN0Z 

C 
C SET UP SECONDARY BEAH NEUTQN DIAGRAMS 
C 

URITE<6.13) 
URITE(6>101i) 
NxNSEC 
CALL N0ZZLE<NfVBU>iVB(ll>.VZR02.BETA2> 
PHAX»0. 
ISECON«0 
DO 1015 1=1.N 
VSEC(I)>VBtI) 
t»SEC(I)*VB(I+10> 

: FIND HOST PROBABLE VELOCITY 
IF(USEC<I).LT.PHAX) GOTO 1013 
PHAX>USEC(I) 
ISECON'I 

1015 CONTINUE 
MRITE<6.1011> HS£CrBETA2.VZR02,SECN0Z 
CALL PREPOT(AfRH) 
CALCULATE THE SINt COSINE ARRAYS FOR THE DETECTOR'S POSITION 
TO SAVE FUNCTION EVALUATIONS IN THE DFCS ROUTINE 

DO 3 11*1.NANG 
DET«ANGLECII>*3.14159/180. 
DETSIN<ID*SIN(D£T> 

«ri)T.3t3 
MPUT.3M 
INPUT.3B7 
INPUT.3M 
INPUT.3I9 
IHPUT.390 
INPUT.391 
MPUT.392 
INPUT.393 
INPUT.394 
INPUT.397 
INPUT.3*8 
INPUT.399 
INPUT.400 
INPUT.401 
INPUT.402 
INPUT.403 
INPUT.404 
INPUT.405 
INPUT.406 
INPUT.407 
INPUT.408 
INPUT. 409 
INPUT.410 
INPUT.411 
INFUT.414 
INPUT.415 
INPUT.416 
INPUT.418 
INPUT.419 
INPUT.422 
INPUT.423 
INPUT.424 
INPUT.425 
INPUT.426 
INPUT.427 
INPUT.42B 
INPUT.429 
INPUT.430 
INPUT.431 
INPUT.432 
INPUT.433 
INPUT.434 
INPUT.435 
INPUT.436 
INPUT.437 
INPUT.438 
INPUT.439 
INPUT.440 
INPUT.441 
INPUT.442 
INPUT.443 
INPUT.444 
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•ETCOS(II)*COS(KT> 
CONTINUE 

IHPUT.443 
INPUT.444 

C INPUT.447 
C THIS SECTION COPIES THE INPUT PARAMETERS W C N HOKE THAN ONE INPUT.440 
C DATA SET IS TO IE FIT SIMULTANEOUSLY IN THE LEAST SQUARES R0UTINEINPUT.449 
C IMPUT.4S0 

IF<NSETS.LT.1> SOTO 4000 IHPUT.4SI 
NN-NN+1 INPUT.4S2 
•ETRS-BETMB INPUT.4S3 
ISIN<NN)*IINT«PNOZ(HN)«PRINOZ*SNOZ(NN)*SECNOZ«NTA(NN)<NETA INPUT.454 
!TA(NN)*KTA«ID<NN)*II)eNTtNCX<IM>>NCXXSNCY(NN>»HCXYtNCZ<NN}* INPUT.453 

«NCXZ $ IIRR<NN)*I»PPRX* ISIHAX(HN)* ISECON •IP1HAX(NN)*IPRIH INPUT.4M 
NtP<NN)«NPiiIINBS<NN)>NSECtHT(NN>>OETHT*UD(NH)*DnUD«HAGL<NH)xHANe INPUT.457 
DRB!NN>*DETRD$ALHl(NN)»ALimi)«ALH2(NN)*ALIH<2)«BLHl<NN)»iLIH<l> INPUT. 458 
M.H2(NH)<M.IH<2) 
NPRIHKNN)*HPRI1 
DO 4020 I*1.NPRI 
VELOKNNfD-VPKKI) 
VLUTKNH>I>*UPRICI> 

4020 CONTINUE 
DO 402S I*1»NSEC 
VEL02<NNtI)=USEC<I> 
VLUT2(NH.I)=MSECU> 

4025 CONTINUE 
CCl(ltNN)*Cl 
CCH2rNN)*C2 
CC1(3.NN)*C3 
CCK4fNN)<C4 
CCKSrNN)'C5 
CCK6fNN>»C6 
CCH7.NN)»C7 
DO 4030 W.HCOLX 
XCV(NNtl)'Xd) 
HXCV<HN.I)*HXU> 

4030 CONTINUE 
DO 4035 I*liNC0LY 
YCV<NN»I>*YU> 
MYCV(NN»I)*UY<I> 

403S CONTINUE 
DO 4040 I*lrNC0LZ 
ZCV(NNiI)*Z(I> 
UZCU<NN»I)*UZU> 

4040 CONTINUE 
DO 4050 I*1»NANG 
AN6UH<NN»I>*ANGLE(I> 
ERRPT<NN.I>»EDAT<I) 
DATUH(NNiI)>SDAT(I) 
DTSN1(NN.I)*DETSIN(I> 
DTCN1(NN»I>«DETC0S(1) 

4050 CONTINUE 
IF(NN.EQ.NSETS) GOTO 4000 
READ(SilOOO) IRPT 
GOTO 4100 

INPUT.45? 
INPUT.440 
IHPUT.461 
INPUT.462 
INPUT.443 
IHPUT.464 
INPUT.445 
INPUT.446 
INPUT.467 
INPUT.468 
INPUT.469 
INPUT.470 
INPUT.471 
INPUT.472 
INPUT.473 
INPUT.474 
INPUT.475 
INPUT.474 
INPUT.477 
INPUT.478 
INPUT.479 
INPUT.480 
INPUT.481 
INPUT.482 
INPUT.483 
INPUT.484 
INPUT.485 
INPUT.486 
INPUT.487 
INPUT.488 
INPUT.489 
INPUT.490 
INPUT.491 
INPUT.492 
INPUT.493 
INPUT.494 
INPUT.495 
INPUT.496 
INPUT.497 
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CONTINUE INPUT.«• 
RETURN INPUT.4f? 

5000 STOP INPUT.500 
C 
c 
C FORMAT STATEMENTS 
C 
C 
2 F0RHAT!2OA4> INPUT.214 
1002 FORHAT</> IMPUT.240 
1003 F0RHAT(lHlr4SXr*I N P U T P A R A M E T E R S «•/> INPUT.242 
1004 F0RMAT(SXt*C0LLISION VOLUME DIMENSIONS <XrYrZ)*r3F10.3r/> INPUT.244 
1005 F0RHAT(5XitDETECT0R UIDTHt rfEIGHTr AND DISTANCE FROH COLLISION CENINPUT.244 

1TER*»3F10.3,/) INPUT.247 
1004 F0R N A T { 5 X F * N U H K R OF POINTS IN XtYrZ DIRECTIONS USED IN APPR0XIHATINPUT.249 

1ING COLLISION VOLUME INTEGRATI0Ntt3I5r/) INPUT.250 
1007 F0RHAT(5X<>DETECT0R IS TREATED AS A *,I3.2X,*DINENSI0NAL SLIT*,/) INPUT.252 
1012 F0RKATC5Xi*NUNBER OF PHASE SHIFTS**,I5,2X.» PHASE SHIFT INCREMENT INPUT.254 

-**rF5.1) INPUT.255 
1017 FORHATdOXitALL NEUTON DIAGRAMS HAVE THE SAHE PHASE SHIFTS-IAPPRX*INPUT.2S7 

*2*r/) INPUT.258 
1018 FORHAT( 5Xr*F0R NUHEROV INTEGRATION. XSTARTrXSTEP.RNPHAS,ERROR«*r INPUT.241 

* 4!2XtF9.4>) INPUT.242 
1013 F0RMAT<5X.*0NLY ONE SET OF PHASE SHIFTS CALCULATED PER NEUTON DIA INPUT.264 

1GRAH*,/) INPUT.245 
30 FORMAT IlOX.t INPUT OPTION t- ANGLES WHERE DFCS WILL BE CALCULATED«INPUT.281 

If/) INPUT.282 
1C08 F0RNAT!45Xr*I N P U T D A T A F O R SrI3f2XrtA N G L E S t./> INPUT.303 
1009 F0RMATU0!2XrF10.3>> INPUT.305 
1019 F0RMAT'./,55X,*E R R 0 R S *>/> INPUT.309 
1021 FORMAT! 5<12XiF10.3>> INPUT.311 
1000 FORMAT!8F10.3> INPUT.312 
1001 FORMAT(SIIO) INPUT.313 
1023 F0RHAT(30Xi*I N P U T D A T A C O N V E R T E D TO L O G S CINPUT.342 

- A L E«»/> INPUT.343 
16 FORHATClXrtTOO MANY ANGLES*,/> INPUT.354 
11 FORMAT!10XiJNVOL EXCEEDS DIMENSION FOR ARRAYS IN COMMON BLOACK ENHNPUT.358 

If/) INPUT.359 
12 F0RHAT(10X»*T0TAL NUMBER OF PHASE SHIFTS EXCEEDS DIMENSIONS IN INPUT.363 

+PHASE SHIFT ROUTINE. CURRENT VALUE IS 8000*./) INPUT.364 
1010 FORMAT!/,40X,*P R I H A R Y B E A M N E U T O N D I A G R A M INPUT.395 

I S * . / ) INPUT.396 
1011 FORHAT(lX>*NASS*tiF10.3i2X.*BETA*(,F10.3,2Xi*UZRO=t.F10.3>SXit INPUT.412 

MfOZZLE DISTANCE FROH COLLISION CENTER**.Fl0.3) INPUT.413 
13 FORMAT(/////> INPUT.417 
1016 FORMAT!/,35X.*S E C O N D A R Y B E A N N E U T O N D I A G R INPUT.420 

1A M S«,/) INPUT.421 
END INPUT.501 

INPUT.502 
SUBROUTINE INTENS(TOTAL) INTENS.2 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

CONM0N/TM/TIHEC10>.ICH.INTSrSPMAXrSPHIN TM.2 
COMtON/niVSTHE(IOOO)iCTHE(M001tNETAfaET*tIKHT ETA.2 

»flMSE ETA.3 
COHHON/EH/ENERGY<125)tCHTH1<125)fCHTH2(125)iW6HT1<125>»NQHT2<12S>»M.2 
1NC0LXiNCOLTiNCOLZtIAPPRX 
DIMENSION P(IOOO) 
INTMNTS+1 
CALL SECOND(M) 
FUNCTION- GIVEN THE PHASE SHIFTS AM) CENTER OF MASS SCATTERING 
ANGLESr THIS SUBROUTINE EVALUATES THE LESREHME EXPANSION 
TO 0STAIN THE SCATTERING AMPLITUDE. THE MODULUS 
OF THE SCATTERING AMPLITUDE IS USED TO FIND THE SCATTERED 
INTENSITY. 

PARAMETERS- ON INPUT' THE COMMON M.OCK ETA CONTAINS THE SIN AND 
COSINE FUNCTIONS OF THE PHASE SHIFTS WHICH ARE INDEPENDENT OF 

ANGLES ARE CONTAINED IN THE ARRAYS CMTH1.CMTH2 FOR THE TIN) 
POSSItLE INTERSECTIONS UITH THE NEUTON SPHERE. 
ON OUTPUT. THE PARAMETER TOTAL CONTAINS THE SCATTERED INTENSITY 
FROM EACH OF THESE CENTER OF MASS ANGLES. 
SUBPROGRAMS- FLOAT.SECOND.VECPRO 
AUTHOR-M.F. VERNON 

LAST REVISION DATE-FEBRUARY 14.1983 

INTENS.19 
INTEHS.20 
INTENS.21 
INTENS.22 
INTENS.23 
INTENS.24 
INTENS.2S 
INTENS.27 

TOTAL'O. 
NVOL*NCOLX*NCOLY*NCOLZ 
DO 100 II'l.NVOL 
CALCULATE STARTING INDEX FOR THE NEXT SET OF PHASE SHIFTS> 
SEQUENTIALLY IN STHE AND CTHE ARRAYS. 
NETA IS THE NUMBER OF PHASE SHIFTS. 

INTENS.28 
INTENS.29 
INTENS.30 
INTEHS.I1 

STORED INTENS.32 
INTENS.33 
INTENS.34 
INTENS.3S 
INTENS.34 
INTENS.37 

IF THERE IS NO INTERSECTION WITH NEWTON SPHERE. SKIP TO BACK SIDE INTENS.38 
INTENS.39 

IF(WGHTKII).EQ.O.) GOTO 110 
X»CNTH1(II> 

ITENP*NETAt(II-l> 

INITIALIZE SUMS OF THE REAL AND IMAGINARY CONTRIBUTIONS 
FROM THE L*0.1 PARTIAL WAVES. 

SET UP INITIAL VALUES FOR LEGENDRE RECURSION FORMULA. 
P(l)«l. 
P(2)»X 

INTENS.40 
INTENS.41 
INTENS.42 
INTENS.43 
INTENS.44 
INTENS.4S 
INTENS.44 
INTENS.47 
INTENS.4S 
INTENS.49 
INTENS.50 
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50 

W » l . 
P1*X 
IKL*3 

PARTIAL HAVE LOOP 

DO 50 I*3>NETA 

LEOENDRE RECURSION FORMULA. 
P2«<FLOATUDEL>tX«Pl-FLOATU-2>*P0>/FLOAT<I-l> 
P(I)«P2 

UPDATE RECURSION FORMULA INITIAL VALUES. 

P0«P1 
P1»P2 
IDEL*IDEL+2 
CONTINUE 
TOTAL INTENSITY IS SUN OF SQUARES OF REAL AND IMAGINARY PARTS. 
THE HEIGHT FACTOR INCLUDES THE VOLUME INTEGRATION UEIGHTf THE 
INVERSE ENERGY HEIGHT FROM THE SCATTERING FORMULA. AND THE 
INVERSE VELOCITY HEIGHT FOR THE ELECTROH BOMBARDMENT DETECTOR. 

IDENT ACCOUNTS FOR SYMMETRIC NUCLEI 
IF IBOSE-1 <2>. SUN ONLY OVER EVEN (ODD) PARTIAL WAVES UHEN 
NUCLEI ARE IDENTICAL. 
ITN=ITEMP+IBOSE 
NPROD*NETA/IDENT -UBOSE-1) 
TP>VECPR0(NPR0DtCTHE(ITH)fIDENT>P(IBOSE)iIDENT>0.) 
SP=VECPRO(NPRODiSTHE(ITH)fIDENTfP(IB0SE)fIBENTl0.) 
TOTAL=T0TAL+(TPITP+SP*SP)tHGHTl(II) 
BACK SIDE OF NEWTON SPHERE 
THE LOGIC AND PARAMTERS ARE DEFINED AS ABOVE 

IF THERE IS NO INTERSECTION WITH THE BACK SIDE OF THE NEWTON 
SPHEREf GO TO THE NEXT COLLISION VOLUME POINT. 

U O IF<UGHT2CII).E0.0.) GOTO 100 
C 
C INITIALIZE VALUES OF THE L*0»1 PARTIAL HAVES FOR THE LEGENDRE 
C RECURSION FORMULA. 
C 

X=CHTH2(II) 
P(l)=l. 
P(2)=X 
P0*1. 
P1=X 
I»EL*3 

IHTENS.51 
INTENS.52 
INTENS.S3 
INTENS.54 
INTENS.55 
INTENS.5* 
INTENS.57 
INTENS.58 
INTENS.Sf 
INTENS.60 
INTENS.il 
INTENS.42 
INTEHS.63 
INTENS.64 
INTENS.65 
INTENS.&& 
INTENS.67 
INTENS.68 
INTENS.49 
INTENS.70 
INTENS.71 
INTENS.72 
INTENS.73 
INTENS.74 
INTENS.75 
INTENS.74 
INTENS.77 
INTENS.78 
INTENS.79 
INTENS.80 
INTENS.81 
INTENS.82 
INTENS.83 
INTENS.84 
INTENS.85 
INTENS.B6 
INTENS.87 
INTENS.88 
INTENS.89 
INTENS.90 
INTENS.91 
INTENS.92 
INTENS.93 
INTENS.94 
INTENS.9S 
INTENS.96 
INTENS.97 
INTENS.98 
INTENS.99 
INTENS.100 
INTENS.101 
INTENS.102 
INTENS.103 

http://INTENS.il
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40 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

C 
c 
c 
c 
100 

LEGRENME RECURSION LOOP 
DO M I«3rHETA 
P2»<FL0AT(ID£L)*XtPl-FL0AT<I-2>tP0)/FL0AT<I-l> 
P(I)-P2 
PO-P1 
P1-P2 
IDEL»IDEL+2 
CONTINUE 
ISENT ACCOUNTS FOR SYMMETRIC NUCLEI 
IF IMSE*1 (2) t SUM ONLY OVER EVEN (ODD) PARTIAL NAVES HHEM 
NUCLEI ARE IDENTICAL. 

ITM«ITEHP«BOSE 
NFROD'NETA/IDENT -UBOSE-1) 
TP*VECPRO<NPR00»CTHECITH).IDENTiP<I80SEMDENTrO.) 
SP'VECPR0(NPR0DiSTHE<ITH)>IDENTlP(IMSE)>IDENTtO.) 
SQUARE REAL AND IMAGINARY PARTS OF THE SCATTERING AMPLITUDE TO 
OBTAIN THE OBSERVED INTENSITY. 
TOTAL*TOTAL+(TPtTP+SP*SP)*UGHT2(II) 
CONTINUE 
CALL SECOND(ED) 
TIME(4)»TIME(4)+ED-BG 
RETURN 
END 

INTENS.1M 
INTENS.IOS 
INTENS.1M 
INTENS.107 
INTENS.lOt 
INTENS.lOf 
IMTENS.UO 
INTEHS.lll 
IHTENS.112 
INTENS.113 
INTENS.114 
INTENS.113 
INTENS.116 
INTENS.117 
INTEHS.118 
INTENS.ll? 
INTENS.120 
INTENS.121 
INTENS.122 
INTENS.123 
INTENS.124 
INTENS.123 
INTENS.12A 
INTENS.127 
INTENS.128 
INTENS.12? 
INTENS.130 
INTENS.131 
INTENS.132 

SUBROUTINE DFCS(A.SCAT>CHIrRM> 
INTENS.133 
DFCS.2 

C DFCS.3 
C FUNCTION- SUM THE SCATTERING INTENSITY FOR ALL NEUTON DIAGRAMS DFCS.4 
C OVER ALL ANGLES TO OBTAIN THE COMPUTED SCATTERING INTENSITY DFCS.S 
C APPROPRIATE FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS. DFCS.4 
c 
C PARAMETERS-A* ON INPUT THE POTENTIAL PARAMETERS DFCS.7 
C RH- THE REDUCED MASS IN AMU. DFCS.8 
C SCAT- ON OUTPUTt THE CALCULATED SCATTERING INTENSITY FOR THE SET DFCS.9 
C OF ANGLES SPECIFIED IN THE ARRAY ANGLE. DFCS.10 
i CHI- THE CHI SQUARE ERROR IN THE FIT OF THE CALCULATED DATA TO DFCS.ll 
C THE OBSERVED DATA, IF GIVEN. DFCS.12 
C IF IAPPRX<2> ALL NEUTON DIAGRAMS HAVE THE SAME PHASE SHIFT. DFCS.13 
C lAPPRX'lf ALL COLLISION VOLUME POINTS HAVE THE SAME PHASE SHIFT DFCS.14 
C FOR EACH NEUTON DIAGRAM DFCS.15 
C IAPPRX*Oi ALL COLLISION VOLUME POINTS HAVE THEIR OUN PHASE SHIFTSDFCS.li 
C DFCS.17 
C DFCS.18 
C IF NOPT'li THEN CALCULATED DISTRIBUTION IS SCALED TO A MAXIMUM DFCS.I? 
C VALUE OF lOOOOi AND CHI SET TO 1. DFCS.20 
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C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

SUBPROGRAMS CALLEH-CNAWrPHSWTfFINTrFiatHU.SHP.SCALE.SORT, 
SECOND 

AUTHOR-M.F. VERNON 

LAST REVISION DATE-FEBRUARY U .19B3 

C0NH0N/TR16/9ETSINU00) rDETCOSUOO) 
C0HHON/6E0r1TY/PRIN0ZfSECN0ZfPftISP0>SECSPCtXCX,YCOLrZCOLtHPRI> 

lHSECfSNBTfCSDTfNOPTrNPRIl 
*>NPRI2 .HAXIT 
REAL HPRIrrlSECrHTOT 
COnNON/DAT/ANGU(100),SDAT(100>rEDAT(100),NANGrSF 
COmON/KAn/VPRI(10),VSEC(10>rUPRI(10>>USEC(10).NPRIrNSEC>IPRIr1, 

•ISECON 
C0MHOH/TH/TIME<10)tICHrINTSiSPMAX.SPMIN 
COMMON/INTEG/IINT 
C0HH0N/EN/ENER6Y(12S)rCHTHl(125)rCHTH2(12S).UGHTI(125)rU6HT2(12S) 
lNCOLXrNCOLY.NCOLZrlAPPRX 
COMMON/AA/DETMD.DETHT,OETRAD.E 
COMMON/LIMITS/ALIM<2)r8LIM<2) 
DIMENSION SCAT(l).AU) 
EXTERNAL FINT 
IBUG*NPRI2 
HAXI'HAXIT 
NVOL»NCOLX*NCOLY*NCOLZ 
IF IAPPRX*2» THEN ONLY ONE SET OF PHASE SHIFTS IS USED FOR ALL 
NEUTON DIAGRAMS 
IF(IAPPRX.HE.2> GOTO 15 
SECSPD'USECUSECON) 
PRISPD*VPRKIPRIM) 

GET COLLISION ENERGY FOR THIS HOST PROBABLE NEUTON DIAGRAM 

CALL SECONO(BG) 
I0PT»0 
XL*DETRAD/S0RT<2.) 
YL*XL 
Z L * 0 . • 
CALL CHANG(XL.YLiZLrlQPT) 
GET PHASE SHIRS FOR THIS HOST PROBABLE NEUTON DIAGRAM 

CALL PHSHFT(A.RM.NPRIl) 
COPY SAKE SET OF PHASE SHIFTS INTO REMAINING PHASE SHIFT ENTRIES 
FOR EACH COLLISION VOLUME POINT 

•FCS.21 
DFCS.22 
JFCS.23 
DFCS.24 

•FCS.26 
BFCS.27 
BFCS.28 
GE0HTRY.2 
6E0HTRY.3 
GE0MTRY.4 
SE0HTRY.5 
DAT.2 
K A H . 2 
BEAM.3 
TH.2 
INTEG.2 

.EN.2 
EN.3 
AA.2 

LIHITS.2 
DFCS.37 
DFCS.38 
DFCS.39 
DFCS.40 
DFCS.41 
DFCS.42 
DFCS.43 
DFCS.44 
DFCS.45 
DFCS.44 
DFCS.47 
DFCS.48 
DFCS.49 
DFCS.50 
DFCS.51 
DFCS.52 
DFCS.S3 
DFCS.54 
DFCS.55 
DFCS.54 
DFCS.57 
DFCS.S8 
DFCS.59 
DFCS.40 
DFCS.i l 
DFCS.42 
DFCS.43 
DFCS.44 
DFCS.45 

http://DFCS.il
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CALL FILL BFCS.M 
CALL SECONS(EB) tFCS.i? 
TIME(2)»TIHE(2)«D-1G IFCS.M 

IS CONTINUE DFCS.4? 
C 1FCS.70 
C ZERO CALCULATED SCATTERING INTENSITY AT EACH ANGLE IFCS.71 
C IFCS.72 

DO 10 I*1?HANG DFCS.73 
SCAT<I)*0. DFCS.74 

10 CONTINUE DFCS.75 
DO 200 NNxliNPftI DFCS.76 

C DFCS.77 
C CHOOSE PRIMARY SPEED DFCS.78 
C DFCS.79 

PRISPD*VPRKNN> DFCS.80 
DO 200 HM«1>NSEC DFCS.81 

C DFCS.82 
C CHOOSE SECONDARY SPEED DFCS.83 
C DFCS.84 

SECSPS*VSEC(HH> DFCS.85 
CALL SECOND<BG) DFCS.86 
IF(IAPPRX.EQ.2) GOTO 16 DFCS.B7 

C BFCS.88 
C IOPT=0 CALLS CHANG FOR COLLISION ENERGIES ONLY HFCS.89 
C IPCS.90 

I0PT=O DFCS.91 
XL«DETRAD/SQRT(2.) DFCS.92 
YL*XL DFCS.93 
ZL*0. DFCS.94 
CALL CMANG(XL>YLtZLtIOPT) DFCS.95 

C DFCS.94 
C CALCULATE PHASE SHIFTS FOR COLLISION ENERGIES AT EACH POINT IN DFCS.97 
C VOLUME GRID. DFCS.98 
C DFCS.99 

CALL PHSHFT<A.RHrNPRIl> DFCS.100 
C DFCS.101 
C IAPPRX*1> THEN ALL POINTS IN THE COLLISION VOLUME HAVE THE SAME DFCS.102 
C PHASE SHIFTS. SO ONLY NEED ONE SET OF PHASE SHIFTS FOR THIS DFCS.103 
C WHOLE NEUTON DIAGRAM DFCS.104 
C DFCS.103 

IFUAPPRX.EQ.l) CALL FILL DFCS.104 
16 CONTINUE DFCS.107 

CALL SECOND(ED) DFCS.108 
TIME<2)*TIHE<2»ED-BG DFCS.109 

C DFCS.liO 
C CALCULATE INTENSITY AT EACH DETECTOR ANGLE DFCS.lll 
C DFCS.112 

DO 20 11*1.NANG DFCS.113 
DETANG'ANGLE(II) DFCS.114 
SNDT=DETSIN<II> DFCS.115 
CSDTiDETCOSUI) DFCS.114 

C DFCS.117 
C HULSHP INTEGRATES INTENSITY OVER DETECTOR AREA. DFCS.118 
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c jFcs.m 
C DFCS.120 
C CALCULATE SCATTERING ACCURATE TO 1 PERCENT OR 1/10 OF DATA ERROR. SFCS.121 
C DFCS.122 

ER'.Ol SFCS.123 
IF(EDAT(II).NE.l.) ER 'EDATUD/IO. DFCS.124 
CALL HULSW>(IINT>NAXIiER>FINTtVALUE>IXITt»UG> DFCS.12S 
IF(IXIT.NE.l) URITE(«>501)IXIT>NNiHHrDETANG DFCS.12A 

C DFCS.131 
C ADD THE NEWTON DIAGRAM WEIGHT. 9FCS.132 
C DFCS.133 

SCAT(II>zSCAT(IIHVALUEtUPRI(NN)«USECCHH) DFCS.134 
20 CONTINUE DFCS.135 
200 CONTINUE DFCS.134 

C DFCS.137 
C NORMALIZE FOR DETECTOR AREArCOLLISION VOLUMErNUMBER OF NEUTON DFCS.138 
C DIAGRAMS DFCS.13? 
C DFCS.140 

RNORM*DETWD DFCS.141 
IF<1INT.ED.2) RNORM'RNORHtDETHT DFCS.142 
RN0RH*1./RN0RH DFCS.143 
DO 21 11=1.NANG DFCS.144 
SCAT(II)=SCATCII)*RNORM DFCS.145 

21 CONTINUE DFCS.146 
IF<NOPT.NE.l) GOTO 4900 DFCS.14? 

C DFCS.148 
C SCALE CROSS SECTION TO HAVE A MAXIMUM OF 10000 DFCS.149 
C DFCS.150 

CALHAX»SCAT<1> DFCS.1S1 
DO 30 I»1>NAN6 DFCS.1S2 
CALMAX'AHAXKCALHAXiSCATd)) DFCS.153 
SCAT(!)*ALOG(SCATU)> DFCS.154 

30 CONTINUE DFCS.155 
DO 31 I'l.NANG DFCS.lSiS 
SCAT(I)'SCAT(I)-ALOG(CALHAX)i4.*ALOG(10.) DFCS.1S7 

31 CONTINUE DFCS.158 
CHI'l DFCS.1S9 
GOTO 5000 DFCS.160 

4900 CONTINUE DFCS.141 
C DFCS.162 
C SCALE CROSS SECTION TO DATA TO MINIMIZE CHI SOUARE DFCS.143 
C DFCS.144 

CALL SCALEtSCATrCHI) DFCS.145 
5000 RETURN DFCS.144 

C 
C 
C FORMAT STATEMENTS 
C 
c 
501 F0RMAT(10Xt*HULSMP ROUTINE (INTEGRATES OVER DETECTOR AREA) DID NQTDFCS.127 

(TERMINATE PROPERLY- EXIT PARAMETER' *.I5»/.10X.(CALCULATION IS C0NDFCS.128 
(TINUING. BUT RESULTS HAY LACK DESIRED ACCURACY*r/.10X»»ERR0R 0CCURDFCS.129 
*ED FOR NEWTON DIAGRAN»>2I5»10X»*AT ANGLE*.3X.F10.5./) DFCS.130 
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END DFCS.167 

DFCS.168 
SUBROUTINE CHANG(XD.YDrZD.IOPT) CHANG.2 
COHHON/GEOHTY/PRIWZ.SECNOZ.PRISPD.SECSPD.XCOL.YCOL.ZCOL.NPrU. 8E0HTRY.2 
1HSEC.SNDT.CSDT.NOPT.NPRI1 GE0HTRY.3 
«»NPRI2 tHAXIT GE0NTRY.4 
REAL HPRI.HSEC.MTOT BE0HTRY.5 
C0HMON/WH/C1.C2.C3.C4.C5.C6.C7.C8.C9.C10.HT0T WH.2 
COHHON/EN/ENERGY(125).CHTHH125).CHTH2C125).WGHT1(125)iUGHT2(125)rEN.2 
1NCOLX.NCOLY.NCOLZ.IAPPRX EN.3 
C0HM0N/V0L/X<5).Y(5).Z<5)rWX<5>.WY(5>.WZC5> VOL.2 
COHHON/TH/TIHEUO) .ICH.INTS.SPHAX.SPHIN TH.2 
ICH*ICH+1 CHANG.8 
CALL SECOND(BG) CHANG.? 

CHANG.10 
FUNCTION- GIVEK A POINT ON THE DETECTOR LOCATED AT (XD.YD.ZD) IN CHANG.11 
THE LABORATORY. FIND THE CENTER OF MASS SCATTERING ANGLES FOR CHANG.12 
EACH NEWTON DIAGRAM REPRESENTING THF. DIFFERENT POINTS IN THE CHANG. 13 
COLLISION VOLUHE TO THIS POINT ON THE DETECTOR. ADDITIONALLY. CHANG.14 
DETERMINE THE GEOMETRICAL WEIGHT FACTORS TO ACCOUNT FOR CHANG.15 
1. THE COLLISION VOLUHE WEIGHT. CHANG.16 
2. THE INVERSE LABORATORY VELOCITY DEPENDENCE OF THE IONIZER CHANG.17 
DETECTOR EFFICIENCY. CHANG.IB 
3. THE INUERSE ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF THE ELASTIC SCATTERING CROSS CHANG.19 
SECTION. 
*. "HE RELATIVE VELOCITY FACTOR FOR THE TOTAL SCATTERING 
PROBABILITY, AND 
5. THE TRANSFORMATION JACOBIAN FROM THE CENTER OF HASS TO THE 
LABORATORY FRAME APPROPRIATE FOR ELASTIC SCATTERING. 

THE WEIGHT FACTORS COHPUTED HERE ARE USED IN THE SUBROUTINE 
INTENS. 
PARAMETERS 
XD.YD.ZD- ARE THE INPUT LABORATORY COORDINATES FOR THE POINT ON 
THE DETECTOR WHERE THE SCATTERING INTENSITY IS TO BE FOUND. 
I0PT=OF THEN ONLY THE COLLISION ENERGIES ARE FOUND FOR THE 
DIFFERENT POINTS IN THE COLLISION VOLUHE. THIS IS USED TO FIND 
THE ENERGIES AT WHICH THE PHASE SHIFTS ARE TO BE COHPUTED. 
!0PT=1. FIND COLLISION ENERGIES. SCATTERING ANGLES. AND WEIGHT 
FACTORS. 

CHANG.20 
CHANG.21 
CHANG.22 
CHANG.23 
CHANG.24 
CHANG.2b 
CHANG.24 
CHANG.27 
CHANG.28 
CHANG.29 
CHANG.30 
CHANG.31 
CHANG.32 
CHANG.33 
CHANG.34 
CHANG.35 
CHANG.36 
CHANG.37 
CHANG.39 
CHANG.39 

ON OUTPUT. THE COHMON BLOCK EN CONTAINS THE COLLISION ENERGIES 
IN THE ARRAY ENERGY. THE CENTER OF HASS SCATTERING ANGLES AND 
WEIGHTS FOR THE FORWARD SIDE SCATTERING IN THE ARRAYS CHTH1.WGHT1CHANG.40 
AND THE SCATTERING ANGLES AND WEIGHTS FOR THE BACK SIDE NEWTON CHANG.41 
SPHERE SCATTERING IN THE ARRAYS CMTH2.WGHT2 CHANG.42 
IF THE BACK SIDE SCATTERING IS AWAY FROH THE DETECTOR. OR THE CHANG.43 
DETECTOR DOES NOT INTERSECT THE NEWTON SPHERE. THEN THE WEIGHT CHANG.44 
FACTORS FOR THAT P'OINT ARE SET TO ZERO. IF THE DETECTOR IS CHANG.45 
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10 

MNJSNT TO THE NEMTDN SPHERE* THE HEIGHT FACTOR IS ALSO SET TO CPANG.4& 
r^ .O . 5INCE THIS SINGULARITY CANNOT K INTEGRATES I T THE SIHPLE CHANS.47 
C3SKDINATE SrSTEH USED HERE. A MESSAGE I S PRINTED I F THIS HAPPENSCPAWJ.49 

CtMNG 49 
StWROGRAHS USED— SORT, SECOND OMNG.30 

CHAMG.31 
AUTHOR N.F. 'VERNON 

LAST REVISION DATE-FEBRUARY 14.1983 

ZERO ARRAYS 

NVOL*NC0LXtNC0LY*NC0LZ 
SO 10 i n . N V O L 
CHTH1(I)*C. 
CHTH2SIJ-0. 
M6HTKIi»0. 
UGHT2(I)«0. 
CONTINUE 
INDEX<0 

LOOP OVER EACH POINT IN COLLISION ZONE 

DO 100 I'lrNCOLX 
XCOL'XCI) 
DO 100 J*lrNCOLY 
YCOL»YU) 
DO 100 K'ltNCOLZ 

CALCULATE CONSTANTS HEEDED FOR DETERMINING VELOCITY VECTOR 
COMPONENTS 

ZCOL«Z(K) 
INDEXxINDEXU 
T*XCOL*XCDL+YCX*YC0L+ZC0L*ZCOL 
T3*T+C1*XC0L+C2 
T4«T+C3*YC0L«4 
T1*PRISPD/S0RT(T3) 
T2*SECSPD/SORT(T4) 

PRZHARY VELOCITY VECTOR*(VXliVYliVZl) 

VX1*T1*(PRIN0Z+XC0L) 
VY1*T1*YC0L 
VZ1*T1»ZC0L 

SECONDARY VELOCITY VECTOR*<VX2iVY2>VZ2) 

VX2'T2tXC0L 
VY2*T2»CS£CN0Z+YC0L> 
VZ2*T2»ZCOl 

GMAN6.53 

CHANG 
CHANG 

CHANG 
CHMvG 

CHANG 
CfMNG 
CHANG 
CHANG 
CHANG 
CHANG 
CHANG 
CHANG 
CHANG 
CHANG 
CHANG 
CHANG 
CHANG 
CHANG 
CHANG 
CHANG 
CHANG 
CHANG. 
CHANG 
CHANG. 
CHANG. 
CHANG. 
CHANG. 
CHANG. 
CHANG. 
CHANG. 
CHANG. 
CHANG. 
CHANG. 
CHANG 
CHANG 

CHANG 
CHANG. 
CHANG. 
CHANG 
CHANG 
CHANG. 

.54 
55 
Si 
.57 
58 
.59 
40 
.41 
.42 
.43 
.44 
45 
44 
.47 
.48 
,49 
,70 
.71 
.72 
.73 
74 
75 
74 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
84 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
94 
97 
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C 
C 
c 
40 

RELATIVE VELOCITY VECTOR«(RELVXfRELVY.RELVZ> 
RELVLX-VX1-VX2 
RELVLY*VY1-VY2 
RCLVLZ*VZ1-VZ2 
CENTER OF MASS VELOCITY VECTOR>(CHVaX>CHVELYtCNVELZ) 
CHVELX«<HPRI*VXl+HSECtVX2L)/HT0T +XCOL 
CHVELY*(HPRI»VYlt«SEC«VY2)/HT0T tYCOL 
CHVELZ=<HPRI*VZ1+HSEC*VZ2)/HT0T «COL 

CALCULATE RADIUS OF NEWTON CIRCLE 
RBNUT2=M*(RELVLX*RELULX+RELWLY«RELVLY+RELVLZtRELVLZ) 
RELVEL=SQRT<RBNWT2/C5) 
CENTER OF HASS COLLISION ENERGY =E 

E»C6*RDNUT2 
ENERGY (INDEX )»E 
IF IOPT=0 THEN ONLY WANT TO KNOU THE COLLISION ENERGY TO COHPUTE 
PHASE SHIFTS. 
IF(IOPT.EQ.O) GOTO 100 
RR*C7/RDNWT2 
CALCULATE LINEAR EON. PARAMETERS FOR Y AND Z COMPONENTS OF 
INTERSECTION BETWEEN DETECTOR RAY AND NEWTON CIRCLE. 

TEHP*XCOL-XD 
SLPY»<YCX-rD)/TE«P 
BY=(XCOL*YD-XD*YCOL)/TEHP 
SLPZ-(ZCOL-ZD)/TEHP 
»Z='XCOLtZD-XD*ZCOL)/TEHP 

A»B>C ARE DEFINED BY THE EON. 
AtXNUTtXNWT4BtXNUT+C*0. 
THE TWO SOLUTIONS (XNMT1.XNMT2) ARE THE X CORRDINATES OF THE TUO 
POINTS ON THE NEWTON CIRCLE. 
A*l.+SLPY*SLPY+SLPZ*SLPZ 
B*-2.*(CHVELX+SLPY»<CHVELY-BYHSLPZt<CMVELZ-BZ>> 
C«CHVELX*CHVELX+(BY-CNVELY>t(BY-CHVELY)+(BZ-CNVELZ)*(BZ-CHVELZ> 

1-RDNUT2 
TEHP*B*B-4.»AaC 
T 5 * l . / 2 . / A 
IF(TEMP) 100t40.30 

EDGE OF NEWTON CIRCLE 

XNWT1*-B*T5 

aws.ft 
OMM.tf 
C M M . I M 
CHANG.1*1 
OWNS. 102 
CHAW. 103 
CHAMC.104 
OMK.1Q5 
CHANG.10* 
CHANG.107 
CHANG.108 
CHANG.109 
CtMHG.110 
WANG. Ill 
CHANG.112 
CHANG.113 
CHANG.11* 
CHANG.115 
CHANG.114 
CHANG.117 
CHANG.118 
CHANG.11? 
CHANG.120 
CfMNu*l*.l 
CHANG.122 
CHANG.123 
CHANG.124 
CHANG.125 
CHANG.126 
CHANS.127 
CHANG.128 
CHANG.129 
CHANG.130 
CHANG.131 
CHANG.132 
CHANG.133 
CHANG.134 
CHANG.135 
CHANG.134 
CHANG.137 
CHANG.138 
CHANG.139 
CHANG.140 
CHANG.141 
CHANG.142 
CHANG.143 
CHANG.144 
CHANG.145 
CHANG.146 
CHANG. 147 
CHANG.148 
CHANG.149 
CHANG.150 
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XNUT2*XNUTX CHANG.151 
URITE<4.31> CHANG.151 
GOTO 100 CHANG.134 

c M A W . 133 
c TWO DISTINCT ROOTS CHAW.1S* 
c CHAN6.1S7 
30 TEHMSaRT(TEHP) CHANG.158 

XNHT1*<-1+TEHP)*T5 CHANG.159 
XNyT2*<-B-TEMP>*T5 CHANG.1*0 

c CHANG.141 
c YtZ CORROIHATES DETERMINED IT THE LINEAR EONS. DEFINED AKUE. CHANG.142 
c CHANG.143 
35 YNNTl*SLPYtXNUTl+BY CHANG.144 

YNUT2*SLPY*XNUT2+tY CHANG.143 
ZNUT1*SLPZ*XHWT1+BZ CMAN6.144 
ZMIT2*SLPZ*XmT2<fBZ CHANG.147 

C CHANG.148 
c CHECK THAT THE LAB VELOCITY HILL SCATTER PRODUCT INTO THE DETECT0RCHAN6.149 
c CHANG.170 

IF(<XNUTl-XCOL)*XD.LT.O.) GOTO 45 CHANG.171 
IF((YNNTl-YCOL)*YD.LT.O.) GOTO 45 CHANG.172 
VCNTX1=CXNUT1-CHVELX> CHANG.173 
VCNTY1*(YNUT1-CHVELY) CHANG.174 
VCNTZ1*ZNNT1-CMVELZ CHANG.175 

c CHANG.174 
c CALCULATE COSINE OF THE CENTER OF MASS SCATTERING ANGLE CHANG.177 
c CHANG.178 

CHANGl=<VCNTXltRELVLX+VCNTYl*RELVLY+VCNTZl*RELVLZ)*RR CHANG.179 
CHTHK INDEX >»CHANG1 CHANG. 180 

c CHANG. 181 
c CALCULATE LABORATORY SPEED OF PRODUCT CHANG.182 
c CHANG.183 

VLABl'S0RT((XNUTl-XC0L»t2t(YNUTl-YC0L)U2+(ZNWTl-ZC0L)St2) CHANG.184 
c CHANG.185 
c CALCULATE LAB CARTESIAN COMPONENTS OF PRODUCT VELOCITY VECTOR CHANG.184 
c CHANG.187 

VLABlX*XNilTl-XCOL CHANG.188 
VLAB1Y*YNUT1-YC0L CHANG.189 
VLAB1Z*ZNUT1-ZC0L CHANG.190 

c CHANG.191 
c CALCULATE CENTER OF HASS SCATTERING VECTOR CHANG.192 
c CHANG.193 

CM1X*XNUT1-CMVELX CHANG.194 
CH1Y»YNWT1-CHVELY CHANG.195 
CM1Z»ZNUT1-CMVELZ CHANG.194 

c CHANG.197 
c CALCULATE THE ABSXUTE VALUE OF THE COSINE OF THE ANGLE BETUEEN CHANG.198 
c THE LAB PRODUCT VELOCITY VECTOR AND THE CENTER OF MASS SCATTERING CHANG.199 
c VECTOR CHANG.200 
c CHANG.201 

Tl*CHlX«VLABmCHlYtVLABlY+CHlZtVLABlZ CHANG.202 
C0SUVl'SQRT(TltTl/RDNUT2>/VLABl CHANG.203 

CHANG.204 
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c CALCULATE JACOBIAN FACTORS OMN6.20S 
c OMNG.2M 

FJAC1-VLAI1WLAR1/CMUV1/RBIWT2 OMM.207 
WHTl(INKX>«WX(I)WYU>WZ(K)«RELVEiyVLAtt/ENERSY(INaEX> Q W I M « « N 
KHTl(inEX>-iNHTl(IHIEX>tFJACl QMM6«*VT 

c OMM.210 
c CHECK THAT THE LAB VELOCITY V i a SCATTER PROBUCT INTO THE DETECT0RCHANG.211 
c CHANS.212 
43 IF<(XHHT2-XCOL)SXD.LT.O.) GOTO 100 CHAHG.213 

IF<<YNWT2-YCX)tYD.LT.0.) GOTO 100 CHAHG.214 
VCNTX2>XiWT2-CHVELX CHAN6.215 
VCNTY2«YWHT2-C»UELY CHAN6.214 
VCNTZ2*ZHUT2-CHVELZ CHAN6.217 

c CHANG.218 
c CALCULATE COSINE OF THE CENTER OF MASS SCATTERING ANGLE CHAHG.21? 
c CHAHG.220 

CHANG2*<VCNTX2SRELVLX+WNTY2*RELVLY4VCNTC2tRELVLZ>m CHANG.221 
CHTH2<IN0EX>*CHANG2 CHANG.222 

c CHANG.223 
c CALCULATE LABORATORY SPEED OF PRODUCT CHANG.224 
c CHANG.225 

VLAB2*S0RT((XNUT2-XC0L)»2f<YNUT2-YC0L)*t2t(ZNWT2-ZCOL>»2> CHANG.226 
c CHANG.227 
c CALCULATE LAI COMPONENTS OF PRODUCT VELOCITY VECTOR OMNG.22B 
c CHANG.229 

VLAB2X*XHWT2-XC0L CHANG.230 
VLAB2Y*YNWT2-YC0L CHANG.231 
VLAB2Z*ZNWT2-ZC0L CHANG.232 

c CHANG.233 
c CALCULATE CENTER OF MASS SCATTERING VECTOR CHANG. 234 
c CHANG.235 

CH2X*XNUT2-CHVELX CHANG.234 
CH2Y*YHWT2-CHVELY CHANG.237 
CM2Z*ZHWT2-CHVELZ CHANG.238 

c CHANG.239 
c CALCULATE THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE COSINE OF THE ANGLE BETWEEN CHANG.240 
c THE LAB PRODUCT VELOCITY VECTOR AND THE CENTER OF MASS SCATTERING CHANG.241 
c VECTOR CHANG.242 
c CHANG.243 

T2*CH2X*VLAB2X+CH2Y*VLAB2Y«H2Z*VLAB2Z CHANG.244 
C0SUV2<SORT(T2ST2/RDMNT2)/VLAB2 CHANG.243 

c CHANG.244 
c CALCULATE JACOBIAN FACTORS CHANG.247 
c CHANG.248 

FJAC2*VLAB2*VLA!2/CDSUV2/RDNUT2 CHANG.24? 
UGHT2(INDEX>'W>HT1(INDEX)»VLAB1/VLAB2 CHANG.230 
UGHT2(INDEX)'UGHT2(INDEX>*FJAC2/FJAC1 CHANG.251 

100 CONTINUE CHANG.232 
c CHANG.233 
c IF IAPPRX>lr THEN FIND THE POINT IN THE COLLISION ZONE WITH THE CHANG.254 
c LARGEST WEIGHT FACTOR AND COMPUTE PHASE SHIFTS FOR THIS ENERGY CHANG.255 
c c 

ONLY. THE CANONICAL ENERGY IS STORED IN ENERGY(l). CHANG.254 
CHANG.257 
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70 

S3 

50 

•0 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

31 

IFCUmx.EO.O) WTO N 
MMX-O. 
•0 St I-l.INOEX 
IF(MKTl(I).LT.mwX) 90T0 SS 
RHAX>WHT1(I) 
IMAX'I 
IF(UQHT2(I>.LE.RHAX) SOTO 90 
MUUMKHT2U} 
IHAX-I 
CONTINUE 
EMERGYi1>-ENERBY<IHAX) 
CALL SECONDCEI) 
TIHE(3)*TIHE<3)*E9-K 
RETURN 

FORMAT STATEMENTS 

FORHATUOX>*DETECTOR TANGENT TO NEHTON SPHERE.*) 
END 

CHAM.2St 
DMN9»299 
CHAN6.2M 
CHAM.2U 
CHANS.242 
CHAM6.243 
CHAN6.2M 
CHAH6.245 
CHANG.2M 
CHAN6.2A7 
CHAN6.2M 
CHAN6.269 
CHAN6.270 
CHAN6.271 

CNAHG.153 
CMANG.272 

C 
C c c c c c c c c c c c 

FUNCTION PINT(X) 
FINT IS THE FUNCTION WHICH RETURNS THE VALUE OF THE SCATTERED 
INTENSITY AT A POINT ON THE DETECTOR LOCATED AT (XDtYD) IN THE 
LAD FRAHEr FROM EACH POINT IN THE COLLISION VOLUME GRID 
PARAMETERS 
X- ON INPUT CONTAINS THE <X>Y)*(XU>tX(2)> POSITION ON THE 
DETECTOR UHERE THE SCATTERING INTENSITY IS TO BE CALCULATED. 
X(l) MEASURES HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT FROM THE DETECTOR MIDPOINT 
X(2) MEASURES VERTICAL DISPLACEHNET 
SUBPROGRAMS CALLED- INTENSr CHANG 

COMHON/INTEG/IINT 
COMHON/GEOHTY/PRIN0Z»SECNOZ.PRISPDfSECSPDfXC0L.YCOL»ZC0LiNPRI. 
IMSECISNDT.CSDT.NOPTINPRII 
*fNPRI2 >HAXIT 
REAL HPRIrttSECfHTOT 
COHMON/AA/DETW.DETHTFDETRADIE 
DIMENSION X(2) 
TRANSLATE FROM DETECTOR COORDINATES TO LAB COORDINATES 
XD«DETRAD*CSDT+X(1>*SNDT 
YD«DETRADtSNDT-X(l>tCSDT 
ZD*X<2) 

CHANG.273 
FINT.2 
FINT 
FINT 
FINT, 
FINT, 
FINT 
FINT.8 
FINT.? 
FINT.10 
FINT.U 
FINT.12 
FINT.13 
FIHT.H 
FINT.15 
INTEG.2 
6EQMTRY. 
GEOHTRY, 
6E0HTRY, 
6E0HTRY. 
AA.2 
FINT.l? 
FINT.20 
FINT.21 
FINT.22 
FINT.23 
FINT.24 
FINT.25 
FINT.2* 
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IF ONLY INTEOMTINB IN -PLANE SCATTERIMf THEN SET Z COORDINATE FINT.27 
OF DETECTOR TO ZERO. 

IFUIHT.EO.l) Zl-O. 
IOPT*l 

FIND C.N. ANGLES UHERE INTENSITY IS TO K EVALUATED 

CALL CHANGUBrYDtZDrlOPT) 

COMPUTE THE INTENSITY AT THESE ANGLES 

CALL MTEMS(F) 
FINT»F 
RETURN 
END 

FINT.2S 
FIWT.29 
FIHT.30 
FINT.31 
FINT.32 
FIKT.33 
FINT.34 
FINT.3S 
FINT.34 
FINT.37 
FIHT.38 
FIHT.39 
FINT.40 
FINT.41 
FINT.42 

FINT.43 
SUBROUTINE FILL FILL.2 

C FILL.3 
C FILL.4 
C FUNCTION- UHEN ALL THE COLLISION VOLUME POINTS HAVE THE SAME FILL.5 
C PHASE SHIFTS. THIS ROUTINE COPIES THE ONE SET OF PHASE SHIFTS 
C THAT ARE CALCULATED INTO THE PHASE SHIFT ARRAYS FOR THE 
c REMAINING POINTS. THE COLLISION ENERGY ARRAY IS ALSO COMPLETED 
c WITH THEENERGY CORRESPONDING TO THAT OF THE CALCULATED PHASE 
c SHIFTS. FILL.? 
c FILL.10 
c SUBPROGRAMS- HONE FILL.11 
c FILL.12 
c REFERENCE H.F. VERNON. HAY 1982. FILL.13 
c FILL.14 
c FILL.15 

COHMON/ETA/STHE<8000).CTHE(8000>.HETA.DETA.IDENT ETA.2 
f.IBOSE ETA.3 
COmON/EN/ENERGY(125)rCHTHl(12S)>CHTH2(125)>UGHTl(12S)iH6HT2(12S] .EN.2 
lNCOLX.NCOLY.HCOLZ.IAPPRX EN.3 
RVOL*NC0LXtNCXY*NCOLZ FILL.18 
DO 50 II«2.NV0L FILL.l? 
ENERGY(II)>ENERGY(1> FILL.20 
ITEHP«(II-1)*NETA FILL.21 
DO 25 JslrNETA FILL.22 
CTHEUTEHPUXTHEU) FILL.23 
STHE(ITENP+J)»STHE(J) FILL.24 

25 CONTINUE FILL.25 
50 CONTINUE FILL.24 

RETURN FILL.27 
END FILL.28 
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C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

FILL.29 
HULSHP.2 
HULSHP.3 
HULSHP.4 
HULSHP.3 
MJLSHP.A 
HULSHP.7 

IF N.EO.O THEN VALUE IS RETURNED WITH THE INTENSITY AT THE CENTER HULSHP.S 
OF THE DETECTOR. MLSHP.f 

HULSHP.IO 
miL5MP.ll 
HULSMP.12 
MULSMP.13 
HULSNP.14 
HULSHP.15 
HULSHP.U 
HULSHP.17 
HULSHP.18 
MULSHP.l? 
HULSNP.20 
HULSHP.21 
HULSHP.22 
MULSHP.23 
HULSMP.24 
HULSNP.25 
HULSMP.26 
HULSHP.27 
MULSHP.2B 
HULSMP.29 
HULSNP.30 
HULSHP.31 
MULSHP.32 
NULSMP.33 
HULSNP.34 
NULSMP.3S 
MULSHP.3& 
HULSMP.37 
HULSHP.38 
HULSHP.39 
MULSHP.40 
NULSMP.41 
HULSHP.42 

DIMENSION A(5)>D(S)iFA(5)fF><5)fXH(S)fXIR(S>tXHA(5)rXJ(5).INDEX(5)miLSHP.43 

SUBROUTINE HULSHP(NFNAXItErFINTfVALUEtlXITflDUG) 

SIMPSON'S RULE MULTIPLE IHTEORATION FROM IKY SOURCE LIMtARY AND 
NOJIFIEI SLtONTLY ST M, VERNON. 
N • MULTIPLICITY OF THE INTEBRATION. k .LE. S. 

ALIH * NAME OF FUNCTION ROUTINE DEFINING THE LOHER LIMITS. 
•LIN * NAME OF FUNCTION ROUTINE DEFINING THE UPPER LIMITS. 
THE CURRENT VERSION OF THE PROGRAM ASSUMES RECTANGULAR 
DETECTOR SLITS. THE ALIM. ILIH VALUES ARE CONSTANTS. IF THE 
DOUNMRIES DEPEND ON THE COORtIHATES< THEN THE ALIHt M.IH 
CALLS MUST DE REPLACED DY FUNCTIONS. WITH ARGUMENTS DEIHG THE 
DIMENSION AND XNEU VALUES. NOTE THAT THE LIMIT FUNCTIONS MUST DE 
DEFINED SO THAT LONER DIMENSION LIMITS DEPEND ONLY ON THE HIGHER 
DIMENSIONAL COORDINATES. 

HAXI * THE MAX. HO. OF ITERATIONS THE ROUTINE HAY DO. 

FOR ANY DIHENSIONr DY THE NTH ITERATION! A TOTAL OF 
2t*N +2«(N-1) + ... + 2t*2 + 2**1 + 3 FUNCTION EVALUATIONS 
HILL HAVE BEEN NECESSARY. IF N>3 r AN 8 POINT GAUSS- LEGENDRE 
OUACRUTURE HAY BE MORE EFFICIENT. 

E * FRACTIONAL ERROR> MEANING 
IF V(DEVALUE OF THE INTEGRAL ON THE ITH ITERATION) 
THEN THE PROBLEM IS CONSIDERED SOLVED HHEN 
E « ADS<V(I)> .GT. ADS(V(I)-V<m>>. 

FINT * NAME OF FUNCTION ROUTINE DEFINING THE INTEGRAND. 
VALUE * LAST APPROXIMATION TO THE INTEGRAL. 
IXIT * 1 MEANS NORMAL RETURN 

2 MEANS NO CONVERGENCE 
3 MEANS LOWER .GT. UPPER LIMIT. 

IBUG ' 1 MEANS PRINT EACH APPROXIMATION TO INTEGRAL. 

SUBPROGRAMS- ABSrFINT 

REFERENCE- H. F. VERNON. 1982 

X iXNEM<5WFNENX(5>rXK5)rS(5)»XE<5>iK<5)»XIPC5> 
C0nHON/LIMITS/ALIH(2)ttLIN(2) 

IF(IMJG.NE.O) URITEUflOO) 

I*N 

IF DIMENSION IS ZERO. RETURN VALUE AT CENTER OF DETECTOR 

IF(N.EQ.O) GOTO 2001 

HULSHP.44 
LIMITS.2 
HULSHP.46 
HULSHP.47 
HULSHP.50 
NULSHP.S1 
HULSHP.52 
HULSHP.53 
NULSHP.S4 
HULSHP.S5 

http://miL5MP.ll
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1000 

1006 

LOAI L0HEM LIMITS. K6INNING WITH THE HIGHEST •IHENSION FIRST HULSHP.tt 
IN CASE THE LOWER DIMENSIONAL LIMITS DEPEND ON THESE COORDINATES MUHP.S7 
SET LIMITS FOR THE NEXT PASS AT THE INTEGRAL. K IS USED TO KCIDEHULSflpisf 
THE STAGE OF THE INTEGRATION OVER THE HIGHER DIMENSIONS (SEE MJLSHP.M 
lELOH) HULSHP.M 

HUL3MP.42 
MJLSHP.A3 
HULSHP.M 
MJLSHP.A5 
HULSHP.M 
HULSMP.A7 
HULSHP.A8 
HULSHP.49 
HULSHP.70 
HULSHP.71 
HULSHP.72 
HULSHP.73 
HULSHP.74 
NULSHP.7S 
HULSMP.74 
MULSHP.77 
(HILSHP.78 
HULSMP.79 
MULSMP.80 
HULSMP.81 
HULSMP.82 
HULSMP.83 
HULSMP.84 
HULSHP.B5 
NULSHP.86 
HULSMP.87 
NULSMP.88 

XIR.XHA.XJ ARE CONSTANTS NEEDED TO INITIALIZE ADAPTIVE SIMPSON'S MJLSHP.B9 
INTEGRAL.AT THIS POINT. INTEGRAL IS APPROXIMATED USING 2 POINTS NULSHP.90 
t THE VALUES OF THE INTEGRAND AT THE UPPER AND LOWER LIMITS OF MULSMP.91 
THE LOWEST DIMENSION HULSHP.92 

HULSHP.93 
XIR(I)*0.SIXH(I) MULSMP.94 
XHA(I)>XIR(I)/3. NULSMP.95 
XJ<I)-XIRU>*<FA(IHFD<I>> MULSMP.96 
INDEX(I)«0 HULSMP.97 

HULSMP.98 
HON DEGIN HALVING STEP SIZE NULSMP.99 

MULSHP.100 
XNEWU>«A<IHXIR<I> NULSHP.101 

MULSHP.102 
IF (I .EO. 1) GO TO 14 NULSMP.103 

HULSMP.104 
IF NOT INTEGRATING LOWEST DIHENSION. THEN MUST DO SO. AT THIS HULSMP.IOS 
POIHT. A NEU POINT INVOLVING A CHANGE IN THE HIGHER DIMENSIONAL HULSMP.106 
COORDINATES IS NEEDED. SO MUST KBIN AT THE LOWEST DIHENSION AND HULSMP.107 
INTEGRATE UP TO THE DIHENSION WHERE THE NEW MESH POINT IS NEEDEDHULSHP.108 

3 M 1 L»1.I 
>I M • L 
K(J)*1 
A(J)«ALIM(J) 

1 XNEW(J)*A(J) 
DEGIN INTEGRATION OVER LOWEST DIMENSIONS WITH HEN VALUES OF 
HIGHER DIMENSIONAL COORDINATES 

2 I'l 
GET VALUE OF INTEGRAND AT THE LOWER LIMIT OF LOWEST DIHENSION 

XNEU<1)*A<1) 
FA<1)«FINT(XNEU> 

GET VALUE OF INTEGRAND AT UPPER LIMIT OF LOWEST DIMENSION 

B(1)'DLIH(1> 
XNEWd)sD(l) 
FB(1)<FINT(XNEW) 
XH(I)*I(I>-A(I) 
IF (.25 < XH(I) . 
IF <XH(I> .LT. 0. 

EO. 0.) GO TO 4 
> GO TO 5 
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15 1*1-1 
GO TO 3 

14 FNEUXU)«FINT(XNEU) 
C 

1001 IF (IHDEX(I) .BT. 0) 00 TO 1003 
C 
C FIRST AWraXIHATION.XI , IS 3 POINT SIMPSON'S RULE 
C 

1002 INDEX<I)*IHDEX(I>tl 
XI<I>*XHAU)t(Fl<I)+FA(I)+4.tFNEMXU>> 

XJ CONTAINS THE CONTRIBUTION TO THE NEXT APPROXIMATION WHICH 
DEPENDS ON THE POINTS ALREADY CALCUALTED IN THE ADAPTIVE 
SIMPSON'S INTEGRAL. 

1004 XJU)*0.23t(XJCI»3.tXHI)> 
INDEX(I)*INDEX(im 
IF (INDEX(I) .GT. HAXD GO TO 1011 
HALVE STEP SIZE FOR NEXT APPROXIMATION 

XH(I)*0.5tXH<I) 
IF (.St XHU> .EQ. 0.) GO TO 7 
XNEU IS THE FIRST POINT AT THE NEW STEP SIZE. NOTE THAT ONLY 
THE POINTS WHICH ARE AN ODD MULTIPLE OF THE CURRENT STEP SIZE 
ARE CALCULATEDi AND THESE ARE OBTAINED BY STARTING AT XNEU AND 
INCREMENTING BY TUICE THE CURRENT STEP SIZE. 

XNEUU>»0.5*XH<I)+A<I> 
S« THE SUM OF THE INTEGRAND VALUES AT ALL ODD MULTIPLES OF THE 
CURRENT STEP SIZE* I.E. THE VALUES OF THE INTEGRAND AT POINTS 
NOT PREVIOUSLY CALCULATED. 

StD'0.0 
CHECK IF CURRENT MESH POINT EXCEEDS UPPER LIMIT. IF IT DOES. 
THEN CURRENT MESH SIZE IS FINISHED. 

1005 IF (XNEU(I) .LT. B(I>) GO TO 1004 
CURRENT DIMENSION INTEGRATED! ITS VALUE GIVEN BY XIP. 

1007 XIP<I)«(XJ(IHXH<I>t2.«S<I>>/3. 
CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE 

XE<I)»A8S (EtXIPd)) 
IFIIWG.NE.O) WITE(i>101)IrINDEX(I>tXIP(I)iXE(I)tXIP(I)-XI(I) 
IF (ABSCXIP(I) - XIU>> .LE. XE(D) GO TO 1009 

C 
C 
C 
1010 

MJLSHP.lOf 
MULSMP.110 
HU.SMP. l l l 
MULSMP.112 
HULSHP.113 
HULSHP.114 
HULSHP.115 
HULSHP.ll* 
HULSHP.117 
MILSNP.118 
MULSNP.ll? 
HULSHP.120 
HULSHP.121 
HULSMP.122 
NULSHP.123 
NULSMP.124 
NULSMP.125 
MULSMP.126 
MULSMP.127 
HULSMP.128 
HULSMP.129 
HULSHP.130 
HULSMP.131 
HULSMP.132 
MULSMP.133 
HULSHP.134 
MULSHP.13S 
HULSHP.136 
MULSHP.137 
MULSHP.138 
MULSMP.139 
HULSMP.140 
NULSMP.141 
NULSHP.142 
NULSHP.143 
HULSHP.144 
MULSHP.145 
MULSHP.144 
NULSMP.147 
HULSMP.148 
HULSMP.149 
MULSMP.150 
MULSMP.151 
HULSMP.1S2 
MULSMP.133 
HULSKP.154 
HULSHP.155 
HULSHP.156 
MULSMP.157 
HULSMP.1S8 
MULSMF.1S9 
HULSHP.141 
HULSHP.142 

http://HU.SMP.lll
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c NOT CONVERGED* SO CURRENT APPROXIMATION NOU BECOMES THE LAST HULSHP.H3 

c APPROXIMATION, AND INTEGRATION CONTINUES IY DECREASING THE HULSHP.1M 

c STEP SIZE HULSMP.US 

c HULSHP.1M 
1008 X K I ) * X I P < I > KJLSHP.147 

60 TO 1004 NULSHP.1M 
C HULSHP.U9 
C SUH UP S UITH CURRENT VALUE OF INTEGRAND, AND INCREMENT TO NEXT HULSHP.170 
C MESH POINT MULSMP.171 

c MULSMP.172 
1003 S ( I> *FNEHX( IHS( I> MULSMP.173 

XHEU(I)=XHEUU>+XHU> HULSHP.174 
GO TO 1005 MULSMP.173 

c HULSMP.174 
4 X I P ( I ) * 0 . HULSHP.177 

c MULSMP.178 
1009 IF ( I . E 0 . N) GO TO 14 HULSHP.179 

C mX.SHP.180 
C BEGIN INTEGRATION OVER THE NEXT DIMENSION HULSHP.181 
C HULSHP.182 

17 H - I + l HULSMP.183 
J*K(I1> MULSMP.1B* 
GO TO (11»12»13>»J HULSHP.185 

C HULSNP.186 
C HULSMP.187 
C VALUE OF INTEGRAND AT LOUER LIMIT OF NEXT DIMENSION IS THE MULSMP.188 
C CURRENT VALUE OF X I P . HULSHP.189 
C HULSMP.190 

11 F A ( I 1 ) » X I P ( I ) HULSMP.191 

c MULSMP.192 

c SET K SO THAT AT COMPUTED GOTO UILL BRANCH TO UPPER LIMIT HULSMP.193 

c (STATEMENT 12) . HULSMP.194 

c MULSMP.195 
K U 1 > * 2 HULSMP.196 

c MULSMP.197 

c SET COORDINATES TO UPPER LIMIT OF CURRENT DIMENSION. HULSMP.198 
c MULSMP.199 

B<I1)*BLIM<I1> MULSMP.200 
X N E U U D z B U D MULSHP.201 

c NULSMP.202 
c NOU BEGIN INTEGRATION OVER ALL LOUER DIHENSIONS UITH THE HIGHEST HULSMP.203 

c DIMENSION SET AT ITS UPFER LIMIT MULSHP.204 

c NULSHP.20S 
GO TO 3 HULSHP.206 

c HULSMP.207 

c MULSHP.208 
c SAVE VALUE OF INTEGRAND AT UPPER LIHIT OF CURRENT MAXIMUM HULSMP.209 
c DIMENSION. HULSHP.210 
c MULSMP.211 

12 FBU1>*XIPU> HULSHP.212 
c HULSHP.213 
c SET K TO BRANCH TO STATEMENT 13 ON COMPUTES GOTO TO BEGIN HULSHP.214 
c SIHPSON'N INTEGRATION FOR CURRENT DIMENSION, NOU THAT THE UPPER HULSHP.21S 

http://mX.SHP.180
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LONER LIMITS OF THE INTGRAND ARE DEFINED. 

MID-3 
I-Il 
60 TO 1000 

FNEUX CONTAINS THE VALUE OF THE INTEGRAND AT CURRENT HESH POINT 
STORE IT AND CONTINUE INTEGRATION OVER ALL LUIER DIMENSIONS TO 
ACHIEVE INTEGRAND VALUE AT NEXT MESH POINT. 

13 FN£WXU1>*XIP(I) 
I«I1 
GO TO 1001 

INTEGRAL COMPLETED WITH CONVERGENCE OBTAINED. 
16 VALUE*XIP(N) 

IXIT * 1 
1014 RETURN 

ERROR EXITS 

NO CONVERGENCE WITHIN SPECIFIED NUMBER OF ITERATIONS 
1011 CONTINUE 

VRITE(6F1013> 
URITE<4.1012> IIINDEXCI) 
VALUE»0. 
IXIT « 2 
GO TO 1014 

C 
5 CONTINUE 

: 
G UPPER BOUND LESS THAN LOWER BOUND 
C 

URITE(6il013) 
URITECiii) IfAd)flfB(I) 
VALUE * 0. 
IXIT * 3 
60 TO 1014 
CONTINUE 
STEP SIZE IS ZERO 

WRITEIA.1013) 
URITE<6»8) ItINDEX(I)tIiA(I)>IiB(I) 
XIPtI) * X K I) 
60 TO 1009 
RETURN VALUE AT THE CENTER OF THE DETECTOR COORDINATES FOR 

HULSMP.2U 
HULSHP.217 
HULSHP.21I 
MULSHP.219 
NULSHP.220 
HULSHP.221 
HULSHP.222 

. HULSMP.223 
HULSHP.224 
HULSHP.22S 
HULSHP.226 
NULSHP.227 
HUL5MP.228 
HULSHP.229 
MULSHP.230 
HULSHP.231 
HULSHP.232 
HULSHP.233 
HULSHP.234 
HULSHP.235 
HULSHP.236 
HULSHP.237 
MULSMP.23B 
NULSHP.239 
HULSHP.240 
HULSMP.241 
NULSMP.242 
HULSHP.243 
HULSHP.244 
HULSHP.247 
MULSHP.248 
MULSHP.250 
HULSMP.2S1 
HULSHP.2S2 

MULSMP.253 
MULSMP.254 
HULSMP.255 
HULSNP.254 
MULSMP.2S7 
NULSNP.240 
HULSMP.241 
HULSHP.2&2 
MULSHP.263 
HULSMP.264 
NULSHP.245 
NULSHP.266 
HULSHP.267 
HULSMP.26B 
HULSHP.249 
MULSMP.273 
HULSHP.274 
HULSHP.275 
HULSMP.27A 
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HUU8P.277 
HU.SMf.27t 
HU.SHP.279 
IM.SHP.2fO 
HU.SHP.2tl 
HU.SHP.2t2 
HULSHP.2I3 

C POINT DETECTOR APPROXIMATION 
C 

2001 XNEU(l)>(ALIH(l>tM.IH(l>)/2. 
XNEU(2>*(ALIM2>+M.Itt(2»/2. 
VALUE»FINT<XNEU> 
IXIT-1 
GOTO 1014 

C 
C 
C FORMAT 5TATEHEKST 
C 
C 
100 F0RMAT(10Xi*9IHENSI0N*tl0XftITERATI0N*tl0XifAPPR0XIHATI0N*.10Xt*ERHULSHP.48 

«R0R*.10X»*DIFFERENCE*) HULSHP.49 
101 F0RHATU0X.I5rlSX.I5fllXrE14.7.5XfE14.7tl0XfE14.7> HULSMP.140 
1012 FORMAT (4H0THE.I3.34H INTEGRAL HAS HOT CONVERGED AFTER .13. MU.SHP.245 

X 11H ITERATIONS) HULSHP*246 
1013 FORMAT!10X.* ERROR FROM MULSHP INTEGRATION ROUTINE*) HULSHP.249 

6 FORMAT (///12H NOTE A(I2.2H)*1PE20.8/ HULSHP.258 
61 10X2HB<I2.2H)*E20.8> MJLSHP.259 
8 FORMAT (///23H THE STEP SIZE FOR THE I1.21H INTEGRAL > 0 ON THE HULSHP.270 
81 I5.11H ITERATION.//3H A(U>3H) =1PE15.4/3H B(Ilr3H) * HULSHP.271 
82 E15.4) HULSHP.272 
END HULSHP.284 

C 
C 
C 
C 
c c 
c 
c 
c c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c c 
c 
c 

HULSHP.285 
HEIGHTS.2 
HEIGHTS.3 
HEIGHTS.4 
WEIGHTS.5 
HEIGHTS.6 
NEI6HTS.7 
HEIGHTS.8 
HEIGHTS.9 
HEIGHTS.10 
HEIGHTS.11 
wiJhts.12 
HEIGHTS.13 
HEIGHTS.14 
HEIGHTS.IS 
HEIGHTS.14 
HEIGHTS.17 
HEIGHTS.18 
HEIGHTS.19 
HEIGHTS.20 

CDNN0N/EN/ENERGY<125>.CHTH1<123>.CNTH2U23).UGHTU125>.HGHT2U25).EH.2 
1NC0LX.NC0LY.NC0LZ.IAPPRX EN.3 
CONHON/PHSUTS/XQ<10>.HOU0>»NXQ PHSUTS.2 
C0HM0N/V0L/X<5)»Y(5>»Z<5>»HX<5>.UY<5>.HZ(5> VOL.2 
DIMENSION 5XQ<10>.6HQ<10> HEIGHTS.24 
DATAfGXOU),1*1.7)/.20119,.39415..57097..72442..84821..93727..9879HEIGHTS.25 

SUBROUTINE HEIGHTS(XLtYL.ZL.NPRIl) 
FUNCTION- DETERMINE QUADRUTURE POINTS AND HEIGHTS FOR THE 
COLLISION VOLUME INTEGRATION AND THE SEMI-CLASSICAL PHASE SHIFT 
INTEGRATION. 

ARGUMENTS- XLtYL.ZL ON INPUT ARE THE X.Y.Z DIMENSIONS OF THE 
COLLISION VOLUME. 
NPRU *1. THEN THE COLLISION VOLUME GRID IS PRINTED 

«0> NO PRINTING 
ON OUTPUT. THE COMMON BLOCK VOL CONTAINS THE INTEGRATION POInts 
AND HEIGHTS FOR THE COLLISION VOLUME INTEGRATION 
THE COMMON (LOCK PHSHTS CONTAINS THE INTEGRATION POINTS AND 
HEIGHTS FOR THE SEHICLASSICAL PHASE SHIFT INTEGRALS 
SUBPROGRAMS- NONE 
REFERENCE- M.F. VERNON 

http://HU.SMf.27t
http://IM.SHP.2fO
http://HU.SHP.2tl
http://HU.SHP.2t2
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10 
11 

12 

13 
14 

IS 

14 

1? 

20 
21 

SET UP GAUSSIAN OUADRUTURE POINTS AND HEIGHTS FOR THE SENI-
CLASSILAL PHASE SHIFT ROUTINE 
NXQ*7 
90 5 I'lfNXO 
XO(I)^.-S«'0(I)*GXO(I) 
uQ(i>*;?.tGxa(i>*Gxg(i)*6UQU> 
C0NTI! UE 

IV NEI6HTS.2* 
»ATA(GW<I>»I»l»7>/.lt843».lt414i.l4427<.13957..10714..07037..0307UEIGHTS.27 15/ HEIGHTS.28 

UEI6HTS.29 
HEIGHTS.30 
HEIGHTS.31 
HEIGHTS.32 
HEIGHTS.33 
HEIBHTS.34 
HEIGHTS.3S 
HEIGHTS.34 
HEIGHTS.37 
UEIGHTS.38 

THIS COMPUTES THE POSITIONS AND HEIGHTS USED IN THE INTEGRATION HEIGHTS.39 
OVER TKE COLLISION VOLUME. CURRENTLY THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS HEIGHTS.40 
IN ANY ONE DIMENSION IS FIVE. IF A LARGER VALUE IS TRIEDi IT IS HEIGHTS.41 
SET TO THIS MAXIMUM VALUE AND A MESSAGE PRINTED. HEIGHTS.42 

HEIGHTS.43 
NHAX*5 UEIGHTS.44 
IFCNCOI K.LE.KHAX) GOTO 10 HEIGHTS.45 
NCXX*tiMAX HEIGHTS.44 
WRITE(6.1) NHAX HEIGHTS.47 
IF1NC0LX-2) 11,12.13 HEIGHTS.49 
NCXXx; HEIGHTS. 50 
X(1)*0. HEIGHTS.51 
HX<1)=1. HEIGHTS.52 
GOTO 19 HEIGHTS.53 
NC0LX*2 HEIGHTS.54 
CONTINUE HEIGHTS.55 
X(l>*-.577 *X<2>*-X<1)»HX<1)*1.IHX<2>*1. HEIGHTS.54 
GOTO 19 HEIGHTS.57 
IF(NC0LX-4) 14,15.14 HEIGHTS.58 
NC0LX*3 HEIGHTS.59 
CONTINUE HEIGHTS.40 
X(l)*-.775tX<2>*0.tX(3)i-X(l)$UX<l)i5./9.tHX<2>*8./9.«UX<3)>UX<l> HEIGHTS.41 
GOTO 19 HEIGHTS.62 
NCOLXM HEIGHTS. 43 
CONTINUE HEIGHTS.44 
XU)*-.941*X<2>»-.339»X<3)«-X(2)»X(4)*-X(l)«HX(l)«.348tUX(2)*.452 HEIGHTS.45 
1*UX(3)<UX(2)(HX(4)>HX(1) 
GOTO 19 
NC0LX«5 
CONTINU' 
X(l)*-.'04tX(2)*-.538*X(3>*0.tX(4>«-X(2>tX(5>*-X<l) 
HX(l>>.J37*UX<2)x.478(UX(3)«.549tHX(4>>HX(2)tHX(S)*HX(l) 
IF(NCOLY.LE.NHAX) GOTO 20 
NCOLY*NNAX 
HRITE(4>2) NHAX 
IF(NC0LY-2> 21.22.23 
NC0LY»1 
Y(1)«0. 
UY(1>*1. 
GOTO 29 

HEIGHTS.44 
HEIGHTS.47 
HEIGHTS.48 
HEIGHTS.49 
HEIGHTS.70 
HEIGHTS.71 
HEIGHTS.72 
HEIGHTS.73 
HEIGHTS.74 
HEIGHTS.74 
HEIGHTS.77 
HEIGHTS.78 
HEIGHTS.79 
HEIGHTS.80 
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c MC0LY«2 HET9HTS.il 
22 CONTINUE HEI6HTS.82 

YU>»-.S77»Y<2>»-YU>»HY<1)*1.«HYC2>*1. HEI8HTS.I3 
BOTO 29 NEI6HTS.84 

23 IFCNC0LY-4> 24.25.26 HEIGHTS.fS 
C NC0LY>3 HEIBHTS.86 
24 CONTINUE UEIBHTS.87 

Y<l>*-.775»Y<2>*0.»YC3)»-Y<mUY<l)*5./9.$UY(2>«8./9.««Y<3>*HY<l) UEIBHTS.88 
BOTO 29 NEIBHTS.89 

C NCOLY-4 HEIBHTS.90 
25 CONTINUE NEIGHTS.fi 

Y(l)»-.841*Y(2)*-.340»Y(3)=-Y<2)«Y(4)x-Y(i)WY(l)«.237WY(2>* .478 HEIGHTS.92 
HY<3)»HY(2)$UY(4>»HYU> UEI6HTS.93 
GOTO 29 HEI6HTS.94 

C NC0LY*5 HEIGHTS.9S 
26 CONTINUE HEIGHTS.96 

Y<I)*-.906*Y<2)*-.538$Y<3>*0.*Y<4)»-Y(2W<5>»-Y<1) UEI6HTS.97 
HYC1>*.237*HY<2)*.479»UY<3>*.569»HY(4)*HY(2)«HY<5>*UY<1) NEIGHTS.98 

29 IF(NCOLZ.LE.NHAX) BOTO 30 HEIGHTS.99 
NCOLZ»NHAX HEIGHTS.100 
HRITE<6.3) NMAX HEIGHTS.101 

30 IF(NC0LZ-2> 31.32.33 HEIGHTS.103 
C NC0LZ«1 HEIGHTS.104 
31 Z(1)«0. HEIGHTS.103 

NZ<1)=1. HEIGHTS.106 
GOTO 39 HEIGHTS.107 

C NC0LZ*2 HEIGHTS.108 
32 CONTINUE HEIGHTS.109 

ZU>*-.577*Z<2)*-Z<1)$HZU 1.«NZ<2>=1. HEIGHTS.110 
GOTO 39 HEIGHTS.Ill 

33 IF(NCXZ-4) 34.35.36 UEIGHTS.112 
C NC0LZ*3 HEIGHTS.113 
34 CONTINUE HEIGHTS.114 

Z(t)*-.775»Z<2)'0.»Z(3)'-Z(l)*HZ(l)>5./9.tHZ(2)*8./9.tHZ(3)'UZ(l) HEIGHTS.US 
GOTO 39 HEIGHTS.116 

C NCOLZM HEIGHTS. 117 
35 CONTINUE HEIGHTS.118 

Z<l>«-.861«Z(2>»-.340*Z<3>*-Z<2>tZ<4>»-Zil>«UZU>*.349»HZ<2)«.652 HEIGHTS.119 
UZ(3)>UZ(2)tUZ(4)>UZ(l) HEIGHTS.120 
GOTO 39 HEIGHTS.121 

C NC0LZ*5 HEIGHTS.122 
36 CONTINUE HEIGHTS.123 

Z<l>*-.906tZ<2)*-.S38IZ(3>*0.$Z<4>«-Z(2>tZ<5>3-Z(l> HEIGHTS.124 
UZ(l)x.237tHZ(2>*.479tUZ<2>*.569tHZ(4)»UZ<2)SUZ(5>"HZ<l) HEIGHTS. 125 

C HEIGHTS.126 
C CONVERT FROM UNIT INTERVAL TO ACTUM. COLLISION VOLUME DIMENSIONS HEIGHTS.127 
C HEIGHTS.128 
39 DO 40 I'l.NCOLX HEIGHTS.129 

X<I)«X<I)*XL/2. HEIGHTS.130 
40 CONTINUE HEIGHTS.131 

DO 45 I*1.NC0LY HEIGHTS.132 
Y<I)»Y<I>*YL/2. HEIGHTS.133 

45 CONTINUE HEIGHTS.134 

http://HET9HTS.il
http://NEIGHTS.fi
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M 
M 

C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
1 
2 
3 
1037 
n 
100 
70 

N 90 I-lfNCOLZ 
ZU}«Zf I ) tZL/2. 
CMTIMJE 
IFfimU.EO.O) OOTO M 
«atITEUflOI7l 
MUTEU.ff) 
WtlTEUtlOO) 
M M I-liNCOLX 
M M >ltNCOLY 
M M K'l.NCOU* 
HRITEU.70) X(I) .Y(J)fZ(K)t»«I)WY(J)«»Z(K) 
RETURN 

FORMAT STATEMENTS 

C 
C 
c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c 

FOMMTUOXtMCOLX LARGER THAN NHAXi THEREFORE SET TO HMAX=*,I3) 
F0RNAT(10Xr«NC0LY EXCEEDS MAX. SET TO NHAX**iI5> 
FORNATU0X.WCOL7. EXCEEIS NHAXt SET TO NHAX'ttIS) 
FOMMT(///> 
FDRHAT(30Xf<C O L L X S I O H V O L U M E 6 R I D*./) 
F0RMAT(4Xt»X*.Wr*Yt.?Xt*Z».6X»*UEIGHTt./> 
F0RNAT<4<F7.4.3X)»5X»4<F7.4t3X>.5X»4<F7.4r3X>> 
ENS 
SUBROUTINE NOZZLElNVL.VBrFBiVZRO.BETA) 
DIMENSION FB<1).VBU> 
FUNCTION -GIVEN A NOZZLE KAM VELKITY DISTRIBUTION DESCRIKD BY 
THE TIM PARAMETERS VZRO.BETAt CALCULATE A SET OF VELOCITIES AND 
RELATIVE HEIGHTS USED IN AVERAGING EXPERIMENTAL SCATTERING DATA 
OVER THE FINITE VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE MOLECULAR BEAMS. 
THE NOZZLE KAN NUMBER DENSITY DISTRIBUTION IS ASSUMED TO BE OF 
THE FORM 

I(V)»V*VtEXP<-BET«<V-VZR0)t*2> 

BXIWTS.13S 
MEIBMTJ.J34 
HEHHTS.137 
HEIBMTS.IM 
NEIBHTS.13* 
NCI9HTJ.141 
UEI8HTS.143 
HEI0HTS.14S 
HEIIHTS.14A 
HEIGHTS.147 
HEIGHTS.14B 
HEIGHTS.150 

HEIGHTS.48 
HEIGHTS.73 
HEIGHTS.102 
HEIGHTS.140 
HEIGHTS.142 
HEIGHTS.144 
HEIGHTS. 149 
HEIGHTS.151 
HEIGHTS.152 
NOZZLE.2 
NOZZLE.3 
NOZZLE.4 
NOZZLE.5 
NOZZLE.& 
NOZZLE.7 
NOZZLE.8 
NOZZLE.V 
NOZZLE.10 

NOZZLE.11 
NOZZLE.12 
NOZZLE.13 
NOZZLE.14 
NOZZLE.15 
NOZZLE.16 
NOZZLE.17 

THE DETERMINATION OF THE PARAMETERS BETA AND VZRO IS DONE USING 
THE PROGRAM KELVIN DESCRIBED IN LBL REPORT 
THE CONTINUOUS DISTRIBUTION I(V) IS REPLACED BY A DISCRETE SET 
OF VELOCITIES.VKD.UITH RELATIVE HEIGHT FACTORS>FB<I). 
ARGUMENTS 
NVL- THE NUMBER OF DISCRETE VELKITIES USED IN APPROXIMATING THE NOZZLE.18 
CONTINUOUS VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION. NOZZLE.1? 
VB- ON OUTPUT CONTAINS THE AVERAGE VELOCITY FOR THE NVL INTERVALSN0ZZLE.20 
FB- ON OUTPUT CONTAINS THE N0RHA1ZED INTENSITY OF THE NVL NOZZLE.21 
VELOCITY SEGMENTS NOZZLE.22 
VZRO.DETA- ON INPUT THE TUO PARAMETERS DEFINING THE BEAM VEL0CITYHGZZLE.23 
DISTRIBUTION NOZZLE.24 

NOZZLE.25 
SUBPROGRAMS CALLED- FLOAT.SORT.EXP NOZZLE.26 

NOZZLE.27 
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120 
ISO 
iao 
210 
100 

C ONE 
110 

130 

140 

143 

170 

REFERENCE- H.F. VERNON, 1W2 

PI-3.1415W* 
RMRM*fQRT<FI/SrT«>*Cl./VZROS*2H./2./IET«) 
S>1./MRT<KT*> 
IFOML-1) 100.110.120 
IF(NVL-3)130tl40tlS0 
IFUM.-S) 1M.170.UQ 
IFCHUL-7) 190.200.210 
IF<NVL-f) 220.230.240 
CONTINUE 

URITEU.101) 
STOP 

CONTINUE 
VB(1)*VZR0 
FB(1>*VZR0M2/RN0RN 
BOTO 250 
TW 
CONTINUE 

T*.7071»S 
VN1)*VZR0-T 
V«<2)*VZR0+T 
FB(l)»V8<l)tt2*.88423/RN0RM 
FB<2>»UB(2)*»2t.88423/RN0RM 
GOTO 2S0 
THREE 
CONTINUE 

T«1.2247tS 
V1U>*VZR0-T 
VB(2>*VZR0 
VI<3)*VZR0+T 
Fi<l>*VB<l>»i2»2.95409E-01/RN0RH 
FB(2>*VB<2>*t2H.18144/RN0RN 
FB(3)*VB<3)M2t.295409/RNORH 
GOTO 250 
FOUR 
CONTINUE 

Tl* .5244« 
T2*1.4507tS 
VBU>*VZR0-T2 
VB(2)»VZR0-T1 
UB<3)«VZR0+T1 
Wl(4)«VZR0tT2 
FBI 1 )«VB (1) «2*8.13128E-02/RNORH 
FB(2)>VB(2)M2t8.04914E-01/RN0RH 
FB<3)*VB<3>**2*8.04914E-01/RNORH 
FB(4)<gB(4)W2>B.13128E-02/RNORH 
GOTO 250 
FIUE 

CONTINUE 
T1».95B57«S 

N 0 Z Z U . 2 t 

NKZLE.2f 
NKZLE.30 
NKZLE.31 
MZZLE.32 
N0ZZLE.33 
NKZLE.34 
N0ZZLE.35 
N0ZZLE.3* 
N0ZZLE.37 

N0ZZLE.3* 
N0ZZLE.40 
N0ZZLE.41 
MZZLE.42 

N0ZZLE.43 
NOZZLE.44 
NOZZLE.45 
NOZZLE.44 

NOZZLE.47 
NOZZLE.48 
NOZZLE.49 
NOZZLE.SO 
N0ZZLE.S1 
NOZZLE.52 
NOZZLE.53 
NOZZLE.54 

NOZZLE.SS 
NOZZLE. 54 
NOZZLE.57 
NOZZLE.58 
NOZZLE.59 
NOZZLE.40 
NOZZLE.41 
NOZZLE.42 
NOZZLE.43 
NOZZLE.44 

NOZZLE.45 
NOZZLE. 44 
NOZZLE.47 
NOZZLE.48 
NOZZLE.49 
NOZZLE.70 
NOZZLE. 71 
NOZZLE. 72 
NOZZLE.73 
NOZZLE.74 
NOZZLE.75 
NOZZLE.74 
NOZZLE.77 

NOZZLE.78 
NOZZLE.79 
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T2«2.»20!f*S NOZZLE.* 
IW(1>*VZM-T2 N0Z2LE.I1 
VN2»VZW-T1 NOZZLE.12 
Vt<3)-VZM MZZLE.n 
VtMMVZMfU MZZLC.M 
W(5>-VZM+T2 NOZZLE.83 
mi >-w< i >tt2si .nsm-mmum NOZZLE.M 
FK2)»W(2>**2t3.»3*19E-01/WIOR»1 MBZLE.I7 
nO>-VI(3ltt2*f.4330»E-01/M0RH mZZLE.lt 
FM4>-VB<4>«2*.3?3«19/RM0IM NOZZLE.lt 
FB<3>*VB(5>«2U.9fS32E-02/MMM< NOZZLE.W 
WTO 250 N0ZZLE.91 
SIX MZZLE.92 

0 CONTINUE WZZLE.93 
T1'.436077*S N0ZZLE.94 
T2«1.335«49«S N0ZZLE.95 
T3«2.33O60tS NOZZLE.96 
UBU>*V2W-T3 N0ZZLE.97 
V»<2)-VZR0-T2 N02ZLE.98 
VB(3)>VZR0-T1 N0ZZLE.99 
W(4>*VZR0m NOZZLE.100 
VB<5>*VZftO+T2 NOZZLE. 101 
VBU)«VZM+T3 NOZZLE. 102 
FB<ll«VBU)»2*4.53001E-03/RN0Rn NOZZLE.103 
FI(2)*UI<2)**2*1.57067E-01/RNORH NOZZLE.104 
FB(3)«VB<3>tt2«7.246296E-01/RNORN NOZZLE.105 
FB(4>*VB<4>tt2*7.246296E-01/RN0RM NOZZLE.106 
FBC5>*VB(5>M2*1.57067E-01/RNORN NOZZLE.107 
FB<6)*VK6>**2*4.53001E-03/RNOKH NOZZLE.108 
GOTO 250 NOZZLE.109 

SEUEM NOZZLE.110 
CONTINUE NOZZLE.Ill 

T1».81629«S NOZZLE.112 
T2«1.*7355*S NOZZLE.113 
T3«2.4S196SS NOZZLE.114 
W»(1)«UZR0-T3 NOZZLE.115 
VBI2>»VZR0-T2 NOZZLE.116 
VI(3)'VZR0-T1 NOZZLE.117 
V»(4)»VZR0 NOZZLE.118 
VI(5)»WZR0+T1 NOZZLE.11? 

VM6>*YZR0+T2 NOZZLE.120 
UI(7)»VZR0+T3 NOZZLE.121 
Fl(l)<VI(l)U2<9.71781E-04/RN0RN NOZZLE.122 
FB<2>«VB<2>I«2*5.45156E-02/RNORM NOZZLE.123 
FB(3>*VB<3)M2t4.25607E-01/RNORM NOZZLE.124 
FB(4)«VB(4>tt2t8.10264E-01/RNORN NOZZLE.125 
FB(5)*VB<5)«2*4.25607E-01/RN0RH NOZZLE.126 
FB<6>*VB<6)**2t5.45154E-02/RN0RH NOZZLE.127 
FB (7) *VB (7) »2*9.71781E-04/RN0RN NOZZLE.128 
GOTO 250 NOZZLE.129 
EIGHT NOZZLE.130 
CONTINUE NOZZLE.131 

T1«.38U87IS NOZZLE.132 

http://mZZLE.lt
http://NOZZLE.lt
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T2-1.1571WS Mzzix.tn 
T3*l.ff l44*S N K Z U . 1 M 
T4-2.VJ0*4(S NKZLE.13S 
VN1)»VZM-T4 NOZZLE.1J* 
Vt(2)-VZM-T3 mnu.iTf 
M(3>-VZM-T2 MZZU.13* 
VM4>-VZM-T1 MZZU.139 
VB(S>«VZR04T1 NZZLE.140 
Vt<4>»VZ*0+T2 HKZLE.141 
V»(7)-VZM+T3 MZZLE.142 
Vl<i)-VZR0+T4 MZZLE.143 
F>U>>VIU»S2M.ftt04C-04/RN0M NOZZLE.144 
FB(2)-V»(2)m*1.70779tE-02/RNORft NOZZLE.143 
FB<3>*Vt<3)W2*.207R2/KN0RH N0ZZLE.14* 
FB(4>»V»<4>*»2*.46n47/RN0»1 N0ZZLE.147 
FB(5)«Vt<5>*»2*.641147/RN0RH NOZZLE.148 
Ft(6)*V»<6)«*2t .207B02/RN0RH NOZZLE.149 
F l < 7 > * V B < 7 > t t 2 t l .707798E-02/RNORH NOZZLE.150 
FB(8>*VI (8>t t2* l .?6604E-04/RN0RH NOZZLE.151 
GOTO 250 NOZZLE.152 

NINE NOZZLE.153 
CONTINUE NOZZLE.154 

T1*.72355*S NOZZLE.155 
T 2 M . 4 6 8 5 5 K NOZZLE.154 
T3*2.26658tS NOZZLE.157 
T4*3.19099*S NOZZLE.158 
VB<1)»«R0-T4 NOZZLE.159 
VB(2)*VZR0-T3 NOZZLE.140 
VB<3)*«ZR0-T2 NOZZLE.141 
U N 4 W Z R 0 - T 1 NOZZLE.142 
VB(S)>VZM NOZZLE.143 
VB<6)*VZR0+T1 NOZZLE.144 
VB<7>*VZR0+T2 NOZZLE.145 
VB(8)*VZR0+T3 NOZZLE.146 
VB<9)*MZR0+T4 NOZZLE.167 
FB <1>*VB <1 >t*2*3.96070E-05/RN0RM NOZZLE.168 
FB<2>«VB(2)*«2*4.94342E-03/RN0RH NOZZLE.169 
FB<3>«VB<3)tt2*B.84745E-02/RN0RH NOZZLE.170 
FB<4>*UB(4>M2*4.32452E-01/RN0RH NOZZLE.171 
FB<5>*VB<5>M2*7.20235E-01/RN0RM NOZZLE.172 
FB<4)»V8<6>M2*4.32652E-01/RN0RH NOZZLE.173 
FB<7)*VB<7)M2*8.84745E-02/RN0RH NOZZLE.174 
FB < 8) =VB (8) «2*4.94342E-03/RNORM NOZZLE.175 
FB(9)«VB(9)**2*3.94070E-05/RNORH NOZZLE.174 
GOTO 250 NOZZLE.177 
TEN NOZZLE.178 
CONTINUE NOZZLE.179 

T l» .34290*5 NOZZLE.180 
T2*1.03441*S NOZZLE.181 
T3«l .75448*8 NOZZLE.182 
T4=2.53273*S NOZZLE.183 
T5*3.43414*S NOZZLE.184 
VB<1>«VZR0-T5 NOZZLE.185 
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250 

101 
30 

*M2>-VZM-T4 
W(3)««ZM-T3 
VM4)-VZM-T2 
«t<S>-VZM-Tl 
V»(*)-VZWMT1 
V*<7)-VZftO+T2 
«l(t)>VZM»T3 
VBC9>«VZMWT4 
WMIOWZMHTS 
FMl)»V»U>M2«7.«404E-0i/IW0M1 
Fl(2>>Vt<2>t*2«1.34344E-03/1M0IM 
Ft(3)»VB<3)»2S3.3t74E-02/tW0im 
Fl<4)*V*<4>tt2S2.40139E-01/rtNOMI 
Fl<5>*VI(5)*>2S«.10M2E-01/ltN0RH 
F)U>*VIU>*t2W.10M2E-01/ltN0RH 
FI(7)»VI<7)M2»2.40139E-0t/RN0RH 
FK8>*VK8)M2«3.3874£-02/RNORM 
FB<9)*Vl(9)M2*1.34344E-03/*N0RN 
Fl<10>*VlU0>«t2*7.4404E-04/RHORM 

CONTINUE 
URZTE(6>30> 
URITE<6r40MV»U) ,I=1,NVL> 
URITE(4,40HFBU) »I=1»NVL) 
URITE(4.41) 
RETURN 

FORMAT STATEMENTS 

F0RHAT(5X,*NUMBER OF NEWTON DIAGRAMS ZEROt) 
FOKHATUOXftVELOCITIES (UNITS OF lOrOOO CH/SEC) 

l*f/> 
F0RHAT(10(lXiF11.4)) 
FORMAT</> 

END 

HD2ZU.lt* 
MZ2LE.lfl7 
MZZLE.1W 
NOZZLE.lit 
NOZZLE.190 
NOZZLE.191 
NOZZLE.192 
N0ZZLE.193 
NOZZLE.1*4 
NOZZLE.195 
NOZZLE.194 
NOZZLE.197 
NOZZLE.198 
NOZZLE.199 
HOZZLE.200 
NOZZLE.201 
NOZZLE.202 
N0ZZLE.203 
H0ZZLE.204 
N0ZZLE.205 
NOZZLE.206 
NOZZLE.209 
NOZZLE.210 
NOZZLE.212 
NOZZLE.214 

NOZZLE. 39 
/RELATIVE UEIGHTSN0ZZLE.207 

NOZZLE.208 
NOZZLE.211 
NOZZLE.213 
NOZZLE.215 

SUBROUTINE PHSHFT(A.RHiNfRIl) 
JUKB PHASE SHIFTS EVALUATED WITH GAUSS QUADRATURE 
CODED BT CARL HAYDEN 
SQRT(l-X) WEIGHTING FUNCTION 
FOR DETAILS SEE JANES S. COHENr JCPf48.PG.1841 (1978). 
C0MMON/ETA/STHE<8OOO)»CTHE(8000)rNETA.DETA.IDENT 
•.IBOSE 
C0MM0N/PHSUTS/XQ(10)>U0(10>fNXQ 
C0NH0N/EN/ENERGY(125)iCHTHl(125)fCHTH2(l?5)>UGHTK125)iUGHT2( 
1NCOLX > NCOLYiNCOLZ >IAPPRX 
DIMENSION A(15)>X(10)>V(10)fVP(10) 
DIMENSION Yt250)fYPP(250)iZ(2SO)>ZPP(250>>U(750) 

PHASE1 
PHASE1 
PHASE1 
PHASE1 
PHASE1 
PHASE1 
PHASE1.S 
ETA.2 
ETA. 3 
PHSUTS.2 

125).EN.2 
EN.3 
PHASE1.12 
PHASE1.13 

http://HD2ZU.lt*
http://JCPf48.PG.1841
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C 
C 
C 
c 
c 

99 

REM. KR2fK*tKEXtKEX2 
NSTEP«INT(PETA) 

FOR INTERPOLATED PHASE SHIFTSt NEED ADDITIONAL NETAS. 

IF(NSTEP.NE.l) NETAHCTA+NSTEP 
NPHASE-NETA/NSTEP 
ISX-0 
NVOL-NCOLXCNCOLYtNCOLZ 

IAPPRX'lr THEN M X POINTS IN THE CXLISION VOLUME HAVE THE S M C 
PHASE SHIFT. CALCULATE ONLY ONE SET OF PHASE SHIFTS FOR THIS 
NEUTON DIAGRAM. 

IFUAPPRX.EO.l) NVOL*l 
IF(NPRIl.NE.l) GOTO 99 
URITE(6>104> 
l*ITE(ifl03HENERGY<I)>I*lfHV0L) 
WaTE(itlOS) 
WRITE(&,102> 
DO 500 II'liNVOL 

ER IS THE REDUCED COLLISION ENERGY 

ER*ENERGY(II)/AU> 

ITENP IS INDEX FOR STORING PHASE SHIFTS AT EACH ENERGY. 

ITEHP'UI-DfNETA 
ERSR«SORT(ER) 
KR2*20.7481*RHtA<l>*<A(2>M2> 
KR«S0RT(KR2> 
CONST'KRSERSR 

FIRST GUESS AT TURNING POINT 

XC«O.A 

ANON IS THE ORBITAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM 

AMOH-0 

FOR EACH PARTIAL HAVE 

J«0 
DO 40 I«1»HETA.NSTEP 
J*J+1 
AH*AHQN+0.5 
AH2'AHtAH 
L»l 

CALCULATE CLASSICAL TURNING POINT 

PHME1.14 
PHAJE1.15 
PHME1.U 
PHASE1.17 
PHASCl.lt 
PHASCl.lt 
PHAtEl.20 
PHASE1.21 
PHASE1.22 
PHASE1.23 
PHASE1.24 
PHASE1.2S 
PHASE1.2* 
PHASE1.27 
PHASE1.2I 
PHASE1.29 
PHASE1.30 
PHASE1.32 
PHASE1.33 
PHASE1.3S 
PHASE1.38 
PHASE1.39 
PHASE1.40 
PHASE1.41 
PHASE1.42 
PHASE1.43 
PHASE1.44 
PHASE1.45 
PHASE1.46 
PHASE1.47 
PHASE1.48 
PHASE1.49 
PHASE1.50 
PHASE1.S1 
PHASE1.S2 
PHASE1.S3 
PHASE1.54 
PHASE1.S5 
PHASE1.56 
PHASE1.57 
PHASE1.58 
PHASE1.S9 
PHASE1.40 
PHASEl.il 
PHASE1.62 
PHASE1.43 
PHASE1.44 
PHASE1.45 
PHASE1.44 
PHASE1.47 
PHASE1.4B 
PHASE1.49 
PHASE1.70 

http://PHASCl.lt
http://PHASCl.lt
http://PHASEl.il
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to 10 tt*um 
X(L)*XC 
CALL POTtt.A.V.Vr.L.KH) 
X2«X(L)*X<L) 
XOX<L)-( <ER-V<LWAH2/(KR2f X2>))/((2*AM2>/<KR2«2»X<L) J-VPIL))» 
IF<A»NXC-X<L)>.LE.1.E-»*XC> 80 TO 20 
IFO».GE.199) 00 TO SO 

10 CONTINUE 
20F -0 

ETA-0 
KEX«CONST*XC 
KEX2*XEXtKEX 

AHR2*AH2/KEX2 

CALCULATE PHASE SHIFT USING QUAD. SCHEME 

PS*0 
•0 25 Ml.HXQ 
OUAO. POINTS DEPEND ON TURNING POINT. 

25 

24 

C 
C 
C 
C 

27 

20 
29 

X(K»XC/XO(K) 
CONTINUE 

FIND POTENTIAL AT TURNING POINTS 

CALL POT<X»AtV»UP»NXQ»RH) 

SUH UP POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS AT QUAD. POIHTS. 

DO 26 K*1>NXQ 
XLTUXaOO 
AMRX2«AHR2*XLT1**2 
UR»V<K> 
TEHP*<1.-AHRX2-VR/ER)/<1.-XLT1) 
IF(TEHP.LT.O.) GOTO 104 
F*<SQRT<TEHP>-SQRTU.+XLT1))/XLT1/XLT1 
PS»NQCK>*F+PS 
CONTINUE 
ETA*KEX*PS+UAH-KEX)M .5707943) 
THE*2tETA 
T*2*A1WN+1 

CTHE CONTAINS C2tL+l)*(C0S(2«ETA)-l) 
STHE CONTAINS <2*L+1)*SIN(2*ETA) 

IF(NSTEP-l) 27»27»20 
CTHE<ITEHP+I>«Tt<COSUHE>-l.) 
STHE<ITEMP+I)»SIN(THE)*T 
GOTO 29 
VU)*T*tCOS(THE)-l.) 
Z(J)>T*SIN<THE> 
CONTINUE 

fttAOEl.71 
PHA0E1.72 
PHMC1.73 
ttMKJ«74 
PHAtE1.75 
PHASE1.7* 
PHASE1.77 
PHASE1.71 
PHASEl.Tt 
PHASE1.W 
PHASEl.tl 
PHASE1.02 
PHASE1.03 
PHASE1.M 
PHASE!.85 
PHASE1.84 
PHASE1.B7 
PHASE1.08 
PHASE1.89 
PHASE1.90 
PHASE1.91 
PHASE1.92 
PHASE1.93 
PHASE1.94 
PHASE1.95 
PHASE1.94 
PHASE1.97 
PHASE1.9B 
PHASE!.99 
PHASE1.100 
PHASE1.101 
PHASE1.102 
PHASE1.103 
PHASE1.104 
PHASE1.10S 
PHASE1.104 
PHASE1.107 
PHASE1.10B 
PHASE1.109 
PHASE1.110 
PHASEl.m 
PHASE1.112 
PHASE1.113 
PHASE1.114 
PHASE1.11S 
PHASE1.U6 
PHASE1.U7 
PHASE1.118 
PHASE1.U9 
PHASE1.120 
PHASE1.121 
PHASE1.122 
PHASE1.123 
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IFtMntIl .CS.il WtlTEMtlOO) ANQN.XC.H.ETA 
100 FOWATU0X,Fi.l ,5X,F10.5»5X,I5,5X,E14.7> 

» CONTINUE 
IF(MTEP.EB.l) GOTO 500 
CALL SrtIFT(WTEP,Y.YPPfHPHASE.U,IEtt.ISX.O.,0.,0.»0.> 
ISX«1 
CALL Sn.IFT(NSTEP>ZtZPPtNPHASE>HtIEMtfI5Xt0..0. • 0. tO.) 
CALL SPLINT<NSTEP.Y.YPP.NPHAS£.ITEHP.Z.ZPP) 
IF<NPRIl.NE.l)eOTO 500 
UKTE(6t40Q) 
WHTE<«,402> 
HRIT£(4,401HCTHE<IJJ+ITEMP),IJJ*1,NETA> 
MUT£(6>403) 
HRITE<4i401)(STHE(IJJ+ITEHP>,IJJ>ltlCT*> 

500 CONTINUE 

Z RESET NETA IF INTERPOLATED ETA'S USED 

FORMAT STATEMENTS 

IFCNSTEP.NE.l) NETA*NETA-NSTEP 
GOTO 70 

50 WITE<4,101) 
GOTO 51 

106 MRITE(4,107> ANON 
WITE<4,108) VR.ER 

51 STOP 
70 RETURN 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
104 
105 
103 
102 
400 
402 
401 
403 
101 
107 
1C8 

MME1.124 
PWMK1.125 
PHAK1.126 
PHME1.127 
PtM9El«12v 
PM0E1.129 
PHA9E1.130 
PMME1.131 
ntAKl.132 
PHASE1.133 
PHASE1.134 
PHASE1.1U 
PHASE1.13B 
FHASE1.140 
PHASE1.142 
PHASE1.143 
PHASE1.144 
PHASE1.145 
PHASE1.146 
PHASE1.147 
PHASE1.148 
PHASE1.149 
PHASE1.1S1 
PHASE1.152 
PHASE1.154 
PHASE1.156 
PHASE1.157 

FORHATdOXttCOLLISION ENERGIES <KCAL/HOLE>*»/> PHASE1.31 
FORHAT<//> PHASE1.34 
F0RHAT(10<2X»E10.4)> PHASE1.36 
F0RNAT(12X.*Lt,llX.«TURNIHG P0IMTt,2X,*ITRNS.*.SX.*PHASE*»//) PHASE1.37 
F0RHAT<//,10X»*INTERP0LATED PHASE SHIFT FUNCTIONS!,/) PHASE1.135 
F0RHAT(//»10X»ICTHE ARRAY*,/) PHASE1.137 
F0RMATU0UX,E12.4>> PHASE1.13? 
FORMAT(//»10X»!STHE ARRAY!,/) PHASE1.141 
FDRHATdOXi* XC CALCULATION NOT CONVERGED IN PHASE SHIFT R0UTINE!)PHASE1.150 
FORHATdOXftSORT ARGUMENT NEGATIVE AT ANON* I.F10.3) PHASE1.153 
FORMAT!lOXftCOLLISION ENERGY*!,F8.4,! POTENTIAL ENERGY*!,FB.4) PHASE1.155 
END PHASE1.158 

PHASE1.159 
PHASE2.2 
PHASE2.3 

C ..PHASE2.4 
C « SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE SPHERICAL DESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE FIRST AND PHASE2.5 
C SECOND KINDS, SBJ AND S M i RESPECTIVELY. OF ORDER L t WITH PHASE2.4 

SUBROUTINE BSELFX(L,ARG>SIJ,SBN> 
IMPLICIT REAL (A-HiO-Z> 

http://IFtMntIl.CS.il
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C MOMENT AftG. HMSE2.7 
C MMSE2.t 

LH«L/2 PHAK2.9 
PM-1.0EO PHASE2.10 
LE*L MMSC2.U 
A*1«1.E0/ARG PHASE2.12 
XO«MftT<1.570m3247f4t9*E+00«ARG> HMSE2.13 
M-COS<AftG)/XQ PHASE2.14 
M*SIN(ARG)/Xa MMSE2.1S 
X0-X0XAR1 PtMSE2.lt 

100 CO«M1 PKASE2.17 
IF <LE) 110tl70rl20 MMSE2.18 

110 M*A0 PHASE2.1? 
R0«M PHASE2.20 
SO TO 130 PHASE2.21 

120 IF (ARG.LT.(1.E0«L)) GO TO 180 PHASE2.22 
0040 PHASE2.23 
RO'AQ PHASE2.24 

130 DO MO 10*1 >L PHASE2.25 
PQ*Q0*<C0+CQ-PH)*AR1-RQ PHASE2.26 
CQ«CQ+PM PMASE2.27 
ROxDQ PHASE2.28 

140 OO'PO PHASE2.29 
PO«P0*X0 PHASE2.30 
IF (PM.LT.O.E+00) GO TO 160 PHASE2.31 
SBJ*PO PHASE2.32 

ISO PM—l.OEO PHASE2.33 
LE'-L PHASE2.34 
GO TO 100 PHASE2.3S 

140 SBNxPQ PHASE2.36 
K'L-2*LH PHASE2.37 
IF (K.EQ.O) SBNx-PQ PHASE2.38 
RETURN PHASE2.3? 

170 SBJ>IOtXO PHASE2.40 
SM«-AQ«XO PHASE2.41 
RETURN PHASE2.42 

[ M I | ( M M • « M n t i * n t i t » M i i » t t t o M t t H M * m M t i M m PHASE2 • 43 
C » CALCULATE FX OF 1-ST KIND FOR SMALL ARGUMENT BY ASCENDING PQUER PHASE2.44 
C EXPANSION. PHASE2.45 
C PHASE2.46 

180 OQ'l.OEO PHASE2.47 
DO 190 1*1FL PHASE2.48 

190 M*W*ARG/<2«+l> PHASE2.49 
SIJ'OO PHASE2.S0 
L4*50 PHASE2.51 
IF (L.GT.12) L4«4*L PHASE2.S2 
CQ-(2»L+1> PHASE2.53 
QO*-0.SE0tARG*ARG PHASE2.54 
RQ'i.OEO PHASE2.SS 
PQ*RQ PHASE2.54 

DO 200 I»1.L4 PHASE2.S7 
MI PHASE2.58 
R0*R0.tM/<It (CQ+2*I>> PHASE2.S9 

http://PtMSE2.lt
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PO-Pfl+RQ PHA8E2.60 
IF (ABS(R0/PQ).LT.1.E-10> 80 TO 210 PHME2.41 

200 CONTINUE PHASE2.42 
RtHW/PO PHASE2.43 
WRITE (4.1000) L.ARG.L4.R0 PHASE2.44 

210 S»S8JCPQ PHAJE2.45 
•0 TO ISO PHA8E2.44 

1000 FOMMTdtHO ERROR IN SBJ(.I3.1H..E10.3.9H> . AFTER.I4.24H ASCENPHASE2.47 
XBIH6 TERMS RATIO «.E10.S ) PHASE2.48 
END PHASE2.49 
SUMOUTINE PHSHFT(AtRHflMt) PHASE2.70 

C PHASE2.71 
Ctt«« R.J.LE ROY SUBROUTINE -PHSHFT- . AS OF 16 NOVEMBER. 1971 tt< PHASE2.72 
C«t SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE ABSOLUTE PHASE SHIFT -ADLT- FOR PHASE2.73 
C THE POTENTIAL -V(I>- (REDUCED 1Y THE FACTOR BZ/RSC) AT ENERGY -ZE- PHASE2.74 
C AND PARTIAL HAVE -L-. PHASE2.7S 
Ct* SOLVE THE RADIAL SCHR0EDIN6ER EQUATION IN THE REDUCED FORM? PHASE2.74 
C D2S/DR2'-(ZE>BZ/ESC-V(I)-Lt(L+l>tXH2)*S » WHERE XH2«1/X«*2 AND PHASE2.77 
C S IS THE HAVE FUNCTION. M USE NUMEROV-S METHOD. PHASE2.78 
C M INTE6RATE OUTWARD FROH -XHIN- WITH AN INCREMENT OF -XH- (DOTH PHASE2.79 
C IN REDUCED UNITSr I.E. SCALED BY -RSC-). FOR UP TO -N- STEPS. PHASE2.B0 
CS« 1FUWR.6T.0) PRINTS ALL TRIAL PHASE SHIFTS AND NODE POSITIONS. PHASE2.81 
C IF(IUR.NE.O) PRINT CONVERGED PHASE SHIFTS AND NODE POSITION1* PHASE2.82 
C « RADIAL INTEGRATION STOPS WHEN JWKB-CORRECTED VALUES AT 3 PHASE2.83 
C SUCCESSIVE NODES AGREE TO WITHIN -PHTST- (RADIANS). PHASE2.84 
c - PHASE2.85 
C.............•.*...*.........».....•.......»...........»•.*•..........PHASE2.84 

IMPLICIT REAL (A-H.O-Z) PHASE2.87 
C0MM0N/ETA/STHE(8000)»CTHE(8000>.NETA.DETA.IDENT ETA.2 

ttlBOSE ETA.3 
C0NM0N/EN/ENERGY(125)»CHTH1(125>.CMTH2(125).WGHT1<125).WGHT2(125>.EN.2 . 

lNCOLX.NCDLY.NCOLZiIAPPRX EN.3 
COHHON/PTNL/V(2001>.XH2(2001).XSTART.XSTEP»RNPHAS.ERROR PTNL.2 
DIMENSION Z(15>.X<10>.VP<1).A(15> PHASE2.91 
DIMENSION W(8)iRR2(8)>XX(8)iWI(8)rXG(4)>UG(4) PHASE2.92 
DIMENSION Y(2S0)i YPP(2S0)t W(750) PHASE2.93 
DATA Z0/O.EO/.ZH/O.5E0/.ZI/1.EO/.Z2/2.EO/.Z3/3.EO/.Z4/4.EO/. PHASE2.94 

X Z5/5.EO/.Z6/6.E0/.PI/3.141592653589793EO/.IFIRST/O/ PHASE2.95 
C ..PHASE2.96 
C M GAUSSIAN WEIGHTS AND POINTS FOR QUADRATURES. PHASE2.97 
C PHASE2.98 

DATA XG/-0.86U363113940526EO.-0.3399810435848563E0.1.E0.1.EO/. PHASE2.99 
X WG/O.3478S484S1374539E0f0.4S2145154842S461E0rO.£0>0.EO/ PHASE2.100 

C PHASE2.101 
C M ON VERY FIRST ENTRY TO -PHSHFT- ONLY. PREPARE POINTS AND WEIGHTS PHASE2.102 
C FOR GAUSSIAN QUADRATURE JUKB EDGE CORRECTION TO NODAL PHASE SHIFT PHASE2.103 
C PHASE2.104 

IF (IFIRST.GT.O) 60 TO 120 PHASE2.105 
IFIRST<1 PHASE2.106 
HGT=4 PHASE2.107 
NGH'2 PHASE2.108 
IF(IUR.GT.O) URITE(6iU40> PHASE2.109 
IF (IWR.GT.O) WRITE (6.1130) NGTr(XG(I>.UG(I)>I*l.M<^ PHASE2.111 
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• 0 110 I-l.NGT PHASE2.112 
J-I PHASE2.113 
IF (I.LE.NOH) SO TO 100 PHASE2.U4 
J-N6T+1-I PHASE2.113 
XX<I>«ZH*<Z1-XBCJ>> PHASE2.116 
80 TO 110 PHASE2.117 

100 XXU)»ZHt(ZHXSU)> PHASE2.U8 
110 UKI>-U6<J>/XXU>t*2 PHASE2.119 

IF (IW.6T.0) HRITE (*tU20) H6T,(XX(I)i«H(I).I»lfNGT) PHASE2.120 
C PHASE2.121 
C M DEFINE AND INITIALIZE VARIOUS CONSTANTS AND PARAMETERS. PHASE2.122 
C PHASE2.123 

X12*Z1/12.E0 PHASE2.124 
120 CONTINUE PHASE2.125 

PHTST'ERROR PHASE2.126 
NVOL-NCOLXtHCOLYtNCOLZ PHASE2.127 
IFdAPPRX.ME.O) NW0L»1 PHASE2.12B 
NSTEP«INT<DETA> PHASE2.129 
ISX'O PHASE2.130 

C FOR INTERPOLATED ETA'S NEED ADDITIONAL NETA. PHASE2.131 
IF(NSTEP.NE.l) NETA*NETA+NSTEP PHASE2.132 
NPHASE'NETA/NSTEP PHASE2.133 

C JJ IS THE NUHKR OF COMPUTED PHASE SHIFTS PHASE2.134 
IF(IUR.NE.l) GOTO 99 PHASE2.135 
URITE(6.1150) PHASE2.13A 
URITE<6»104> PHASE2.13B 
MRITE<6tl03HENERGY(I>.I«l»NU0L> PHASE2.140 

99 DO 500 IJ*1.NV0L PHASE2.142 
ZE*ENERGY(IJ>«349.757 PHASE2.143 
ESC'A(l) PHASE2.144 
XH-XSTEP PHASE2.145 
JJ'O PHASE2.144 
XMIN'XSTART PHASE2.147 
N*INT(RNPHAS) PHASE2.148 
ITEHP*<IJ-l>tNETA PHASE2.149 
»Z*RH*A(1>»A<2)«A(2)/14.857A3 PHASE2.1S0 
DO 40 Kzl.NETA.NSTEP PHASE2.151 
JJ»JJ+1 PHASE2.152 
L-K-l PHASE2.133 
T*FL0AT<2*L+1> PHASE2.1S4 
EJ«Lt<L+l> PHASE2.15S 
H2*XHtXH PHASE2.15A 
E*ZE*BZ/ESC PHASE2.157 
SQE*SQRT(E> PHASE2.158 
NOD£*0 PHASE2.159 
DLT2*Z0 PHASE2.160 
DLT3»Z0 PHASE2.141 
C0R2*Z0 PHASE2.142 
C0R3«Z0 PHASE2.1&3 
XND2*-.000001E+00 PHASE2.164 
XND3*-.000001E+00 PHASE2.145 
IF (IUR.GT.O) WRITE (4.1110) PHASE2.144 

C PHASE2.147 
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C t t STAKT TESTIN6 FOR PHASE SHIFT CONVERGENCE AT NOBEI PAST THE PHASE2.1*. 
C MESH POINT - I L K - WERE E ' L t ( L M ) / R t * 2 PHAtE2.U< 
C PHASE2.170 

XLK*S0RT(Z1/E> PHASE2.171 
IF (L.GT.O) XLK»SQRT(EJ/E) PHASE2.172 
ILK*(XLK-XHIH>/XH41 PHA8E2.17J 
IF (ILK.BT.N) SO TO 320 PHASE2.174 

C PHASE2.17S 
Ctt IF HAVE POTENTIAL (SUCH AS EXP-*) W T H NEGATIVE VCR) AT VERY PHASE2.17iS 
C SHALL R » OR IF <V(I)-E> SO HIGH THAT -XH- IS (LOCALLY) HUCH TOO PHASE2.177 
C LARGE* THEN SHIFT INNER STARTING POINT OUTHARO. PHASE2.178 
C PHASE2.179 

IST«1 PHASE2.UQ 
130 IST*IST<tl PHASE2.181 

IF (IST.GE.(N-8>) GO TO 310 PHASE2.182 
GI-H2t(V(IST)4£JtXH2(IST)-E> PHASE2.U3 
IF UGI.LE.ZO).OR.(GI.GT.ll.EO)) GO TO 130 PHASE2.184 
IF ((IWR.GT.0>.AMD.(IST.6T.2)> WRITE (4.1000) L.ZE.IST PHASE2.18S 
6H*H2t(V(IST-mEJtXH2(IST-l)-E> PHASE2.186 
IF (6N.LE.0) 60 TO 130 PHASE2.1B7 
ISTxIST+1 PHASE2.188 

C PHASE2.189 
Ctt INITIALIZE WAVE FUNCTION FOR OUTWARD INTEGRATION. PMSE2.190 
C PHASE2.191 

IF <(XHIN+(IST-3>tXH>.LE.Z0> GO TO 140 PHASE2.192 
C PHASE2.193 
Ctt IF INTEGRATION STARTS AT R.GT.O > INITIALIZE WAVE FUNCTION (S PHASE2.194 
C THE EXPONENTIALLY INCREASING JWKB SOLUTION. PHASE2.19S 
C PHASE2.194 

SRTGI*SQRT(GI> PHASE2.197 
SRTGH»SQRT<GN> PHASE2.198 
SB*Z1 PHASE2.199 
SI«SORT<SRTGN/SRTGI)tEXP<ZHt(SRTGN+SRTGI>> PHASE2.200 
IF (SI.GE.SB) 60 TO ISO PHASE2.201 
WRITE <4F1040) LIZEISBISI PHASE2.202 

140 SB*ZO PHASE2.203 
SI*Z1 PHASE2.204 

150 Yl*SBt(Zl-GNtX12> PHASE2.205 
Y2*SIt(Zl-GItX12> PHASE2.206 
RATIN'SI PHASE2.207 

C PHASE2.208 
Ctt INTEGRATE OUT TO HESH POINT -ILK- OR CLASSICALLY ALLOWED REGION PHASE2.509 
c PHASE2.:;IO 

DO 200 I-ISTrN PHASE2.211 
H»I PHASE2.212 
SC*SB PHASE2.213 
SB*SI PHASE?.214 
Y3«Y2+Y2-Yl+6ItSB PHASEJ.215 
GI*H2t(V(!)+EJtXH2(I>-E) PHAS! 2.216 
SI*Y3/(Zl-GItX12> PHASi2.217 
IF (SI.LE.l.E+30) GO TO 140 PHASE2.218 

C PHASE2.219 
Ctt NORMALIZE IN CASE OF OVERFLOW FROM WAVE FUNCTION GROWTH UNDER P0TENTPHASE2.220 
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C PHASE2.221 
SPxZl/SI PHASE2.222 
IF <ABS(RATIN).6T.l.E-40> KATMHtATINtSP PHA5E2.223 
SC*SC*SP PHASE2.224 
SB'SBtSP PHA5E2.225 
SI»Z1 PHASE2.22* 
Y3>Y3tSP PHASE2.227 
Y2«Y2tSP PWASE2.228 

140 Y1«Y2 PHASE2.229 
T2-Y3 PHASE2.230 

C . PHASE2.231 
Ctt TEST FOR AND COUNT NODES PHASE2.232 
C PHASE2.233 

IF (SI) 170.180.170 PHASE2.234 
170 IF ((SltSC).GE.ZO) GO TO 190 HMSE2.235 
180 NODE*NODEH PHASE2.2M 
190 IF <(GI.LT.Z0).AM>.U.6E.ILK>> GO TO 210 PHASE2.237 
200 CONTINUE PHASE2.238 

GO TO 320 PHASE2.239 
C PHASE2.240 
Ct* AT THIS POINTf NORMALIZE BEFORE PROCEEDING PHASE2.241 
C PHASE2.242 
210 SP*Z1/(AK(SI)+A1S(SC>) PHASE2.243 

IF <ABS(RATIN).GT.l.E-40> RATIN*RATIN*SP PHASE2.244 
SC*SC*SP PHASE2.24S 
SB'SBSSP PHASE2.246 
SI*SI*SP PHASE2.247 
Y1*Y1»SP PHASE2.248 
Y2*Y2*SP PHASE2.249 
IF UUR.GT.O) WtlTE (6.1090) PHASE2.250 

C PHASE2.2S1 
Ctt NUMERICAL INTEGRATION CALCULATING TRIAL PHASE SHIFTS STARTS HERE PHASE2.252 
C PHASE2.233 

I L K l * i m PHASE2.2S4 
DO 280 I-ILK1.H PHASE2.2S5 
Y3*Y2+Y2-YHSI*SI PHASE2.256 
6I»H2*<V<I>+EJ*XH2U>-E> PHASE2.257 
SN*Y3/<Z1-GI«X12> PHASE2.2S8 

C PHASE2.2S9 
Ctt LOOK FOR HAVE FUNCTION NODE PHASE2.260 
C» •••»««.»••«.»«*••»«..«.»..».*.»».«.»*.».•*>..«•..*•».«.«.*«••*.••»••• .PHASE2.261 

IF (SI) 220.230.220 PHASE2.262 
220 IF ((SIISD.GE.ZO) BO TO 270 PHASE2.263 
230 N0DE«N0DE+1 PHASE2.264 

C.•••...•*•.••*..»««...•..»..*....•.*...•.•*•«•*.••..»..*«•*•••.••••i*..PHASE2.265 
Ctt EVALUATE NODAL PHASE SHIFTS AND TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. PHASE2.246 
C PHASE2.247 

JN*I PHASE2.248 
XJN*XHIN+<JN-1)SXH PHASE2.269 
XJC*XJH-Z3»XH PHASE2.270 
XND1*XND2 PHASE2.271 
XND2>XND3 PHA3E2.272 
XND3«XJN+XHt<SNtSB*SC/<<SI-SN.2<SI-SB>*(SI-SCmZ2*SN»SI*SC/ PHASE2.273 
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X ((SI-SN)t(S»-SI>t(SI-SCmZltSHtSItSI/USC-SN)t(SC-SI)t(SC-S»))PHASE2.274 
X ) PHME2.275 

IF <(XM3.«T.XJC).ANt.<XND3.LT.XJH)> 60 TO 240 PHASE2.274 
URITE (4.1100) WDE»L.ZE .JH.XF»3 PHME2.277 
XND3*XJN-XHt<Zl+SI/(SI-SI>> PHASE2.278 
IF ((XHM.6T.XJC>.AM).<XN»3.LT.XJH>> BO TO 240 PHASE2.279 
HRITE MflOM) N0DE.L.ZE.JN.XHD3 PHME2.2H 
GO TO 270 PHASE2.281 

240 ARG*XND3tSQE PHASE2.2I2 
CALL ISELFXCLfAR6.SIJ.SIN) PHASE2.283 
DLTX*ATAN(SIJ/S>N> PHASE2.2** 
DLT1*DLT2 PHASE2.28S 
DLT2*DLT3 PHASE2.2M 
DLT3*DLTX PHASE2.287 

C FHASE2.288 
C M ADD JUKI PHASE SHIFT CORRECTION DUE TO POTENTIAL TAIL KYOHD -XND3- PHASE2.289 
C .....PHASE2.290 

COR1>COR2 PHASE2.291 
COR2*C0R3 PHASE2.292 

C PHASE2.293 
C « START QUADRATURE CALCULATION OF TRUNCATION CORRECTION PHASE2.294 
C M FIRST EVALUATE POTENTIAL AT APPROPRIATE GAUSSIAN POINTS PHASE2.295 
C . PHASE2.29& 

DO 250 IK'1>NGT PHASE2.297 
250 RR2(IK)*XND3/XXUK) PHASE2.29B 

CALL P0T(RR2»A.VV.VP»NGT»RH> PHASE2.299 
C PHASE2.300 
Ctt W W PERFORH ACTUAL QUADRATURE PHASE2.301 
C , PHASE2.302 

PSC*ZO PHASE2.303 
DO 260 IK*1.NGT PHASE2.304 

240 PSG»PSC+UUUK)t(S8RT<E-W(IK)-EJtRR2(IK)> - S0RT(E-EJtRR2(IK))PHASE2.305 
X ) PHASE2.306 

C0R3»PSCtZHtXND3 PHASE2.307 
DLT3*DLT3+C0R3 PHASE2.308 
SNRH-Z1/SN PHASE2.309 

C . PHASE2.310 
C » TEST FOR PHASE SHIFT CONVERGENCE PHASE2.311 
C ...PHASE2.312 

IF (IUR.GT.O) URITE (4.1050) N0DE.XND3.9LTX.DLT3.C0R3 PHASE2.313 
IF ((ABS(DLT2-DLT3).LT.PKTST>.AI:D.(ABS(DLT1-DLT2).LT.PHTST>) GO PHASE2.314 

X TO 290 PHASE2.315 
270 SC*SB PHASE2.316 

S8«SI PHASE2.317 
SI>SN PHASE2.318 
Y1*Y2 PHASE2.319 

2B0 Y2«Y3 PHASE2.320 
C PHASE2.321 
Ctt END OF INTEGRATION LOOP WHICH CALCULATES NODAL PHASE SHIFTS PHASE2.322 
C...... PHASE2.323 

URITE (4.1070) DLT3.COR3rDLT2.COR2.DLTl.C0Rl.XND3.XND2.XNDl PHASE2.324 
C PHASE2.325 
Ctt GET ABSOLUTE PHASE SHIFT USING £0.(9.2.29) OF ABRAHQMITZ AND STEGUN PHASE2.326 

http://DLT3.COR3rDLT2.COR2.DLTl.C0Rl.XND3.XND2.XNDl
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PHME2.327 
2f0 ZV*Z4*CJ+Z1 MMC2.32* 

R4-Z4WMN PH*4C2.32f 
IIR4-Z1/R4««2 HMK2.330 
TMHMS-ZML»U<Z1HSIR4((<ZU-23.E0>/Z«+SIR4SCU073.E0-ZU(U14.E0- PHME2.331 

X ZU) )/Z5-SIR4*(375733E0-ZU«(S4703.E0-ZU*( 1333.E0-ZMZU)) >/!4.E0> > >MASE2.332 
X *<ZU-Z1)/R4 PHASE2.333 

X»T»(THrtLTX>/PI PHASE2.334 
WT*<1MT-»ZJD PHME2.33S 
MLT«H.T3t(mK-WT»PI PHASC2.334 
MTIIMMTIIMSMRH PMSE2.337 
IF <A»S<RATIN>.GT.1.0E-10> WRITE ( i i lOM) LrZEiRATIH MMSE2.3M 
IF (IHr.Efl.O) GO TO 300 PHASE2.339 
WRITE U.1020) LtZErAW.TfXN03.COR3 PHASE2.340 

300 CONTINUE PHASE2.341 
THE'2.«MLT PHASE2.342 
IF(NSTEP-l) 27,27r2t PHASE2.343 

27 CTHE( ITENP+K)*T*<C0S<THE>-1. > PHASE2.344 
STHEtITEMP+K)>T«SIN<THE) PMSE2.34S 
GOTO 60 MMSE2.346 

28 Y<JJ)»THE PHASE2.347 
40 CONTINUE PHASE2.348 

IF(NSTEP.EO.l) GOTO 500 PHASE2.34r 
CALL SPLIFT<HSTEPrYfYPPiNPHASErllfIERR.ISXi0.i0.r0.fO.> PHASE2.350 
ISX*1 PHASE2.351 
CALL SPLINT (NSTEP. Yi YPP» NPHASE. ITEHP) PHASE2.3S2 
IF(IHR.NE.l) GOTO 500 PHASE2.353 
URITE<4»404> PHASE2.354 
MRITE«i402) PHASE2.334 
HRITE<4.401><CTHE<IJJ+ITENP>»IJJ*lfNETA) PHASE2.358 
NRITE(4t403) PHASE2.340 
«RITE<4f401XSTHE<IJJ+ITEHP>iIJJ«lrNETA) PHASE2.342 

500 CONTINUE PHASE2.343 
IF(NSTEP.NE.l) NETA*NETA-NSTEP PHASE2.344 

400 RETURN PHASE2.345 
310 WRITE (4fl010) L.ZE.IST PHASE2.344 

GOTO 400 PHASE2.367 
320 WRITE (4rl030) L.ZE.ILK PHASE2.34B 

C 
GOTO 400 PHASE2.36? 

C 
C 
c 

FORMAT STATEMENTS 

c 
1140 FORMAT(1H1) PHASE2.110 
1150 FORMAT!//) PHASE2.137 
104 FORMAT(lOXf(COLLISION ENERGIES*) PHASE2.13? 
103 F0RMAT(10(2XiE10.4>> PHASE2.141 
404 F0RHAT<//»10X.*INTERPOLATED PHASE SHIFT FUNCTIONS*./) PHASE2.355 
402 FORMAT<//fIOX.*CTHE ARRAY*./) PHASE2.357 
401 F0RHAT(10(1X.E12.4)) PHASE2.35? 
403 FORMAT(//tlOX.*STHE ARRAY*,/) PHASE2.341 
1000 F0RMAT(13H0 FOR L «.I3»7H E «.F?.3.70H POTENTIAL SUCH THAPHASE2.370 

http://LtZErAW.TfXN03.COR3
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XT INTEORATION CANNOT STMT TILL PACT HESH POINT t , I5> PHMC2.371 
1010 FORMTtttM S«* ERROR t t t FOR L «rI3i*H E »iF».3f*3H IHTEMPHAK2.372 

XATION INTERVAL APPARENTLY CANNOT START TILL HEM POINT f t I S ) PMABE2.373 
1020 FORHATUOHO AT L - . I3 .4H E ->F10.4t23HU/CH> PHASE SHIFT '•PHAK2.374 

X F12.tr13H FOR X »tF7.4il©H C0R3 «.FU.S) PRME2.37S 
1030 F0RHAT(27HO n * ERROR n t FOR L »tI3.7H E * tFf .3t fH I U PHASE2.37A 

X* r ISiMH t REACH ENS OF RANGE BEFORE START LOOKING FOR NOSAL PHPHABE2.377 
XASE SHIFTS ) PHASE2.37S 

1040 F0RHAT(27H0 ttt DARNING ttt FOR L «rI3»7H E «rF».3r3»H JHCPHASE2.379 
XB INITIALIZATION GIVES SB/SI >iB10.3>lH/tB10.3>17iit SO SET SBPHASE2.3M 
X>0. > PHASE2.3S1 

1050 FOtHATU4.F15.10.F14.10.F14.10.F14.10) PHASE2.3S2 
1040 F0RHAT(20H0 t t t CAUTION L «.I3.4H E »»F».3t47H HAVE FUHCTI0PHASE2.3S3 

XN HAY BE UNRELIABLE AS RATIN ».D10.3.25Hr SO HAKE XHIN SHALLEPHASE2.3S4 
XR) PHASE2.3t5 

1070 F0RHAT(54H t t t CAUTION t t t NOT CONVERSED BY END OF RANGE BLT « . PHASE2.3M 
X 3(F11.B.1H(,F11.8.1H))/44X,8HAT X >>3(F11.8»13X) ) PHASE2.3S7 

1080 F0RMATUH0»5XF51HINSTABILITY tttt IN LINEAR INTERPOLATION AT N0BEPHASE2.3B8 
X =»I3.10H t FOR L*fI3f5H E*.E11.5.12H(1/CH> JN«rI4.8H XN03*PHASE2.389 
Xt F10.6) PHASE2.390 

1090 F0RHATC62H0 NODE XCNODE) DLT(NODE) BLT(C0R3> PHASE2.391 
X C0R3 »/2X.30(2Htt)> PHASE2.392 

1100 F0RHAT(1H0.5X.51HINSTABILITY t t t t t IN CUBIC INTERPOLATION AT N0DEPHASE2.393 
X * . I3r l0H i FOR L*tI3.5H E*.E11.5.12H<1/CM> JN»»I4.8H XND3*PHASE2.394 
X, F10.4) PHASES.393 

1110 F0RHAT(/1X.60(2H— >> PHASE2.396 
1120 FORHAT(SOH0 POINTS X * RST/R AND EFFECTIVE HEIGHTS FOR. PHASE2.397 

X I3.44H-P0IMT QUADRATURE FOR PHASE SHIFT CORRECTION./(3<F22.14. PHASE2.398 
X F20.16))) PHASE2.399 

1130 FORHATtSlHO REGULAR GAUSSIAN POINTS AND HEIGHTS FOR REGULAR. PHASE2.400 
X 13.1BH-P0INT QUADRATURES./<3(F22.14»F20.14)>> PHASE2.401 
END PHASE2.402 

PHASE2.403 
SUBROUTINE POT(X.A.V.VP.L.RH) P0T1.2 

C P0T1.3 
C ESHHSV JUKB P0T1.4 
C DEFINITION OF POTENTIAL PARAMETERS- SEE JCP.70.PG. 488 (1979) P0T1.5 
C EQUATION 7 AND JCPtS9.PG.402 (1973) FOR DETAILS. P0T1.6 
C AC1)*EPSIL0N P0T1.7 
C A(2)«RMIN P0T1.8 
C A(3)» A P0T1.9 
C A(4)*ALPHA P0T1.10 
C A(3)*X1 P0T1.11 
C A(4)*X2 P0T1.12 
C A(7)*X3 P0T1.13 
C A(8)*X4 P0T1.14 
C A<9)«BETA FOR REPULSIVE HALL HORSE P0T1.15 
C A<10)«C4 P0T1.14 
C A(11)*C8 P0T1.17 
C A(12)»BETA ATTRACTIVE l€LL P0T1.18 

http://F12.tr
http://FOtHATU4.F15.10.F14.10.F14.10.F14
http://JCPtS9.PG.402
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C »(11>«C10 POTl.lt 
C P0T1.20 

•INEMSION XUO>>A<1S>>V(10>>VP<10> P0T1.21 
CamON/ramiE/Ct>C«tC10ttlf>2il3fMiMfA2fA3rM POTPtE.2 
*T-AL08<2.> P0T1.23 
M 100 1*1.L P0T1.24 
Tl-X(I)-*(5) P0T1.25 
IF(Tl)5r3t4 P0T1.24 

C P0T1.27 
C EXPONENTIAL HALL P0T1.2S 
C P0T1.29 
5 V(I)-A(3)«EXP(-A(4)<(X(I>-1.)> POT1.30 

VPU)»-A(4)*V(I) P0T1.31 
GOTO 100 P0T1.32 

6 T2»XU)-A<4) P0T1.33 
XF<T2)7«tr8 P0T1.34 

C P0T1.35 
C EXPONENTIAL SPLINE P0T1.34 
C P0T1.37 
7 VU)«EXP<Al+Tlt<A2+T2t<A3+A4*Tl)>> P0T1.38 

VP(I)*U(l)t<A2tA3t(Tl+T2)tA4tTl*<Tl+2.*T2)) P0T1.39 
SOTO 100 P0T1.40 

8 T3«X(I)-1.+RT/A(12) P0T1.41 
IF(T3>9r9tlO P0T1.42 

C P0T1.43 
C FIRST NORSE (RZSIGNA) P0T1.44 
C P0T1.45 
9 ««<A(91-RT>/(A(12)-RT) P0T1.46 

El*EXP(A<9>-XCI)SA(12>tU> P0T1.47 
V<I)*El*CEl-2.)/U P0T1.48 
VP<I>*2.»EUA(12>*<1./M-E1> P0T1.49 
GOTO 100 P0T1.50 

10 T4*X(I)-A(7) P0T1.51 
IF<T4) Hfl2Fl2 P0T1.52 

C P0T1.53 
C SECOND NORSE P0T1.S4 
C P0T1.55 
11 El*EXP(-2.tAU2)i(X(I)-l.)) P0T1.54 

E2*EXP(-A(12)t(X(I)-l.)J P0T1.57 
y<I)=El-2.*E2 P0T1.5B 
WP(I)»-2.tA(12)t(El-E2) P0T1.59 
GOTO 100 P0T1.40 

12 T4*X(I)-A,8) POTl.il 
T3*X<I)-A<7> P0T1.42 
IF<T4>13.14.14 P0T1.43 

C PQT1.44 
C POLYNOMIAL SPLINE TO DISPERSION SERIES P0T1.45 
C P0T1.44 
13 V<I)»Bl+T3t<B2+T4t<B3+T3*B4>) P0T1.47 

yPU)*B2«3*(T4+T3>+B4tT3*<T3+2.»T4) P0T1.48 
GOTO 100 P0T1.4? 

C P0T1.70 
C DISPERSION SERIES P0T1.71 

http://POTl.lt
http://POTl.il
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14 RR*XU>(S2 
Rf*RtS3 

R10*MRMS 
V( Il*-C«VR«-Ct^tt-C10/ltlO 
VP<X)*t.aC*/Rt/X<I>+t.*Ct/Rt/X(imO.*C10/RlO/X(I> 

100 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
EH9 

SUBROUTINE PREPOT(A>RN) 

ESHHSV JUKI 
SETERNINES THE SPLINE COEFFICIENTS AND REDUCES PARAMETERS FOR 
SEE THAT SUBROUTINE FOR A LISTING OF THE CORRELATION OF THE 
PARAMETERS AND THE ENTRIES OF THE A ARRAY 

DIMENSION AU5) 
C0HH0N/P0TPftE/C6»C8rC10.Bli82»B3.B4fAl.A2.A3.A4 
ERH&«AU>*A<2>«*6 
REDUCED UNITS FOR DISPERSION COEFFICIENTS 

C6*AU0)/ERH& 
CB*A(H)/ERH6/A(2)M2 
C10*AU3)/ERMA/A(2)«*4 

SPLINE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE REPULSIVE UALL 
A1*AL0G<A<3>>-A<4)*<A(5>-1.) 
TEHP*EXP<-2.tA<9>t(A<6>-l.)>-2.*EXP<-AC9>*(A(4>-l.)> 
A2*(AL06(TENP)-Al)/(A(i)-A(S>) 
A3=-<A(4)+A2>/<A<5>-A<6>> 
A4'2.tA(9)»(EXP(-A(9)*(A(6>-l.))-EXP(-2.*A(9)*(A(i)-l.)))*EXP( 
1+A2*<A<A>-A<5>))>-A2-A3*(A<6)-A<3)> 
A4*A4/<A<4)-A<5)>**2 
SPLINE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE DISPERSION SERIES. 

TT«A(12)t(A«7)-l.) 
B1»EXP<-2.*TT)-2.*EXP(-TT> 
TE«P*-C6/A<8>tS6-CB/A<8>M8-C10/A<8>«10 
B2*UEHP-B1>/<A<8>-A<7)) 
TEMP*-2.*A(12>»EXP(-2.*TT)+2.*EXP<-TT)*AU2) 
B3*<TENP-I2)/<AC7>-A<8>) 
TEI»P»4.»C4/A(8)«7+8.*C8/A<8)t»9+10.tC10/A(8)«n 
B4«(TE«P-B2-B3*(At8)-A(71)>/(A(8>-A<7))«2 
RETURN 
END 

P0T1.72 
P0T1.73 
P0T1.74 
PflTl.75 
P0T1.74 
P0T1.77 
P0T1.7S 
P0T1.7» 
P0T1.M 
P0T1.C1 

P0T1.S2 
PREP0T1.2 
PREP0U.3 
PREP0T1.4 

POTIPREPOTI.5 
PREP0T1.6 
PREP0T1.7 
PREP0T1.8 
PREP0TI.9 
P0TPRE.2 
PREP0T1.11 
PREP0T1.12 
PREP0T1.13 
PREP0T1.14 
PREP0T1.15 
PREP0TI.14 
PREPOTt.17 
PREP0T1.18 
PREP0T1.19 
PREP0T1.20 
PREP0T1.21 
PREP0T1.22 
PREP0T1.23 
PREP0T1.24 

-(A1PREP0T1.25 
PREP0T1.2A 
PREP0TI.27 
PREP0T1.28 
PREP0T1.29 
PREP0T1.30 
PREP0T1.31 
PREP0T1.32 
PREP0T1.33 
PREP0T1.34 
PREP0T1.3S 
PREP0T1.36 
PREP0T1.37 
PREP0T1.3B 
PREP0T1.39 
PREP0T1.40 
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SUBROUTINE fOT(XtA.«.VftLtRN) 
COMM0N/POTPRE/C4.C8.C10fBl«B2.B3.B4rAlfA2FA3tA4 

(1> FOR DEFINITION 

10 

NFS POTENTIAL- SEE JCPF47»PS.152U»77) EON. 
THE FUNCTIONAL FORM 
AUI-EPSILON 
A<2)»RNIN 
A(3)»A 
A(4>»ALPHA 
A(5)«C4 
AC4)»M 
A<7X10 

BIHENSION «(15>fX(10)fV<10)>VP(10) 
•0 10 I ' l rL 
R«X(I)«A(2) 
RR»R*R 
R4»RRM3 
F>A(3)*EXP<-A(4>m) 
G«-C4/R4-C8/R4/RR-C10/R4/RR/RR 
0=1. 
IF(X<I>.LE.1.28)D-EXP(-<1.28/X(I)-1.)«2> 
VU>«(F+G*D)/A<1) 
FP«-F*A<4) 
GP»4.*C4/R4/R+8.*C8/R4/RR/R+10.tC10/R4/RR/RR/R 
DP*0. 
IF(XU>.LE.1.28>DP*2.M.2StD*<1.28tA<2)/R-l.>*A<2)/R/R 
VPU)*<FP+GP*0+DP*G)/A<1)*A<2> 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE PREPOT(A>RN) 
COr1HON/POTPRE/C6iC8tC10rBltB2iB3tB4fAliA2fA3>A4 

HFD POTENTIAL- SEE P0T2 FOR DESCRIPTION OF FUNCTIONAL FORM AMD 
KSCRIPTION AND LITERATURE REFERENCE. 

DIMENSION A(1S) 
C4*A<5> 
C8'A<4> 
C10*A<7> 
H*EXP<-.28*t2> 
T*2.S.28*1.28 
Cl«<4.-T>tC4 
C2*<8.-T)*C8 

•REP0T1.41 
P0T2.2 
WTPRE.2 
P0T2.4 

0FTOT2.5 
P0T2.4 
MJT2.7 
P0T2.B 
»0T2.» 
P0T2.10 
P0T2.11 
P0T2.12 
P0T2.13 
P0T2.14 
P0T2.15 
P0T2.14 
P0T2.17 
P0T2.18 
P0T2.19 
P0T2.20 
P0T2.21 
P0T2.22 
P0T2.23 
P0T2.24 
P0T2.25 
P0T2.24 
P0T2.27 
P0T2.28 
P0T2.29 
P0T2.30 
P0T2.31 
P0T2.32 

P0T2.33 
PREP0T2.2 
P0TPRE.2 
PREP0T2.4 
PREP0T2.5 
PREP0T2.4 
PREP0T2.7 
PREP0T2.8 
PREP0T2.9 
PREP0T2.10 
PREP0T2.il 
PREP0T2.12 
PREP0T2.13 
PREP0T2.14 
PREP0T2.15 

http://PREP0T2.il
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10 

IS 

20 

C3«(10.-T>*C10 
C4*2.ST 
C3-4.»1.2i-*.»1.2t«1.2t 
B*»C**U.»C4-42.-CS> 
»t-Ct»(-72.«.»C4-C5> 
tlO<10t(-UO.+10.*C4-CS> 

A MAXIMUM OF 100 ITERATIONS ALLOWS TO FINO RH. 

•0 10 I>lfl0O 
RMIN»A<2> 
R'RHIN 
F«A(3)*£XP<-A<4)*A(2>) 
MMtfllNtRHIN 
R4-RRW3 
G—C6/R4-C8/R6/RR-C10/R6/RR/RR 

COMPUTE FIRST AW SECOND DERIVATIVES 

FP«-A(4)«F 
FPP*-A<4)*FP 
GP*ttt (C1«2/RR+C3/RR/RR) /R/R6 
GPP*H*<D6+D8/RR+D10/RR/RR)/R6/RR 
VP*FP+6P 
VPP*FPP+GPP 

NEUTON'S FORMULA FOR NEU VALUE OF RHIN 

RNEU'RNIN-VP/VPP 
A<2)'RNEU 
IF<ABS<RNEM-RMIN).GT.l.E-05) GOTO 10 
A<1)*F+G*H 
AU>«ABS(AU)> 
GOTO 20 
CONTINUE 
URITEUflS) 
FORMAT*10X»*PREP0T NOT CONVERGED*) 
STOP 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

W P 0 T 2 . l t 
MCP0T2.17 
racroT2.it 
PRCTOT2.1» 
PRCP0T2.20 
rREr0T2.21 
MEP0T2.22 
PAEWT2.23 
ntErOT2.24 
PRCP0T2.25 
PREP0T2.2* 
PREP0T2.27 
PREP0T2.28 
PKEP0T2.29 
PREP0T2.30 
PREF0T2.31 
WEP0T2.32 
PREP0T2.33 
PREP0T2.34 
PREP0T2.35 
PREP0T2.34 
PREP0T2.37 
PREP0T2.38 
PREP0T2.39 
PREP0T2.40 
PREP0T2.41 
PREP0T2.42 
PREP0T2.43 
PREP0T2.44 
PREP0T2.45 
PREP0T2.46 
PREP0T2.47 
PREP0T2.4B 
PREP0T2.49 
PREP0T2.50 
PREP0T2.51 
PREP0T2.S2 
PREP0T2.53 
PREP0T2.54 
PREP0T2.55 
PREP0T2.S6 

SUBROUTINE POTIXrAiV.VPrLfRM) 
C0HH0N/P0TPRE/CiiCSrC10tBliB2>B3iB4fAliA2iA3(A4 

LENMARD-JONESi JMKB 
DEFINITION OF POTENTIAL PARAMETERS 
A(1)'EPSIL0N 
A(2)*RMIN 

PREP0T2.57 
P0T3.2 
P0TPRE.2 
P0T3.4 
P0T3.5 
P0T3.4 
P0T3.7 
P0T3.8 
P0T3.9 

http://WP0T2.lt
http://racroT2.it
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•XNEM10H A(15)*X<10>>V(10).VP<10> 
• 0 10 I ' L L 
XIN>1./X(I> 
TEHMXINtW 
V(I)M.*TEHPt(TEHP-l> 
UPU>*24.«TEHP*XINC<l.-2.STEir> 

10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 

P0T3.10 
ran.it 
ran.12 
P0T3.13 
P0T3.14 
ran. is 
nn.it 
ran.i7 
P0T3.1I 

SUBROUTINE PREPOT(AfRH) 
BUHHY PREPOT 
C0HH0N/P0TPRE/C6fC8tC10>Bl rB2t B3rB4f Al >A2. A3rM 
DIMENSION A(13) 
RETURN 
END 

P0T3.19 
PREP0T10.2 
PREP0T10.3 
P0TPRE.2 
PREP0T10.S 
PREP0T1O.6 
PREP0T10.7 

130 

SUBROUTINE POTCX.A.VrVPiL.RH) 
MFD POTENTIAL- LEROY PHASE SHIFTS 
FOR DESCRIPTION OF FUNCTIONAL FORH.LITERATURE REFERENCE AND 
EXPLANATION OF VARIABLESfSEE P0T2 

C0NH0N/P0TPRE/C4iC8fC10iBlrB2»B3»84.AliA2rA3.A4 
DIMENSION A<15).X(10).V<10).VP<10) 
BZ*RH*AU)*A<2)tAC2>»349.757/14.85763 
DO 130 1*1iL 
R«X(I>*A<2> 
RR*RtR 
R6*RRM3 
F*A<3>tEXP<-A(4)*R> 
G—C6/R6-C8/R6/RR-C10/R6/RR/RR 
D*l. 
IF(X(I).LE.1.28) D*EXP<-<1.28/X(I)-1.)M2> 
CONVERT TO REDUCED ENERGY AND VAVENUHBERS 

V(I)*BZ*<F+G*D)/A<1> 
SET UP REDUCED CENTRIFUGAL ENERGY 

TEHPxl./Xd) 
X(I)«TENP»TEHP 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

PREP0T10.8 
P0T11. 
P0T11. 
P0T11, 
P0T11. 
P0T11. 
P0TU.7 
P0TPRE.2 
P0T11.9 
P0T11.10 
POTU.U 
P0T11.12 
P0T11.13 
P0T11.14 
P0T11.15 
POTU.U 
P0T11.17 
P0T11.18 
P0T11.19 
P0T11.20 
P0T11.21 
P0TU.22 
P0T11.23 
P0T11.24 
P0T11.25 
P0T11.24 
P0TU.27 
P0T11.28 
P0T11.29 
P0T11.30 

http://ran.it
http://nn.it
http://P0T3.1I
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P0T11.31 
SWROUTINE PRCPOT<A.RH> PREP0T11.2 
cmo*mmejct*c$tCiOfti .»2.*3r Mf M . A2. A3, M P0TPRC.2 
COHH0»l<?TI«yV<2OOl)»XH2<2O01>»XSTART.nTEP.RHPHAS.ERROR PTNL.2 
•IHEKSIOM AUS) PREP0TI1.5 

PAEPOTU.i 
MF1 POT ENT IAL- LEROY EXACT PHASE SHIFTS PREP0TU.7 

FOR KSCRIPTIOH OF FUNCTIONAL FORD.LITERATURE REFERENCE. AHB PREP0T11.8 
EXPLANATION OF VARIABLES SEE P0T2. PR£P0T11.» 

PREP0TU.10 
XHIN-XSTART PREP0T11.11 
XH-XSTEP PREP0T11.12 
N-IHT<RNPHAS) PREP0TU.13 
C10*AU3>/ERH4/A(2>tt4 PREP0T11.14 
C6*A(5> PREP0T11.15 
C8*A(4) PREPOTU.li 
C10*A<7> PREP0TU.17 

PREP0TU.18 
SELF CONSISTENCY SECTION PREP0T11.1? 
NEKTON SEARCH FOR RHIN. PREP0T11.20 

PREP0TU.21 
H*EXP<-.28**2) PREP0TJ1.22 
T*2.*.28*1.2B PREP0TH.23 
C1«<4.-T)*C6 PREP0T11.24 
C2*(8.-T)«C8 PREP0T11.25 
C3«(10.-T)IC10 PREP0T11.24 
C4«2.*T PREP0TJ1.27 
C5»4.*l.28-4.*1.28«1 .28 PREP0T11.28 
06»C4*<A.*C4-42.-C5> PREP0TU.2? 
D8*C8*(-72.+B.*C4-C5) PREP0TU.3O 
D10»C10*<-110.+10.*C4-C5> PREP0T11.31 

PREP0T11.32 
A MAXIMUM OF 100 ITERATIONS ALLOWED TO FIND RH. PREP0T11.33 

PREP0T11.34 
CO 10 1*1.100 PREP0T11.35 
RHIN«A<2> PREP0T11.34 
R*RMIN PREP0T11.37 
F*A<3>tEXP(-A(4)*A(2>> PREP0T11.38 
RR*RHIN*RHIN PREP0TU.39 
R6*RRM3 PREP0TU.4O 
G»-C4/R4-C8/R6/RR-C10/RA/RR/RR PREP0T11.41 

PREP0T11.42 
COMPUTE FIRST AND SECOND DERIVATIVES PREP0TU.43 

PREP0T11.44 
FP»-A<4)*F PREP0T11.45 
FPP«-A(4)*FP PREP0T11.44 
GP*H*<C1+C2/RR+C3/RR/RR)/R/R* PREP0T11.47 
GPP«H*(D4+D8/RR+D10/RR/RR)/R4/RR PREP0T11.48 
VP»FP+GP PREP0T11.4? 
VPP»FPP+GPP PREP0T11.50 

PREP0TU.51 
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NEKTON'S FORMULA FOR HEU VALUE OF RHIN 

10 

IS 

20 

C 
c 
c 
c 

110 

«HEtHWIH-VP/VPP 
A<2>«RNEN 
lF<Ai$(RNEtHWIN).0T.l.E-05) GOTO 10 
A(l)"Ft8W 
A(l)»AiS(AU)) 
OOTO 20 
CONTINUE 
VRITEMrlS) 

FORHATUOX.tHFD PREPOT SEARCH FOR RHIN HOT CONVERGED AFTER 100 
••ITERATIONS*) 

STOP 
CONTINUE 
XST*XHIH-XH 

130 

PRCP0T11.32 
PREP0T11.53 
PREP0T11.34 
PREP0T11.55 
PREP0T11.5* 
PREP0T11.57 
PREPOTU.M 
PREPOTll.Sf 
PREPOTU.M 
PREPOTll.il 

PREP0T11.42 
PREFOTU.tt 
PREP0T11.44 
PREPOTU.iS 
PREP0T11.M 
PREP0T11.47 

OF POINTS FOR POTENTIAL CALCULATION NEEDED FOR PHASEPREP0TU.68 
PREP0T11.*? 
PREP0T11.70 
PREP0T11.71 
PREP0T11.72 
PREP0T11.73 
PREP0T11.74 
PREP0T11.75 
PREP0T11.74 
PREP0TU.77 
PREP0T11.78 
PREP0T11.7? 
PREP0T11.80 
PREP0T11.81 
PREP0T11.82 
PREP0T11.B3 
PREP0TU.84 
PREP0T11.85 
PREP0TU.86 
PREP0TU.87 
PREP0T11.88 
PREP0T11.89 
PREPQTU.90 
PREP0T11.91 
PREP0T11.92 
PREP0TU.93 

SET UP ARRAY 
SHIFTS 

DO 110 1*1.N 
XH2U>xXST+KXH 
DO 130 1*1.H 
RzXH2(I)SA<2> 
RRxRtR 
R6*RR»3 
F»A(3>»EXP(-A(4)«R) 
G*-C4/R*-C8/R6/RR-C10/RR/RR/R6 
D«l. 
IF(XM2<I).LE.1.2B)D«EXP<-<1.28/XH2<I)-l.)tt2> 

CONVERT TO WAVENUMBERS. ADDITIONAL FACTOR OF A d ) RESULTS FROH 
HFI BEING CALCULATED IN REAL ENER6Y UNITS 

V<I)»IZ«(F+G»D)/A(1) 

SET UP ARRAY OF THE REDUCED CENTRIFUGAL POTENTIAL 

TEHP«1./XH2(I> 
XH2(I)*TEHP»TEHP 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE POT(X.AiVrVPrLiRH) 
DIHENSION A(1S).V<10>.X(10).VP(10) 

LJ 6-12 EXACT PHASE SHIFTS 
FOR DESCRIPTION OF FUNCTIONAL FORM. 
EXPLANATION OF VARIABLES. SEE P0T3. 

LITERATURE REFERENCE AND 

PREP0T11 
P0T12.2 
P0T12.3 
P0T12.4 
P0T12.5 
P0T12.6 
P0T12.7 
P0T12.8 

,94 

http://PREPOTll.il
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10 

>Z-ftHMU>*A<2)M(2)*34».7S7/U.aS7«3 
M 10 1*1 fL 
XIM*1./X<I) 
TENP>XIN*W 
V<I)»4.tT£MP«(TENP-l.> 
V(I)-V(I>«IZ 
XU>>XIHtXIM 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

P0T12.V 
MT12.10 
rOT12.ll 
P0T12.12 
OT12.13 
P0T12.14 
P0T12.15 
PQT12.U 
P0T12.17 
P0T12.lt 

10 

SUBROUTINE PREPOT(AiRH) 
COHHON/PTHL/V(2001)tXH2<2001)fXSTART.XSTEP.RNPHASiERROR 
C0HH0N/P0Tr*E/C6tC8>C10.BlrB2>B3rB4fAl>A2»A3fA4 
DIMENSION AU5) 
LJ 6~12 "XACT PHASE SHIFTS 
FOR A DESCRIPTION OF FUNCTIONAL FORH.LITERATURE REFERENCE AND 
EXPLANATION OF VARIABLES* SEE P0T3. 
XMN«XSTART 
BZ*RH»AU)*A<2)*A<2>*349.757/16.85763 
XH*XSTEP 
L»INT(RNPHAS> 
XS*XHIN-XH 
DO 10 1*1rL 
XS*XS+XH 
XIN-l./XS 
TEHP*XINM6 
V(I)M.tTEHP*(TEHP-l.) 
VU)*V<I)tBZ 
XH2(I)>XINtXIN 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

P0T12.lt 
PREP0T12.2 
PTNL.2 
P0TPRE.2 
PREP0T12.5 
PREP0T12.6 
PREP0T12.7 
PREP0T12.8 
PREP0T12.9 
PREP0T12.10 
PREP0T12.il 
PREP0T12.12 
PREP0T12.13 
PREP0T12.14 
PREP0T12.15 
PREP0T12.14 
PREP0T12.17 
PREP0T12.18 
PREP0T12.19 
PREP0T12.20 
PREP0T12.21 
PREP0T12.22 
PREP0T12.23 
PREP0T12.24 
PREP0T12.25 

SUBROUTINE POT(X»A.ViVP»L.RH) 
CQNN0N/P0TPRE/C4iC8iC10iBl»B2.B3.B4,Al»A2tA3»A4 
DIMENSION A(lS)>V(10>tUP(10)>X(10) 
EXACT PHASE SHIFT SPHD POTENTIAL 
XP.71iPG.2638 (1979). 
DEFINITION OF A ARRAY 
AU)*EPSIL0N»A(2>»RHrA<3)>A >A(4)*ALPHAiA(5)*B0iA<6>*Bl> 
A(7)*B2>A<8)*B3rA<9)*XFrA(10>xTAUfA<ll)*X0. 
A(12)*C4tA<13>*C8.A<14>«C10 

PREP0T12.26 
P0T13.2 
P0TPRE.2 
P0T13.4 
P0T13.5 
P0T13.4 
P0T13.7 
P0T13.8 
P0T13.9 
P0T13.10 
P0T13.11 
P0T13.12 

http://rOT12.ll
http://P0T12.lt
http://P0T12.lt
http://PREP0T12.il
http://XP.71iPG.2638
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20 

C 
C 
C 
C 

30 

10 

•Z-M*AU>M(2)M(2)«349.757/U.S57«3 
M 10 1*1tL 
Z«X<I)-A<») 
IFCZ.LT.O.) OOTO 20 

•ISPERSION SERIES 

XTOKDtt t 
X2«Xll)W2 
VU>*-<C*/XT+Ct/XT/X2+C10/XT/X2/X2> 
MT« 30 

SPHP SERIES 

Z«1.-1./X(I> 
H«1./<1.+EXP(AU0>*(X(I>-AU1>)>> 
G«A<5)tZ»Z»U.+Z*<A<A>+Z»<A<7)+Z*A<8)>>>-l. 
V<I)*HM(3>tEXF(-A(4)*A(2)tX<I> > /AU)+U.-H>« 

CONVERT POTENTIAL TO UAVENUHBERS AND CALCULATE REDUCED 
CENTRIFUGAL POTENTIAL ARRAY 

X(I)*1./X(I)/X(I) 
v<i)»y<i)*8z 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

P0T13.13 
P0U3.14 
P0T13.1S 
P0T13.1* 
PQT13.17 
P0T13.lt 
P0T13.1* 
P0T13.20 
P0T13.21 
P0T13.22 
P0T13.2: 
P0T13.24 
P0T13.25 
P0T13.2& 
P0T13.27 
P0T13.28 
P0T13.29 
P0T13.30 
P0T13.31 
P0T13.32 
P0T13.33 
P0T13.34 
P0T13.3S 
P0T13.36 
P0T13.37 
P0T13.38 
P0T13.39 

SUBROUTINE PREPOTCArRM) 
C0HH0N/PTNL/V(2001)fXH2(2001)>XSTARTiXSTEPfRNPHASiERR0R 
COHHON/POTPRE/CA>CBrC10.BlrB2»B3»B4rAliA2fA3.A4 
DIMENSION 4(15) 

SPHD EXACT POTENTIAL 

BZ»RH*A<l>tA<2)IA(2>*34?.757/16.85763 
XHIN'XSTART 
XH>XSTEP 
L'INT(RNPHAS) 

XS'XNIN-XH 

CONVERT DISPERSION CONSTANTS TO REDUCED UNITS 
M-AU2) 
D8«A<13> 
D10'A(14> 
ERM&*A(l>tA<2)m 
C6>D6/ER(U 
C8«D8/ERH6/A<2>**2 
C10>D10/ER(M/A(2)(S4 

P0T13.40 
PREP0T13.2 
PTNL.2 
P0TPRE.2 
PREP0T13.5 
PREP0T13.6 
PREP0T13.7 
PREP0T13.8 
PRIP0T13.9 
PREP0T13.10 
PREP0T13.il 
PREP0T13.12 
PREP0T13.13 
PREP0T13.14 
PREP0T13.15 
PREP0T13.16 
PREP0T13.17 
PREP0T13.18 
PREP0T13.19 
PREP0T13.20 
PREP0T13.21 
PREP0T13.22 
PREP0T13.23 
PREP0T13.24 

http://P0T13.lt
http://PREP0T13.il
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C 
c 
c 
20 

30 

10 

•2>S3 ARE USES TO HATCH DISPERSION SERIES A M ITS FIRST 
DERIVATIVE AT XF. 

XF*A(?> 
H-l ./(1.4EXP(A(10)*<XF-AI11) ))) 
HI—B»H»£XP<AC10>*<XF-A(11)))*A<10) 
XF4-XFSM 
XF2*XF*XF 
F—(C4/XF4+CS/XF4/XF2+C10/XF4/XF2/XF2) 
F»*<4.*C«7XF*+l.tt8/XF2/XF*M0.*C10/XF2/XF4VX' 
G>H*A(3)*EXP(-A(4>tXF> 
Gl*Gt(Hl/H-A(4>) 
RL*1.-1./XF 
T»-1.+RL»PX*<A<3)+A<4)*RL> 
RL1*]../XF2 
CNST1*<F«.)/RL/RL/AC5> 
CNSTl*CNSTl-l.-RLtA(4) 
CNST2*F1/A(5>/RL/RL1 
CKST2*CNST2-2.-3.SA(4)tRL 
A<7)*< 5.*CHST1-CNST2)/RL**2 
A<8)x<CMST2-4.tCNSTl>/RL«S3 
DO 10 In.L 
XS*XS+XH 
XH2<I)*XS 
Z*XM2(I)-A(9) 
IFIZ.LT.O.) GOTO 20 
DISPERSION SERIES 

XT*XH2(I>*S6 
X2*XH2U)M2 
VU)«-CC4/XT+C8/XT/X2+C10/XT/X2/,2) 
GOTO 30 

SPHD SERIES 

Z«1.-1./XN2(I) 
H«1./<1.+EXP(A<10)*<XN2<I)-A(11)>>) 
G«A<S>*Z1Z*<1.+Z*<A<4HZ*<A<7HZJA<8)))>-1. 
V<I)*H*A<3)*EXP<-A<4>*A<2>*XH2U>)/A(1H<1.-H)*G 
XH2(I)<1./XH2(I)/XH2(I) 
V(I)»V(I)*BZ 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

IHETOT13.25 
PRCP0T13.2* 
PREP0T13.27 
PREP0T13.2S 
METOT13.29 
PRCP0T13.30 
PREP0T13.31 
PREP0T13.32 
PREP0T12 33 
PREP0T13.34 
PREP0T13.35 
FREP0T13.36 
PREP0T13.37 
PREP0T13.38 
PREP0T13.39 
PREP0T13.40 
PREP0T13.41 
PREP0T13.42 
PREP0T13.43 
PREP0T13.44 
PREP0T13.4S 
PREP0T13.44 
PREP0T13.47 
PREP0T13.48 
PREP0T13.49 
PREP0T13.50 
PREP0T13.51 
PREP0T13.52 
PREP0T13.53 
PREP0T13.S4 
PREP0T13.53 
PREP0T13.54 
PREP0T13.57 
PREP0T13.58 
PREP0T13.59 
PREP0T13.60 
PREP0T13.il 
PREP0T13.42 
PREP0T13.43 
PREP0TJ3.44 
PREP0T13.43 
PREP0T13.44 
PREPQT13.47 
PREP0T13.48 
PREP0T13.49 

SUBROUTINE POT(XiArVtVPiLiRH) 
ESHttSV-EXACT PHASE SHIFTS 
DEFINITION OF POTENTIAL PARAMETERS? SEE XP.71.P. 2438 (1979). 

FREP0T13.70 
P0T14.2 
P0T14.3 
P0T14.4 
P0T14.5 
P0T14.4 

http://PREP0T13.il
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C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

FOR MSIC DEFERENCE 
AU»£PSILON, A(2)«RHfA(3>*AfA(4)»ALPHArA(S>*XlrA<4)*X2rA(7>*X3r 
A<i)«X4.A<f>«IETAl.A<10>»C*»A<ll)«Ci.A(12>» KTA2 
NOTE THAT THE FOLLOW*. HOOIFICATIOHS HAVE K E N NAK TO THIS 
VERSION OF THE POTENTIAL. 
1. THE FIRST HORSE POTENTIAL EXTENDS FROM X2 TO RH. 
2. THE SECOND HORSE POTENTIAL EXTENDS FROM RH TO X3. 
3. THE SECOND HORSE IS SPLINED TO THE DISPERSION SERIES USIN6 A 
TRIGONOMETRIC SUITCHIN6 FUNCTION. INSTEAD OF A POLYNOMIAL SPLINE 

C0HH0N/P0TPR£/C4»C8.C10»»1,12.B3.84»A1.A2.A3»A4 
DIMENSION XU0).AU5>.V(10>.VP<10) 
JZ*RH«AU>*A(2>tA(2>*349.757/l&.B5763 
DO 200 1*1 .L 
T4«X<I)-AC5) 
IF(T4)l.lr2 

EXPONENTIAL REPULSIVE WALL 
V(I)«A<3)*EXP(-A<4)*(X<I)-i.)> 
VP(I)>-A(4)tV(I) 
GOTO 100 
T5=X(I)-A<6) 

IFIT5>3»4.4 

EXPONENTIAL SPLINE 
V(I>*EXPu+T4t<A2+T5t(A3+A4*T4>)> 

VP<I>*V<I>*<A2+A3»<T4+T5)+A4*T4«<T4+2.*T5)> 
GOTO 100 

T1«X(I)-1. 
IF(T1)5>5>6 

FIRST HORSE (X<1> 
TEMP«EXP(-A<9>*T1) 
V(I)»TEMP*(TEMP-2.) 
VP(I)<2.tA(?)«TEMPt(l.-TEHP)*(-l) 
GOTO 100 
T2*X(I)-A(7) 
IF(T2) 7.8.8 
SECOND MORSE 
TEHP*EXP<-A<12)*T1) 
V(I)«TEMPt(TEMP-2.) 
VP(I)»2.«A<?)*TEHPt(l.-TEMP)»(-l) 
60T0 100 
T3«X<I>-A<8> 

IF<T3) 9.9,10 
CONTINUE 

P0T14.7 
P0T14.9 
P0TJ4.9 
P0T14.10 
P0T14.11 
P0T14.12 
P0T14.13 
P0T14.14 
P0T14.15 
P0T14.16 
P0T14.17 
P0TPRE.2 
P0T14.19 
P0T14.20 
P0T14.21 
P0T14.22 
P0T14.23 
P0T14.24 
P0T14.25 
P0T14.2& 
P0T14.27 
P0T14.2S 
P0T14.29 
P0T14.30 
P0T14.31 
P0T14.32 
P0T14.33 
P0T14.34 
P0T14.35 
P0T14.34 
P0T14.37 
P0T14.38 
P0T14.39 
P0T14.40 
P0T14.41 
P0T14.42 
P0T14.43 
P0T14.44 
P0T14.45 
P0T14.46 
P0T14.47 
P0T14.48 
P0T14.49 
P0T14.50 
P0T14.51 
P0T14.52 
P0T14.53 
P0T14.54 
P0T14.55 
P0T14.56 
P0T14.57 
P0T14.S8 
P0T14.59 
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10 

100 

200 

TRIB0N0HETRIC SWITCHING REGION FROM SECOND HOME TO 015 ?H«IDN 
SERIES 

TEHP»EXP<-A<12)«T1> 
MNX(I)S*2 
R4*ft*»3 

RIOHtSMR 
•—C4/R4-CB/RB-C10/R10 
RTT2*3.M15»2/<AU>-A{7>) 
RTT1«UU>-A<7)>*RTT2 
S».5«(C0S(RTT1)+1.) 
0S«-RTT2«SIN(RTTl)/2. 
RH0RS£«TEHP*<TENP-2.) 
V(I)«RH0RSE*3H1.-S)*D 
VPUWRHORSE. B)tDS+S*2.SA(12)*TEHP*U.-TEHP) 
VP(I)*VP(I)+<l.-S)«i.»C6/R6/X(I)+9.*Ca/R8/X(I)+10.tC10/R10/X<I) 
SOTO 100 

DISPERSION SERIES 

RR*XU)»2 
R6*RR«3 
R8=RR*R6 
R10'RR*R8 
V(I)*-C4/R6-C8/R8-C10/R10 
VP<I>*4.*C6/R4/X<I>+8.*CB/R8/X<I)+10.*C10/R10/X<I> 
CONTINUE 

CONVERT TO UAVENUHBERS AND RETURN REDUCED CENTRIFUGAL POTENTIAL 

V(I)*V(I)tBZ 
X(I)*1./X(I)/X(I) 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

POT J4.41. 
WTl4.Ai> 
rmu.a 
P0T14.M 
P0T14U45 
POTU.M 
P0T14.47 
PDT14.M 
FQT14.tf 
POT14.70 
P0T14.71 
P0T14.72 
P0T14.73 
P0T14.74 
P0T14.75 
P0T14.76 
P0T14.77 
P0T14.78 
P0T14.79 
P0T14.80 
P0T14.il 
P0TI4.52 
P0T14.83 
P0T14.84 
P0T14.B5 
P0T14.86 
P0T14.87 
P0T14.88 
P0T14.89 
POT14.90 
P0T14.91 
P0TU.92 
P0T14.93 
P0T14.94 
P0T14.95 

SUBROUTINE PREPOT(AfRH) 
DIMENSION A<15> 
COHH0N/PTNL/U(20Ol)tXH2(2O01>tXSTARTtXSTEP.RHPHASfERR0R 
C0MH0N/P0TPRE/C4iC8»C10.BliB2fB3iB4iAliA2iA3iA4 

P0T14.96 
PREP0T14.2 
PREP0T14.3 
PTNL.2 
P0TPRE.2 
PREP0T14.4 
PREP0T14.7 
PREP0T14.8 

ESNHSV - EXACT PHASE SHIFTS. 
SEE POT 14 FOR DETAILS ON THE POTENTIAL PARAMETERS. IN THIS 
VERSION OF THE ESHMSV POTENTIALt THE TUO HORSE POTENTIALS JOIN ATPREP0T14.9 
RHi AND THE DISPERSION SERIES IS SUITCHED ON-WITH A TRIG0NOHETRICPREP0T14.10 
FUNCTIONi NOT A POLYNOMIAL SPLINE. PREP0T14.il 

PREP0T14.12 
BZ«RN*AU)*A(2>*A(2>*34?.757/14.857&3 PREP0T14.13 
XMIN»XSTART PREP0T14.14 
XH«XSTEP PREPDT14.15 

http://P0T14.il
http://PREP0T14.il
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11 

20 
C 
C 
c 

L-INT4RNPHAS) 
XS>XHIH-XH 

CONVERT USPEftSION CONSTANTS TO REMJCEI UNITS 

£ M M * A ( 1 > * A ( 2 > » 4 
C*-A(1«)/ERM* 
Ct-A< 11 >/ERH4/A<2)M2 
C10-AU3>/ERH*YA(2)SS4 

CHECK THAT THE HORSE CURVATURE AND SPLINE POINTS ARE COMPATIBLE 

PREPOTH.lt 
PRCP0T14.17 
PREP0T14.lt 
PREP0T14.19 
PREP0T14.20 
PREP0T14.21 
PREPCT14.22 
PREP0T14.23 
PRErOT14.24 
PREP0T14.2S 
PREP0T14.2* 
PREP0T14.27 
PREP0T14.28 
PREP0T14.29 

IFC.S.GT. EXP(A(?»<AU>-l.m GOTO 20 
MRITE(4.11> A<9>rA<4> 
F0RHAT(10X>* IN SUMOUTINE PREP0T14. THE HORSE CURVATURE PARAMETERPREPDT14.30 
• A(9) IS INCOHPATIM.E HITH THE EXPONENTIAL*./.10X.*SPLIHE POINT X PREP0T14.31 
*3. THEIR VALUES AREtt2(2XrE14.7>rl0X.tRESPECTIVELYti/> 
STOP 
CONTINUE 
COMPUTE SPLINE CONSTANTS FOR EXPONENTIAL HALL .FIRST HORSE 

A1*AL0G(A(3>)-AC4)«A(S)-1.> 
TEHP»EXP(-2.«A(9)I(A(«)-1.))-2.*EXP(-A(9)*(A(6)-1.)) 
A2*<AL0G(TEHP)-A1)/<A<4)-A<5>> 
A3»-(A<4)+A2>/<A<5>-A<4>> 
A4*2.tA<9)*<EXP(-A(9)*<A<4>-l.))-EXP<-2.*A(9>*(A(4)-l.>)>*EXP< 

S+A2*CA(4>-A(3))))-A2-A3t(A(i)-A<5> > 
A4»A4/<A<4)-A<5>>**2 

SET UP POTENTIAL ARRAY FOR PHASE SHIFT CALCULATION . 
DO 500 I»1»L 
XS*XS+XH 
T4=XS-A<5) 
IF<T4)ltlf2 

REPULSIVE WALL 
V(I>«A<3>*EXP(-A(4>*<XS-1.>> 
GOTO 100 
T5»XS-A<4> 
IF(T5>3.4»4 
EXPONENTIAL SPLINE 
V(I>«EXPCAl+T4*(A2tT5t<A3+A4*T4>>> 

GOTO 100 
Tl-XS-1. 

IF(T1>5.5.4 
FIRST HORSE <X<1.) 

PREP0T14.32 
PREP0T14.33 
PREP0T14.34 
PREP0T14.3S 
PREP0T14.36 
PREP0T14.37 
PREP0T14.38 
PREP0T14.39 
PREP0T14.4O 
PREP0T14.41 

•(A1PREP0T14.42 
PREP0T14.43 
PREP0T14.44 
PREP0T14.45 
PREP0T14.44 
PREP0T14.47 
PREP0T14.48 
PREP0T14.49 
PREP0T14.50 
PREP0T14.S1 
PREP0T14.52 
PREP0T14.S3 
PREP0T14.54 
PREP0T14.55 
PREP0T14.54 
PREP0T14.57 
PREP0T14.5B 
PREP0T14.59 
PREP0T14.40 
PREP0T14.41 
PREP0T14.42 
PREP0T14.43 
PREP0T14.44 
PREP0T14.45 
PREP0T14.44 
PREP0T14.47 
PREP0T14.48 

http://PREPOTH.lt
http://PREP0T14.lt
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9 TEHP»£XP<-ft<9>*M> nenru.it 
VU>«TEHPUTEMP-2.> PHEP0T14.70 
•0T0 100 PRCP0TI4.71 

i T2«XS-A(7) M6P0T14.72 
IF<T2> 7 i t f t nieraTM.73 

C nKnrri4.74 
c KCOM HORSE PHEraiM.75 
c PKP0T14.74 
7 TE«P«EXP(-A(12)*T1> PKP0T14.77 

V<I>«TE((Pt<TE»»-2.) PKF0T14.78 
SOTO 100 PREP0T14.79 

• T3*XS-A<8) PKEP0T14.M 
IF(T3) 9r9t l0 PREP0T14.81 

9 CONTINUE PKEP0T14.S2 
c PREP0T14.B3 
C SNITCHING FUNCTION FROM SECOND HORSE TO DISPERSION SERIES PREP0T14.84 
c PREP0T14.SS 

TENP*EXPC-AU2)*T1> PREP0T14.86 
RR*XSM2 PREP0T14.87 
RA«RR1*3 PREP0T14.88 
R8=RR*R6 PREP0T14.89 
R10»R8*RR PREP0T14.90 
D*-C6/R6-CB/R8-C10/R10 PREP0T14.91 
RTT2»3.141592/(A<8)-A<7)) PREP0T14.92 
RTT1»T2*RTT2 PRSP0T14.93 
S*.5*<C0S(RTT1)+1.) PREP0T14.94 
RH0RSE*TEMP*UEHP-2.) PREP0T14.95 
V(I)*RMORSEtS+(l.-S>SD PREP0T14.9* 
GOTO 100 PREP0T14.97 

c PREP0T14.98 

c DISPERSION SERIES PREP0T14.99 

c PREP0T14.1O0 
10 RR*XS»2 PREP0T14.101 

R6*RR**3 PREP0T14.102 
R8«RR*R& PREP0T14.103 
RIO'RRtRB PREP0T14.104 
VU)*-C6/RA-C8/R8-C10/R10 PREP0T14.105 

100 CONTINUE PREP0T14.106 

c PREP0T14.107 

c CONVERT POTENTIAL TO HAVENUHBERS AND SET UP CENTRIFUGAL POTENTIALPREPOT14.108 
c IN REDUCED UNITS PREP0T14.109 

c PREP0T14.11O 
XN2U)«1./XS/XS PREP0T14.111 
V(I)>V(I)tBZ PREP0T14.U2 

300 CONTINUE PREP0T14.113 
RETURN PREP0T14.114 
END PREP0U4.115 

PREP0T14.116 
SUBROUTINE POTUfA.V.VP.L.RM) P0T15.2 

c P0T1S.3 

c ESHttSV EXACT ETA'S P0T1S.4 

http://nenru.it
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10 

11 

13 

•EFINITION OF POTENTIAL PARAMETERS? SEE JCP.70.P. 4t» Ut7»> 
A(»»EPSIL0NrA(2)-RllrA(3)»ArA<4>«ALPHA.A(3)»XltA(*)»X2tA(7)»X3f 
A(S>-X4,A<9)«BETAl»A<10)»C4iA<ll)-C»,AC12)»BETA2 

THE F0LL0HIN8 ARE THE MAIN IIFFEREHCES BETWEEN THIS VERSION A M 
P0T14 
1. THE OUTER HORSE IS SPLINES TO THE DISPERSION SERIES 

2. THE TIM HORSE PARTS ARE JOINED AT THE SIGHA POINT. 
COHHON/POTPRE/CirCSfC10fBlfB2>B3rB4iAliA2rA3>A4 
DIHENSIOH X(10)>A(lS)fV(10)iVP(10J 
RT*AL06<2.) 
BZ«RH*A<l>*A<2>SA(2>t349.757/U.85763 
BO 200 I'LL 
T1*XU)-A(5> 
IF(T1)5.5.6 

EXPONENTIAL REPULSIVE IMLL 

VU)*A(3)*EXP<-AC4)«CX<I)-1.>) 
GOTO 100 
T2*XU>-ACi> 

IF(T2)7i8r8 

EXPONENTIAL SPLINE 
V<I)*EXPtAl+Tl»<A2+T2t<A3+A4*Tl>>> 
GOTO 100 
T3»X(I)-l.«T/Atl2) 
JF(T3)9.9flO 
FIRST HORSE <R< SIGHA) 

M><A(9)-RT)/(A(12>-RT> 
El<EXP(A(9)-X(I)tA(12)tU) 
V(I)sEl*(El-2,)/U 
GOTO 100 
T4«X(I)-A(7) 
IF(T4> ll>12fl2 
SECOND HORSE 

E1«EXP(-2.*A(12>*<X<I>-1.)> 
E2«EXP(-A(12)«<X(I)-1.>) 
V(I)*E1-2.«E2 
GOTO 100 
T4«X(I)-A<8> 
T3«X(I)-A<7> 
IF<T4)13»14.14 
POLYNOMIAL SPLINE TO DISPERSION SERIES 

P0T15.3 
P0T13.4 
P0T15.7 
P0T15.B 
P0T13.9 
P0T15.10 
P0T13.U 
P0T15.12 
P0T15.13 
P0T15.14 
P0TPRE.2 
P0T1S.U 
P0T15.17 
P0T13.18 
P0T15.19 
P0T15.20 
P0T1S.21 
POT15.22 
P0T15.23 
P0T15.24 
P0T15.25 
P0T15.26 
P0T15.27 
P0T1S.28 
P0T15.29 
P0T1S.30 
P0T1S.31 
P0T15.32 
P0T13.33 
P0T15.34 
P0T15.35 
P0T15.34 
P0T15.37 
P0T15.38 
P0T15.39 
P0T1S.40 
P0T15.41 
P0T15.42 
P0T15.43 
P0T1S.44 
P0T1S.45 
P0T15.46 
P0T15.47 
P0T13.48 
P0T15.49 
P0T15.50 
P0T15.S1 
P0T15.S2 
P0T1S.53 
P0T13.54 
P0T15.55 
P0T1S.54 
P0T15.57 
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13 

C 
c 
c 
14 

100 

200 

VU)>tl+T3t(K2mS<l3+T3«M> > 
00T0 100 

•ISPERSIOH SERIES 
RR«X<DtS2 

M 4 M M 
R10-RR*R8 
V<I)»-C*/R*-CI/R8-C10/R10 

CONTINUE 

CONVERT TO REDUCED UNITS> SET UP CENTRIFUGAL POTENTIAL. 

V(I)«V(I)*1Z 
XU)*1./XU)/X(I) 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
ENS 

POUS.St 
P0T13.S? 
POTIS.M 
POTIS.M 
P0T15.42 
P0T13.43 
POTIS.M 
P0T15.45 
POTIS.M 
P0T13.47 
POTIS.M 
P0T1S.49 
P0T15.70 
P0T15.71 
P0T1S.72 
P0T15.73 
P0T15.74 
P0T15.75 
P 0 U 5 . 7 4 

21 

SUBROUTINE PREPOKAtRN) 
DIMENSION A U 5 ) 
C0HWm/PTNL/V(2001)>XH2(2001>tXSTART.XSTEP.RNPHASiERR0R 
CDMN0N/P0TPR£/C4.CBfCl0.Bl iB2.B3iB4.Al.A2,A3rA4 

ESMMSV- EXACT PHASE SHIFTS 
HORSE POTENTIALS JOINED AT THE SIGHA POINT 
POLYNOMIAL SPLINE TO THE DISPERSION SERIES 

RT«AL0G<2.) 
»Z*RH*A<1>*A(2>»A<2>*349.757/14.85743 
XHINiXSTART 
XH'XSTEP 
L*INT(RHPHAS) 
XS*XHIN-XH 
CONVERT DISPERSION CONSTANTS TO REDUCED UNITS 

ERH6*AU)*A(2>tt4 
C4*A(10)/ERH4 
C8*A<U)/ERH4/A<2)**2 
ClO'O. 
CALCULATE SPLINE COEFFICIENTS TO EXPONENTIAL WALL 
A1*AL0G<A<3>>-A<4>*(A<5)-1.) 
TEHP*EXP<-2.M<9>*<A<4>-l.»-2.tEXP<-A<9>*<A<4>-l.>> 
IF<TEHP.ST.O.) SOTO 20 
WtITE(4t21) A(4)iA<9> 
FORMAT<2XitIN PREPOTlSr SPLINE POINT AND MORSE CURVATURE NOT * 

MCOHPATIILEt»2<2X»E10.4 >) 

P0T15.77 
PREP0T15.2 
PREP0T15.3 
PTNL.2 
P0TPRE.2 
PREP0T15.4 
PREP0T15.7 
PREP0T15.8 
PREP0T15.9 
PREPOT15.10 
PREP0T15.U 
PREP0T15.12 
PREP0T1S.13 
PREP0T15.14 
PREP0T15.15 
PREP0T15.16 
PREP0T15.17 
PREP0T15.18 
PREP0T15.19 
PREP0T15.20 
PREP0T15.21 
PREP0T15.22 
PREP0T15.23 
PREP0T15.24 
PREP0T15.25 
PREP0T1S.24 
PREP0T13.27 
PREP0T15.28 
PREP0T1S.29 
PREP0T15.30 
PREP0T15.31 
PREP0T1S.32 
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20 

5 
6 

C 
C 
c 

7 

8 

10 

11 

12 

STOP 
CONTINUE 

A2«<AL0S(TEHP)-«1)/(AU>-A(5>> 
A3«-(A(4)«2)/;A(5)-A(*)> 
A4«2.*A(f>»(EXP(-A(»)tJA(*>-l.))-£XP<-2.»A<9)«U(*) 
1 W2»< AU)-A» 5))))-A2-A3t( AU)-A(S) > 
,.4-A4/<AU)-A<3>)*«2 
TT»*U2)»<AI7)-1.) 
CALCULATE SPLINE CONSTANTS TO DISPERSION SERIES 

11»EXP<-2.»TT>-2.*EXP<-TT) 
TENP*-C*/A<t>«**-C8/A(8)«8-C10/A<8)*»10 
•2*<TENP-»1>/<A(8)-A(7)) 
TEHP'-2.«A(12)<EXP(-2.<TT)i2.tEXP<-TT)tA(12) 
D3*<TENP-»2>/<A<7)-A<8>> 
TEHP=4.tC6/A<8>**7+8.*C8/A<8)tt9+10.*C10/A<8>ttll 
i4*(TEMP-B2-»3*<A<8)-A<7)))/(A<8)-A<7)>«2 
DO 500 I»1»L 
XS'XS+XH 
T1*XS-A<5) 
IF(Tl)5»5t6 

REPULSIVE EXPONENTIAL UALL 

V<I)»A<3)tEXP<-A<4>*(XS-l.» 
GOTO 100 

T2»XS-A<6> 
IF(T2)7»8f8 

EXPONENTIAL SPLINE 

V<I)*EXP<Al+T»<A2+T2t(A3+A4*Tl))) 
GOTO 100 
T3«XS -l.+RT/A(12) 
IF<T3)9.9»10 
FIRST NORSE (X<SIGNA) 
«*<A<9)-RT)/<A<12>-RT) 
E1*EXP<A<9>-XS *A(12)ty> 
V(I)'El*(El-2.)/U 
GOTO 100 
T4*XS -A (7) 
IF(T4) llfl2<12 

SECOND NORSE 
E1«EXP(-2.*A(12)*<XS -l.>> 
E2»EXP(-A(12>*(XS -1.)) 
U(I)'E1-2.*E2 
SOTO 100 
T4«XS -Ad) 

PRCP0T1S.33 
PREP0T15.34 
PREP0T15.35 
PftEPOTlS.M 

•1.»>«EXP(-(A1PREP0T1S.37 
PREP0T1S.3I 
PREP0T15.3* 
PREP0T1S.40 
PREP0T15.41 
PREP0T15.42 
PREP0T1S.43 
PREP0T1S.44 
PREP0T15.45 
PREP0T1S.46 
PREP0T15.47 
PREP0T15.48 
PREP0T15.49 
PREP0T15.50 
PREP0T15.51 
PREP0T15.52 
PREP0T15.53 
PREP0T15.54 
PREP0T15.55 
PREP0T15.5& 
PREP0T15.57 
PREP0T15.S8 
PREP0T13.59 
PREP0T1S.40 
PREP0T15.61 
PREP0T15.62 
PREP0T15.63 
PREP0T15.A4 
PREP0T15.45 
PREP0T15.66 
PREP0T15.67 
PREP0T15.68 
PREP0T15.69 
PREP0T15.70 
PREP0T15.71 
PREP0T15.72 
PREP0T15.73 
PREP0T15.74 
PREP0T15.75 
PREP0T15.74 
PREP0T15.77 
PREP0T15.78 
PREP0T15.79 
PREP0T15.80 
PREP0T1S.81 
PREP0T1S.82 
PREP0T15.83 
PREP0T15.84 
PREP0T1S.8S 
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TMCS - M 7 ) PREP0T15.M 
IF<T4)13tl4>14 PREP0T1S.B7 

C PREPOTIS.N 
C POLYNOMIAL SPLINE PREP0T15.8* 
C PREP0T15.90 
13 V(I)*M+T3S(>2+T4*(I3+T3SM>> PREP0T15.9I 

GOTO 100 PREP0T1S.92 
C PREP0T15.93 
C DISPERSION SERIES PREP0T15.94 
C PREP0T15.9S 
14 RR«XS »«2 PREP0T15.96 

M*RR«*3 PREP0T15.97 
R8*RR»R6 PREP0T15.98 
R10*RRtR8 PREP0T15.99 
U(I)x-C6/R6-C8/R8-C10/R10 PREP0T15.1O0 

100 CONTINUE PREP0T1S.101 
C PREP0T15.102 
C CONVERT POTENTIAL TO REDUCED UNITS AND SET UP CENTRIFUGAL POTENT.PREPOT1S.103 
C PREP0T15.104 

XM2(I)*1./XS/XS PREP0T15.105 
V<I)*V(I)tBZ PREP0T1S.10& 

500 CONTINUE PREP0T15.107 
RETURN PREF0T15.108 
END PREP0T15.109 
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CHAPTER II. INFRARED VIBRATIONAL PREDISSOCIATION OF 
CgHg, HgO, and NH 3 CLUSTERS STUDIED BY THE 
CROSSED LASER-MOLECULAR BEAM TECHNIQUE 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Since the observation by Welsh and McKellar of fine structure in 
the pressure induced infra-red spectra of H- with various gases 
(D 2, H-, Ar, Kr, Xe, N-, etc.) at low temperatures, van der Waals 
molecules and molecular clusters hnve exhibited a number of intriguing 
properties which test our understanding of intermolecular forces. One 
property, in particular, which has been recently studied both experi
mentally and theoretically, is the vibrational predissociation lifetime 
of a van der Waals molecule when one of the vi-brations of the strong 

chemical bonds is excited. This vibrational energy is typically 5-50 
2 times the van der Waals bond energy. Early calculations by Child 

on the lifetimes of Ar...HCl(v»l) suggested that the vibrationally 
excited compl>-;< was stable to dissociation for times comparable to the 
infrared radiative lifetime. The spectra of McKellar and Welsh showed 
that for systems such as Ar...H 2(v»l), the lifetimes are sufficiently 
long to resolve rotational motions of the H- molecule within the 
complex. 

In 1978, Scoles, Gough, and their coworkers first observea 
directly the vibrational predissociation of a van der Waals molecule, 
(N ?0) ?, in the ground electronic state, obtaining a lifetime in 

-12 -4 the range 10 - 10 seconds. The clusters were excited by a 
diode laser and the predissociation observed as a decrease in signal 
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at a bolometer which monitored the molecular beam. Since that time, 
the Waterloo group has studied CCU clusters using an F-center laser 

4 for excitation. Levy and coworkers have performed many experiments 
on the vibrational predissociation of rare gas-iodine clusters in an 
excited electronic state. The predissociation was observed in the 
dispersed fluorescence spectrum of the I ? fragment produced by the 
predissociation. Limits to the lifetimes could be determined from the 
absorption linewidths or by using competing I. electronic predisso
ciation or fluorescence rates as an internal clock. From these 
results, a detailed picture of the propensity rules in vibrational 
predissociation has been obtained. In addition to earlier work in our 
laboratory on (NH,)-, Reuss, Gentry, and Janda and their coworkers 
have observed vibrational predissociation of various clusters with CW 
or pulsed CO- lasers and mass spectrometer detectors. In particular, 
Janda was able to argue convincingly that on the basis of the observed 
linewidths and signal strengths, the predissociation was occurring on 
a timescale of 0.3 - 1.0 picoseconds for ethylene complexes. Current 
theoretical and experimental studies have considered small clusters as 
simple model systems for condensed phases. To test the accu- acy of 
cluster models, experimental data for a wide range of compounds with 
different strengths of intermolecular forces is needed. 

In the remainder of this chapter, results are presented on 
vibrational predissociation studies of CgH,, H-O, and NH, molecular 
clusters. First, a general description of the experimental techniques 
and measured quantities is presented. Next, the detailed analyses for 
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each system are presented. Finally, a summary will generalize the 
individual results where possible. 
B. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

The two experimental methods described below utilize a supersonic 
expansion to prepare a spatially well defined molecular beam contain
ing molecular clusters, an infrared laser to excite the vibrational 
motions of interest, and a mass spectrometer to detect the effects on 
the clusters of laser excitation. One scheme is based on looking for 
the disappearance of clusters in the molecular beam correlated with 

q the pulsed laser, similar to the method of Janda, et al., while a 
second scheme monitors the appearance of molecular fragments created 
by the predissociation as in photofragment translational energy 
spectroscopy. 
1. Infrared Laser 

Tunable, infra-red radiation is generated by a Nd:YAG pumped 
optical parametric oscillator (OPO) based on the L-shaped cavity design 

22 of Byer, et al. The far-field pumping arrangement, cavity design, 
and optics are shown in Fig. 1. The idler frequency easily tunes in 
the 2800-4000 cm range spanning CH, OH, NH, and F-H stretching 
motions. The repetition rate is 10 Hz, and the output power is 1-4 

_2 millijoules/pulse, with 1 joule/cm of Nd:YAG pump energy fluence. 
The OPO linewidth (the frequency difference between the half power 
points) in this wavelength range is measured to be 3-4 cm" . The 
duration of the OPO pulse is less than 10 nanoseconds. 
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2. Perpendicular Laser-Molecular Beam Arrangement 
An in-plane view of this mlecular beam configuration is shown in 

Fig. 2. In this arrangement, the vibrational predissociation process 
is observed by the detection of the predissociation products. The 
laser and molecular beams intersect at right angles, and a rotating 
mass spectrometer pivots about the intersection point. 'A series of 
defining slits restricts the acceptance angle of the mass spectrom
eter's ionizer to 2 degrees so that only those molecules whose veloc
ities are oriented in the detector's direction and whose positions are 
within the acceptance cone can be detected. T^e background pressure 
in the intersection chamber is 1.0 x 10" torr, which ensures that 
all molecules which enter the detector from events in the intersection 
region are collision-free, primary products. The molecular beam, 
produced by a supersonic expansion, is collimated by three apertures 
to an angular divergence of 1.5*. The cluster distribution of the 
molecular beam is measured by using the rotating mass spectrometer to 
directly sample the molecular beam. 

The laser is coupled into the vacuum chamber by a BaF« lens held 
in a moveaDle tube which allows the OPO to be focused at the center of 
rotation of the detector, where it intersects the molecular beam. An 
aperture in this tube spatially defines the laser beam diameter to a 
2 mm cross section at the intersection point. The laser is linearly 
polarized perpendicular to the plane defined by the laser and molecu
lar beams. The output energy of the OPO idler frequency is measured 
with a germanium filter masked power meter placed a few inches beyond 
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the intersection point. This scheme allows the power dependence of 
the absorption to be determined, and accounts for frequency variations 
in the photon number. 

The signal produced by OPO photons is recovered from the background 
by gating a 255 channel, variable channel width, multichannel scaler 
(LBL 13X3381) with the laser pulse. The time delay between the OPO 
pulse and the arrival of molecules at the detector which were affected 
by the OPO photons, is the sum of the neutral molecule flight time from 
the intersection region to the ionizer, and the ion flight time through 
the quadrupole mass spectrometer to the ion counting electronics. The 
ion flight time is independently determined and subtracted prior to 
analysis. 
3. Coaxial Laser-Molecular Beam Arrangement 

A cross sectional view of this arrangement is shown in Fig. 3. In 
this configuration, the laser is colinear with the molecular beam. The 
electron bombardment ionizer and ion extraction optics are perpendicu
lar to the laser and molecular beams. The quadrupole mass spectrometer 
directly mentors the molecular beam so the pmdissociation of clusters 
appears as a decrease in signal at the ion related to the predissoci-
ating parent clusters. 

The signal is also gated by the laser and time resolved by the 
multichannel scaler. The initial delay between the laser pulse and 
the onset of a change in the time resolved mass spectrometer signal, 
is the sum of the ion flight time from the ionizer to the counting 
electronics, and the flight time for the effects of the first cluster 
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predissociations to reach the ionizer. The 65 cm flight path can 
detect lifetimes as long as 1.0 millisecond (for the nominal molecular 
beam velocities of these experiments), while all lifetimes shorter 
than one microsecond (after correcting for the ion flight time) will 
appear to be "instantaneous". The power variation of the 0P0 is 
measured by monitoring a reflection of the OPO photons from a beam 
splitter. 
C. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVABLES 

From the experimental observations, two quantities are derived: 
the wavelength dependence of the predissociation cross sections, and 
the translational energy distributions of the predissociation frag
ments. The photon energy is sufficient at the wavelengths 2800-3800 
cm" corresponding to the various hydrogen atom stretching frequen
cies to break the weak intermolecular bond. The perpendicular molecu
lar beam experiment uses the translational recoil velocity of the 
dissociated fragment clusters (which carries them away from the molec
ular beam) to detect the at jrption of radiation. As shown in Fig. 4, 
the cluster predissociation fragments must have sufficient recoil 
energy to reach the detector when it is placed at a fixed angle rela
tive to the molecular beam. Rotating the detector to successively 
larger angles favors those fragments which have higher translational 
energy. Through the energy balance equation 

E! t . t. + E , n t - D - E' (1 
int hv int o t l 
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the internal energy in rotation and vibration of the fragments 
(E| n t) can be obtained from the photon energy (E. ), the initial 
internal energy of the clusters (E< n«). the dissociation energy (D 
and the product recoil energy (E t). E t can be derived from the 
measurements of laboratory angular and velocity distributions. 

For the measured product yield at a fixed detector angle to be 
proportional to the photon absorption cross section of the parent 
cluster, the time scale, T , for the predissociaticn process must 
adhere to two restrictions. First, for the predissociation to be 
detected, the vibrationally excited clusters must not travel outside 
the detector's viewing region before dissociating. For the nominal 

5 
beam velocities 1 x 10 cm/sec, this places an upper limit of 2 micro
seconds on x. Secondly, x cannot vary with the OPO wavelength in such 
a way as to produce a change in the shape of the laboratory angular 
distribution. Within the experimental statistical counting error, 
this has been verified for the systems reported here. Changing the 
orientation of the laser polarization with respect to the detector-
molecular beam plane had no effect on the signals. 

The coaxial arrangement directly measures the depletion of the 
clusters and is not sensitive to the translational energy distribu
tion. As such, it is free from any assumptions regarding the angular 
shape of the laboratory photofragment distributions, and is limited 
only by the upper bound on the lifetime given by the 65 cm flight 
path. It is to be pointed out that, in the colinear experiment, the 
signal is proportional to the number of polymers dissociating within 1 
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millisecond after excitation, while in the perpendicular beam 
experiment only the fragments formed during the first 2 microseconds 
after the laser pulse may be detected. Both spectra being identical, 
we can assume that i <_2 microseconds for all wavelengths measured, 
and that the above assumptions concerning the shape of the laboratory 
distributions made in the perpendicular arrangement are valid. 
0. BENZENE 
1. Introduction 

Benzene is a natural choice as an experimental model system for 
learning about intermolecular interactions due to its widespread use 
in simulations of liquid behavior, * * and the existence of a 
large body of spectroscopic data in different phases. >li3'ib Exten
sive modeling of the intermolecular potential function for benzene has 
been done by Evans and Watts who have derived a six-centered 
Lennard-Jones potential which adequately describes the second virial 
coefficient, the static lattice energy, the solid state crystal struc
ture, liquid phase distribution functions, viscosity, and thermal con
ductivity. S*-"-ler models have been proposed by Lowden and Chandler 

12 and MacRury, Steele, and Berne, and where comparison is possible, 
there is qualitative agreement on the interpretation of the results. 
For example, all have predicted that the local structure in the room 
temperature liquid should be similar to the solid wi:.i a preferred 
T-shaped nearest neighbor geometry. 

In a molecular beam electric resonance study, Janda et al. 
have shown that benzene dimer is polar, strongly suggesting that the 
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gas phase dimer is also T-shaped. The similar near neighbor geometry 
in the diner and condensed phases is the basis for assuming that a 
simple model for some condensed phase properties might be found in the 
small, gas phase clusters. 

Two general theories have addressed the vibrational predissociation 
18 rate question - the "momentum gap" model of Ewing and the "energy 

19 gap" model of Beswick and Jortner. The basic prediction of both 
theories is that the most efficient predissociation mechanism minimizes 
the translational energy of the predissociation products. The physical 
basis for this minimization of the translational energy was shown to 
be the poor overlap between the continuum translational wavefunction 
of the products and the initial "bound" state intermolecular wave-
function of the vibrationally excited cluster. 

To date, these models have been applied only to binary complexes 
20 21 

such as He...I-. A recent theoretical study of (N-O)- by Ewing 
is especially intriguing. According to the momentum gap model, Ewing 
predicted that the most probable dissociation channel involves a V»V,T 
energy transfer to the v,»l vibrational state of the N 20 monomer when 
the v,«l mode is excited. This product state minimizes the transla
tional energy of the fragments. Using a realistic model function for 
th-.1 intermolecular potential, Ewing also concluded that a dipole-dipole 
coupling was more consistent with the dissociation lifetime than the 
Morse coupling of the intermolecular vibrational (and dissociation) 
coordinate. Beswick and Jortner, using a different dimer geometry and 
intermolecular potential, predict that the two N ?0 monomer products 
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19 will be left in the v 2 « 1 and v. « 1 states respectively. The 
energy gap and product states for this process are different than 
those predicted by Ewing. Therefore, the theoretic;-1 models are sen
sitive to details of both the intermolecular potential and the physi
cal mechanism which determines the predissociation lifetime. The 
simplicity of the Ewing and Beswick/Jortner models for a wide range of 
molecules invites further experimental confirmation. UV'ng benzene as 
a "large molecule" test case to investigate cluster dissociation, other 
factors in the intermolecular vibrational energy relaxati:ci might be 
necessary to understand the product state distributions when more than 

19 one vibrational state has a small momentum gap. 
2. Results 

Benzene clusters were formed by bubbling He through room tempera
ture liquid benzene and expanding the gas mixture through a 0.18 mm 
diameter nozzle heated to 70*C. The distribution of cluster sizes was 
controlled by changing the He pressure. 

In Fig. 6, the off axis predissociation spectra taken at the 
parent ions of benzene monomer (mass 78) and pentamer (mass 390) using 
the perpendicular laser-molecular beam configuration are shown. The 
signals represent the total laser induced signal corrected for back
ground and photon number, and, consequently, are proportional to the 
absorption cross section. These masses, to have reached the detector, 
must have originated from a cluster containing at least two or six 
benzene molecules, respectively. Therefore, the spectra are labeled 
according to the smallest polymer capable of contributing to that 
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mass, although fragmentation of larger clusters to these masses either 
in the predissociation process or by the electron bombardment ioniza
tion may also contribute. From Fig. 6, it can be concluded that the 
frequency shifts of the different polymers are small compared to the 
laser spectral bandwidth. The atypical beam conditions for these 
spectra, (Ar carrier gas and a room temperature nozzle), can produce 
large clusters. The principal spectral change is in the relative 
intensities of the three bands, showing that a unique spectral identi
fication of the absorbing clusters is not possible at this resolution. 

To assign the off-axis predissociation fragment signals to a 
parent cluster, the pressure dependence of the off-axis signals were 
compared to the pressure dependence of the polymers in the molecular 
beam, obtained by rotating the mass spectrometer to 0" along the 
molecular beam axis. In Fig. 7, the ratios of the off-axis predisso
ciation fragment signals at mass 78, to the parent molecular beam mass 
156 and 234 signals with the detector placed at 0*, are plotted as a 
function of the nozzle stagnation pressure. The 78 (off-axis frag
m e n t s ) / ^ (0* molecular beam parent) ratio is flat, while the 78 
(off-axis fragments)/234 (0* molecular beam parent) ratio falls 
sharply. This is consistent with the assumption that the off-axis 
mass 78 signal comes from the molecular beam cluster detected at 0* at 
mass 156, presumed to be the dimer. Under these expansion conditions, 
the signals in the molecular beam which relate to clusters containing 
more than three monomers are negligible. The ratios of mass 156:mass 
234:mass 312 in the molecular beam are 100:3:0.3. 
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In a molecular beam study on the polarity of benzene polymers, 
it was concluded that only 1/10 of the benzene dimers were ionized to 
the parent mass peak. With this known proclivity for fragmentation of 
the neutral clusters by electron bombardment, other evidence is 
necessary to show that the mass 78 off-axis signal is indeed that of 
the monomer photofragment from predissociation dimers, and not the 
ionization by-product of dimer photofragments originating from the 
predissociation of trimer and larger clusters. To verify these mass 
assignments, the coaxial laser-molecular beam configuration is used. 

Figure 8 shows two time-resolved signals obtained with the coaxial 
method, as well as a time-of-flight spectra obtained with the perpen
dicular method by placing the detector at zero degrees. This simu
lates the depletion scheme of the coaxial configuration. The increase 
in sensitivity is dramatic, a consequence of the increased interaction 
volume between the laser and molecular beams. From the decrease in 
signal at mass 78 in the coaxial arrangement, it is clear that the 
clusters are fragmented by electron impact to mass 78 ions. That is, 
when the laser dissociates the benzene clusters, they are no longer 
present at the ionizer to fragment by electron bombardment to mass 
78. The slight positive signal at mass 50 comes from the increase in 
the neutral monomer density resulting from the photodissociation of 
benzene clusters in or near the ionizer. Its shorter time duration is 
a result of the progressively smaller solid angle of acceptance for 
cluster photofragments more than a few centimeters from the ionizer. 
This different temporal behavior from the mass 78 signal shows that 
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mass 50 ions correlate only to neutral benzene monomers. It also 
shows that the mass 78 signal cannot be explained as a change in the 
monomer fragmentation pattern which might occur should the monomer 

beam component be vibrationally excited by the laser. Since the mass 
23 spectra of benzene monomer has prominent peaks at mass 78 and 50-52, 

one would expect the laser related signals at these masses to extend 
for a time equal to the neutral monomer flight time from the nozzle to 
the detector, if the monomer were absorbing radiation. The mass 50-52 
signals are inconsistent with this explanation. The experimentally 
derived partial electron bombardment fragmentation pattern is summar
ized by 

Parent Cluster Ion Mass 
( C 6 H 6 ) 2 • e" ̂ — - ( C 6 H 5 ) ; (156) 

( C 6 H 6 ) + (78) (2) 

C 6H 6 + e" * = ^ ,. C 4 H 2 j 3 i 4 (50-52) 

From the preceding analysis, it is clear that if the mass 50-52 
angular scan in the perpendicular laser-molecular beam geometry is the 
same as the mass 78 scan, then the mass 78 data relates to benzene 
monomer predissociation fragments and not ionization fragments from 
higher clusters. Figure 9 shows the time-of-flight data taken at the 
two masses for two laboratory angles, establishing the validity of the 
previous assumption that the mass 78 off-axis signal results from 
ionizing monomers. The mass 156 off-axis signal is assigned to the 
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trimer predissociation based on the strength of the observed signal; 
the tetramer and larger clusters in the molecular beam are present in 
negligible amounts. 

The angular distributions of the mass 78 and 156 products, shown 
in Fig. 10, are similar in shape and extend only 10 degrees from the 
molecular beam. By measuring the beam velocity, V. , of the initial 
clusters using a rotating slotted disk placed at a known distance from 

24 the ionizer, and if the functional form of the center-of-mass 
angular distribution is known, the transverse velocity of the pre
dissociation fragments can be computed from the laboratory angle. The 
observed steep monotonic increase of the dissociation signal with de
creasing laboratory angle can only be fit with a translational energy 
distribution which also has a decrease with increasing translational 
energy and peaks very near zero translational energy. 

An analytical function of the form 

P(E) « a e " o E (3) 

was used to quantitatively fit the measured laboratory angular and 
time-of-flight distributions. This center-of-mass energy distribution 
is convoluted over the experimental conditions (the finite aperture 
sizes, initial velocity distribution of the molecular beam, and 
ionizer length) assuming an isotropic center-of-mass angular distribu
tion. The small range of laboratory angles where product is observed 
is insensitive to details of the center-of-mass angular distribution. 
Furthermore, it is shown below that it is reasonable to assume that 
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the vibrational1y excited complex rotates several times before pre-
dissociating. An isotropic center-of-nass distribution is appropriate 
in this case. In Fig. 10, the best fit curves for the mass 78 (a«5) 
(kcal/«w1e)~ and 156 (««7) (kcal/mole)" signals are compared with 
the experimental data. 

From the measured wavelength dependence of the predissociation 
cross sections, it is clear that the perturbations of the three monomer 
vibrational bands in the 3000-3100 cm range are small. The resolu
tion of the laser is insufficient to observe rotational fine structure. 
No additional vibrational bands were observed which could be attributed 
to different bonding sites in the clusters or to a reduction of D g H 

symmetry in the monomers. Combination bands involving intermolecular 
vibrations with an absorption strength greater than 1/5 of the funda
mentals were not detected in this wavelength range. The absence of P, 
R rotational branches in the predissociation spectra limits either the 
internal temperature of the clusters or the size of the potential 
barrier hindering individual molecular rotation, as in liquid, room 
temperature benzene. 

The observed signals were all linear in photon number. Additional 
absorption of photons by the predissociation products was not observed 

17 2 at this photon flux (-7 x 10 photons/cm pulse). 
3. Discussion 

From the results of these experiments, three properties of the 
vibrational predissociation can be determined: the identification of 
the main product channels, the lifetime of the vibrationally excited 
clusters, and the internal energy distribution of the products. 
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The main product channels established by the pressure dependence 
and mass spectroscopy of the 0P0 induced signals for the predissocia-
tion of benzene dimers and trimers are 

( C 6 H 6 ) 2 + h « » 2C 6H 6 

(4) 
( C 6 H 6 ) 3 + h. > ( C 6 H 6 ) 2 + C 6H 6. 

From the consistency of the wavelength dependence of the two 
predissociation signals measured in the perpendicular and coaxial 
configurations, it is clear that the clusters are predissociating 
within several microseconds of the laser pulse. A lower limit to the 
vibrationally excited state lifetime of 1 picosecond may be deduced by 
ascribing all of the observed linewidths (neglecting the ~3-4 cm" 
spectral bandwidth of the 0P0 and the initial internal state distri
bution of the clusters) to homogeneous broadening caused by the pre
dissociation. This lower limit is consistent with the lack of a 
polarization dependence for the observed signals in the perpendicular 
configuration. If the rotational distribution of the diraers is 
characterized by the same temperature as the molecular beam transla-
tional energy distribution (50*K), and can be modeled as a simple 
diatomic with 5 A bond length, the most probable rotational state has 
a classical rotational frequency of 1 picosecond. A polarization 
dependence would be expected if the predissociation lifetime was sig
nificantly shorter than this rotational frequency and if the transi
tion dipole had a fixed orientation with respect to the intermolecular 
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axis. Since the interim)!ecular forces are poorly understood, large 
amplitude motion of the low frequency vibrations may well preclude 
such a fixed transition moment. Consequently, the lack of a polari
zation dependence is consistent with the lower lifetime limit deduced 
from the linewidth, but does not supply an independent determination 
of it. Recently, predissociation attributed to benzene dimers near 

1 ?*i 26 
1040 cm has been observed - with a linewidth of less than 
3 cm . 

The translational energy distribution which adequately fits the 
data peaks at zero translational energy and has a very narrow energy 
spread. Therefore, the energy in internal excitation of the fragments 
for the most probable case is 

Eint " Eint + Ehv " Do • <5> 

For simplicity, the initial internal energy is neglected. The 
adiabatic cooling in the nozzle expansion is expected to make this 
term small compared to the errors in the remaining larger contribu
tions to the internal energy. 

An estimate for the bond energy between two benzene molecules may 
be obtained from the crystal sublimation energy at 0*K. Model 
calculations ' which reproduce this value give -750 cm for the 
pair potential zero point binding energy. Therefore, the internal 
energy of the fragments determined from Eq. (5) is 2300 cm . 

How is this energy distributed among the available internal states 
of the monomer and dimer fragments from the trimer predissociation? 
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If all the excess energy were placed in the dimer fragment, it would 
be far in excess of the dimer bond energy, and the dimer would be 
expected to predissociate before reaching the ionizer. The observa
tion of dimer product places a lower limit of 1550 cm on the 
internal energy in the monomer. The rate of energy migration among 
the three benzene molecules in the trimer, for this unequal energy 
distribution to be observed, is then slower than the predissociation 
rate. Likewise, the photon excitation is to a particular monomer, and 
that is the monomer which is vibrationally excited in the predissoci
ation products. This implies that the benzene monomers are located at 
distinguishable sites in the trimer. If this were not true, the 
zeroth order vibrational wavefunction would be delocalized over the 
thrta monomers. 

One can tentatively generalize this conclusion to the case of 
dimers; we expect the dissociation to yield one "vibrationally hot" 
and one "vibrationally cold" molecule. This is consistent with the 
postulated T-shaped dimer structure where the two molecules are not 
equivalent. 

The above predissociation mechanism qualitatively agrees with the 
momentum gap model proposed by Ewing. The substantial internal 
excitation of the products automatically reduces the momentum gap to a 
small value. The density of internal vibrational states near 2000 
cm in benzene monomer is sufficient to ensure that there will 
always be a resonant state within 10 cm" , even if the rotational 
excitation is not significant. This high density of states is 
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advantageous for testing in finer detail the predissociation process, 
because there are probably several product states with nearly the same 
momentum gap. Other factors to date not explicitly considered in the 
momentum gap model, especially the detailed predissociation dynamics, 
will have to be understood in order to predict the relative vibra
tional, rotational state populations in the products. Such state 
distributions are expected to become available in the near future for 
some of these systems from laboratory measurements. An accurate 
determination of the ground state binding energy can also be deduced 
from such measurements from the highest vibrational-rotational state 
populated in the products. 
E. WATER 
1. Introduction 

Understanding the structure and dynamics of condensed phases from 
intermolecular potentials is an important problem. Substantial agree
ment between theory and experiment has been made for the weakly inter-

27 acting rare gases where, due to the domination of pairwise additive 
potentials in these systems, a single realistic pair interaction 
potential has been able to accurately fit experimental data of all 
phases. Conversely, for strongly interacting molecules such as water, 
no single pair potential has yet been proposed which accurately repro
duces the known physical properties of this substance in all phases. 
The strong orientational forces responsible for hydrogen bonding are 
notoriously difficult to theoretically model. 

29 
In 1951 Rowlinson proposed the first molecular nodel aimed at 

a quantitative prediction of solid state properties, beginning with 
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known gas phase properties.' Subsequently, many different pair poten
tials have been published. The Ben-Nairn Stillinger potential, 3°( a> b) 
for example, was an "effective" pair potential for the liquid which 
partially accounted for many-body effects. An extensive series of ab 
initio calculations have also been performed by Clementi and 
co-workers. ^ Beginning with Hartree-Fock potentials for the 
water dimer, studies were made of the effects of configuration inter
action, empirical dispersion terms, and many-body effects on the 
structure of the liquid and small polymers predicted by these pairwise 
additive potentials. The conclusions of these studies were: (a) that 
the liquid state structural properties were predicted as well as by 
any other current potential, (b) that the three body interaction 
accounts for approximately 10 percent of the binding energy and has no 
strong angular dependence, and (c) that analytical fits to Hartree-Fock 
calculations, suitably corrected for the dispersion interaction, can 
reproduce results in an economical form. 

When potentials which have been designed to predict liquid state 
structural properties are used to calculate the properties mainly 
dependent on the pair interaction potential or vice versa, agreement 
has not been very satisfactory. The determination of the potential 
parameters from experimental results is difficult because the avail
able experimental data are largely integral quantities which depend on 
many different regions of the potential surface. Consequently, errors 
in the repulsive interaction can be compensated for by errors in the 
attractive well so that a single experimental observable can always be 
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fit. Moreover, even when disagreement is observed in the computed 
properties, it is not clear which region of the potential is responsi
ble, and a trial and error method of adjusting the potential parameters 
has been the method of choice in improving agreement with experimental 
data. To better discriminate against potential forms, microscopic data 
sensitive to well defined regions of the potential energy surface are 
needed. 

Infrared spectra of clusters of water have been experimentally 
available since the original matrix isolation work of Pimentel and 

32 
co-workers. In these studies, the dependence of infrared absorp
tion linestrengths on the matrix to absorber ratio was used to assign 
the various absorption bands to specific polymers. The problems of 
overlapping absorptions bands limited the application of the matrix 
isolation technique to principally the dimer and trinier. No similar
ity with the broad, structureless infrared spectrum of liquid water 

33 was observed. More recently, Luck has carefully followed the 
concentration dependence of the infrared matrix absorptions to extend 
the correlations between bands and polymer sizes. 

An additional property sensitive to features of the interaction 
potential of water clusters is the time scale for predissociation of 
vibrationally excited clusters containing energy in excess of the 

34 
hydrogen bond energy. In 1946, Stepanov proposed that the broad
ening of the hydrogen bonded infrared vibrational spectra might be a 
result of predissociation. More recently, Hagen and Kassner have 
calculated the decay rate for water trimers as a function of tempera
ture based on a Slater type model. Robertson and Coulson, c 
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37 38 
Ewing, and Beswick and Jortner have all calculated predissoci-
ation rates for binary complexes using first order time dependent per
turbation theory. This current theoretical work has shown that the 
dissociation rate is intimately connected with the mode of energy 
disposal. 

Experimental studies on relaxation lifetimes in liquid H.O have 
included dielectric, nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR), inelastic 

41 47 
neutron scattering, and depolarized Rayleigh scattering (DPRS). 
The 2-5 picosecond relaxation times observed in the room temperature 
dielectric and NQR studies have been related to orientational lifetimes 
in liquid water. The DPRS experiments measure two lifetimes. The 
slower component is similar to the reorientational time scale of the 
NQR and neutron scattering results, while the fast component of 0.6 
picoseconds has an Arrhenius temperature dependence with a 3 kcal/mole 
activation energy. This fast lifetime was interpreted as the time 
constant for breaking a hydrogen bond, with the activation energy 
measuring the energy difference between waters oriented in the proper 
direction for hydrogen bonding and those that are not. The induction 
period for the other relaxation processes which depend on reorientation 
suggests that the breaking of a hydrogen bond is the rate-determining 
step before reorientation can occur. The vibrational predissociation 
lifetimes would then be expected t" be longer than 1 picosecond, 
depending also on the hydrogen bond breaking rate. 

The current work was undertaken to provide infrared spectra of 
selected clusters of water molecules in order to assign the features 
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in the vibrational spectra and relate these assignments to current 
interaction potentials of water. Using the crossed laser-molecular 
beam technique, the frequency dependence of the predissociation 
fragment yield is measured, improving spectroscopic assignments as a 
result of careful control of cluster size distribution and the mass 
selective detection scheme. Additional measurements of the velocity 
distributions of the predissociation fragments give directly the 
translational energy released in the predissociation. From these new 
observations, an explanation for the discrepancy between the condensed 
phase water and gas phase pair interactions is given. The infrared 
spectra are seen to be quite sensitive to the proposed intermolecular 
potential model and should figure prominently in determining future 
intermolecular water potentials. 
2. Experimental Results 

A molecular beam of water (nozzle diameter 0.18 mm, nozzle 
temperature 125*C) containing a small percentage of water clusters was 
crossed at right angles by the infrared radiation in the perpendicular 
laser-molecular beam configuration. Because there is always a distri
bution of polymer species in the molecular beam, and because of prob
lems associated with ion fragmentation, unique identification of the 
water clusters in the electron bombardment ionizer is not possible. 
However, one important feature of the mass selective detection scheme 
is that it acts as a "high-pass" filter; that is, for a given detected 
ion mass, only clusters larger than a certain size can possibly 
contribute to the signal. This represents a significant advantage 
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over the matrix Isolation technique, where strong absorption by 
monomers and smaller clusters often obscures absorption peaks due to 
larger clusters. 

As an example, suppose we set the quadrupole mass filter to pass 
(H-0)3H (m/e » 55). The smallest water cluster which could produce 
this ion in the ionizer is (hUO)^, and the smallest cluster which could 
produce (H-0). by vibrational predissociation is (Ho0) 5. Thus, only 
pentamers and larger clusters can contribute to the vibrational pre
dissociation signal measured at m/e » 55. Contamination from higher 
polymers can be minimized by carefully controlling the expansion 
conditions of the molecular beam. For example, in the investigation 
of (Hp0) 3, the nozzle stagnation pressure was adjusted so that the 
concentration of the next higher polymer (H.O). was substantially less 
than (H-0),. The combination of working on the largest observable 
clusters in the beam and the mass selective detection scheme, while 
not able to completely eliminate the contamination, allows the main 
features and trends in the cluster spectra to ba obtained. 

Vibrational predissociation spectra were measured using four 
different nozzle stagnation pressures. For each stagnation pressure, 
the ion mass detected was chosen to be the largest mass whose signal 
was 10 times larger than the background after 2000 laser shots at the 
absorption maximum. The experimental conditions are summarized in 
Table 1. In all cases, the detector was positioned at a fixed angle 
of 4* from the molecular beam. At each frequency, the signal was 
accumulated for at least 2000 laser shots and normalized to the 
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average laser power. To ensure long-term stability, the spectra were 
scanned in two directions and checked for agreement within statistical 
counting error. Also, for each spectrum, the power dependence of the 
signal was checked at the major peaks to guarantee linearity of the 
predissociation yield with photon flux. The large error bars near 
3550 cm result from anomalously low idler power attributed to OH 
impurity in the LiNbO, crystal. For these points, the counting 
times were extended to -20,000 laser shots. Finally, the power nor
malized signals were divided by frequency to convert from power to 
photon flux. 

To obtain information on the dynamics of the vibrational pre
dissociation process, angular and velocity distributions of the 
predissociation products were also measured at selected laser 
frequencies. 

In the coaxial configuration, preliminary frequency scans at 
H,0 and (H-OJoH were taken. The perpendicular configuration does 
not allow one to measure the water dimer spectrum because of a large 
monomer background from the molecular beam at small detector angles. 
Additionally, as shown below, the larger clusters predissociate by 
loss of a monomer. This latter monomer background is correlated with 
the laser and can be removed only by reducing the polymerization 
conditions in the molecular beam. At mild water vapor pressures where 
there was no detectable signal at H,0 , there was no signal detected 
at H»0 + after 2000 laser shots in the frequency range 3600-3750 cm" . 

A preliminary frequency scan and power dependence was measured in 
the coaxial configuration for large water clusters. The large clusters 
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were formed by passing 100 torr of Ar through an 80*C water bath and 
expanding the mixture from a 0.07 mm, 102*C nozzle. The count rate 
for all (HoO) H masses up to n-19 were at least 400 kHz from this 
source. The power dependence was linear up to the maximum energy of 
8 mj/pulse. 
3. Analysis 

The water cluster vibrational predissociation spectra are shown in 
Fig. 11. The relatively high binding energies of the water clusters 
compared to the photon excitation energy substantially reduce the 
possible vibrational predissociation channels. Using four different 
intermolecular potentials, the equilibrium bond energies (D ) 
relative to complete dissociation of an n-mer into n water monomers 
were calculated and are listed in Table 2. 

There are two major energy classifications of the allowed 
dissociation processes. The lowest energy channel for all polymers 
includes a monomer fragment and is called monomeric dissociation 
(HD). It is defined by the equation: 

(H 20) n + hv -!% (H 20) n_ 1 + H 20 . (6) 

The next energetically accessible dissociation process divides the 
parent cluster into two smaller clusters. This channel is called 
cluster dissociation (CO) and is defined by the equation: 

(H 20) n • hv -££> (H 20) m • ( H 2 0 ) n _ m , « > 1 . (7) 
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The CD channel computed from the D bond energies in Table 2 is 
not always accessible over the frequency range probed. The simplest 
explanation consistent with the spectral observations discussed here 
and the dynamic properties presented below, would attribute all dis
sociations as occurring through the energetically favorable HO channel. 
The time-of-flight and angular distributions (see below) do not change 
with frequency within experimental error, as might be expected if a 
new dissociation channel became energetically accessible. 

The electron impact fragmentation behavior of water clusters has 
48 49 

recently been analyzed in the literature. * Briefly, the excep
tional stability of the H,0 ion explains the dominance of the mass 
peaks (H-0) H in the mass spectrum. The electron bombardment ioni
zation of the neutral (H?0) clusters presumably first proceeds by the 
ionization of a water monomer subunit. A unimoletular ion-rra)lecule 
reaction follows in which the H,0 ion is formed (solvated by the 
remaining water molecules) and an OH radical is ejected from the 
cluster. The dominant ionization mechanism, then, is assumed to be 

(H 2 0 ) n • e" » ( H g O ) ^ H 2 0 + + 2e" » ( ^ 0 ) ^ H + + OH + 2e - . (8) 

If this simple picture were complete, each water cluster, (H.O) , 
would be correlated with a single ion, (H-0) . H , in the mass spec
trometer, and assignment of the vibrational predissociation spectra 
would be straightforward. Unfortunately, in the electron bombardment 
ionization process, the (H-0) , H ion may be formed with substantial 
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vibrational energy, such that one or more water molecules may evaporate 
from tf.e cluster ion. Therefore, the mass spectrum of each water 
cluster, (H-0) , also contains smaller (H-0) H mass peaks (where 
m < n - 1 ) . This source of contamination is impossible to eliminate by 
mass spectroscopy alone. The fact that this contamination can poten
tially be very serious is demonstrated in Figs. 11(a),(e). The two 
spectra shown were measured by tuning the mass spectrometer to H,0 , 
nominally assigned to the trimer dissociation by Eqs. (7) and (8), but 
using very different nozzle expansion conditions. The Fig. 11(a) 
spectrum was obtained with the water reservoir held at 67.5*C, giving 
a nozzle stagnation pressure of 209 torr (see Table 1). The HJ3 

signal amounted to 1.2 counts/laser pulse at 3400 cm" , with 0.7 
counts/pulse at (H_0)?H and much less signal at all higher masses. 
The spectrum in Fig. 11(e) was obtained with the water reservoir held 
at 90*C, giving a nozzle stagnation pressure of 526 torr. Under these 
conditions the water beam was heavily polymerized. The H,0 signal at 
3400 cm was 5.3 counts/pulse, and at least 1 count/pulse was 
obtained at all (HnO) H masses up to (H-O), H . While we believe 
that the spectrum in Fig. 11(a) is largely due to predissociation of 
water trimers, it is clear that the spectrum in Fig. 11(e) is heavily 
contaminated by fragmentation of the predissociation products of larger 
water clusters in the ionizer. 

However, we can still get some idea of how the water cluster 
distribution varied with nozzle stagnation pressure, by assuming that 
(H_0)nH is the major ion fragment of (Hp^'n+l" W e ^'St i n T a b l e 3 
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the pressure dependence of the ion ratios (HoO) H :H,0 , n » 1-3, 
measured by pointing the mass spectrometer directly into the water 
beam. 

Information on the predissociation product energy distributions is 
obtained from the laboratory angular and time-of-flight distributions 
of the products. The experimental angular distributions, shown in 
Fig. 12, exhibit a steep monotonic decrease with increasing laboratory 
angle, and can only be fit with a center-of-mass energy distribution 
which peaks at or near zero translational energy and rapidly decreases 
with increasing product translational energy. A simple analysis re
lating the laboratory angle, nominal beam velocity, and center-of-mass 
velocity shows that the recoil energy necessary to scatter fragments 
to 4* is merely tens of wavenumbers, while the particles scattered 10* 
have several hundred wavenumbers of translational energy. This means 
that most of the excess energy is in the internal excitation of the 
fragment molecules. 

The observation of a reasonable signal level (-1 count/laser 
pulse) in the experiment implies an upper limit of -1 microsecond to 
the vibrationally excited cluster lifetime. If the lifetime of the 
excited state was longer than the four microsecond residence time of 
the clusters in the viewing range of the detector, then only a 
fraction of the predissociated clusters could be detected. For the 
signal level to be 1 count/pulse, a large fraction of the clusters in 
the beam must have predissociated within 1 microsecond of the laser 
pulse. 
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4. Discussion 
a. Spectroscopy 
As a first attempt to assign the features of the water cluster 

spectra, normal mode calculations have been performed using water 
potentials which allow the intramolecular monomer bonds to distort. 
For each potential, the configuration of the atoms was varied using a 
multi-parameter minimization procedure to find locally stable polymer 
configurations (Fig. 13). For the Watts potential, a single 
minimum was found for the water trimer, a cyclic structure shown in 
Fig. 13b. Larger polymers had several local minima, but in each case 
the lowest energy configuration found was cyclic. For the Stillinger 

44 45 
central force and polarization potentials , the minimum energy 
configurations found beginning at the minimum energy structures of the 
watts potential w«re also cyclic, except for the polarization model 
where the linear trimer is most stable. At the minima, the harmonic 
frequencies of the normal modes were calculated using finite differ
ences to obtain the second derivative force constants of the potential. 
Table 4 contains the normal mode frequencies for several water polymer 
configurations obtained using the published potential forms. Using 
the harmonic frequencies, the harmonic zero point energies (HZPE) were 
also obtained. 

The observed absorption spectra are characterized by two features: 
a sharp, narrow absorption 15 cm" wide located at 3715 cm" , and a 
600 cm broad absorption extending from 3000-3600 cm" with an 
approximate 150 cm superimposed fine structure. The sharp peak is 
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midway between the gas phase monomer symmetric (3657 c m ) and 
antisymmetric (3756 cm ) stretching vibrations, and is representative 
of an uncoupled, non-hydrogen bonded intramolecular OH stretch. For 
comparison, the OH stretch in HOD occurs at 3705 c m . This narrow 
band is also what would be expected for the free hydrogens of the 
equilibrium ring structures determined in the energy minimization 
calculations. If neither hydrogen atom of a particular water molecule 
is involved in hydrogen bonding, there should appear two absorption 
peaks correlating to perturbed symmetric and antisymmetric stretching 
frequencies for this "hydrogen accepting" monomer. The single sharp 
peak is taken as evidence that the isolated polymers containing three 
or more molecules are cyclic with at least one hydrogen atom of each 
water molecule hydrogen bonded. Additional experimental evidence for 
the cyclic structures is given by the small to undetectable dipole 
moments of water polymers in a molecular beam polarity study. 

The calculated harmonic normal mode frequencies of the Watts 
potential show the tight frequency grouping of the free hydrogens, 
midway between the calculated monomer normal mode frequencies obtained 
with the same potential model. The Stillinger potential frequencies 
show a blue shift relative to the Stillinger monomer frequencies with 
little grouping. This is presumably a result of the compromise the 
Stillinger model was forced to make when attempting to fit with the 
same form of the OH interaction potential both the infrared absorption 
frequencies and electrostatic properties of the monomer. The potential 
was not sufficiently flexible to enable an exact fit to all of these 
cbservables. 
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The second major feature of the spectra—the broad, hydrogen bonded 
absorption—is not as easily understood. The broadness of the hydrogen 
bonded infrared spectra has been experimentally well documented. 
The theoretical models which have explained the extensive absorption 

52 in other systems (such as carboxylic acid dimers ) conclude that a 
strong coupling picture, involving at least the hydrogen bond and 
intramolecular stretching coordinates common to the hydrogen bonded 
hydrogen atom, is necessary. Additional complications may arise from 
the resonant first overtone of the intramolecular bending frequency 
near 3200 c m . The breadth of other hydrogen bonded systems 
has been explained without resorting to a Fermi resonance picture. 
Hence, the fundamental coupling mechanism producing the broad water 
cluster absorptions is taken to involve the 0 ... HO group, with 
Fermi resonance (involving 2v~) possibly accounting for a portion of 
the intensity pattern near 3200 cm" . Even without an exact quantum 
number assignment of the vibrational bands, the similarity of the 
frequencies and number of bands for the series of polymers measured, 

54 as compared to the matrix isolated dimer, means that once the 
cyclic structures are formed, the basic near neighbor interactions 
dominate. A proper treatment of the large amplitude intermolecular 
motion is necessary before the strong coupling picture can be 
adequately tested. If more than one local minimum structure is 
accessible to the ground state wave function, it is not known how the 
infrared spectra would be affected. 

Liquid water infrared spectra have been quantitativly analyzed by 
assuming the Badger-Bauer relation between frequency and bond length 
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to be operative. Using an empirical curve of frequencies and bond 
lengths, the distribution of oxygen-oxygen distances in the liquid has 
been calculated from the infrared spectra. The near Gaussian shape of 
the liquid infrared spectra does not show any of the fine structure 
seen in the polymer spectrum, although the existence of four components 
comprising the broad infrared absorption can be inferred from curve 

56 
decomposition. These four bands were then suggested to be charac
teristic of water molecules bound to different numbers of, or in 
different ways to, neighboring water molecules. 

Additional evidence for distinct water bonding types in the liquid 
has been derived from the temperature dependence of the first stretch
ing overtones. Using the overtone region to separate the congested 
fundamental infrared bands, Luck and others have performed many 
experiments which show clear isosbestic behavior in this region, sug
gesting an equilibrium between at least two species of water mole-
cules. Recently, Sceats has reinterpreted the overtone region 
using a quantum mechanical picture, showing that reasonable values for 
the electrical and mechanical anharmonicities in the liquid phase can 
explain the observed isosbestic behavior. Consequently, the apparent 
isosbestic behavior is not a sufficient condition for the mixture model 
of water. 

59 More recently, Byer et al. have measured the depolarization 
CARS spectra of liquid H-0 and have observed spectral structure in 
the regions of the bands observed here, excepting the free OH stretch. 
Their experiment shows that the broad liquid absorption is composed of 
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several overlapping vibrational bands. Despite the fact that the room 
temperature infrared bands are so overlapped giving the appearance of 
a single broad band, the depolarization CARS experiment can resolve 
these features using the different depolarization ratios of the 
vibrational transitions. The cooling of the water clusters In the 
molecular beam expansion, and mass select-"'"̂  detection enable the 
features to be resolved in the work reported here. With this clear 
evidence for substructure in the liquid phase spectrum, a confident 
analogy can be drawn between the interactions present in the gas phase 
clusters and the liquid. 

Matrix isolation results beginning with the pioneering work of 
32 

Pimentel have used the concentration dependence of spectral fea
tures to assign bands to particular water polymers. Host materials 54 have included Ar, N_, and D-. The dimer has attracted the most 
attention because the original N. mat-ix work suggested a cyclic 
structure for the dimer, contrary to later theoretical calculations. 
Subsequent higher resolution matrix studies have identified the 
expected number of intramolecular vibrations for a trans-linear 
structure, the same given by the most extensive quantum mechanical 
calculations, although the D- matrix appears exceptional, supporting 
only a cyclic structure. Molecular beam electric resonance spec
troscopy has definitely established that the gas phase dimer is 
stable in the trans-linear form. The conclusion seems to be that the 
difference in energy of different water dimer geometries is insuffi
cient to result in one matrix dimer independent of the host material. 
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The vibrational predissociation spectra obtained in this study 
disagree with some of the matrix assignments for trimer and multimer 
spectra. Primarily, the gas phase clusters are all seen to absorb 
over the same frequency range, principally distinguished by variations 
in intensity, not frequency. It Is difficult for the matrix technique 
to distinguish between different species absorbing at the same fre
quency. The molecular beam method with mass selectivity can limit the 
size of the parent polymers which are measured, and to some degree, 
circumvents this problem. 

For the assignments of the matrix trimer spectra to be correct, 
the matrix trimer would either have to be trapped in a different 
intermolecular geometry than exists in the gas phase (such as a linear 
arrangement), or the contributions from higher polymers in the present 
molecular beam experiments dominated the signal assigned to the 
trimer. However, the trend with decreasing beam polymerization (lower 
nozzle stagnation pressures) in the series of spectra reported here, 
indicates a decrease in intensity of the 3550 cm band relative to 
the 3200 and 3350 cm - 1 bands. The 3550-3700 cm - 1 frequency range in 
the matrix studies is assigned to the trimer, with the 3300 cm range 
assigned to tetramer and higher clusters. Thus, the pressure depend
ence of the H,0 spectrum in the molecular beam study is in the 
opposite direction to be consistent with the assignments obtained from 
the matrix studies. 

The similarities of the liquid water and cluster spectra allows us 
to conclude that small, cyclic polymers form an excellent zeroth order 
model for explaining the infrared absorptions of liquid water. 
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McDonald and Klein 6 1'*' used the Watts central force model based on 
fitting known monomer/dimer properties and found a disappointingly 
poor fit to liquid properties. Similarly, those potentials based on 
bulk phase properties, most notably the Stillinger-Rahman central 
force potential, give poor agreement with gas phase properties such as 

62 second virial coefficients and dimer geometries. It has been 
28 suggested, therefore, that large, non-additive, many body effects 

in water may preclude the existence of a simple central force model 
which can explain gas phase and cluster properties as well as 
liquid/solid behavior. 

Perhaps the key to this problem is contained in the cluster spectra 
shown here. If one takes the known results for the infrared spectra 
of water dimers from matrix isolation work, there is observed to 
be a dramatic spectral change between the matrix dimer and the gas 
phase trimer of this work. The dimer spectra are confined to a nar
rower frequency range (3530-3715 cm ), and bear little similarity 
to liquid water. In contrast, the trimer and higher clusters absorb 
over the complete range that liquid water does. To verify the con
clusions of the molecular beam experiments, the water dimer and trimer 
spectra were measured using the coaxial molecular beam configuration 
shown in Fig. lb. The dimer mass peak, HLO , shows the expected high 
frequency «,, v, doublet of the perturbed, hydrogen-accepting water 
monomer. This feature is absent in the trimer spectra, indicating the 
abrupt change to the cyclic configuration. To concentrate on dimer 
properties may then be misleading if one wishes to predict liquid 
properties. 
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From the sophisticated SCF calculations by dementi et al. 
using large basis sets, it was concluded that within the frozen monomer 
approximation, the non-additive, three-body interaction is only 10 per
cent of the pair interaction energy and shows no pronounced directional 
character. This implies that the Watts potential should show excellent 
agreement with experiment, predicting the pair interaction properties 
especially well. Correcting the calculated dimer "intramolecular" 
frequencies from the Watts model by the previous procedure of insuring 
that the calculated and observed monomer transitions agree, Table 5 
show: cne rather remarkable agreement between the Watts model normal 
mode frequencies and the assigned matrix transitions for the dimer. 
The cyclic polymers of the Watts model, however, are seen to have 
normal modes in the same range as the dimer. Therefore, the empirical 
pair potential does not predict a lowering of the hydrogen-bonded 
intramolecular harmonic frequency upon forming a cyclic structure. The 
calculations show, therefore, that changes in the reduced mass cannot 
account for the experimentally observed red shifts. Nonadditive 
effects must be quite important for the intramolecular properties, so 
far unexplored in theoretical calculations, within the frozen monomer 
approximation. 

b. Dynamics 
The experimental results establish that predissociation is 

occurring within microseconds of the laser pulse and that most of the 
excess energy remains as internal excitation of the fragments (based 
on the negligible amount of energy appearing in fragment translational 
motion). 
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The two current theories of vibrational predissociation by Ewing, 
and Beswick and Jortner have only addressed the case of binary 
complexes. These are dynamical models, the rate of dissociation being 
sensitive to the coupling between the wave functions of intermolecular 
motion and final translational motion. On the other hand, since the 
coupling is sufficiently strong in the water clusters and there are so 
many vibrational degrees of freedom, it is possible that a statistical 
product energy distribution is more appropriate. 

In order to understand the dynamics of dissociation, three calcu
lations have been performed using the Watts potential to investigate 
the predissociation mechanism. The first consists in determining a 
local, minimum energy dissociation coordinate (LDC). The minimization 
computer program was modified to allow the distance between two of the 
oxygen atoms to be fixed at one value while varying the remaining 
atomic positions to minimize the total energy. Starting at the mini
mum energy configurations for the dimer, trimer and tetramer, the 
LDC's are shown in Fig. 14. 

The dimer dissociation is straightforward, resembling a simple 
diatomic molecule. The trimer, however, shows a two-step process to 
dissociation. First, the ring structure is broken (R - 2.75A to 
5.50A). Afterwards, a monomer dissociates from the cluster as in the 
dimer. The tetramer indicates more exotic behavior which also should 
be characteristic of larger clusters. Curve C in Fig. 14 shows the 
dissociation when two adjacent water molecules of the tetramer are 
pulled apart. The plateau is again characteristic of the opening of 
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the cyclic equilibrium structure. However, the dissociation of the 
linear tetramer does not proceed concertedly with the reforming of the 
cyclic trimer. The configuration of the trimer subunit near dissocia
tion is extended and far removed from its equilibrium geometry. It is 
expected, therefore, to contain substantial internal energy. Repeat
ing the calculation in the reverse direction (adding a monomer to a 
cyclic trimer) results in curve D of Fig. 14. The reverse path has a 
relative minimum with the approaching water monomer bonded to one of 
the free OH groups of the r-clic trimer. The energy barrier to adding 
a water molecule to form a cyclic tetramer from this relative minimum 
is -0.5 kcal. The "hysteresis" of the two paths is a result of the 
numerous local minima on the potential surface. Since the LDC is 
generated by small sequential displacements (-0.2A) of the oxygen-
oxygen distance, these curves are not global minima. 

The LOC's suggest that there are two timescales analogous to the 
liquid phase relaxation measurements: the hydrogen bond breaking rate; 
and the cluster dissociation rate. The hydrogen bond breaking rate 
will nominally be that of the transfer rate of the photon energy from 
the high frequency, "intramolecular," optically excited vibrations 
into the intermolecular motions. This process should be describable 
by the vibrational predissociation theories of Ewing or Beswick/ 
Jortner. The second time scale, that for dissociation of the clusters 
once the energy has been coupled into the lower frequency intermolecu
lar motions, is not expected to be negligible. The LDC's indicate that 
the cyclic polymers must undergo substantial configurational changes 
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before dissociation. This is expected to strongly couple all of the 
allowed exit channels satisfying energy and angular Momentum 
conservation. 

To explore this strong coupling in the exit channels, -jveral 
molecular dynamics calculations were performed. The tetramer was the 
first system studied. The initial positions were chosen to correspond 
to the minimum energy cyclic configuration. When the energy was set 
equal to the HZPE, the trajectories indicated that the ring structure 
was preserved with no interchange of the hydrogen-bonded and free OH 
groups. Therefore, the initial configuration of the polymers could be 
fixed at the cyclic minimum without substantial error, since the gross 
bonding topology was satisfied. The velocities were chosen randomly 
according to a Boltzmann distribution with a temperature of 100*K. 
The residual velocity components in the zero angular momentum frame 
were scaled so that this "internal" kinetic energy equaled the sum of 
the HZPE and the photon energy. The original rotational motion was 
then replaced, thus allowing the internal vibrational energy to be 
constant, and independent of the rotational temperature. This 
accounts for the presumed disequilibrium between the vibrational and 
rotational degrees of freedom of the polymers produced in the adia-
batic beam expansion. The trajectories were integrated using the 

63 CLAMPS simulation package and displayed on the NRCC interactive 
graphics system. 

Twenty trajectories were followed for 30 picoseconds with no 
dissociation. Even though the bonding topology changed every few 
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picoseconds between cyclic, linear, tetrahedral, and similar 
configurations, and the effective temperature of the cluster was 
2200*K, the heat capacity was still suificiently large to insure that 
T > 1500 psecs. Subsequently, three ensembles of fifty, 20 picosecond 
trajectories were followed for the water diner. The rotational 
temperatures for these ensembles were 10*K, 100*K, and 200*K, and the 
total internal energy fixed at 3000*K (which is the sum of the photon 
energy and HZPE). The minimum potential energy configuration was 
chosen as the starting configuration. The decay curves are shown in 
Fig. 15. Additionally, 50 trajectories were followed in which the 
hydrogen-bonded proton was initially extended along its OH intra
molecular bond axis so that it had 10 kcal/mole of potential energy. 
This was investigated to determine the time required for the high 
frequency vibrational energy to couple into the low frequency motions. 
None of the trajectories for this last set dissociated, even though 
for several of the trajectories, the energy was seen to be transferred 
into intermolecular motions. The conclusion from these computer 
studies is that the lifetime of the clusters is composed of two con
tributions: the energy transfer time from the optically excited high 
frequency modes into the intermolecular cluster modes, and the decay 
time of the excited cluster (in which the energy is distributed pro
gressively throughout the cluster) into products. The primary energy 
transfer time is expected to decrease with increasing cluster size, 
since the number of internal energy states resonant with the optically 
exwited state will increase (the energy gaps approach zero), while the 
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decay time to products after the energy transfers from the optically 
excited state will increase with cluster size as the effective heat 
capacity Increases. 

Finally, RRKM calculations were attempted for a series of points 
along the LOC, but the results indicated lifetimes too short compared 
to the classical trajectory calculations. For these small systems 
in which rotational motions are nearly unhindered in the critical 
configuration, it is difficult to obtain reasonable values for the 
vibrational frequencies from simple "normal mode" type analyses. On 
the other hand, with the level of excitation being not much higher 
than the fundamental intramolecular vibrational energies and the 
hydrogen bond dissociation energy, one would expect dynamic factors to 
be more important than statistical ones. 

If extensive energy randomization is occurring, by increasing the 
cluster size, the predissociation rates could be reduced. A series of 
experiments was tried in the coaxial configuration to see if the rate 
could be slowed to a timescale measurable on that apparatus, -10 
sec . The results of these measurements indicated that for clusters 
containing at least 20 water molecules, the time scales were too short 
to resolve. However, several complications serve to increase the 
ambiguity of these results. For example, if the photon absorption 
rate for large clusters is proportional to the cluster size, while the 
predissociation rate is inversely dependent on the cluster size, the 
rate of predissociation observed would be independent of cluster size, 
but possibly power dependent. For the dimer and trimer, we can be 
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reasonably sure that the predissociation rate is much faster than the 
rate of sequential photon absorption. If the photon density is 
sufficiently high to dissociate 50 percent of the trimers, we can 
expect that on the average, all hexamers will have absorbed at least 
one photon, while dodecamer; will have absorbed two photons, etc. The 
large clusters may be expected to absorb more than one photon within 
the -5 nanosecond laser pulse. If they still predissociate faster 

6 1 8 1 
than 10 sec , but slower than 10 sec , one can expect some second
ary dissociation. Additionally, for the large clusters, the transla-
tional recoil is so small that the products are not scattered out of 
the beam. What is observed, in the worst case, is a difference in the 
rate of predissociation from the given cluster, to the rate at which 
that cluster mass is repopulated by predissociations from larger 
clusters. Hence, the desired conditions are difficult to verify, 
namely, a power level where only one photon is absorbed for the large 
clusters, and a cluster distribution rapidly decreasing in intensity 
with increasing cluster size in order to minimize repopulation. The 
experimental data in Fig. 17 show that when the power is reduced, the 
time dependence of the signal does not change over one order of magni
tude in laser power, where signal is observable. Figure 18 shows the 
absorption spectra for mass 289, corresponding to clusters equal to or 
larger than (HjO),^. 
F. NH 3 

1. Introduction 
NH, monomer has three strong infrared bands in the 3000-3500 

cm frequency range - the symmetric («,, A symmetry) and 
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antisymmetric (v,, E symmetry) NH stretches, and the first overtone 
of the antisymmetric band (2v-, A+E symmetry). For the monomer, the 
v, band is well separated to higher frequency and easily assigned, 
whereas the v, and 2v- bands are in Fermi resonance and mixed. For 
hydrogen-bonded liquids, the monomer bending frequencies are expected 
to increase, because the preferred hydrogen-bonded geometry has a 
strong orientational dependence. The stretching frequencies should 
decrease because electron density is removed from the NH intramolecular 
bonding orbitals to form the intermolecular hydrogen bonds. These 

65 effects have been observed in recent experiments, and microscopic 
models have been able to explain their physical origins. For 
NH,, the v, and 2\>2 bands in condensed phases are reversed with respect 
to their gas phase ordering. Because the liquid and gas phase v,-2v2 

regions look similar at first glance, this interchange was noticed only 
after the combined infrared and Raman spectra, ' (including 
polarization dependence) of several isotopic forms of NH, were studied. 
In addition, condensed phases of NH, have been studied by x-ray and 

72 73 75 
neutron scattering, matrix isolation spectroscopy, and a molec
ular beam polarity study. 

Recent theoretical work on the NH, intermolecular potential has 
included jib_ initio studies of the pairwise, and three-body 

78 79 80 
terms * * of the intermolecular potential, as well as empirical 

81 83 
atom-atom potential functions based on condensed phase proper
ties of NH,. These latter potentials have been used in Monte Carlo 

QA_ DC 
and molecular dynamics simulations of liquid NH,. ~ Even within 
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the fixed monomer geometry approximation of these theoretical treat
ments, non-additive effects appear to be very important, contributing 
25 percent of the trimer binding energy at its equilibrium 
configuration. 

The effect of intermolecular forces on the Fermi resonance of the 
v, and 2v~ modes, including resonant energy exchange, has been 
elegantly treated by HcHale and Wang. Using a Mori-Zwanzig projec
tion operator formalism, they have derived expressions relating the 
observed Raman spectrum to the microscopic potential terms governing 
the inter- and intramolecular anharmonicity and Fermi resonances. 
From these results, the nonlinear concentration dependence of portions 
of the Raman spectra can be understood. No equivalent treatment of 
the infrared spectra of liquid NH, has been reported. 
2. Experimental Results 

NH, polymers were studied using the perpendicular 
laser-molecular beam configuration. They were formed by expanding 
pure ammonia vapor through a 0.18 mm diameter, room temperature, glass 
nozzle. The distribution of clusters was controlled by changing the 
ammonia pressure behind the nozzle. The predissociation spectra were 
obtained by measuring the variation in signal with laser frequency at 
a fixed detector angle of 4* relative to the ammonia beam. The shape 
of the angular distributions did not change within the 10 percent 
statistical error of the measurements. The laser power dependence of 
the signal was measured at the absorption peaks, and the spectra 
recorded in the linear response region. The spectra then represent 
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the absorption cross sections for the clusters. Figure 19 shows the 
spectra recorded at different masses. The angular distributions of 
the detected masses are presented in Fig. 20. For the spectra in Fig. 
19, the next polymer signal was 50 percent that of the recorded mass. 

As in the previous cluster studies, the parentage of the detected 
masses is complicated by fragmentation in the electron bombardment 
ionization and by multiple vibrational predissociation channels. 
Unlike water clusters, where the intermolecular bond energies are 
quantitatively known, the energetics of neutral ammonia clusters are 

86 89 
smaller and experimentally poorly determined. A molecular beam 
photoionization study has derived total binding energies of ammonia 
polymers through the hexamer of -4.6, -13.7, and -17.5 kcal/mole 

88 89 respectively. Two spectroscopic studies ' have used the quadratic 
dependence of some absorption features to derive enthalpies of -3.5 
kcal/mole and -4.5 kcal/mole for the ammonia dimer. Analysis of 

87 imperfect gas properties deduces a dimer binding energy of -3.2 
kcal/mole. Consequently, it is impossible to preclude predissociation 
by channels involving the breaking of more than one hydrogen bond. 
Based on analogies to previous work, the most probable product channel 
contributing to each mass is assigned by the following predissociation-
ionization steps: 

(NH 3) n + hv - * ( N H j ) ^ + NH 3 (9) 

(NH 3) m + e" - » (NH 3) m_ 1H + + NH 2 + 2e" . (10) 
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The separation of different product masses in the angular distri
butions of Fig. 20 indicates that ion fragmentation is not as severe 
as for the water clusters. The dominant uncertainty in the ammonia 
spectra mass assignment is taken to be the predissociation process of 
Eq. (9). 
3. Discussion 

a. Spectra 
The differences between the ammonia monomer and cluster spectra 

are smaller than for water. Hence, the strength of hydrogen-bonding 
in NH, is noticeably weaker. The main trends with increasing cluster 
size are an increase in the intensity of the 3375 cm band relative 
to the 3225 cm doublet, and a merging of the low frequency doublet 
to a single broad peak. The relationship of these spectral changes to 
the intermolecular forces is complicated by the anharmonicity and Fermi 
resonance of the v,, 2v 2 and v. bands. These intramolecular couplings 
are of the order of the intermolecular perturbations. To analyze the 
observed results, all of these effects must be considered. Such a 
task is beyond the scope of the work presented here. A theory 
incorporating these effects has been developed for the Raman spectra 
of strongly intermolecularly coupled vibrational modes in Fermi 
resonance, but no equivalent treatment for the infrared spectra 
has appeared. 

b. Dynamics 
The lifetimes of the vibrationally excited ammonia clusters are 

less than a microsecond, as observed in the other cluster studies. 
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The well-resolved differences of the angular distribution shapes enable 
a more detailed treatment of the energy disposal than in the water 
clusters. Two distinct cases for the vibrational predissociation will 
be considered. 

The first mechanism is a direct predissociation whereby the monomer 
fragment absorbing the radiation dissociates from the cluster as the 
energy redistributes into the intermolecular bonds. 

In this case, regardless of cluster size, the maximum energy which 
appears as relative translational motion (E ,„) of the departing 

max 
monomer is the same, independent of cluster size. Momentum and energy 
balance determine t';e maximum angle where the heavier product is 
observed for a cluster containing N monomers (monomer mass M) and 
moving with laboratory velocity v, 

c, n, QN . 1 , 2 Emax _ 1 > 1 / 2
 m > 

S l n ( 9»ax' - 7 ( ~ M - •m=TJ) ( 1 1 ) 

The ratio of the maximum scattering angles for sequential cluster sizes 
is dependent only on the cluster size 

" • " ! « > / ( M l ) ' " .,,. 

The second model assumes energy randomization over the cluster, 
and the maximum translational energy is inversely dependent on cluster 
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size. Momentum wid energy balance determine the ratio of ftaximu* 
scattering angles for adjacent masses as defined above: 

s l n < W 
Table 6 shows the experimental ratios and the predictions of each 
model. The important point is that the direct model predicts the 
observed angles of maximum scattering to within experimental error for 
the mass assignments made according to Eqs. (9) and (10), while the 
randomization model does not. 

Does the direct model have a physical basis, based on the knowl
edge we have for ammonia and a probable predissociation mechanism? As 
noted previously, the intramolecular motions in NH- are highly 
coupled. Also, the translational energy distributions indicate that 
the most probable predissociation will have negligible translational 
energy. Any mechanism postulated should be consistent with internally 
excited fragments but not randomization. Analogous to benzene, the 
ammonia polymers seem to predissociate by first redistributing the 
energy among lower frequency intramolecular vibrations of the monomer 
which absorbed the photon. Subsequently, the minimum energy necessary 
to break the intermolecular bonds is lost from these lower frequency 
vibrations. This model assumes rapid intramolecular energy redistri
bution, with a slower rate of energy migration into the intermolecular 
bond. Most probably, the binding energy for an ammonia monomer is 
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similar to the lowest frequency intramolecular vibration, v» » 
950 cm• . In this case, the intermolecular bond is required to absorb 
at once sufficient energy to dissociate. The monomer products are 
predicted to be internally excited by this model, while the cluster 
fragments should be characterized by the internal temperature of the 
cluster before photoexcitation. 
4. Summary 

For the CgH,, NH,, and H-9 clusters studied, the rate of vibra
tional predissociation is greater than 10 sec . In all cases, the 
measured translational energy distributions of the fragments indicate 
no detectable variation with excitation wavelength, partially a 
consequence of the small amount of energy released into translational 
motion. The rapid vibrational predissociation rate and small kinetic 
energy release are in qualitative agreement with the predictions of 
Ewing and Beswick/Jortner. Although these models have heretofore oniv 
been applied to binary clusters, they predict that for predissociation 
rates of the magnitude observed here, the energy will be concentrated 
in internal motions of the products. 

For the NH, and CgH, clusters, where the intennolecular forces do 
not radically perturb the monomer intramolecular spectrum, the trans
lational energy distributions suggest a rather detailed scenario for 
the infrared intennolecular energy flow leading to predissociation. 
After one photon is absorbed into the H atom intramolecular stretching 
frequencies, the intermolecular perturbations induce this energy to 
flow into combinations and overtones of the lower frequency intra
molecular motions, namely NH or CH bends. Once these lower frequency 
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motions are populated, the energy can more resonantly flow Into the 
Intermolecular modes in units of these low frequency vibrations. As 
the lowest frequency intramolecular vibrations in C g H 6 and HH 3 are 
comparable to the intermolecular binding energy, little energy random
ization can occur in the cluster before predissociation. The inter
molecular bond is forced to accept at one time an amount of energy 
which exceeds the intermolecular bond strength, so predissociation 
occurs before intermolecular energy migration. 

The infrared spectra obtained for water clusters containing three 
or more water monomers show a pronounced similarity with liquid water. 
This is a result of the cyclic structures of these polymers, where 
each water monomer is acting as both a hydrogen bond donor and accep
tor. This last conclusion has been important in explaining the poor 
agreement between the potential models based on dimer properties and 
those based on liquid or solid properties. The modifications to the 
intramolecular potential based on the work by Sceats shows that physi
cally reasonable models can reproduce the gross red shifts without 
modifying the intermolecular force fields. This decoupling of the 
intramolecular and intermolecular forces to first order should enable 
most properties to be fit in a systematic way. 

The analysis presented here for H-0 should also explain the 
90 observed features of HF clusters, which show the same dramatic 

change between the dimer and trimer and provide additional evidence 
for the favored cyclic equilibrium structures of small hydrogen bonded 
clusters containing three or more molecules. 
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Several issues still remain unsolved. First of all, the reasons 
for the breadth of the hydrogen bond absorption is unexplained, as well 
as the exact assignments of the bands observed. The recent classical 
linear response theory methods of Behrens and Wilson, if extended to 
handle combination and overtone bands, will enable the larger cluster 
spectra to be calculated. Although there are uncertainties in the 
dipole moment and potential functions, the special trends with cluster 
size outlined in these experiments might be properly accounted for, 
considering the large amplitude motion of these clusters, by the 
classically based spectral response theory. 
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Table 1. Experimental conditions used to measure the vibrational 
predissociation spectra in Fig. 1. In all cases the angle 
between the detector and the molecular beam was 4*, and the 
nozzle temperature was 125*C. 

Temperature 
of water 
reservoir 

Pressure at 
nozzle 
(torr) 

Ion mass 
detected 

Fig. 1 
label 

Smallest water 
cluster capable 
of contribution 

to signal 

67. i 209 H 3 0 + a trimer 
72 255 (H 20) 2 H + b tetramer 
80 355 (H 20) 3 H + c pentamer 
84 417 (H 20) 4 H + d hexamer 
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Table 2. Water polymer energetics. 

Dgfcnf1) Fig. 3 
Label Watts Owicki 

Stillinger 
(C.F.) 

Stillinger 
(Pol.) 

H20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
(H 20) 2 a 2122.0 1904.0 1993.0 2388.0 
(H 20) 3 b 5450.0 5183.0 5472.0 3774.0 
(H 20) 3 c — — — 5387.0 
(H 20) 4 d 9187.0 8624.0 7667.0 10147.0 
(H 20) 4 e 7526.0 — — — 
(H 20) 5 f 12100.0 12429.0 11980.0 15789.0 

Harmonic 
ZPE 
(cm"1) 

Fig. 3 
Label 

I 
Watts Owicki* 

Stillinger 
(C.F.) 

Stillinger 
(Pol.) 

(H 20) 4723.0 0.0 4739.0 5107.0 
(H 20) 2 a 10224.0 654.0 10320.0 11863.0 
(H 20) 3 b 16088.0 1876.0 18417.0 18870.0 
(H 20) 3 c — — — 18597.0 
(H 20) 4 d 21682.0 3094.0 23897.0 26611.0 
(H 20) 4 e 21406.0 — — — 
(H 20) 5 f 27145.0 3941.0 28891.0 36252.0 

*Rigid H 20 molecule. ZPE's of (H 20) n are only from the motions associated with hydrogen bonding. 
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Table 3. Pressure dependence of the water cluster distribution 
in the molecular bean. 

Pressure it (H-0), H* (H,0), H + (H,0). H* 
Nozzle 
(Torr) H,0* H,0* H,0 + 

150 L..19 0.02 
185 01.34 0.10 0.02 
235 0.54 0.25 0.08 
290 0.66 0.43 0.17 

355 0.78 0.46 0.32 
435 0.92 0.68 0.48 
525 1.0 0.75 0.57 



Table 4. High frequency vibrations for potential models. The values In parentheses are the Integrated band Intensities 
(using a lineor approximation to the dipole moment function) for the normal coordinates, normal Ijed to the most 
intense free OH transition. 

Stilllnger 
Central Force 

Stllltnger 
Polarliatton 

Monomer 3951(1.00) 
3841(0.52) 

1653(0.99) 4283(0.34) 
3820(1.00) 

1375(1.20) 4354(0.82) 
4203(1.00) 

1642(5.29) 

" 9 - 3(a) " 9 - 3(a) Fig. 3(a) 

3920.(1.00) 
3914.(0.87) 
3815.(0.45) 
3760.(0.73) 

1708.(0.90) 
1670.(1.12) 

4363.(0.95) 
4303.(1.00) 
3877.(2.68) 
3834.(2.74) 

1495.(3.09) 
1415.(3.53) 

4689.(0.25) 
4485.(1.00) 
4455.(0.25) 
4157.(0.28) 

1811.(0.25) 
1638.(0.32) 

ro 
to 

" 9 - 3(b) Fig. 3(b) F1g. 3(b) Fit. 3(c) 

3890.(0.00) 
3884.(1.00) 
3884.(1.00) 
3696.(0.80) 
3969.(0.80) 
3660.(0.00) 

1773.(0.00) 
1727.(0.85) 
1727.(0.85) 

4545.(1.00) 
4545.(1.00) 
4422.(0.0) 
3959.(2.05) 
3959.(2.05) 
3894.(0.0) 

2918.(0.00) 
1840.(0.31) 
1840.(0.31) 

4680.(0.99) 
4657.(1.00) 
4464.(0.06) 
4415.(0.11) 
4375.(0.53) 
4337.(0.75) 

1780.(0.03) 
1703.(0.46) 
1647.(0.39) 

4848.(0.22) 
4657.(0,22) 
4517.(1.00) 
4496.(0,13) 
4412.(0.27) 
4138.(0,15) 

1840.(0.13) 
1S1M0.M) 
1621.(0.14) 



Table 4. Continued. 

StU linger Still Inter 
Mitts Centril Force PoUrltttlon 

Fig. 3(d) Fig. 3(e) Fig. 3(d) FU. 3(d) 

Tetrsmer 3888.(0.00) 1749.(0.00) 3924.(0.90) 1791.(0.17) 4677.(0.59) 2269.(1.44) 4864.(0.02) 1858.(0.06) 
3884.(1.00) 1733.(1.16) 3892.(0.47) 1748.(1.14) 4636.(0.65) 2138.(1.69) 4766.(1.0) 1772.(0.06) 
3884.(1.00) 1733.(1.16) 3886.(1.00) 1727.(1.27) 4461.(0.81) 1579.(1.12) 4766.(1.0) 1770.(0.06) 
3883.(0.00) 1733.(0.00) 3819.(0.27) 1669.(0.99) 4403.(1.00) 1548.(4.96) 4507.(0.0) 1770.(0.0) 
3741.(0.00) 3779.(1.01) 3994.(1.59) 4483.(0.0) 
3727.(0.76) 3701.(0.95) 3982.(1.200) 4409.(0.48) 
3727.(0.76) 3687.(0.69) 3949.(1.29) 4409.(0.48) 
3704.(0.00) 3653.(0.12) 3911.(1.32) 4384.(0.18) 

f\> 

Fiq. 3(f) F1g. 3(f) F1«. 3(f) 
OB 

Pentaner 3886.(0.02) 1737.(0.10) 4512.(0.0) 1652.(0.13) 4812.(0.12) 2173.(0.00) 
3882.(0.98) 1736.(0.27) 4506.(0.0) 1629.(2.92) 4747.(0.29) 2066.(0.06) 
3882.(1.00) 1736.(0.01) 4463.(1.00) 1627.(2.78) 4672.(1.00) 7059.(0.04) 
3881.(0.10) 1732.(1.31) 4463.(1.00) 1611.(0.14) 4663.(0.77) 2051.(0.04) 
3880.(0.26) 
3744.(0.00) 
3743.(0.00) 
3729.(0.91) 
3728.(0.91) 
3713.(0.00) 

1731.(1.02) 4431.(0.0) 1606.(0.05) 
3959.(1.61) 
3957.(1.70) 
3943.(2.14) 
3943.(2.14) 
3934.(0.0) 

4612.(0.28) 
4408.(1.08) 
4325.(0.42) 
4272.(5.99) 
4248.(7.40) 
3985.(0.32) 

2001.(0.01) 
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Table 5. Comparison of assigned matrix (»z^2 transitions with the Hatts 
potential model. 

Watts' Harmonic Watts' Scaled 
Frequencies Frequencies Ar Matrix Diff. 

3920. 
3914. 
3815. 
3760. 

(X.951) 
3729. 3726. +3 
3723. 3709. +14 
3629. 3634. -5 
3577. 3574. +3 

Ng Matrix 
3715 +19 
3699 +24 
3627 +2 
3550 +22 
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Table 6. Comparison of energy disposal Mechanisms for direct and 
random models of HH3 cluster predissoclatlon. 

Experimental 
Ratios of Energy 

N Maximum Direct Randomization 
Cluster size Scattering Model Model 

Angles (Eq. 12) (Eq. 13) 

3 1.41 1.41 1.63 
4 1.20 1.29 1.44 
5 1.11 1.22 1.34 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Schematic diagram of the Nd:YAG pumped OPO. Components 
indicated are: 1. Telescope, 2. Input coupler (100 trans-
mi ttance at 1.06 p. 100 reflectance at 1.4-2.1 p ) , 3. Gold 
mirror, 4. 30*C temperature stabilized, angle tuned LiNbO, 
crystal, 5. Output coupler (100% transmittance at 1.06 v, 

50% reflectance at 1.4-2.1 u), 6. Double pass YAG mirror 
(100% reflectance at 1.06 u, 100% transmittance at 1.4-4.0 
y ) , 7. BaF, lens. 
In plane view of perpendicular laser molecular beam appa
ratus. Labeled components are: 1. 0.007" quartz nozzle 
heated to 70*C, 2. First skimmer, 3. Second skimmer, 
4. Third skimmer, 5. Power meter, 6. Germanium filter, 
7. Ionizer assembly. 8. Quadrupole mass spectrometer, o 
measures the angle of rotation of the detector from the 
molecular beam. 
Side view of the coaxial laser-molecular beam apparatus. 
Labeled components are: 1. BaF 2 entrance window for the 
OPO beam, 2. Quadrupole mass spectrometer, 3. Ionizer 
assembly, 4. Final molecular beam defining aperture, 
5. Second skimmer, 6. First skimmer, 7. Nozzle. 
Schematic view of the perpendicular arrangement showing how 
the recoil velocity of the predissociation fragment relates 
to the detector's laboratory angle, 9, relative to the 
molecular beam. The insert shows that the angle is 
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determined from the vector addition of the recoil velocity 
(dotted arrows) and the initial beam velocity (thick arrow). 
The final laboratory velocities are the solid arrows, also 
shown at the intersection point of the 0P0 and molecular 
beams. 

Fig. 5. wavelength dependence of the mass 78 angular distributions. 
Open circles v ™ » 3040 cm , solid circles, v ™ , « 
3095 cm . The 3040 cm data have been displaced +0.5* 
relative to the 3095 cm data to allow easier comparison. 

Fig. 6. Wavelength dependence of the predissociation cross sections. 
A) Mass 390, (CgHgJg, at 400 torr Ar with T n Q Z 2 l e - 25*C, 
B) Mass 78, CgHg, at 250 torr Ar with T n 0 2 z 1 e « 25*C. 

Fig. 7. Pressure dependence of the mass 78 signal in the perpendicu
lar arrangement with the detector angle at e • 4°. The 
solid points are the ratio mass 78(» • 4°)/mass 156(e » 0°), 
the open circles are the ratio mass 78(e » 4°)/mass 234(s * 
0°). 

Fig. 8. Comparison of the time resolved mass spectrometer signals of 
the perpendicular and colinear configurations. A) Mass 78 
data taken at e « 0° in the perpendicular laser-molecular 
beam arrangement, B), C), D) are masses 156, 78, and 50 
respectively of the colinear configuration. 

Fig. 9. Time of flight spectra at masses 78 (solid points) and 50 
(open circles). A) Detector angle <i « 4°, B) Detector angle 
8.5°. 
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Fig. 10. Angular distribution of predissociation fragments. Solid 
points are mass 156, open circles are mass 78. The curves 
are the calculated distributions using the center-of-mass 
energy distribution given by Eqn. 3. For mass 78 and 156, 
the best fit values for a are 5 and 7 (kcal/mole) 
respectively. 

Fig. 17.. Uater cluster and condensed phase spectra. Panels (a)-(d) 
are spectra observed in the present work for the conditions 
given in Table I. Panel (e) conditions are described in the 
text. Panel (f) is taken from Ref. 6, Panel (g) from Ref. 
(30b), Panel (h) from E. Whalley and J. E. Bertie, J. Chem. 
Phys. 46, 1264 (1967). 

Fig. 12. Laboratory angular distributions for the detected mass O -
H 3 0 + ; + - (H 20) 2 H +; G - (H 20) 3 H + ; » - (H 20) 4 H +. 

Fig. 13. Minimum energy cluster geometries for the Watts potential 
energy function (a,b,d,e,f), for the polarization model 
trimer (c), and for the configuration characterizing a tran
sition state for the tetramer dissociating into a trimer and 
a monomer (g). 

Fig. 14. Locally adiabatic dissociation energy curves for 
A. (H 20) 2 » 2H 20, B. (H 20) 3 » (H 20) 2 + H 20, C. (H 20) 4 » 
(H-0), + H 20 when adjacent hydrogen bonded waters are sepa
rated, D. (H20)« « ( H

2 0 ) 3 + H 20 when it is formed from a 
monomer adding to a cyclic trimer, E. (H 20). * (^0)3 + H?0 
when opposing nonhydrogen bonded water molecules of the 
cyclic tetramer are separated. 
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Fig. 15. The decay curves of the molecular dynamics trajectories for 
the conditions 

• T v i b ' 3 0 O O' K' Trot " °' K 

* T y . b - 3000-K, T r ( ) t - lOO'K 
D T v . b - 3000'K, T r Q t - 200*K 
O T v i f a , 5000*K, T r o t « 100'K 

Fig. 16. Absorption cross section observed in the coaxial configura
tion at (A) H 30 and (B) (H 20) 2H , corresponding to (H 20) 2 

and (H-0), respectively. 
Fig. 17. Time resolved signal observed in the coaxial configuration 

at mass 217(0) and mass 145 (•). The offset of the two 
peaks is from the different ion delays. 

Fig. 18. Absorption cross section observed at mass 289 in the coaxial 
configuration, corresponding to (H 20),,. 

Fig. 19. Ammonia polymer spectra 
(A) Mass 18 corresponding to (NH,) 3 predissociation products 
(B) Mass 35 corresponding to (NH,) 4 predissociation products 
(C) Mass 52 corresponding to (NH3)c predissociation products 

Fig. 20. Angular distributions for the ammonia cluster predissociation 
products. 
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III. REACTIVE SCATTERING OF H»(3 2P 3 / 2) + HC1 
A. INTRODUCTION 

Since the establishment of the non-relativistic Schrodinger 
equaticr in the 1930's, it has been known that the basic principles 
necessary to explain simple atom-molecule collision phenomena were 
well-defined. However, the realistic prediction of observations based 
on these first principles had to await the development of the modern 
computer, which could solve the large set of equations governing even 
a simple three body quantum mechanical system. Now that realistic, 
theoretical treatment of the interparticle forces and dynamics is 
computationally possible, current interest in the field of reaction 
dynamics is focused on detailed quantitative comparisons of theory 
with experiment. The primary goals are to understand how the forces 
between particles affect the outcome of a collision, and how, through 
a judicious choice of initial conditions, the chemist can exert con
trol over a collision to produce some desired product. 

Although exact quantum treatments are possible for simple colli
sions (within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation) involving three 
structureless particles, governed by a single potential energy sur-
face, and with a sparse internal energy level structure, (i.e., H + 
H„—»H + H-), it is clear that such numerical approaches are not of 
general utility. First, the insight gained from this black box treat
ment is difficult to generalize. Each reaction appears unique, domi
nated by its individual parameters. Second, projected computer 
advancement will not enable substantial progress in the complexity of 
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the problems approached by ab initio methods much beyond the current 
level of treatment, i.e., three atom systems. Although the successful 
ab initio treatment of the forces and dynamics of a collision is 
important, and will continue to be an active area of study, simplifi
cations of exact treatments through all manners of approximation are 
equally important. Through cleverly chosen approximations, one hopes 
to understand the particular details of a reaction as well as the 
general rules they suggest for other reactions of that type. 

The work of Pol anyi is an outstanding example of this approach. 
Using generalized mass combinations and potentials, the classical 
trajectory method was used to derive product energy distributions and 
rules which govern the energy disposal of reactant translational, 
vibrational, or rotational energy. These models have been applied to 
halogen atom reactions forming hydrogen halides as well as many 
alkali reactions. 

The current experimental work was undertaken hoping to stimulate 
theoretical work on simple three atom reactions where one of the 
reactants is in an excited electronic state. Previous molecular beam 
work in this area has been confined mostly to metastable states of the 
rare gases or oxygen atoms. Notable exceptions are the work of 
Zare and coworkers on Ca( P) " and I 2 ( *) reactions, and the 

2 1 ? 7\ 

work of Hertel, et al. on the nonreactive quenching of Na(3 Pj,-). 
In the present study, a crossed beams, reactive scattering appara-

tus has been modified to enable scattering studies of Na(3 P,,-) atoms. 
The crossed molecular beams method is a powerful experimental technique 
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to probe reactions dynamics. Coupled with the selectivity of laser 
excitation of the reactant atoms, a new class of reactions involving 
short-lived excited states can now be studied by the crossed beams 
method. 

The structure of this chapter is as follows. First, a short review 
of pertinent scattering work on excited electronic states created by 
laser optical pumping is reviewed in order to understand what quanti
ties and features of a reaction can be measured, and to develop the 
framework within which such features are related to the physics of the 
scattering process. Second, the experimental method used here to 
study the Na(3 2P 3 / 2) + HC1 —*NaC1 [h*) * H( 2S) reaction is described. 
Next, experimental data for the Na + HC1 reaction (an asterisk is 
used to denote the P3/0 state) are presented at collision energies of 
5.38 and 19.4 kc/m. The data at the lower collision energy are ana
lyzed to obtain the center-of-mass product energy and recoil angle 
distribution. These derived distributions are subsequently discussed 
to understand the features of the potential energy surface which might 
be responsible for the observations, as well as the role of angular 
momentum conservation in the reaction dynamics. A final section 
summarizes what we have learned from this study, and the questions 
raised by it. 
B. HISTORICAL REVIEW OF SCATTERING STUDIES OF SHORT LIVED ATOMIC 

EXCITED STATES 
The Hertel group has published three extensive works on the 

quenching of Na(3 2P 3 / 2) by H j , 1 6 , 1 7 CO, 1 5 and N 2 . 1 2 " 1 4 We now briefly 
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review the main conclusions of these studies which will fori* the basis 
for discussion of ine "pre-re*ction" interaction between Na(3 P,.-) • 
HC1 . For each reaction, extensive quantum Mechanical structure 
c Iculations were included of the relevant potential energy surfaces, 
and the scattering dynamics were explained in terms of the calculated 
potential energy surface features. 

1. Na* * H, 
From the electronic potential energy surface calculations, the 

2 * A Bo Na - Hy excited state surface was found to be energetically 
lowest, favoring a C 2 configuration. The location of the crossing 
seam with the ground state surface occurs at a Na - H~ distance of 
R - 2.42A with an H 2 bond length of r « 1.15A. The H 2 (or D 2) bond is 
elongated at the crossing point and corresponds approximately to that 
of free H,(v » 2) and Do(v . 3). The observed vibrational H 2(D 2) 
distributions peak at these values, with a Poisson-like distribution. 
The fact that the H~ and 0. energy transfer spectra are similar means 
that no special resonance effects are occurring. A projection of the H-
(D-) bond length at the crossing seam onto the ground state surface 
H 7(D 2) vibrational basis set is sufficient to explain the observed 
features. The potential energy surface calculations indicate that the 
ground state surface is strongly repulsive in the R coordinate at the 
crossing seam. As the H- bond begins to contract after quenching, 
the Na atom and HL molecule rapidly separate. The calculated ground 
state surface shows negligible R-r coupling. Consequently, the asymp
totic H 2 vibrational state distribution is taken to be that formed 
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»t the crossing seam, with negligible H_ vibrational state inter
action as the products separate. 

The magnitude of the experimental quenching cross section is large. 
The A Bo state has a significant attractive well in the quantum calcu
lations. The absorbing sphere model, using the calculated potential 
parameters, predicts a capture radius,or maximum impact parameter 
leading to quenching, c 3.91A. This is less than the orbiting impact 
parameter calculated from the attractive well parameters of the excited 
state potential energy surface. Therefore, orbiting will not affect 
this result. 

The calculated surface is also consistent with the 5 kc/m (aj = 5) 
rotational excitation of H, experimentally estimated from the breadth 
of the final vibrational state distributions. The strong preference 
for the C 2 geometry (the potential surface increases rapidly as the 
sodium-H- angle deviates from 90 ) means that the Na -H. complex will 
stay locked in a C- geometry as the reactants approach. Depending 
on the initial impact parameter, the known location of the quenching 

* seam can be used to calculate the Na -H. collision complex rotational 
frequency at the quenching configuration. Since the products recede 
rapidly from each other, and the departinq Na atom exerts little torque 
on the H ? molecule, the H- rotational energy is given by that at the 
critical configuration. 

2. Na* + CO 
The potential energy surfaces (PES) for Na(3P) + CO favor linear 

* quenching configurations. When Na approaches the carbon end, 
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electron density plots Indicate 30-60 percent of the Na(3P) electron 
1s transferred to CO. Of the two excited state PESs at the linear 
configuration, the A state Is bound by 24.4 kc/m, while the B state Is 
repulsive. As observed for H-, the ground state surface at the cross
ing seam Is highly repulsive In R with little R-r coupling. To first 
approximation, the asymptotic vibrational distributions are taken to 
be those created by the "Franck-Condon" transfer to the ground state 
surface at the crossing seam. If Na approaches the oxygen end, the 
attraction is not as great, and a larger CO bond extension with a 
smaller Na*-C0 distance is needed to reach the crossing seam. 

The experimental results show very large rotational excitation 
which is explained by the calculated potential energy surface features 

* as follows. If Na is quenched at the carbon end, the ground state 
surface prefers the Na-OC configuration by over 24 kc/m. There being 
no barrier in the calculated ground state surface for achieving this 
rotated configuration, a large torque is felt by the CO, resulting in 
substantial rotational excitation. 

The presence of two active, distinct quenching sites leads to 
different internal energy distributions. Quenching at the oxygen 
produces larger CO vibrational excitation, while the carbon atom 
causes significant CO rotational excitation. 

3. Na* * N, 
Tnis system has been studied at the highest level of resolution. 

From the experimental energy and angular distributions, forward scat
tering has significant rotational excitation Uj>60), while vibrational 
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excitation dominates the backward scattering angles. The final N-
vibrational distribution is similar to the H. results, and the 
general quenching mechanism is presupposed to be analogous. As the 
Na approaches N«, the sodium 3P electron is partially transferred to 
an anti-bonding orbital of N-. Since N.~ has a longer equilibrium 
bond length, the No molecule stretches. At the crossing seam between 
the ground and excited states, the asymptotic N- vibrational distribu
tion is obtained by projecting the stretched M, bond length onto the 
free N 2 molecular vibrational wavefunctions. Again, the C- configu
ration is favored, with the absorbing sphere model predicting the large 
quenching cross sections observed. 

For this system, the effect of the Na(3P) orbital alignment and 
orientation on the scattering was measured. When polarized radiation 
is used to excite the Na atoms, the m sublevels are not equally 
repopulated do to the different Clebsh-Gordon coefficients coupling 
the ground state m sublevels by spontaneous decay. Laser excitation 
for many spontaneous decay cycles redistributes the Na atoms among the 
m sublevels. As a result, after many spontaneous decays, an aniso
tropic distribution of the three degenerate 3P orbitals is cr 'ated. 
The ratio of the populations of the P orbitals is, at best, 2.5:1:1. 
The hyperfine structure determines this anisotropy ratio. By direct
ing the k vector of the laser to intersect the collision volume either 
perpendicular or parallel to the scattering plane, and by rotating the 
laser polarization vector or circularly polarizing the light, the 
initial distribution of P orbitals can be selected. 
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In Fig. 1, the major laser beam, scattering plane configurations 
are shown. On the left are two different alignments of the linearly 
polarized electric field vector relative to the scattering plane, when 
the k vector of the laser is in the scattering plane. When the 
E-vector is perpendicular to the scattering plane, the |p*~> orbital 
is favored, having negative reflection symmetry relative to the 
collision plane. When the E vector is rotated into the scattering 
plane, a mixture of |p* > and |pa> states is made, depending on the 
angle the E vector makes with the relative velocity vector. When the 
laser propagates perpendicularly to the collision plane, and the linear 
polarization rotated, the asymptotic distribution can be predominately 
|po> if the E vector is parallel to the relative velocity vector, or 
| p» > if it is perpendicular. Since the P orbital axis is in the 
scattering plane, these states have positive reflection symmetry. If 
the laser is circularly polarized and directed perpendicular to the 
scattering plane, then the electronic angular momentum of the P orbital 
is also perpendicular to the scattering plane. 

* The polarization study of Na + N- consisted in measuring the 
effect on the scattering signal of the different initial Na |p¥ +>, 

21 | pir~>, and |po> distributions. Hertel and Hermann have shown in a 
detailed way how these polarization dependencies relate to the density 
matrix representing the collision process. Experimentally, the polar
ization of the Na resonance fluorescence determines the actual moments 
of the Na charge distributions created by the optical pumping. Using 
these parameters, which characte ze the initial distribution of P 
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orbitals, at each detector scattering angle four additional numbers 
are determined from ratios of the scattering intensity. These are: 
(a) the difference in the scattering signal with left and right handed 
circularly polarized light, normalized to their sum, (b) the ratio of 
the minimum to maximum scattering intensity when the E vector is linear 
polarized and rotated in the scattering plane, (c) the angle between 
the relative velocity vector and the laser polarization axis which 
maximizes the scattering for part (b) above, and finally, (d) the ratio 
of the scattering intensity with the P orbital perpendicular to the 
scattering plane to the P orbital axis in the scattering plane, scaled 
to the value of the scattered intensity of part (b) for the same in-
plane polarization angle. 

From these four ratios, the complete Na atom density matrix is 
known, as a function of scattering angle. Physically, these quantities 
are interpreted and understood by considering the time-inverse quench
ing process, Na(3S) + N 2(v')—*Na(3P) + N 2(v»0). Here, a collision 
produces an excited Na atom, and the polarization of the fluorescence 
emitted at a certain angle reflects the different |prr >, |px~>, and 
|pa> contributions to the Na atom wavefunction for scattering to that 
angle. By rotating to a basis which has the 2 axis along the laser k 
vector, and the X axis along the polarization angle producing maximum 
scattering for linearly polarized light with the polarization vector 
in the scattering plane, the resulting diagonal density matrix 
elements are then the length, width, and height of the Na(3P) charge 
cloud formed in the inverse quenching process at that Na scattering 
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angle. Alternatively, the height also measures the relative differen
tial cross section for changing the molecular reflection symmetry, 
while the sum of the width and length gives the relative differential 
cross section for preserving the molecular symmetry. Of course, the 
overall symmetry of the total collision is preserved. As a result, 
these two processes are incoherent. The measurements show that the 
molecular symmetry changing cross section is a minimum at the peak of 
the energy transfer. This is interpreted to result from the locking 
of the Na to the body fixed Na*-N_ frame. At a distance of -5.3A, 
where the body fixed frame is established (see below), the Na - N_ 

* complex will have the Na symmetry prepared by the optical pumping, 
i.e. |p» >,|p»~>, or |po>. The minimum in the symmetry changing cross 

* section implies that it is difficult tc change only the Na symmetry, 
* * 

because the tight binding of the Na - N 2 interaction forces the Na -
N~ complex symmetry to change as well. 

The variation in the laser polarization angle for maximum quenching 
with scattering angle reflects which state, |pir > or |po>, is more 
effective at quenching, as a function of the impact parameter. For a 

* given impact parameter, as the Na atom approaches the N- molecule, 
Coriolis coupling will cause continuous |p* >*—>\pa> transitions. 

* The Na* atomic wave function at a Na - N- separation, R, and impact 
parameter, b, is composed of both |po> and |p» > states in the mixture 

|x> * cosa |po> + sin(o) |pn+>, (1) 
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where coso > £. At some distance, R , the potential interactions 
between Na and N~ will split the asymptotically degenerate |po> and 
|p*> potential surfaces. At this distance, the Na will begin to 
change from a space fixed to body fixed frame. When the |po> and |p«> 
potential curves are split by the rotational energy of the P orbital, 
it is said that the body fixed axis now dominates. For a long range 
potential of the form V - '-n"""' t n^ s 1° c'^ n9 o r merging distance is 

AC W " - 2 ) 

where &C » |C - C |. The angle of maximum quenching shows what 
direction the P orbital prefers, at the merging distance to the body 
fixed frame, to maximize quenching. The observations show that this 
angle is approximately one-half the scattering angle. If the merging 
distance is approximately independent of the impact parameter, then 
this observation shows tha' the P orbital wishes to be tangent to the 
merging sphere, i.e.,|p»> states are preferred. 

At large Na scattering angles, the polarization asymmetry is small. 
As large angle scattering corresponds to smaller impact parameters, the 
locking radius is largest from Eq. (2). Of course, in the limit b = 0, 
the space and body fixed frames ar° equal. If the Na atom spends 
more time in the mixing region (whe^e the V - V potential separa
tion is comparable to the centrifugal energy of the P orbital), it will 
have more opportunities to forget its initial, asymptotically prepared 
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* state distribution. An equal mixture of A and A' Na - N- collision 
complex states will be formed, reducing the observed anisotropy. 

Finally, the measurements of the left-right asymmetry when the 
laser is circularly polarized and propagating perpendicularly to the 
scattering plane, gives information on the impact parameter dependence 
of the transfer of the 2 component of the electronic orbital angular 
momentum into the heavy particle, nuclear motion. Quantum mechani
cally, |pa> and |p» > states have the same overall symmetry, and can 
be coherently excited in a collision. If we again picture the inverse 
quenching process, the sign of this transfer will depend on the phase 

i i * 

difference between the |po> and |p*> amplitudes in the final Na atom 
wavefunction. If the measured angular momentum transfer passes through 
zero at some Na scattering angle, then the phase difference between the 
|po> and |p» > states is a multiple of 180*, ojr the average trajectory 
has switched from predominately repulsive to predominately attractive 
in nature. 

Additionally, if the cross section is larger for the electronic 
orbital angular momentum (L*) aligned antiparallel to the nuclear 
orbital angular momentum (L), then in a scattering experiment with the 
products detected in the scattering plane, we can say that the Na 
atom prefers to pass on the left of the N- molecule rather than on 
the right. If the detector samples a cylindrically symmetric distri
bution about the relative velocity vector, no circular asymmetry can 
be observed. The observed circular asymmetry in a crossed beam exper
iment is a result of detecting only a small, biased subset of the 
scattering angles. 
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To summarize the results of Hertel, the product distributions fro* 
Na(3P) quenching can be understood fro* the geometry of the collision 
complex at the crossing seam with the ground state. Polarization 
studies provide detailed information on the transformation of the 
Na(3P) atcm from a spaced to body fixed basis, and on the efficiency 
of angular momentum transfer from the 3P orbital motion to the heavy 
particle, nuclear motion. 

4. Ca* * HC1 
Rettner and Zare nave published the only studies using 

optical pumping to investigate the effects of alignment on a chemical 
reaction. They have measured the chemiluminesence for a series of 

1 2 2 
Ca( P) • XC1 —»CaCl ( », r) + X reactions in a beam-gas experiment, 

? and observed the dependence of the branching ratio between the I and 
2 * CaCl electronic states on the angle between the Ca atom velocity 
vector and the laser polarization vector. 

* For the Ca + HC1 reaction, a large reaction cross section was 
observed. The total fluorescence was independent of the laser polari
zation, but " dispersed fluorescence indicated that the product state 
electronic symmetry correlated with the initial atomic symmetry, i.e., 

2 2 
| p a x — * z, |pn><—» ». The independence of the total cross section 
on the laser polarization was interpreted by invoking an electron 
transfer harpoon mechanism. Reactions with the lari,» cross sections 

* typical of the observed Ca + HC1 magnitudes usually favor such ionic 
intermediates. The probability of the electron jump was concluded to 
be independent of the orbital alignment. However, the ion core formed 
by the electron transfer is aligned, and the different molecular states 
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coupling to the ion core will decide whether a » or z CaCl state is 
formed. From the experimental results, the Ca orbital symmetry is 
preserved {adiabatic behavior), correlating to the Ca CI ~ molecular 
state with the most similar Ca character. 

For the reaction Ca + C1-, the total fluorescence cross section 
was dependent on the Ca{ P) orbital alignment. The added symmetry of 
Cl« vs. HC1 causes some of the Ca-CU molecular states to not corre
late with fluorescent product states. By varying the polarization, 
the Ca atoms can be preferentially directed on or off these dark 
potential surfaces. 

With this historical background, we have modified a scattering 
apparatus to study reactive collisions of Na(3 P,.-) following the 

12-21 
basic design configuration of Hertel, et al. The major differ
ence between the two apparati is the scattered product detector. 
Hertel and coworkers use a hot wire filament, sensitive to alkali 
atoms, while in this case, an electron bombardment ionization univer
sal mass spectrometer is used. The added flexibility of detecting 

5 product at any mass comes with approximately a 10 loss in detection 
efficiency compared to the hot wire filament. HC1 was chosen as a 
scattering partner for the initial reaction because the detector back
ground at m/e « 58 is low, and the reaction is 4.68 kc/n endothermic 
in the ground state. The endothermicity enables a test of the experi
mental procedure with different amounts of competing ground state 
reaction by simply changing the collision energy. In addition, the 
kinematics of the reaction restricts all the product to observable 
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detector angles. The alkali-hydrogen halide family of reactions has 
been extensively studied by the molecular beam techniqu. , including 
the efficiency of vibration, rotation and translation for promoting 

22 23 24 25 2fi 
reaction. * * Some ab initio and semiempirical potential 

27 
energy surfaces are available and several classical trajectory studies 
of reactions on these surfaces have been reported. Related theoretical 

2t 29 studies of the H + HL mass combination have been published. "' 
3 30 Finally, Pol any i * has reported measurements of the rel i*-ive 

reaction cross sections for the Na + HC1 (v,j) reaction for v * 1 - 4, 
j - 5 - 15. The vibrational enhancement indicated gas kinetic reaction 
cross sections. The rotational dependence, with a minimum at j - 10, 
was rationalized in terms of the preferred HC1 - Na orientations for 
reaction. Barker and Weston studied the translational energy 
dependence of the quenching of Na(3P) atoms by a number of reactive 
and nonreactive molecules. The absorbing sphere model for the total 
cross section was consistent with their results. 
C. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

In this section, modifications to an already existing crossed 
molecular beams apparatus which enable scattering studies of Na(3 P,.-) 
atoms are described. Characteristics of the basic apparatus are given 

24 elsewhere. Briefly, two sonic beams are crossed at right angles 
3 3 (beam overlap volume -10 cm ) in a liquid nitrogen cooled chamber, 

under single collision conditions. The collision chamber ambient 
background pressure is 1 x 10 torr. Scattered product is detected 
with a rotatable mass spectrometer which rotates in the plane defined 
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by the two reactant beams. The mass spectrometer detector consists of 
an electron bombardment ionizer, quadrupole mass filter, and a Daly 
ion counter, enclosed in a triply differentially pumped, ultra-high 
vacuum chamber. The experimental improvements described below include 
the development of a stable, seeded, Na atom source and the ability to 
excite a sizeable fraction of the Na atoms in the collision volume to 
the 3 P3/2 excited state by the method of optical pumping. In addi-

2 
tion, the experiment can measure moments of the Na(3 P 3i 2) charge dis
tribution created by the polarized, exciting laser radiation, and the 
dependence of the observed scattering on these moments. 
1. Sodium Beam 

The sodium atom beam is produced by a two chamber stainless steel 
oven shown in Fig. 2. The main section, of volume 150cc, is the 
reservoir for the molten sodium metal. It is heated by .090 inch 
diameter thermal coax heating cable (SEMCO, Inc.) brazed into contact 
with the oven body. The braze melting point is 1050*C. At the top of 
the reservoir is a stainless steel gas inlet tube affixed onto a mini-
conflat flange and sealed by a .005 inch thick nickel gasket. The gas 
inlet tube is radiatively heated by a .080 inch wide, 24 inch long 
tungsten ribbon. The gas inlet tube serves two functions. First, the 
sodium metal is easily loaded into the reservoir through the mini-
conflat flange opening. Second, rare gases, introduced through the 
inlet tube, enable the velocity of the sodium atoms to be varied over 
the range 1. - 3. x 10 cm/sec at a constant nozzle temperature, here 
chosen to be 740*C. A plug constriction in the inlet tube increases 
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the local rare gas flow velocity so sodium vapor will not diffuse 
upstream and clog the inlet tube where the temperature is cooler. 
Additionally, the radiation heater is kept 50*-100*C warmer than the 
reservoir temperature to help impede the sodium from diffusing up the 
inlet tube. The sodium reservoir is the coldest part of the oven and 
determines the sodium vapor pressure. 

The nozzle chamber consists of a 3.0 inch long, .25 inch diameter 
stainless steel tube, heated by .060 inch diameter thermal coax heat
ing cable, again brazed into contact with the stainless steel tube. 
The nozzle aperture is formed by drilling a .003-.005 inch diameter 
hole in a .020 inch thick stainless steel disk, which in turn is welded 
onto the stainless steel tube. This additional chamber for the nozzle 
allows the nozzle to be hotter than the reservoir, thus preventing the 
formation of sodium polymers. 

All connections to the thermal coax heating cable follow the 
32 design suggestions of Amperex. Basically, a precision machined 

ceramic jacket is used to reduce rotational and bending mechanical 
stresses to the exposed center conductor at the junction to the elec
trical power leads. The ceramic piece is brazed to the sheathing on 
one side and the electrical power connector on the other. This 
arrangement reduces the heat dissipated at the junction to the power 
leads because good thermal contact is made with the high thermal con
ductivity of the copper power cable. Up to 150 watts of power can be 
delivered to the oven with the lengths of cable chosen. This is 
sufficient to raise the oven temperature above the melting point of 
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the braze material before the heating cable itself fails. All ovens 
are surrounded by two radiation shields. 

The reservoir and nozzle heater power supplies are actively con
trolled to stabilize their temperature to within *2*C of any desired 
set point. This is necessary to maintain stable intensity and veloc
ity for the sodium beam. For the worst case, He seeding, small 
changes in the sodium partial pressure changes the average mass of the 
He/Na mixture, affecting the velocity distribution. With the actively 
controlled temperatures of both reservoir and nozzle, long term varia
tions in the Na beam's average flow velocity are well within the short 
time scale velocity spread characterizing the isentropic expansion. 

The oven assembly is supported by a water-cooled copper block. It 
is attached to the nozzle chamber vacuum bulkhead by three screws, 
which also enable it to be aligned along the beam axis. Except for 
the skimmer described below, care was taken to remove all obstructions 
from the nozzle and to maximize gas conductance away from the nozzle-
skimmer region. The nozzle tube, with heaters, is approximately 3/8 
inch diameter. The nearest support is approximately one inch further 
away. 

The central portion of the Na beam is skimmed by a single piece, 
heated, stainless steel skimmer. The skimmer aperture is .045 inch 
diameter and is located .26 - .30 inches from the nozzle. The skimmer 
is also heated by coax heating cable. A second heated surface is 
placed to mask the edge where the skimmer fits through the nozzle 
chamber bulkhead. Without this mask, sodium would condense on the 
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cooler bulkhead eventually bridging over to the heated skimmer. When 
this happens, the liquid sodium conducts sufficient heat from the 
skimmer that it soon becomes clogged by the incident flux of sodium 
from the nozzle. 

The final size of the sodium beam was determined by a rectangular 
aperture made from razor blades located in the second differential 
pumping region. The heat radiated from the skimmer is sufficient to 
keep the defining slit from clogging by the small amount of sodium 
incident upon it. 

Balzers 71 diffusion pump fluid was used in the Na source and 
differential diffusion pumps. Octoil showed some signs of deteriora
tion with time, as well as depositing thin films on the surfaces of 
these pumping regions. A full charge of DC704 would completely react 
to form a white, oilish, crystalline precipitate in less than one Na 
oven charge. Before loading Na metal into the oven, its oxide coating 
was removed in an inert atmosphere. Care was taken to clean the nozzle 
and differential chambers of sodium residue between runs. Also, each 
new charge of sodium, after evacuation of the source chamber, was held 
at just above the Na melting point (~150*C) for many hours to remove 
all impurities and vapor trapped in the solid. Ultra high purity rare 
gases, as well as an all metal, leak tight gas inlet system were found 
to be necessary to avoid slow clogging of the nozzle. 
2. HC1 Beam 

The HC1 beam was formed from a heated tube with an interchangeable 
nozzle affixed on the end, as shown in Fig. 3. A platinum electron 
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beam aperture (Ted Pel la. Inc.) of 70 micron diameter was used in this 
study. The nozzle tube slides in a fixture which allows the nozzle-
skimmer distance to be changed while the nozzle remains on the beam 
center-line axis. The nozzle temperature was actively stabilized to 
180*C, to prohibit HC1 polymer formation. Typically, 350 torr HC1 
nozzle backing pressure was used. A low pressure regulator, in addi
tion to the standard cylinder regulator, was necessary to stabilize 
the delivery pressure at these low values. A 150 Hz tuning fork 
chopper was mounted on a water-cooled copper block attached to the 
nozzle chamber bulkhead. The cooling block was needed because the 
heated nozzle, via the alignment fixture, would heat the front of the 
nozzle chamber sufficient (70*C) to stop the chopper modulation. 

The nozzle backing pressure of HC1 was optimized at the same time 
the phase and gate width of the chopper modulation function were 
measured. The latter were measured by time resolving the signal at 
the mass spectrometer and displaying several chopping cycles. The 
gate width was set to the minimum of the chopper open or closed time 
interval. The phase and pressures were set by optimizing the contrast 
between the channels with the chopper open and closed. 

p 3. Optical Preparation of Na(3 P,,-) 
2 The creation of a large, stationary fraction of Na(3 P,,,) atoms 

by optical pumping has been exhaustively and elegantly studied by 
18 21 Hertel and coworkers. Their experimental technique has been 

adopted here. Briefly, the selection rules on iF, the change in total 
angular momentum, insure that all atoms excited from 
S, / 2(F.2)—» P,,2(F»3) will form an isolated, two level system. The 
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level structure appropriate to the 3S * 3P transition is shown in Fig. 
4. Spontaneous decay from the P, / 2(F»3) level can only repopu-

2 late the S,,2(F»2) level of the ground state. Assuming all ground 
state levels are equally populated before the atoms enter the laser 

2 beam, at most 31.25 percent of the Na beam can be in the P... state. 
Several details are pertinent to achieving this 3P excitation 

efficiency. Power broadening must be less than 60 MHz, the separation 
2 

of the P,,2(F»2,3) hyperfine levels. If this condition is not met, 
2 and the P 3 / 2(F*2) level is excited, it can spontaneously decay to the 

2 S, .-(F-l) ground state HPF level and be lost from further optical 
pumping cycles. As the power broadening follows the laser profile, it 
is important to expand the laser beam so that the central portion is 
not power broadened beyond 60 MHz. Secondly, the sodium beam angular 
divergence along the laser beam propogation direction produces an 
associated transverse doppler shift. If this doppler shift is larger 
than 60 MHz, then some fraction of the sodium beam will be shifted off 

2 
the P,..(F«3) resonance. For Na seeded in He, this limits the angular 
divergence to 1*. 

At the time this experimental work was performed, it was thought 
that the published work by Hertel, et al. on the optical pumping of Na 
had definitely established that 30 percent of the Na atoms are excited 

2 34 
to the 3 P3/2 state. Recently, unpublished work has appeared by 
this group suggesting that perhaps only 15-20 percent excitation is 
achieved. The reason for this is thought to be the weak coupling to 
the 3 P, / 2(F«2) hpf level, which removes atoms from the desired 
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isolated, two level system. Empirically, in the work by Schmidt and 
coworkers on the scattering of Na* + Na(3S)—*HA* + Na(3P) a 12 per
cent reduction in the inelastic Na + Na(3S)—» Na + Na(3P) transi
tion was observed when the sodium beam was optically pumped. Unfortu
nately, in the Na + HCl scattering experiments, there is no feature in 
the angular or velocity distributions which can be assigned only to 
ground state Na(3S) scattering. If such a feature can be found, the 
depletion of it by exciting Na atoms to the excited state would 

2 measure the effective Na fraction optically pumped to the 3 P,,- state. 
Consequently, in the analysis below, both cases of 15 percent (empiri
cal) and 30 percent (theoretical) excitation efficiency are analyzed. 
Where the differences are important, they will be noted. 

A combination of commercial camera lenses is used to image the 
sodium fluorescence onto a phototube (RCA IP28). The lenses magnify 
the fluorescence region tenfold, and in conjunction with a moveable 
iris aperture, located at an intermediate focal plane, spatially 
selected regions of the fluorescence can be measured. In this way, 
any spatial dependence of the fluorescence intensity can be observed, 
as well as the average polarization characteristics of the fluorescence 
determined for the entire collision volume. 

The signal from the camera phototube, after current amplification 
(Kiethly Model 427) drives a lock-in stabilizer (Lansing 80-214) which 
corrects for short term (~1 sec) frequency drifts. The necessary 
reduction of the transverse doppler width noted above causes a 50 per
cent pumping loss if the laser frequency drifts 20 MHz off line center. 
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The manufacturer's specifications for the dye laser's drift rate is 
less than 100 MHz/hour. However, the experimental environment of the 
molecular beam laboratory is not suited to meet these requirements. 
Luckily, only a small feedback is needed to correct for these slow 
drifts. 

The commercial lock-in stabilizer produces a DC correction voltage 
and AC (510 Hz) modulation reference frequency. These are appropri
ately scaled and summed, then input to the external voltage controlled 
frequency drive of the CR-599-21 dye laser scan electronics. In this 
manner, the Fabrey-Perot cavity of the 599-21 is dithered at 510 Hz 
with -5 MHz amplitude. The intracavity feedback elements of the dye 
laser assured the laser frequency exactly tracks this reference cavity. 
The DC correction voltage (when the lock-in phase is properly set) 
applied to the reference cavity then maximizes the fluorescence. When 
properly aligned, the laser stability is sufficient for greater than 
24 hour continuous operation. 

As will be discussed in detail below, the polarization properties 
of the laser can be utilized to create oriented or aligned Na(3P) 
charge distributions. To perform alignment and orientation experi
ments, all windows and mirrors are anti-reflection coated for 5890A 
with measured ellipticities of less than 1/2 percent. This insures 
that the polarization properties of the laser are preserved at the 
scattering center. Care was taken to remove oil from windows and 
mirrors in the vacuum chamber. The final 45* beam stirring mirror, 
located at the base of the scattering chamber, is heated to lOO'C to 
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prevent oil accumulation. The aligned or oriented 3P orbital can be 
18 affected by stray magnetic fields or radiation trapping. Hertel 

has shown that as long as the magnetic fields are smaller than 1 gauss 
11 3 

and the Na atom density <10 /cm , such effects are negligible. The 
magnetic field was measured and found to be less than 1 gauss. As 
long as the sodium partial pressure is kept below 10 torr for the 3 
inch nozzle-collision volume distance, radiation trapping will be 
negligible. The actual charge alignment is measured concurrently with 
the polarization studies by recording the polarization of the fluores
cence using the fluorescence monitor. 
4. Angular Distribution Measurement Procedure 

The laser beam can be directed to the scattering volume from three 
directions. A 45* crossing relative to the Na beam is used to measure 
the velocity of the Na atoms by the doppler shift method. Apertures 
on the entrance flanges to the collision chamber and internal photo-
diodes allow the laser beam to be positioned within 1 mm of its opti
mum position without breaking vacuum. After laser induced signal at 
the mass spectrometer is seen, fine tuning of the laser position to 
maximize the contrast of the mass spectrometer signal with and without 
the laser is done. The fluorescence monitor is then positioned to 
image the central region of the fluorescence onto the phototube for 
maximum phototube signal. 

Most of the data acquisition is computer controlled. Five basic 
quantities are measured in an angular scan; the laser fluorescence 
(LF), the mass spectrometer signals with the laser on and HC1 beam on 
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(L+X+h the laser off and HCl beam on (L_X +), the laser on and HCl 
beam off (L +X_), and the laser off and HCl beam off (L_X_). With the 
laser off, the difference 

(L_X+) - (L_X_) a fe ( 3
2S 1 / 2) (3) 

is proportional to the 3S ground state scattering. When the laser is 
on and if the optical pumping is saturated, the signal has contribu-

2 tions of 31.25 percent from 3 P 3 / 2 scattering and 68.75 percent from 
2 

1/2 s c a t t e r i n 9 - The following combination of the four mass spec-
2 

trometer signals is proportional to the 3 P,,. differential cross 
section 

4§ ( 3 2 P 3 / 2 ) <. (L +X + - L +XJ - .6875 * (L_X+ - L_X_) (4) 

The HCl beam is 100 percent amplitude modulated by the 150 Hz 
tuning fork chopper mounted in the HCl beam differential chamber. The 
laser beam is 100 percent amplitude modulated at 6 Hz by a stepping 
motor controlled beam stop. For 24 tuning fork chopper cycles, the 
signals are accumulated with the laser on. On the 25th chopper cycle, 
no signal is obtained to allow time for the laser beam flag to block 
the laser beam. Then, 24 chopper cycles with the laser blocked are 
accumulated. On the 25th cycle, no signal is obtained while the laser 
beam flag unblocks the laser. The above process is then repeated for 
a preset number of times determined by the user. In this way, once 
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the phase and gate width of the tuning fork modulation are known, the 
gating is automatically accomplished without significant loss of duty 
cycle or computer intervention. 

When the laser is blocked, the fluorescence signal is lost. To 
stop the lock-in from wandering, a 1/6 sec blanking pulse is sent to 
the error loop of the lock-in. This freezes the lock-in at the 
frequency present when the blanking pulse arrived for the duration of 
time the laser is blocked. Feedback then resumes with fluorescence 
signal at the lock-in input. 

The computer accumulates data at each angle for a preset time. 
When completed, the five signal channels are read, the contents dis
played and written to disk. The fluorescence,is checked to insure 
that it has not varied significantly from the maximum value recorded. 
If it has changed, the experimenter is informed of this fact. If the 
laser optics had moved, or laser frequency lock lost, these errors can 
be corrected at this time and the data point repeated. Approximately 
every 30 minutes, the computer program directs the user to return to a 
reference angle where the signals are measured for several of the 
preset time intervals. When the data file is processed, these peri
odic reference points are used to scale the laser on and laser off 
channels seperately by linear interpolation. This accounts for beam 
intensity drifts, and changes in detector sensitivity. The scale 
factors for the laser on and off channels should be equal if only the 
Na number density is varying. For stable scans, these scale factors 
empirically varied less than ±4 percent. For all data presented, the 
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error bars for the mean are one standard deviation for the statistical 
error associated with the finite signal count, or the variance of the 
mean of the actual measurements, whichever is larger. Typically, four 
separate angular scans are averaged to obtain approximately 10 percent 
error in the derived 3P distributions. The total counting time at ecah 
angle is usually eight minutes. 

It is instructive to trace the effect of errors in the five 
measured angular data signals on the derived Na(3P) scattering cross 
sections. If we allow each of these signals to have an associated 
error, and we correct Eq. (4) for the unequal fluxes of Na(3S) and 
Na(3P) atoms, then the error in the differential cross section corre
sponding to the hypothetical case of 100 percent optical pumping effi
ciency is: 

.d«* 'on * (l-")*off . AP . , ... 
4 W P + pr Son - Soff ( 5 ) 

In Eq. (5), A and A f f are the statistical errors in the signals 
observed with the laser on (S ) and the laser off ( S o f f ) . P and AP 
are the true optical pumping efficiency and error in this efficiency, 
respectively. The first term in Eq. (5) is the error resulting from 
statistical fluctuation in the mass spectrometer signals, while the 
second term is the error from the uncertainty or variation in the 
optical pumping efficiency. By accumulating data for sufficiently 
long time intervals, the first term can be made small, assuming, of 
course, that all source and detector conditions are stable. We note 
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at this stage that if only 15 percent of the sodium atoms are excited, 
then compared to a typical ground state scattering experiment, the 
error is -7 times as large for equal counting times. 

The second term in Eq. (5) is proportional to the difference in 
the laser on - laser off signal. If the laser frequency were to 
drift, causing a change in pumping efficiency, 4P, then the variations 
would be larger at the higher signals. This underscores the need to 
actively stabilize the laser frequency and operate at saturation to 
reduce AP/P-.OI, where one can safely assume the second term in Eq.(5) 
is negligible compared to the statistical data fluctuations. 
5. Doppler Shift Measurements of Na Velocity Distributions 

At each normalization point, the sodium velocity distribution is 
measured by monitoring the doppler shifted fluorescence from the 45* 
laser crossing, and scanning the laser frequency. This can also be 
performed by the computer. First, a shutter is opened to allow the 
laser to pass at 45* to the sodium beam. Next, an analog switch 
changes the computer external frequency drive input from the lock-in 
amplifier to the computer D/A output. The computer scans the laser, 
recording the fluorescence intensity and the intensity of the Fabrey-
Perot used as a relative frequency standard. The fluorescence inten
sity has the characteristic patterns shown in Fig. 5. There are four 
peaks. The two narrow and intense peaks are from the orthogonal Na 
beam intersection used in the optical pumping. Their separation is 
the ground state HPF splitting (1.77 GHz) minus a weighted sum of the 
3 P,„ HPF structure determined by the fluorescence transition 
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2 strengths from the 3 P,,,(FJ, 2 and 1) HPF levels. Empirically, this 
weighting produces a splitting of 1.67-1.70 GHz for the narrow peaks. 
This separation is consistent with the splitting derived from the 
fringe spacing (1.5 GHz) of the Fabrey-Perot and with the location of 
the center-of-mass for the Na + HC1 scattering. If only the 1.77 GHz 
ground state HPF splitting is used, the center of mass shifts 2* 
towards the Na beam from where it is empirically observed and predicted 
by the 1.67 GHz spacing. 

The two broad, red shifted peaks of Fig. 5 are the doppler shifted 
analogs of the orthogonal crossing peaks. The separation, in GHz, from 
the orthogonal crossing and the corresponding 45* crossing transition, 
Af, is related to the average flow velocity, v , by the equation 

vQ(cm/sec) - 83300. * af(GHz) (6) 

The Na beam velocity distribution is found by fitting the observed 
fluorescence intensity to the functional form 

-8(v-v ) 2 

I(v)dv - Cve ° dv (7) 

appropriate for the number density velocity distribution. The distri
bution is weighted by 1/v in the doppler shift measurements, as the 
faster moving atoms spend less time in the laser beam, and execute 
less spontaneous radiation cycles. 
6. Product Velocity Measurements 

Time-of-flight measurements of the product velocity distributions 
at selected detector angles are obtained by the cross correlation 
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method. As for the angular data, two velocity distribution measure
ments are needed at each angle, with and without laser excitation. 
These are obtained in two different experiment:. 

Without laser excitation, the scattered products are correlated by 
a 255 channel pseudo-random sequence encoded onto a spinning disk 
placed between the reaction volume and mass spectrometer. The basic 

24 details of this procedure are given elsewhere. The only major 
difference here is the use of a digital function module to synchronize 
the rotation of the disk to the channel advance of the multi-channel 
scaler (HCS). The digital function module contains 14 bit phase reso
lution for sin and cosine analog wavefunctions. The channel advance 
is used to generate the sin and cosine phases. These two analog 
signals are amplified and used to drive an asynchronous motor (Globe 
75A 1003-2). Because every 1/255 of an MCS cycle the phase of the 
wheel is advanced, the synchronization is nearly exact for the applied 
restoring force to the motor. 

With laser excitation, the laser beam itself is correlated. In 
this way, the full flight path from the collision zone to the detector 
of 20 cm is utilized. When the correlation wheel is placed between 
the detector and the mass spectrometer, as done without laser excita
tion, the flight distance is only 17 cm. Additionally, the entire 
signal from the interaction volume is modulated by the laser without 
the need to reduce the entrance aperture to the decector to match the 
smallest slit in the pseudo-random sequence. Normally, when the 
scattered product is modulated, this is done to achieve higher resolu
tion. Using lenses to focus the laser light on the rotating disk, the 
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resolution is limited only by the slit size variation of the pseudo
random sequence and the uncertainty in the point where the product is 
ionized in the mass spectrometer. By cross correlating the fluores
cence, the modulation function is directly obtained including the 
variation in slit size and wheel rotation synchronization. In the TOF 
data analysis, the correlation matrix generated by this measured modu
lation sequence can be inverted and used to decorrelate to the TOF 

33 data as outlined by Comsa, et al. 
When correlating the laser, the 3P Na population is modulated by 

the pseudo-random sequence. For every Na atom excited, one is removed 
from the ground state. Hence, equal densities of 3S and 3P sodium 
atoms are modulated by the laser correlation. In general, the 3P 
atoms contribute a positive signal, while 3S atoms contribute a nega
tive signal by the laser modulation. 

The different reactivity of the two types of atoms determine the 
TOF pattern observed. The excited state reactivity, compared to the 
ground state reactivity, is derived from the angular data for 31 per
cent excitation efficiency by the equation 

R ( 9 ) " do/dn(e) .31 (U_X+ - L_X_) ( 8 ) 

If X(t) and Y(t) are the observed TOF spectra with and without the 
laser at the angle s, normalized to equal areas (i.e. same total 
signal counts corrected for background), then these signals are 
related to P(t) and S(t), the 3P and 3S TOF distributions by 
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X(t) . a P(t) - b S(t) 
Y(t) - S(t) (9) 

Integrating the total signals in X and Y, using Eq. (6) and assuming 
that X and Y are normalized for unit areas, then 

»-ibi- b-fci • ( 1 0 ) 

If R . 1, then the normalization condition in Eq. (10) is undefined. 
In performing TOF measurements, overlap of the laser and molecular 

beam volumes is not as critical as in the angular measurements. For 
the angular measurements, one must know the actual percentage of Na 
atoms excited. For TOF measurements, the laser correlated 3S and 3P 
densities are always equal. Finally, the 3P TOF distribution is given 
by 

P(t) -ISjjU-Xtt) +Jv(t) (11) 

For the long term operation necessary for obtaining good signal to 
noise ratios, a second lock-in scheme for the laser stabilization was 
needed for the TOF measurements. The 510 Hz reference frequency of 
the lock-in stabilizer with blanking, used for angular measurements, 
is in the same frequency range as the laser modulation by the correla
tion sequence. A second lock-in, operating at 100 Hz, dithered the 
laser frequency well below the range of the correlation sequence, and 
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made the TOF measurements easy to perform for many continuous hours. 
To imp-pve the TOF signals at different collision energies, the sodium 
beam divergence determined by the defining slits can be adjusted to 
match the transverse doppler shift. 
7. Variation of Total Cross Section with Collision Energy 

For fixed collision energy, measurements of the angular and 
time-of-flight product distributions enable the determination of a 
center-of-mass frame product flux distribution. A fitted functional 
form to the product energy and angular distribution in the center-of-
mass frame can be integrated to give an estimate of the total cross 
section for product formation at this energy. However, because abso
lute reactant densities and detection efficiency are unknown, this 
estimate is poor. 

One method for obtaining total cross sections uses the nonreactive 
sodium scattering at several collision energies to fit a spherical 

24 long range potential that matches the small angle scattering. The 
depletion of the large angle, nonreactive scattering from that pre
dicted by the spherical potential can be used to estimate a maximum 
impact parameter for reaction. When extensive product ion fragmenta
tion occurs, this method is difficult to apply unless the elastic 
contribution can be differentiated in the time-of-flight distributions. 

24 A second method is based on estimating the relative detection 
efficiency of Na/NaCl, then using the fitted spherical potential to 
give the absolute scale. Besides the errors introduced by the 
spherical potential approximation to the nonreactive scattering, the 
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estimation of ionization efficiencies and fragmentation patterns 
usually Introduce absolute errors of 100 percent. 

To further improve this latter method, the fluorescence signal can 
be used to very accurately compare cross sections at different colli
sion energies. With different seed gases, the sodium density and speed 
are different for each collision energy. By measuring the fluorescence 
(LF), velocity distributions, and the mass spectrometer signals with 
fixed detector sensitivity and fluorescence photomultiplier gain, an 
accurate, relative sodium density for each collision energy can be 
derived. The relative scale factor, B, for data obtained at different 
collision energies is simply then 

where g * |VN - v..-,) is the relative speed of the reactants and n(Na) 
is the relative sodium density. The primes in Eq.(12) refer to param
eters at a different collision energy. The sodium density is propor
tional to the fluorescence signal ajid_ the velocity. (The saturated 
fluorescence signal is proportional to the time the sodium atoms spend 
in the laser beam, 1/VN , and the number density of atoms with that 
velocity.) Hence, Eq. (12) can be written 

L F* VNa*9 „ .... 
l£l*Vl * Q > - 8 . (Ill 
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For the He/Ne seeding cases of the data shown below, the relative 
scale factor is t « 8.7, favoring He. Using these accurate relative 
scale factors, the shape of the total cross section can be established, 
although an absolute scale must still be provided by comparison with 
the nonreactive scattering. The advantages now are that all data can 
be used simultaneously in determining a single detection efficiency, 
because the relative scale factors are known quite well. Finally, the 
shape of the total cross section with collision energy is very impor
tant when fitting the angle-velocity data and allowing for a distribu
tion of reactant velocities. If the collision cross section changes 
quickly with energy (for example, near threshold) the weighting of the 
different velocity groups can have a pronounced effect on the derived 
product energy and angle distributions. 
D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The Na atom velocity distributions were derived from the doppler 
shifted fluorescence measurements shown in Fig. 5. The HC1 velocity 

24 distribution was taken from the previous work of Becker, et al. by 
scaling their measured flow velocity to be consistent with the 180*C 
nozzle temperature of this experiment. The value obtained, 8.45 x 
4 10 cm/sec, is consistent with 99 percent relaxation of the HC1 

rotations in the adiabatic expansion. Unrelaxed, the HC1 flow velo-
4 

city would be 7.23 x 10 cm/sec. An independent check of the accu
racy of the reactant beam flow velocities is provided by the sodium 
ground electronic state reactive NaCl angular distribution measured at 
the 5.38 kc/m collision energy. At this collision energy, only 0.7 
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kc/m is available for product translation. The maximum NaCI center-of-
3 mass recoil velocity is then 4 x 10 cm/sec. Consequently, the 

observed laboratory angular distribution shown in Fig. 6 reflects only 
the distribution of center-of-mass angles from the velocity dispersion 
of the reactant beams. The maximum of the NaCI angular distribution 
located at 40* in the laboratory frame is correctly predicted by these 
beam velocities. A product flux distribution which is independent of 
both the recoil angle and energy reproduces the observed angular 
variation as shown in Fig. 7. 

The Newton diagrams corresponding to the two collision energies 
for which data will be presented are shown in Fig. 8. The full widths 
at half-maximum for the reactant beam velocities, as well as the dis
tribution of center-of-mass angles generated using the flow velocity 
of one beam and the half-maximum velocities of the other beam, are 
shown as hatched areas on the Newton diagrams. The approximate angu
lar broadening caused by these distributions, A« , is also given. 

The maximum center-of-mass product velocity allowed in the Na(3P) 
* reaction, U N »,, is determined from the reaction endothermicity of 

4.68 kc/m, the photon energy of 48.53 kc/m, and the translational 
energy corresponding to the flow velocities of each beam. The maximum 
laboratory scattering angles where product can appear from the excited 
state reaction are also indicated. 

The angular distributions measured at masses 23 and 58 without 
laser excitation are shown in Fig. 6. As noted above, the reaction 
Na(3S) + HC1—*NaCl + H at 5.38 kc/m collision energy is barely 
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allowed. For the mass combination of this reaction, the product 
parent mass angular distribution contains no detailed information on 
the product energy or center-of-mass scattering angle distribution, 
given the current detector resolution and reactant beams velocity 
dispersions. 

The angular distribution at mass 23 is predominately non-reactive, 
elastic scattering, with a minor contribution from reactively scattered 
NaCl detected at mass 23 from fragmentation in the ionization process. 
As the detection sensitivities for mass 23 and mass 58 in the experi
ment are approximately equal, the fragmentation ratio for NaCl formed 
near threshold and ionized by 160 volt electrons can be estimated by 
subtracting different multiples of the mass 58 angular distribution 
from the mass 23 angular distribution. The family of curves generated 
using multiplicative factors in the range 1-2 is shown in Fig. 9. 
Assuming the depletion of the large angle, non-reactive scattering is 
negligible for this near threshold collision energy, a fragmentation 
ratio of 50-55 percent results in a smooth, monotonic mass 23 angular 
distribution for the corrected, non-reactive sodium scattering. 

Varying the electron energy from 50-200 volts did not markedly 
change the fragmentation ratio. Future measurements of mass 23 ground 
state reactive and non-reactive time-of-flight distributions at angles 
where NaCl fragmentation is important can, of course, distinguish the 
NaCl ion fragment contribution to the Na(3S) elastic scattering by 
their different, and, distinct laboratory velocities. 

A similar analysis of the non-reactive Na(3S) scattering at the 
19.4 kc/m collision energy is ambiguous. Here, the mass 23 data is 
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dominated by NaCl reaction product fragments. Figure 9 shows the 
corrected mass 23 non-reactive distribution when fragmentation ratios 
of 50, 66, and 70 percent are assumed for the NaCl product formed at 
this collision energy. The large errors on the derived non-reactive 
scattering distributions indicate that non-reactive scattering contri
butes very little to the observed intensity. At this energy and for 
this angular range, no realiable non-reactive distributions can be 
derived from the angular measurements alone. The strong reactive 
signal at this collision energy suggests that the large angle, non-
reactive scattering should be largely depleted by reaction. Unlike 
the 5.38 kc/m mass 23 distribution, there is no obvious pure, non-
reactive scattering at large or small angles to enable an interpola
tion through the angular range dominated by reaction product 
fragmentation. Again, time-of-flight measurements can resolve the 
non-reactive contribution at each angle. The conclusion that the 
reactive NaCl product fragments more at this higher collision energy 
is firmly grounded. Fragmentation ratios less than 70 percent always 
leave a residual bump near the center-of-mass. Rainbow or inelastic 
scattering are physically unlikely to produce such results. 

The laboratory differential cross sections observed with and 
without laser excitation are shown in Fig. 10 for the two collision 
energies. The Na(3P) angular distributions derived from Eq. (4) for 
both energies at masses 23 and 58 are shown in Fig. 11. A 50 percent 
error in the fraction of Na atoms assumed to be in the 3P state 
significantly affects the derived Na(3P) differential cross sections 
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for the 19.4 kc/m collision energy data, while thi 5.38 kc/m collision 
energy data is basically unchanged within the stated measurement 
errors. Figure 12 shows the non-reactive mass 23 distributions de
rived by assuming several fixed values for the NaCl fragmentation 
ratio, with an optical pumping efficiency of 30 percent. These frag
mentation curves are not qualitatively different if only 15 percent of 

2 
the atoms are assumed excited to the 3 P,,- state. 

Laser correlated time-of-flight (TOF) measurements at selected 
angles for masses 23 and 58 at the 5.38 kc/m collision energy are 
shown in Figs. 13-14 . The mass 23 data at the laboratory angles 25* 
and 30* clearly exhibit a fast, Na(3P) elastic peak as well as a 
slower, broader, reactive ion fragment peak. At all angles, a fluo
rescence induced signal, not displayed in Figs. 13-14 appears in the 
first channels. This signal is also observed when the mass spectrom
eter is set to pass an arbitrary mass well separated from the masses 
of the products and reactants. This signal is thought to result from 
scattered fluorescence striking the Daly ion counter photomultiplier. 
When correlated, this signal appears in the first channel. The magni
tude of this artifact is small, and can be separated from the true 
heavy particle scattering which appears well displaced to longer 
product arival times. When the ion flight time is used to displace 
the laser correlated TOF data, this artifact moves to channels 254-
255. The displayed 10F data is then the actual data measured. The 
only numerical transformation applied was to interpolate the convo
luted data over the channels 254, 255, 1, and 2, to correct for the 
multi-channel scaler reset and synchronization error. 
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Time-of-flight Measurements of the ground electronic state 
scattering have not been performed to date. To obtain only the Ha(3P) 
contribution to the laser correlated TOFs, they were corrected 
according to Eq. (8) using computed ground state TOF distributions. 
As stated above, at thir near threshold collision energy, the ground 
state reactive scattering is severely convoluted by the distribution 
of center-of-mass angles. The TOF distributions obtained from a fit 
to the mass 58 ground state angular distribution are expected to 
closely approximate the true ground state TOFs. The corrected, mass 
23 distributions derived differ little from the original laser 
correlated TOFs. The chief effect is to boost the signal at 35*. 40*. 
and 45* for the channels near the center-of-mass. As the reactivity 
is approximately a factor of ten larger in the 3P state, the corrected 
channels are displaced within the statistical error of the orignal 
TOFs. 

At this point, it should be stated that the error in the assumed 
fraction of Na(3P) atoms in the collision volume can have a dramatic 
effect on the correction of the TOF data. The weighting of the Na(3S) 
TOF to the laser correlated TOF depends on the ratio of the reactivity 
of Na(3P) to Na(3S) atoms at that laboratory angle. In turn, this 
depends on what fraction of the Na atoms we assume cause the differ
ence in the angular distributions when the laser excites the Na beam. 
At the collision energy 5.38 kc/m, the laser effect is large compared 
to the ground state scattering signal. Large errors in the fraction 
of Na atoms excited do not have significant results on the derived 
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center-of-mass energy and angle distributions. For the 19.4 kc/n 
collision energy, the ground state signal is comparable to the laser 
induced signal and the assumed value for the Na(3P) fraction can 
qualitatively affect the shape of the angular and TOF data used to 
obtain the center-of-mass product flux distributions. 

Polarization measurements performed at laboratory angles of 40* 
and 55* were independent of the direction of the laser electric field 
vector in the scattering plane, and on the handedness of the light. 
From the statistical accuracy of these measurements, the polarization 
dependence for rotation of the electric field vector in the scattering 
plane is estimated to be less than 20 percent. The two detector 
angles were chosen to sample the center-of-mass and back scattered 
product. For the back scattered product, we expect a limited range of 
contributing impact parameters. Although velocity resolved polariza
tion studies might show a dependence, we feel that for this particular 
reaction, the intrinsic polarization dependence is small and is 
expected for the reaction mechanism postulated below. 

Finally, in Fig. 15 , the laser induced mass spectrometer signal 
is plotted against lue laser fluorescence. These data were obtained 
by attenuating the laser power over two orders of magnitude using 
filters. An "eyeball" fit to the data is drawn, indicating that with
in the experimental accuracy, a linear dependence is observed. We 
take this as evidence that the mass spectrometer, fluorescence detec
tor, and optical pumping are properly functioning as a system within 
the statistical errors of the observed signal strengths. 
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E. DATA ANALYSIS 
In this section, the experimental data is analyzed to find what 

center-of-mass recoil energy and angular distributions are consistent 
with the Measurements. First, the type of the collision process 
responsible for the measurements is identified. Next, the data is 
quantitatively reduced, within ihe framework of the identified colli
sion process, to the fundamental center-of-mass frame product flux 
distributions. The effect of the reactant beam velocity dispersions, 
finite detector apertures, and other experimental broadening mecha
nisms ar c taken into account. 

The Na(3P) scattering distributions measured at masses 23 and 58 
can be reasonably ascribed to one of the following collision processes. 

Reaction Na(3P) + HC1 • NaCU 1 ) + H( 2S) (14) 
Na(3P) + HC1 — » NaHl 1 ) + Cl( 2P 3 / 2) (15) 

Quenching Na(3P) + HC1 » Na(3S) • HC1 (16) 
Elastic Na(3P) + HC1 • Na(3P) • HC1 (17) 

Analogous to the Na(3S) reactive scattering, NaCl product is expected 
to be favored over NaH. However, unlike the ground state scattering, 
the mass 23 angular distributions do not have the same shape as the 
mass 58 distributions. As shown in Fig. 12, the curves derived from 
the measured 5.38 kc/m collision energy mass 23 distribution correct
ing for NaCl fragmentation, always have residual intensity in the 
backward scattered direction peaking at a laboratory angle of 50*. 
This conclusion is independent of the fraction of atoms assumed in the 
3P state. If we followed the logic applied to the Na(3S) scattering, 
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we would conclude that there is significant Na(3P) scattering which Is 
not attributable to elastic or NaCl reactive scattering. It will now 
be argued that this conclusion is an artifact of the electron bo«bard-
ment ionization process and the dependency of the NaCl fragmentation 
ratio on internal energy. 

From the ground state Na(3S) reactive scattering analysis, it was 
noted that from threshold to 15 kc/m above threshold, the NaCl frag
mentation ratio changed from 50 to 70 percent. In this case, the 
absolute signal levels of the Na ions ascribed to NaCl fragments 
were within a factor of two of the NaCl parent signal. For the Na(3P) 
angular distributions, this approximate equivalence no longer holds. 
The NaCl parent signal is only 1/10 of the mass 23 signal. If we 
presume the mass 23 signal is from NaCl ion fragments, then the mass 
23 angular distribution is a more accurate measure of the true NaCl 
reactive product distribution, than the comparably weak parent mass 
distribution. For example, a relative change in the fragmentation 
ratio of 2 percent will affect the shape of the mass 58 distribution 
by 20 percent. Since there is sound evidence for a rapid increase in 
the fragmentation ratio in the ground state reaction, and the NaCl 
parent mass is a minor ion in the excited state reaction, the mass 23 
distribution is taken to reflect the true NaCl product distribution. 
Of course, corrections for the Na(3P) elastic scattering must be done 
at small angles. 

In the above discussion, it was tacitly assumed that all of the 
mass 23 data (correcting for elastic scattering) was from NaCl ion 
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fragmentation, m d that NaH formation or quenching were unnecessary to 
explain any of the mass 23 intensity. The derived energy and recoil 
angle distributions, to be presented below, are physically plausible 
and fit the data well. Therefore, our argument is self-consistent. 
Having assumed the mass 23 distribution is mostly NaCl ion fragments, 
we could analyze the data without resorting to nonphysical 
mechanisms. To make the argument definitive, we now reason that 
quenching or NaH formation cannot account for the observations with 
the same success without ridiculous constraints on these two processes. 

Figure 16 shows the kinematically allowed recoil velocities for 
different HC1 vibrational states if Na(3P) is quenched by HC1. The 
indicated rotational states are those allowed by energy conservation 
for that vibrational state. The mass combination of the quenching 
channel differs markedly from the NaCl reactive channel. Consequently, 
the quenching channel can scatter product to all laboratory angles. 
Recalling that the residual mass 23 intensity is at 50* in the labora
tory frame for the 5.38 kc/m collision energy, if this signal is 
assigned to quenching, then the quenching process is extraordinarily 
resonant. From Fig. 16, not only must HC1 be vibrationally excited to 
scatter Na only in the laboratory range 15"-70*, but only a narrow 
range of rotational states are accessible as well. From the experi
mental results of Na quenching by N 2, H~, and CO measured by Hertel 
and coworkers, this final state selectivity was never observed. More
over, when an additional 15 kc/m of translational energy is available 
at the 19.4 kc/m collision energy, the Na(3P) scattering follows the 
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kinematic constraints characteric of the KaCI product. At this higher 
collision energy, if the mass 23 distribution was from quenching, then 
the final state distribution is even more restricted than at the 5.38 
kc/m collision energy. These absurd conclusions rule out quenching as 
an important source of the Na scattering for the angular range of 
these measurements. 

A similar argument applies for NaH formation; its mass combination 
is essentially identical to the quenching channel. Here too, the data 
at the two collision energies can only be explained by assuming a 
decrease in the product translational energy at the higher collision 
energy. 

Center-of-mass energy and angular distributions were obtained 
using the CHLAB program written by R. Buss. Two modifications of 
the program were made. First, the laser correlated TOFs were correc
ted for any DC offset using the cross correlated data in channels 55-
200. Next, the sum of the first 50 channels where the elastic and 
reactive product is observed, was normalized to the difference between 
the Na(3P) and Na(3S) angular distributions for that angle. The 
Na(3P) angular distribution was multiplied by a term to correct for 
the different number densities contributing to the laser correlated 
TOFs and angular distributions, assuming 15 percent of the Na atoms 
are in the excited state. The program then scaled the calculated TOFs 
to have a total signal count equal to the calculated angular intensity 
?t their respective angles. Trial and error fits to reduce the chi-
square error in the TOF data were done to obtain final translational 
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energy, P(E), and recoil angle, T{«) distributions. The Manner with 
which the integration over the beam velocities was performed was 
changed to a proper quadrature appropriate for nozzle beam speed 
distributions. 

Five different data sets were optimized for best fit, uncoupled 
P(E) and T(«) distributions. These were 

(1) Mass 23 laser correlated TOF's, uncorrected for the Na(3S), 
NaCl, mass 23 ion fragment depleted by the laser. 

(2) Same as (1) but corrected for laser depletion of the Na(3S), 
NaCl fragment appearing at mass 23. Fifteen percent of the 
Na atoms were assumed excited by the laser in the collision 
volume. 

(3) Mass 58 laser correlated TOF's, uncorrected for laser 
depletion of the mass 58 ground state reactive scattering. 

(4) Same as (3), but corrected for laser depletion of ground 
state reaction assuming 15 percent of the Na atoms are 
optically excited. 

(5) The sum of (2) and (4) assuming equal detection efficiencies 
for masses 23 and 58. 

The derived contour maps of the scattered flux, the observed and 
calculated TOF's, the observed and calculated angular distributions, 
and the P(E), T(e) functions corresponding to the best fits are shown 
in Figs. 17-24. Some fitted distributions assuming foward-backward 
symmetry are also shown in Figs. 25-28. 

The best center-of-mass scattering distributions derived from the 
unLOupled recoil angle-translational energy assumption, shown in Fig. 
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19, provide a good overall fit to the data. Two features of the 
calculated curves, which are not in accord with the experimental 
results, are the enhanced intensity of the leading edges of the 25* 
and 30* laboratory TOF distributions, and a resolved, double peak 
structure in the 35*, 40* and 45* TOF distributions for channels near 
the center-of-mass. 

The double peak structure is sensitive to the shape of the product 
translational energy distribution, P(E), in the interval 0-5 kcal/m. 
Increasing the widths of the reactant velocity distribution by 50 per
cent also reduces the double peaking without seriour alterations to 
the fit of the remaining angular and TOF data. Additionally, the 
numerical method used to integrate the product scattering with negli
gible recoil velocity distorts the calculated distributions for these 
channels, further enhanced by the Jacobian transformation from the 
cm—^laboratory frame. 

With allowance for the above errors introduced by the method of 
data analysis, the poorer fits to the TOF data near the center-of-mass 
can also result from the RRK functional form used to model the 
product translational energy distributions. The broad, flat P(E) 
restricts the shapes allowed for the slow product. Only one parameter 
in the RRK function describes the rise of the P(E) from E»0. To match 
the product translational energy distribution needed to fit the remain
ing fast product, this parameter cannot assume any arbitrary value, 
and a compromise value is assumed. 

The fast laboratory product calculated, but not observed, in the 
25* and 30* TOF distributions is probably an artifact of assuming an 
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uncoupled P(E) and T(«) distribution for the center-of-wass scattering. 
The fit to the data Indicates that there should be less product with 
translatlonal energy in the range 35-50 kc/m for center-of-«ass 
scattering angles, 0 < 30*. 

Attempts using a tabular form for the energy and angular distribu
tions, or radically different initial values for the Legendre series 
and RRK analytical scattering distributions, eventually converged to 
distributions similar to the best fits shown here. If the mass 58 
data was added to the mass 23 data, assuming equal detection efficien
cies for both masses, the best fits obtained were within the range 
found acceptable for the mass 23 data only. The main difference was a 
further reduction in the scattering intensity at 0* and 180* in the 
center-of-mass frame. 

Fits attempted for the mass 58 data alone were poor. Reaction 
exothermicities 30 percent above the thermochemical value were needed 
to obtain even a coarse fit. The calculated and observed data were 
most in error for the backward scattered, slow product. 

In Fig. 19, the range of angular distributions consistent with the 
best data fits for the mass 23 or combined mass 23 and mass 58 data 
are shown. The relative variations in the derived P(E) distributions 
were much less. The indicated allowed variations are based on a 
reasonable guess of the sensitivity of the data to the fits. 

We conclude this discussion of the derivation of the center-of-
mass scattering distributions by noting that the energy dependence of 
the total reaction cross section was neglected. The large reaction 
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exothermicity diminishes the effect of the spread in collision ener
gies produced by the reactant beam velocity distributions. In addi
tion, the RRK form of the P(E) naturally accounts for the different 
total energies for each Newton diagram generated in the integration 
over the beam velocity distributions. There is no need for the 
product translational energy to extend to values which apparently 

24 violate the reaction exothermicity . 
In the derivation of the P(E) distribution, the reaction exotherm

icity was a free variable. The final value obtained, 45.4 kc/tn agrees 
favorably with the value 43.9 kc/m calculated from the Na(3S—>3P) 
transition energy (48.53 kc/m) and the Na(3S) + HCl—»NaCl + H reaction 
endothermicity of 4.68 kc/m. The good agreement for the value of the 
exothermicity obtained from the data analysis is taken as confirmation 
that the mass 23 data are NaCl product fragments, and that the measured 
and derived distributions are faithful representations of the true 
Na(3P) + HCl— *NaCl + H reaction. 
F. DISCUSSION 

In this section, we strive to understand what detailed reaction 
mechanism could account for the experimental observations. Any mecha
nism must successfully explain the four major experimental findings. 
These are the derived center-of-mass recoil angle and product transla
tional energy distributions, the large enhancement in the reactivity 
of Na(3P) compared to Na(3S), and the lack of an observable laser 
polarization dependence on the NaCl product scattering. Because there 
are no reliable potential energy surface calculations for the Na(3P) + 
HCl reaction, the discussion will be qualitative. We stress that the 
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collision process is complex, involving several eiecronic states, and 
that simple explanations are probably not possible. Even for the 
simpler reactions Li(2S) + HX—»LiX + H, X » F.C1 2 4, subsequent tra-

27 jectory studies indicated an involved mechanism which could not be 
reduced to a simple description. 

For the Na + HCl—>NaCl + H reaction, with a covalent to ionic 
bond change, an electron transfer mechanism in the spirit of the 
alkali-halogen "harpoon" model is a good, first model for the 
reaction. The electron jump distance, calculated from the -23 kc/m 
vertical electron affinity for HCl(v-o) and the 76 kc/m ionization 
potential of Na(3P), is 3.5A. A negative electron affinity indicates 
the anion in unstable with respect to the neutral molecule and a free 
electron. The reaction cross section is 38A for this jump distance. 
If Na(3P) interacts at large distances with HCl in an analogous way as 
Hertel, et al. observed for N 2, H 2 and CO, then the riCl bond is 
expected to stretch as the Na(3P) approaches. The HCl electron 
affinity is increased as the bond stretches, enlarging the reaction 
cross section. The large reaction cross section observed is then 
consistent with our expectations of an electron jump initiating 
reaction step. 

The total reaction cross section is expected to be affected in 
approximately the same way by either Na electronic energy or HCl 
vibrational energy. This is because the vibrational excitation 
increases the HCl electron affinity, while electronic excitation 
reduces the Na ionization potential. To first order, the reaction 
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cross section will depend only on the energy difference between the 
ionization potential and electron affinity for Na and HCl, 
respectively. 

The electron transfer mechanism early in the reaction also 
explains the lack of a polarization dependence in the reaction. As 
noted by Rettner and Zare, the alignment of the P orbital for the 
general C symmetry of Na + HCl is not expected to affect the proba-

+ - 2 + bility of electron transfer at the crossing point. The Na + HCl ( z ) 

state can cross all the Na(3P) + HCl^E) states. If the Na(3P) + HCl 
states are not substantially repulsive (<5 kc/m) at the crossing dis
tance, the lack of an observable effect on the product angular or velo
city distributions from the initial P orbital alignment is expected, 
since each initial molecular collision state must go through the same 
Na +( S) + HC1"( 2Z +) intermediate surface to reach the NaClf1!*) + 
H( S) products. The orbital alignment dependence seen by Rettner and 
Zare for Ca{ P) + KC1 resulted from the polarized ion core formed at 
the electron transfer, and a number of low lying, accessible, excited 
Ca states. The Na ( S) core can have no alignment, and only one low 
lying Na + HCl" ion pair state is accessible. 

The large reaction cross section implies that significant initial 
orbital angular momentum (L) is ^stnt. The additional lh of angular 
momentum from the orbital electronic motion, when circularly polarized 
light is used in the optical pumping, cannot have a large effect on 
the differential cross section, as is observed. 

The transformation from space to body fixed frames of reference is 
predicted to occur at substantial distances for the dominating long 
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range, 1/R , dipole-quadrupole interaction of Na(3P) + HC1. From 
Eq. (2), the impact parameter dependence of the body fixed frame 
locking distance is 

R L(A) - 11.2*b(A)~ 1 / 3 (18) 

for the 5.38 kc/m collision energy. The V - V splitting was calcu-
36 

lated from the formula of Buckingham. Even' if there is an adiabatic 
transfer from the space to body fixed axes, the ion pair intermediate 
will not be sensitive to the P orbital alignment, unless one of the 
excited potential surfaces is strongly repulsive so that it does not 
cross the charge transfer curve at the 5.38 kc/m collision energy. 
Such is not expected, nor observed. 

The product energy and angular distributions, containing the most 
detailed information on the reaction mechanism, are more difficult to 
relate directly to the electron transfer model. The dominance of 
backward scattering suggests an early release of the reaction exo-
thermicity. This is opposite that observed for Li(2S) + HC1 , where 
strong forward scattering was seen. The decrease in the angular dis
tributions at 0* and 180* center-of-mass scattering angles, and the 
slightly structured, non-monotonic T(e) seem to rule out a long lived 
collision complex or coplanar reaction geometry. The latter might 
be expected by the mass combination of this reaction, with substantial 
initial orbital angular momentum and a low product reduced mass. The 
moderate enhancement at the forward scattering angles near a = 60" 

" cm 
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is also peculiar, especially since this matches the features seen for 
the Li(2S) + HC1—*tiC1 + H reaction 2 4. 

The geometry of the transition state is unknown for this reaction. 
The large cross section, small product reduced mass, and direct mecha
nism based on the structured T(e) would seem to preclude a tightly-
bound, linear geometry. A bent, or loose transition state seems more 
probable, since sine weighting of T(e) shows broad sideways NaCl 
scattering. Noting that the NaCl(v-o) internuclear separation is 
2.36A and the HCl(v«o) separation is 1.27A, for a 90" transition state 
geometry, product exit parameters of l.SA are reasonable. Taking the 
average product translational energy of 25 kc/m, the product orbital 
angular momentum is 34h. For 3.5A impact parameters at the 5.38 kc/m 
collision energy, the total initial angular momentum is —160fi, imply
ing an average i27ft must be in NaCl rotations. Neglecting centrifugal 
distortion, this is an average 8.9 kc/m of product rotational energy, 
leaving an additional 15 kc/m for product vibrational energy. The 
slower, forward scattered product seen in the 25* and 30* laboratory 
TOF would be a consequence of larger NaCl rotational excitation, 
necessary to satisfy angular momentum conservation if the forward 
scattering correlates with larger impact parameter collisions. For 
the broad product translational energy distribution observed, the 
utility of an average product translational energy is dubious. 

The early release of the reaction exothermicity is expected, since 
- 37 HC1 is known to dissociate by low energy electrons to H + CI . 

Hence, at the transfer distance, the slow electron will initiate the H 
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atom departure by dissociate attachment. The extent of the interaction 
between the forming Na C1~ molecule and departing H atom is not known. 
The large product translational energy suggests this exit channel 
coupling is small. Conversely, the forward scattering of the product 
angular distribution in alkali-halogen reactions has been related to 
charge migration . This involves significant interaction among 
all three atoms. The current case of a light hydrogen atom leaving is 
expected to reduce the three particle interaction times considerably. 

A more detailed analysis of the P(E), T{«) distributions must wait 
until more is known about the PES of this reaction. 
G. CONCLUSION 

The crossed-molecular beams technique has measured the NaCl 
product center-of-mass scattering distribution for the reaction 

Na(3 ZP 3 / 2) • HC1(V") —* NaCl(V") + H( 2S) 
at a collision energy of 5.38 kc/m. The enhanced cross section for 
reaction of Na(3P) vs. Na(3S) atoms and the lack of an observable 
polarization dependence for the reaction is consistent with the 
expected electron transfer reaction mechanism. The product energy and 
angular distributions indicate a predominance of sideways scattering, 
unlike the Li(2S) + HC1—»LiCl + H reaction 2 4, where forward scatter
ing was observed. The large initial orbital angular momentum does 
correlate predominately (-80 percent) with product rotation as expected 
for this mass combination. Significant product translational energy 
is favored by the repulsive energy release initiated by dissociate 
attachment of HC1 from the transfer of the sodium P orbital electron. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of how different laser beam E and k 

vector directions relative to the collision plane determine 
the initial, asymptotic distribution of P orbitals. On the 
left hand side, the laser propagates in the scattering 
plane. When the E vector is perpendicular to the collision 
plane (top), |pw~> states are preferred with negative 
reflection symmetry. With the E vector in the collision 
plane, a mixture of |p» > and |po> states are formed, 
depending on the angle between the relative velocity vector 
and the laser E vector. On the rignc hand side, the laser 
beam propagates perpendicularly to the collision plane. The 
top (bottom) figure shows that if the E vector is perpen
dicular (parallel) to the relative velocity vector, |p» > 
(|po>) states are preferred. 

Fig. 2. Cross section of the seeded Na atom source. Components are 
(a) Main Na reservoir, (b) Reservoir heating cables, (c) gas 
inlet tube, (d) ceramic support posts for inlet tube radia
tion heater, (e) flow constrictor, (f) nozzle tube, (g) noz
zle tube heating elements, (h) nozzle disk, (i) oven copper 
support block, (j) nozzle alignment bolts, (k) heated skim
mer, (1) skimmer heaters, (m) pre-skimmer, (n) pre-skimmer 
heaters, (o) defining slits, (p) radiation shields, (q) beam 
flag, (r) reservoir thermocouple, (s) nozzle chamber 
bulkhead. 
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Fig. 3. Cross sectional view of HC1 keyed beam source; (a) nozzle, 
(b) nozzle heater block, (c) nozzle alignment fixture, (d) 
gas inlet tube, (e) skinnier, (f) nozzle bulkhead. 

Fig. 4. N a ^ S j ^ ) , N a ^ P ^ ) , and Na(3 2P 3 / 2) electronic state 
hyperfine structure. The double headed arrow shows the two 
level system used for optically pumping a steady state frac-

2 
tion of Na atoms to the 3 P,,, state. 

Fig. 5. Ooppler shifted fluorescence for He (top) and Ne (bottom) 
seeded Na atom beams. 4f measures the F»2—»F'=3 transition 
shift. The bottom trace is a relative frequency standard 
derived from an etalon. 

Fig. 6. Na(3S) + HC1 scattering angular distributions measured at 
the two collision energies at mass 23 (top) and mass 58 
(bottom). The signal is measured in units of the experi
mentally observed count rates. 

Fig. 7. Calculated and observed NaCl product angular distribution 
for the Na(3S) + HC1 reaction. A constant product energy 
and recoil angle distribution was assumed. The good fit to 
the data indicates that the recoil velocity is so small, 
that no information on the structure of the center-of-mass 
scattering distribution can be obtained of this energy at 
the current apparatus resolution. 

Fig. 8. Newton diagrams for the Na(3P) + HC1 system at the two 
collision energies measured in the experiment. The hatched 
areas show the FWHH velocity distributions at each beam, and 
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the distribution of center-of-nwss angles resulting from the 
reactant beam velocity spreads. The maximal NaCl product 
velocity is restricted to the circle drawn about the center-
of-mass by conservation of energy. The laboratory angles 
tangent to these circles are the nominal maximum scattering 
angles for observation of NaCl product. 

Fig. 9. Mass 23 angular distributions corrected for fragmentation of 
NaCl reaction product assuming different fragmentation 
ratios. 

Fig. 10. Angular distributions observed with laser on and off at mass 
23 (top) and mass 58 (bottom) at the two experimental colli
sion energies. At mass 23 and 5.38 kc/m collision energy, 
the enhancement of the signal caused by the laser excitation 
is clear, while at mass 58 and 19.4 kc/m collision energy, 
the enhancement is barely observable. 

Fig. 11. Na(3P) + HCl scattering angular distributions measured at 
the two collision energies at mass 23 (top) and mass 58 
(bottom). Error bars are 1 standard deviation of the mean. 
The signal is in units of the observed count rates. 

Fig. 12. Na(3P) + HCl mass 23 angular distributions, corrected for 
NaCl product fragmentation assuming different fragmentation 
ratios. 

Fig. 13. Experimental laser correlated time-of-flight distributions 
at mass 23 for the indicated laboratory angles. At 25" and 
30*. elastic scattering of Na(3P) atoms can be easily seen. 
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The slow, broader peak at all angles is assigned to NaCl 
product which fragments in the electron impact ionizer to 
Na +. 

14. Experimental laser correlated time-of-flight distributions 
of mass 58 at the indicated laboratory angles. 

15. Laser induced scattering as a function of the resonance 
fluorescence intensity. If the experiment is operating 
correctly, the data should fall on a straight line. The 
straight line is an "eyeball" fit to the data indicating 
that, to first order, this is true. 

16. Newton diagram showing the laboratory angular range accessi
ble to the inelastic Na(3P) + HC1 quenching channel, or the 
NaH product reaction channel. The inelastic channel is 
labeled by the vibrational product state of the HC1, and the 
maximum HC1 rotational level accessible for that vibrational 
state. The two circles showing NaH product are based on 
different values for the NaH bond energy. 

17 Calculated and observed laboratory angular distributions for 
the 5.38 kc/m collision energy, Na(3P) +HC1 reaction using a 
5 term legendre expansion in the center-of-mass scattering 
angle and an RRK function for the translational energy. 

18 Calculated and observed laboratory product arrival 
distributions for selected laboratory angles for the 5 term 
legendre expansion of fig 17. 
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Fig. 19 Best fit P(E) and T(«) distributions for the 5 term legendre 
series. The shaded areas and hatch narks delimit the allowed 
range of the functions with essentially no discernable 
change in the quality of the fit to the data. 

Fig. 20 Contour product flux map for the distributions of fig. 19. 
Fig. 21 Calculated and observed angular distributions for a 7 term 

legendre series. 
Fig. 22 Calculated and observed TOF data for the 7 term legendre 

series. 
Fig. 23 Best fit T(e) and P(E) functions for the 7 term legendre 

series. 
Fig. 24 Contour product flux map for the 7 term legendre series. 
Fig. 25 Laboratory angular distributions for the best fit 

center-of-mass scattering distributions with 
forward-backward symmetry. The poor quality of the fits show 
that the reaction is definitely backward scattered. 

Fig. 26 TOF data observed and calculated for the forward-backward 
symmetric scattering distribution. 

Fig. 27 Best fit T(«) and P(E) functions for the forward-backward 
symmetric scattering distribution. 

Fig. 28 Product flux contour map for the forward-backward symmetric 
best fit distributions of fig. 27. Note that the symmetric 
case shows an increase in the intensity near 60* , similar 
to the 5 and 7 term legendre expansions. 
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APPENDIX III. OPTICAL PUMPING STUDIES OF THE Li 2S—>2P 
AND Na 3S—>3P TRANSITIONS 

A major problem in studying the collision dynamics of excited 
atomic states is the creation of a large fraction of the atoms in the 
excited state. Because most atoms have a multiplicity of hyperfine 
levels in the ground electronic state, a single laser frequency is 
unable to produce, in general, a steady state fraction of the atoms in 
the excited state. Usually, the excited state can decay by spontane
ous emission to ground state hyperfine levels not resonant with the 
laser frequency. Consequently, after a few spontaneous emission 
cycles, initially resonant atoms will no longer be excited by the 
laser. The usable fraction of excited state atoms in the collision 
volume will be less than 1 percent. 

To study excited state atom reactions for atoms other than sodium, 
it is necessary to develop optical pumping schemes matched to their 
ground state hyperfine structure. In this appendix, the results of a 
preliminary study of the feasibility of creating a steady state 
excited population of Li(2P) is presented. Lithium was chosen because 
its small number of electrons make its reactions attractive for 
ab initio electronic structure calculations of the reaction potential 
energy surfaces. Such calculations compare experimental results with 
basic theory, deepening the understanding of the collision process. 
As will be shown below, creating excited state Li atoms also 
represents the next stage in experimental complexity. 

Let us begin by reviewing how sodium can be efficiently excited to 
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2 the 3 P,,. state. First, the transition intensity is strong and can 
be saturated with available cw lasers. Second, the frequency of the 
35—»3P transition '? near the peak of the rhodamine 6G dye emission 
curve. With readily obtained commercial laser hardware and a minimum 
of effort, the long term stability of the dye laser power and wave
length insured that this component of a molecular beam experiment is 
dependable. Third, by simply controlling the laser frequency, 30 per
cent of the sodium beam can be continuously excited when the transi
tion is saturated. As discussed in Chapter 3, this was a consequence 
of the selection rules on the total angular momentum for spontaneous 
emission. When the 3S(F-2)—»3P(F'-3) transition is excited, and the 
laser bandwidth and power broadening are less than the 3P(F'-2)-3P 
(F'»3) 65 MHZ splitting, an isolated, two-level system results 

2 Now consider the example of optically pumping the 3 P,,. spin orbit 
level. Figure 1 shows the level structure for this transition. If the 
laser were tuned to excite the F«2—»F'»1 transition, and the light 
linearly polarized, the |M|«2 magnetic sublevels of the F«2 ground 
state would not be excited to the F'*l level because of the selection 

2 rule AM«0. However, spontaneous emission connects the 3 P,,. (F'=l), 
o 

|M|-1 magnetic sublevels to these "dark," 3 S,,. (F=2),|M|=2 magnetic 
sublevels. Consequently, after a very few spontaneous emission cycles, 

2 
all of the atoms would be in the 3 S, / 2 (F»2),|M|«2 sublevels, even if 

o there were no spontaneous decay to the 3 S, / 2 (F«l) ground state hpf 
level. 

Let us then suppose that both the 3 Sj, 2 (F.1,2)—>3 2P, / 2 (F'.2) 
transitions are pumped with two linearly polarized lasers. In this 
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2 case, the 3 S,,. (F-2),H-0 magnetic sublevel is a trap because it has 
o 

no transition moment to the 3 P,., (F'-2) state for linearly polarized 
light. An additional laser, tuned to the 3 2 S 1 / 2 (F-2)—*3 2P 1 / 2 (F'.l) 
transition, is needed. In this manner, one can show that no combina
tion of two laser frequencies of circular or linear polarization can 

2 1 
optically pump a steady fraction into the 3 Pj, 2 soi1" orbit state. 

2 Pritchard has suggested that the application of a weak magnetic 
field perpendicular to the laser polarization axis is sufficient to 
remove the fM) trap. (The Larmour precession frequency, if fast on 
the time scale of a few spontaneous emission cycles, will mix the H 
sublevels and stop population accumulation in tie M~0 sublevel). In a 

2 scattering experiment with Na + Ar , a 17 percent reduction in the 
scattered Na intensity was observed when twc laser frequencies were 

2 used to excite the 3 P,,2 spin orbit state. This was taken as a 
measure of the fraction of sodium atoms pumped. To create the two 
frequencies, a molecular beam of sodium atoms was crossed nonorthogo-
nally by a laser beam which was reflected upon itself. These two 
counterpropogating laser beams, if the angle between the laser and 
molecular beams is chosen correctly, are doppler shifted by the ground 
state hpf splitting of 1.77 Ghz, ana for some fraction of the atomic 
beam, the two resonance conditions are met. 

2 The above problem for optical pumping of the 3 P,,~ spin orbit 
level was a consequence of the 'jpper level having less than or equal 
total angular momentum than the ground state levels, and integral val
ues for the total angular momentum. An additional problem, coherence 
trapping, can arise when two ground states are connected to a common 
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upper level by resonant cw radiation even if there are no magnetic 
sublevel traps. Much theoretical work on coherence trapping has 
recently appeared, as well as some experimental verification. ' 
Figure 2a shows the three state level structure called a lamda system. 
If two monochromatic resonant fields are used to pump both ground 
states to the excited state, and both are at resonance, then it can be 

3 shown that the steady state population in the upper state is zero. 
The two laser fields create a coherence between the two ground state 
levels, such that the phases between the ground state amplitudes in 
the complete wavefunction uncouples the system from the driving fields. 
An alternative view shows that the system executes Raman transitions 
between the two ground state levels, with the excited level acting as 
a virtual state. 

In an experiment., before the atoms enter the laser fields, there 
is no coherence between the two ground states. In the presence of the 
laser fields, two new ground basis states can be formed which are 
linear combinations of the original states. One of these states is 

3 
coupled, the other uncoupled, from the laser fields. As spontane
ous decay occurs, the atoms in the optically coupled state are contin
uously depleted. Two laser frequencies are no better than one in 
producing a steady state excited population. 

A theoretical study of the effects of laser bandwidth and detuning 
for a three level lamda system driven by two laser fields has been 
reported by Knight. In particular, he examined the effects of phase 
correlation between the two laser fields on the coherence trapping. 
The individual laser fields were allowed to have phase fluctuations, 
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but the field amplitudes (and Rabi frequencies) were assumed constant. 
In this model, the constant field amplitude approximation trebles a 
final separation of the atomic variables from the Field aquations. 
With the inclusion of uncorrelated fluctuations for each of the applied 
fields, the coherence trapping is reduced by the off-resottasnt frequency 
components from the fluctuating phases. If, however, both fields are 
critically cross-correlated, that is, the phase fluctuations between 
the two fields are dependent, then the coherence trapping is preserved, 
even in the p-esence of the fluctuations from the individual fields. 

In this appendix, the model developed by Knight is extended to 
consider the asymptotic state distributions for a three level lambda 
system driven by two nearly resonant, phase fluctuating laser fields 
with variable cross-correlation. This mod<il is applied to experimental 
observations of fluorescence and ionization yields when the Li isotope 
is opti-ally pumped by two, cw, single-mode optical fields, one derived 
from the other by acousto-optic modulation. The acoustic modulation 
frequency is set equal to the 2 * S 1 / 2 (f-l/2)-(F-3/2), 228 Mhz hpf 
splitting. The modulator stability is quite high, and since the two 
frequencies are derived from the same laser, they have precisely the 
same phase fluctuations. In this way, the two laser fields have a 
fixed frequency difference which is independent of the laser bandwidth, 
i.e., they are critically cross correlated. The hyperfine structure 
of the 6 U , 2 P 3 / 2 level is shown in Fig. 2(b). Unlike 2 3Na, the 6Li 
hyperfine structure is overlapped within the 6 Mhz radiative linewidth. 
A single mode, single frequency dye laser is unable to create a steady 

2 state P,,2 population, as spontaneous emission will connect the 
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overlapped P 3. 2 levels with both ground state hyperfine levels. How-
ever, Li, with half integral total angular momentum, has no H level 
traps and the Li(2S—>2P) transition is located near the Maximum of the 
DCN dye laser emission. Experimentally, sufficient laser power (80 mU) 
and stability are readily obtained such that if the intrinsically over
lapped excited state hyperfine structure and coherence trapping prob-
lems can be solved, Li P 3 / 2 scattering experiments should be 
straightforward. 

Me now derive the steady state populations of a three level lamda 
system, beginning with the optical Bloch equations obtained by Knight 
and Dalton. These equations were derived from a quantized treatment 
of the laser fluctuations, which are modeled as a stochastic process. 
The Bloch equations were obtained by using a reduced density matrix 
for the atom-laser system, making the usual rotating wave approxima
tion. Lamb shifts of the atomic levels and the variation of the Rabi 
frequency with the laser coherent states (field amplitudes) are 
ignored. As we are only concerned with the atomic level populations, 
irrespective of the state of the laser field, the Bloch equations 
reduce to a simple set of linear coupled differential equations with 
constant coefficients. 

For the time independent solution to these equations, we follow 
the method of Stroud. For sase of computer calculation, we also 
redefine the off-diagonal density matrix elements into their real and 
imaginary parts. Additionally, we define two new diagonal elements 
which are the sum and difference of the populations in the two ground 
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state levels. As noted by Stroud, the nine differential equations for 
the density matrix elements are dependent when the time derivative is 
set to zero. We reduce this to a non-singular set of equations, by 
defining new variables which are the old variables divided by the sum 
of the populations in the two ground states. This sum is never zero. 
The equation involving the sum variable is discarded. The solution is 
easily provided by available software. The actual equations are given 
by Eq. (1). In Eq. (1), Y I ? a n d Yin a r e t n e spontaneous decay rates 
from level 1 to levels 2 and 0, respectively, s and « b are the detun-
ings from resonance for the fields a and b, ?, and c K a>*e the Rabi 

a O 
frequencies for the two laser fields, A and &.. are the uncorrelated 

aa bb 
phase fluctuation bandwidths for the fields a and b, and a b is the 
cross-correlated bandwidth. D is the difference between the two ground 
state populations normalized to their sum i.e., D » (o,r,-a._)/(o-0+o ) 

v 22 oo ZZ oo 
R-- and I., are the real and imaginary off-diagonal density matrix 
elements, normalized to the two ground state populations, viz, 

D ij ji , ij ji /,, 
Kij = Z( 0: n +a„) ' l1j " Z(a" +a„) • < 2' 

Finally, a,,' » 0i]/( I Tno + 022'' w n e r e °ii ^s t h e excited state 
population. 

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the excited state population on 
the detunings from resonance of each of the fields, on the Rabi 
frequencies of the applied fields, and on the amount of cross-
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correlation between the two laser fields. The unit of frequency is 
taken as the total spontaneous emission rate from the excited state. 

The experimental configuration of Fig. 4 was used to investigate 
Q 

the optical pumping of Li. A similar study was done by Baum, et al. 
In the present experiment, a heated tantalum oven, similar to that used 
in a previous molecular beam study, creates a Li atomic beam which 
is illuminated at right angles by two, coaxial cw laser beams, of spot 
size 2mm. The two frequencies were obtained by passing the output of 
a commercial single mode dye laser (operating with DCH dye and tuned 
to the 2S—>2P transition at 6709 angstroms), through a commercial 
acoustic-optic modulator (Intra-Action) set for the 228 MHZ ground 
state hpf splitting. The applied frequency was measured with a micro
wave counter. The two frequencies were recombined on a Glan-Thompson 
prism by rotating the polarization of one of the beans. The beams were 
made coaxial by overlapping them at two points separated by thirty 
feet, with the molecular beam intersection point approximately midway 
between the alignment points. The beams are linearly polarized, with 
their polarizations at right angles to each other. The power in each 
beam could be adjusted with filters, and the frequency shift changed 
over the range 200-230 MHZ with the acoustic-optic modulator. The 
laser bandwidth was estimated using a scanning Fabrey-Perot with 
1.5 GHZ FSR, finesse 200, and found to be less than 10 MHZ. 

Measurements consisted of monitoring the fluorescence from the 
illumination zone and scanning the dye laser frequency. The fluores
cence is proportional to the excited state population. As the laser 
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is scanned, the absolute frequency is not recorded, so the position of 
maximum fluorescence relative to the transition resonance is not known. 
To compare with the calculations, we use the maximum seen during the 
frequency scan. Figure 5 shows typical fluorescence scans with and 
without the second laser beam. As the fluorescence is polarized, and 
the photomultiplier views only a small solid angle of the total emis
sion, and the two laser beam's polarizations are orthogonal, the fluo
rescence induced by each laser is not detected with equal efficiency. 

The results of the experiments show that the expected increase 
from the presence of the second laser was not realized. Given the Li 
atom velocity and the laser beam diameter, the atoms spend approxi
mately 50 spontaneous lifetimes in the laser beam. If the second beam 
was able to saturate the three level system as expected, the fluores
cence should have increased by at least one order of magnitude. 
Instead, only a 50 percent ^on-additive increase was observed. The 
model calculations would explain this (assuming the maximum possible 
cross-correlation was present between the two fields) if the laser 
power in one beam was sufficient to pump both transitions. In Fig. 3, 
the population in the upper level is shown for different laser powers 
assuming that only one field drives the transitions. The calculations, 
with cross-correlation, show that at high power, both the one and two 
frequency experiments are able to excite near the maximal fraction. 
However, the two frequency case is ten times more efficient at low 
powers. In the experiments, no improvement was seen with the second 
laser frequency at lower powers. 
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To understand the deviations of the observations from the model 
predictions, we reconsider the assumptions of the optical pumping nodel 
which would invalidate the predictions we have made. First, the model 
calculations assume that the power broadening is not commensurate with 
the ground state hpf splitting. This is definitely not the case at the 
high powers of some of the experiments. In particular, see Fig. 5(a). 
Second, the phase fluctuc on model also predicts a Lorent7ian laser 
lineshape which overestimates the power in the wings of the laser 
line. The result of this error is to overestimate the effectiveness 
of the off-resonance pumping. Third, we have assumed the two laser 
frequencies are critically cross correlated. The experimental results 
appear closer to the uncorrelated model calculations. If this were 
the case, the excited state population would be substantial. Finally, 
the approximation of the 6Li, 2S 1 / 2(F=l/2, 3/2)—» 2P 3 / 2(F=5/2, 3/2, 
1/2) level structure as a 3 level lamda system is also incorrect. 
Instead, there are 18 levels, with several sets of inter-connected 

lamda systems. The presence of the other, slightly non-degenerate, F 
2 

levels in the P3/2 state may effectively dephase the coherence in the 
individual lamda systems, in effect, uncorrelating the laser fields. 
A more elaborate density matrix treatment is necessary, incorporating 
all m sublevels, to ascertain the importance of this approximation. 

To check the hypothesis that the three level system was already 
saturated by one strong field, a second set of experiments was done 
using a pulsed dye laser in addition to the optical pumping laser. To 
measure the excited state population without resorting to relative 
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fluorescence yields, we chose to ionize the 2P population by resonant 
multi-photon ionization through the 30 intermediate state as outlined 
by Payne. The pulsed laser, of 10 nanosecond duration, takes a 

2 "snapshot" of the 2 P,,- population. If this ionization step can be 
saturated, then the ion yield, as a function of the parameters of the 
optical pumping cw laser, will provide us with the required information 
about our pumping scheme. 

As an absolute calibration, the pulsed laser can be used to ionize 
the ground state by the sequence Li (2S)—>3P—»Li + e-. The 2S—>3P 
photon is obtained by doubling pulsed, visible light. The residual 
pulsed visible light is sufficiently energetic to ionize the 3P state. 
If the ion yield can be saturated with respect to both the visible and 
doubled wavelengths, then the ion yield from the ground state ioniza
tion scheme will measure the density of Li atoms at the crossing of the 
cw laser. Comparing the ion yield for the ground and excited states 
will provide directly the fraction pumped. 

The ground state signal was ionized and saturated, as shown in 
Fig. 6. However, no significant signal was seen from the excited 
scate (i.e., <.l percent of the ground state signal), with one or both 
cw frequencies present. 

As a check, the same experiment was performed for Na, where we 
know that a large fraction of the atoms can be excited. The results 
are shown in Fig. 7. Here, the overlap of the cw and pulsed beams was 
done by maximizing the ion signal from the 3P state. The cw beam was 
unfocused so it would be larger thar the cross section of the pulsed 
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bean. The pulsed bean was unfocused, and its cross section determined 
by an aperture. Once the 3P—»Na ion signal was maximized with 
respect to the cw laser bean position, only the dyes were changed in 
the pulsed laser to measure the ground state signal. Again, all 
signals were saturated and resonant as expected. (In regard to this 
last point, care was taken to be sure that the pulsed laser was oper
ating with a low level of amplified spontaneous emission. Initial 
experiments indicated that the intermediate state (40 or 4P) resonance 
was quite broad. This was found to be from amplified spontaneous 
emission and the large oscillator strengths of these transitions.) 
The absolute determination of the 3P/3S ratio for sodium was very 
small by this technique. Additionally, no depletion of the ground 
state ion signal by optical pumping with the cw laser to the 3P state 
was seen. 

If the Rabi frequency of the cw 3S-3P transition is large compared 
to the time duration of the ionization laser pulse, then it might be 
possible to so strongly saturate the ionization step, that as the atoms 
cycle between the 3S and 3P states, they can all be removed by the 
ionization laser. To check this, the uv power wae- reduced so tt P ion 
signal was several orders of magnitude lower than when saturated. 
Again, no depletion was obtained. If the Na beam was blocked, the ion 
signal disappeared. 

To explain the results, we are forced to assume either an error in 
the experiment, or in our naive model for the ionization process. With 
regard to the former, the apertures in the vacuum chamber near to the 
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ion collector were efficient at ion production if the pulsed laser was 
not properly aligned. Back reflections from the optical windows also 
produced ion signal if the laser beam was not aligned properly. It is 
known that aromatic compounds are ionized efficiently and sometimes 
dissociatively by uv light. The silicone pumping fluid could then 
contribute some signal, but the resonant conditions for the ionizing 
frequencies cast doubt on this interpretation. Host probably, the 
total ion yield, which depends on the knowledge of the system for the 
duration of the pulsed laser excitation, is not simply a matter of our 
naive view of 30 percent of the population in the 3P state. Instead, 
it might depend on the amount of 3S character in the wavefunction. 
More el aborate experiments and model swill be needed to check the 
behavior of Na or Li atoms in the presence of several saturated 
resonant fields and with access to a continuum decay. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
23 2 2 

1. Ha hyperfine structure for the 3 S,., and 3 P,,» electronic 
states. The solid lines with double headed arrows show the m 
levels connected by simulated emission by the two, linearly 
polarized lasers tuned to the 2 S 1 / 2 (F-1,2)—* 2Pj. 2 (F'»l) 
transitions. The wavy, single headed arrows show which ground 
state m sublevels are connected to the F'»l, M»-l sublevel by 
spontaneous emission. It can be seen that the 3 S,,JF-2), 
M » -2 sublevel is a trap b., this optical pumping scheme. 

2. (a). Three level lamda system. « and « b are the frequency 
offsets of the two applied fields (whose frequencies are W. and 
W 2) from the 0—>1 and 2— *1 transition resonances. r,Q and 
r._ are the spontaneous emission rates from level 1 to levels 0 
and 2 respectively. 2 2 (b). Hyperfine structure of the 2 S,,. and 2 P,,, states for 
6Li. 

3. (a). Fraction 1, steady state population in the excited 
level of the lamda system shown in Fig. 2(a). z, is the rabi 
frequency of the fields, in units of the total spontaneous 
decaj rate from state 1. a^»l and 0 are the limits of 
full or no cross-correlation between the laser fields. The 
family of curves on each graph shows the dependence of the 
excited state population as one frequency is scanned with the 
other held fixed at different frequency offsets from reso
nance. The offset frequency is the location of the node in 
the curves. 
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(b). Power dependence of the excited state asymptotic 
population when one laser field is scanned through the lamda 
system. The « - « b frequency offset corresponds to the 
Li 2 Si 19 hyperfine splitting. 

Fig. 4. Experimental arrangement used to study the optical pumping 
and ionization of Li and Na atoms. An Ar ion laser pumps a 
commercial dye laser, which passes through an acousto-optic 
modular (AOM). The two output frequencies are recombined on 
a prism, then orthogonally cross the atonic beam. The fluo
rescence is imaged onto a photomultiplier by a lens/spatial 
filter combination. 

Fig. 5. Frequency dependence of Li fluorescence observed for 
several different laser powers. The curves on the left hand 
side are for a single laser frequency. The curves on the 
right hand side were observed when both laser frequencies 
derived from the acousto-optic modulator excited the Li beam. 

Fig. 6. Li ion yield vs. laser power for the 2S—>3P transition 
(solid line) and the 3P—»4D transition (dashed line). 

Fig. 7. Na ion yield vs. laser power for the 3S—»3P transition 
(solid line) and the 3P—>4D transition (dashed line). 

X 
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